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Preface

This book is the outcome of the many years that I have journeyed in the field of migration research and policymaking. Being a policy scientist, I entered this field as a relative outsider. The thorny issue of immigrant integration challenged many of the lessons I had been taught as a student of public policy. It defied much of what I had learnt about rationally defining social problems, organising processes of policymaking and evaluating policy programmes. Somehow, much of the traditional policy scientist’s toolkit did not make sense when confronted with the ‘wicked policy problem’. This became even more evident when, just after the turn of the millennium in the midst of my schooling in public policy and public administration, immigrant integration emerged forcefully onto the Dutch public and political agenda. In spite of decades of policy, the Dutch approach was now being declared a ‘failure’. Furthermore, the credibility of those experts who had been closely involved in the making of these policies was now publicly on the line. Clearly, the role of scientific experts in the making of Dutch immigrant integration policies was changing.

This is precisely what motivated me to undertake research on the relations between migration research and policymaking in the Netherlands. Culminating in my dissertation entitled ‘Constructing immigrant policies: Research-policy relations and immigrant integration policymaking in the Netherlands’, I completed my PhD in January 2008 at the University of Twente in Enschede, the Netherlands. The entire process was an adventure into the very lively and dynamic field of Dutch migration research. After immersing myself in migration literature and policy documents, I talked to many key scholars and policymakers and visited the most relevant institutes in the field. This lifted the lid on a complex, dynamic and, at times, contested area. Making sense of this controversial domain that I had ventured into required me to review the many traditional ideas I held about the role of research in policymaking. As a policy scientist, this has shaped my understanding of how policymaking works in practice and how the division of labour between research and policy is actually produced and reproduced.

Since obtaining my PhD, I have continued working on the reconceptualisation of research-policy relations in this specific policy domain. This led to an international conference in May 2008 entitled Research-Policy
Dialogues on Migration and Integration in Europe, which I organised together with Rinus Penninx, who has been involved in such research-policy dialogues for decades, both in the Netherlands and at a wider European level. The gathering was graciously hosted by the University of Twente’s Department of Social Risks and Safety Studies, where I held an assistant professorship. It was supported by the IMISCOE Research Network concerned with, as its acronym suggests, international migration, integration and social cohesion in Europe and by the Institute for Governance Studies (IGS). The conference created an opportunity for policymakers and migration scholars to engage in dialogue on their mutual relations. It also allowed me to broaden the scope of my interest in research-policy dialogues beyond the Netherlands, posing questions such as whether or not it is an exceptional case, or if there is something more general that we can learn from the Dutch experience?

This book is the product of my broader reflections on the dialogue between migration and migration policymaking. With it, I intend to contribute to a better empirical and theoretical understanding of research-policy dialogues on intractable policy controversies such as immigrant integration. In this respect, I consider immigrant integration a revelatory case as it represents a policy domain in which traditional ideas about policymaking and the role of social research within it have been seriously challenged. Furthermore, I intend to contribute to shaping more reflective research-policy dialogues in this field in the future. Clearly, both governments and researchers are struggling to come to terms with the ‘wicked’ problem, yet there appears to be little progress in terms of taming the ongoing controversies on immigrant integration. This study may not necessarily provide a resolution for the problem of immigrant integration, but it does bring about more reflexivity in the related dialogues.

This study would not have been possible without the attention and help of various people, whom I cannot thank enough for getting me acquainted with the world of migration research. Rinus Penninx has not only been an invaluable source of information, but also a great motivator throughout my research; without him there would have been no Research-Policy Dialogues conference and no book about it either. The Department of Social Risks and Safety Studies honed my skills as a researcher and, in particular, my promoters Bert de Vroom and Romke van der Veen dealt patiently with my uncertainties and shortcomings as I developed as a social scientist. Han Entzinger, one of the supervisors of my Master’s thesis, was a tremendous inspiration and instructor from early on, and he has continued to be there for me, meticulously reviewing various drafts of this book. Christina Boswell and Virginie Guiraudon were of enormous assistance in broadening the scope of my research interest beyond the Dutch case and reviewing parts of the international comparative chapter. Rob Hoppe has been my guide in the world of science studies and helped me develop my
PhD dissertation into this book. Let me thank Leo Lucassen from Leiden University and Elke Winter from the University of Ottawa for their rigorous reviews and constructive comments on its latest versions. I also wish to thank Anna Yeadell and Karina Hof for their unwearied reviewing of the final text.

Finally, much gratitude is due to my young family, who had to live with this evolving manuscript for at least four summers. My wife Amal and our children Safae and Ilyas have been a huge support, remaining endlessly patient and indulgent. It is to them, therefore, that I dedicate this book.

Rotterdam, April 2011
## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Name in full</th>
<th>English name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACOM</td>
<td>Adviescommissie Onderzoek Minderheden</td>
<td>Advisory Committee on Minorities Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMF</td>
<td>Bundesamtes für Migration und Flüchtlinge</td>
<td>German Federal Office for Migration and Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek</td>
<td>National Statistics Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAZ</td>
<td>Commissariat van Amboneenzorg</td>
<td>Commissioner’s Office for Welfare of Moluccans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>Christen-Democratisch Appel</td>
<td>Christian Democratic Appeal Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE</td>
<td>Commission for Racial Equality</td>
<td>Centre for Race and Equality Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D66</td>
<td>Democraten 1966</td>
<td>Liberal Democratic Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCIM</td>
<td>Directie Coördinatie Integratie Minderheden</td>
<td>Directorate for the Coordination of the Minorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBB</td>
<td>Enquête Beroepsbevolking</td>
<td>Labour Force Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAS</td>
<td>Fond d’Action Sociale pour les Travailleurs Immigrés et Leur Familles</td>
<td>Social Work Fund for Labor Migrants and Their Families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GELD</td>
<td>Group d’Études et de Lutte contre les Discriminations</td>
<td>Group for Studying and Combating Discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALDE</td>
<td>Haute Autorité de Lutte contre les Discriminations et pour l’Égalité</td>
<td>The French Equal Opportunities and Anti-Discrimination Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Independent Commission on Migration to Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INED</td>
<td>Institut National des Études Démographiques</td>
<td>National Institute for Demographic Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSEE</td>
<td>Institut National de la Statistique et des Études Économiques</td>
<td>French Statistics Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRR</td>
<td></td>
<td>Institute for Race Relations Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEO</td>
<td>Institut voor Sociologisch-Economisch Onderzoek</td>
<td>Institute for Social and Economic Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWM</td>
<td>Inspraakorgaan Welzijn Molukkers</td>
<td>Consultation Body for the Welfare of Moluccans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>Landelijk Advies en Overleg Orgaan voor Minderheden</td>
<td>National Advisory and Consultation Structure for Minorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISW</td>
<td>Landelijk Inspraakorgaan van Surinaamse Welzijnsinstellingen</td>
<td>Foundation of Surinamese Welfare Organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPF</td>
<td>Lijst Pim Fortuyn</td>
<td>Pim Fortuyn Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Name in full</td>
<td>English name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of CRM</td>
<td>Ministerie van Cultuur, Recreatie en Maatschappelijk Werk</td>
<td>Ministry of Culture, Recreation and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCB</td>
<td>Nederlands Centrum Buitenlanders</td>
<td>Dutch Centre for Foreigners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVB</td>
<td>Onderzoek en Verificatie Bureau</td>
<td>Research and Verification Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI</td>
<td>Partij van de Arbeid</td>
<td>Policy Science Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PvdA</td>
<td>Project voor de Reintegratie van Migranten en Bevordering van Locale Kansen en Ontwikkeling</td>
<td>Reintegration of Emigrant Manpower and Promotion of Local Opportunities and Development Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMO</td>
<td>Raad voor Maatschappelijke Ontwikkeling</td>
<td>Council for Social Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROB</td>
<td>Raad voor het Openbaar Bestuur</td>
<td>Council for Public Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP</td>
<td>Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau</td>
<td>Social and Cultural Planning Office (also Institute for Social Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWCM</td>
<td>Tijdelijke Wetenschappelijke Commissie Minderhedenbeleid</td>
<td>Temporary Scientific Committee for Minorities Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVD</td>
<td>Volkspartij voor Vrijheid en Democratie</td>
<td>Liberal Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWJ</td>
<td>Verwey-Jonker Instituut</td>
<td>Verwey-Jonker Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WODC</td>
<td>Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek-en Documentatiecentrum</td>
<td>Scientific Research and Documentation Centre of the Department of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRR</td>
<td>Wetenschappelijke Raad voor het Regeringsbeleid</td>
<td>Scientific Council for Government Policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dutch society has long been held up as an exemplary case of successful multiculturalism. Yet, the ‘multicultural model’ is now widely – and sometimes wildly – rejected by large parts of the population. The controversies about this model have become a symbol of how contemporary governments struggle to tame complex, heated issues such as immigrant integration and, more generally, how they cope with rapid societal transformation as the result of seemingly unstoppable phenomena like globalisation, migration and cultural diversification. The incorporation of migrants has evolved into a major social and political concern for contemporary Dutch society. Now that the modernist belief in rational societal steering has significantly decayed, how can governments respond to the challenges of our time?

Since the late 1970s, when governments first developed policy efforts aimed at immigrant integration, there has been an explosion of social science research in this area. Initially, a relatively small network of researchers – mainly anthropologists and sociologists – focused on the social and cultural position of migrants or ‘ethnic minorities’ in Dutch society. In particular, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the Advisory Committee on Minorities Research (ACOM) played a key role in stimulating and coordinating research on this issue. At that time, ACOM held a rather exclusive position in this field. However, since the late 1980s, the research network has broadened extensively, with a variety of social science disciplines becoming involved, as well as an increasing institutional fragmentation of the research field. Today, immigrant integration research takes place at almost all universities in the Netherlands, and a variety of specialised institutes has evolved, for instance, in the production of quantitative data on the integration process, studying integration processes at the local level and providing science-based policy advice.

Social science research has, at various stages, played a major part in the development of Dutch immigrant integration policy. Particularly in its infancy, ACOM’s research had a direct relation with the science-based policy recommendations from the Scientific Council for Government Policy (Wetenschappelijke Raad voor het Regeringsbeleid, WRR) and development of the Dutch ethnic minorities policy of the 1980s and the integration policy of the 1990s. Social researchers in this period played a central role...
in the production of the multicultural model for which the Netherlands has become so well known.

However, the participation of social researchers and research institutes in policy development has become fiercely contested. Whereas the research-policy nexus had been one of the key axes for policy development in the 1980s, during the 1990s the nexus was gradually dismantled and by 1992 ACOM was discontinued. WRR, whose reports were the main precursors of policy change from the late 1970s to the 1980s, issued two reports in 2001 and 2007 that remained largely ignored. Furthermore, the credibility of social researchers was publicly put on the line. The association between researchers and the Dutch multicultural model became particularly controversial once this model was publicly rejected. At the same time, political developments after the turn of the millennium, including the rise of Pim Fortuyn and other populist politicians, such as Geert Wilders, contributed to immigrant integration becoming highly politicised. Rather than grounding their policies in scientific recommendations, the politicians’ objective was to show that they had a distinct political vision that took the concerns of ‘ordinary people’ very seriously. Finally, the emerging political cynicism towards scientific expertise seems to have been fuelled further by manifesting conflicts of knowledge among researchers. The consensus that once underpinned the multicultural model now made way for several competing discourses, which contributed to growing uncertainty about which knowledge claims to select.

A recent episode vividly illustrates how research-policy relations in this domain became contested. In 2003, following what was dubbed the ‘long year of 2002’ in Dutch politics – characterised by the rise and subsequent assassination of Fortuyn – Dutch Parliament established an investigative committee to enquire why the country’s integration policies showed little signs of success. This committee commissioned an extensive study by a well-known research institute to evaluate the effects of past policies. However, the study concluded that the integration process had been relatively successful in some aspects. In the fields of education and labour participation, the committee recorded significant progress – this was seen as indication of the successful integration of immigrants into Dutch society.

Researchers apparently understood integration in terms of the participation of immigrants in these domains. Yet, this definition of integration was not broadly shared in government or politics. Disagreement emerged over what immigrant integration actually meant. The researchers and the parliamentary committee were highly criticised in public and political debates. Leading politicians discarded the conclusions of the researchers as naïve and biased, and held on to their original conclusion that the policy was a failure. Government referred to crucial areas such as social cohesion, religion and criminality, which the investigative committee had ignored. The government could agree that the policy was partially successful, but also
insisted that it was unsuccessful in the aforementioned areas. Clearly, instead of providing a new impetus for immigrant integration policy, this research and the parliamentary investigative committee added yet another episode to the ongoing controversies surrounding the issue.

This episode illustrates the difficulties that researchers and policymakers face when the very definition of an underlying problem is contested. Researchers, politicians and policymakers involved in this episode focused on different facets of immigrant integration, and had differing ideas about how the integration process should be evaluated. Their various understandings led them to select different truth claims and interpret available evidence differently so as to come to an evaluation of either policy success or failure.

Furthermore, the dialogues put the division of labour between research and policy at stake. The credibility of the concerned researchers and research institutes was called into question because of their alleged multicultural bias and their involvement in developing the policies that they were now supposed to evaluate. In addition, the committee’s decision to ask researchers to evaluate the policy received scathing criticism, as it was considered the task of government to provide a new policy approach, not that of researchers. The year 2002 was a vexing one in Dutch politics. It led to wide rejection of what was considered an elitist way of policymaking, reflecting a perceived interference by scientific expertise and systematic politicisation. The disagreement in this episode was not only about the definition and understanding of immigrant integration, it was also about how research-policy dialogues should be organised in this social process of problem definition.

This book aims to unravel how and why changes in the research-policy nexus were connected to changing definitions of immigrant integration in policy and research. It does not seek to explain how and why these changes in definitions took place, but rather to discuss the role the research-policy nexus has played in these changes. From a sociological and policy science perspective, it aims to explain that nexus by analysing its changing make-up over the past decades, as well as by analysing how and why its consequently varying shapes influenced the definition of immigrant integration in policy and research. Explored, too, will be the extent to which the patterns of research-policy relations in the Dutch case are unique, or whether they represent a broader prototype that can also be found in other European countries – namely, France, Germany and the United Kingdom. In other words, is there a Dutch exceptionalism? Or are there more general patterns in how the research-policy nexus contributes to the rise or fall of specific problem definitions?

This book also aims to contribute to a better empirical and theoretical understanding of research-policy relations in the field of immigrant integration. Although it is commonly recognised that research is a driving factor
in how immigrant integration policies are instituted across Europe, the research-policy nexus has been – surprisingly – overlooked as an object of empirical examination. There are a few notable exceptions, such as Boswell (2009) and Favell (2001) who emphasise the importance of the research-policy nexus for the development of immigrant integration research. Favell even speaks of a strong correlation between the development of integration policies and what he describes as an ‘integration paradigm’ in immigrant integration research. To develop a better understanding of the past development of immigrant integration research and to further develop this subject as an autonomous research field, it is crucial to understand how their nexus affects both policies and research.

In theoretical terms, the book borrows insights from policy sciences, sociology and science studies. A typology of different forms of research-policy nexus (enlightenment, engineering, bureaucracy, technocracy) will be applied to interpret and compare research-policy relations in different periods and across countries. The endeavour here is to contribute to a better understanding of how research-policy dialogues can be organised in such a way that ‘dialogues of the deaf’ (Van Eeten 1999) – where frame differences inhibit constructive dialogues, as in the immigrant integration scenario described above – can be averted. Further, under what conditions can the research-policy relations contribute to critical dialogues between research and policy at the level of problem definition?

1.1 Immigrant integration: An intractable social problem

The Netherlands has become known worldwide for its multicultural approach to immigrant integration. In both national and international literature, there is a prevailing description of the Dutch approach in terms of a national ‘multicultural model’. This model is characterised by a tendency to institutionalise cultural pluralism in the belief that the cultural emancipation of immigrant minorities is the key to their integration into Dutch society. It is frequently connected to the Netherlands’ history of pillarisation, which yielded an institutional differentiation of large sections of society into different national minorities (Catholics, Protestants, socialists, liberals).

Upon closer inspection, it becomes apparent that several discourses or ‘models’ of integration have coexisted and competed in the Netherlands over the past decades. Alongside multiculturalism, there has also been a more social-economic discourse, which stresses participation in areas such as education and labour, as well as a more cultural assimilationist discourse, which emphasises the importance of national identity, norms and values and social cohesion in relation to immigrant integration (Entzinger 2005). In fact, the idea of cultural assimilation has become more prominent over the past decade, as Dutch policy experienced the same ‘assimilationist
It seems, then, that rather than one dominant multicultural model’s presence, it is a persistent uncertainty regarding how to model the approach to immigrant integration that characterises Dutch policymaking in recent decades. Indeed, a multiplicity of models marks the struggle to come to terms with this intractable social problem. Dutch society has struggled with various facets of immigrant integration for some time. This includes the arrival and position of migrants in society, as well as the wider effects on society itself. When migrants started to arrive in the Netherlands following World War II, the Dutch had a tradition of spreading themselves across the globe rather than being faced with migration at home. There were relatively early experiences with immigration, such as the influx of Protestants (Huguenots) from France. However, from the second half of the twentieth century onwards – roughly parallel to decolonisation – the Netherlands met a growing scale of migration.

Various categories of migrants can be traced. Firstly, colonial migrants arriving from Surinam, the Dutch Antilles and the Moluccas. This group also included so-called repatriates from the former Dutch East Indies (Schuster 1999). Secondly, in the 1960s, labour migrants began arriving from, in particular, the Mediterranean countries (Spain, Italy, Yugoslavia, Greece, Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey). Thirdly, family migrants could be distinguished, incorporating both the reunion and formation of families by migrants who had already settled in the Netherlands. Finally, especially from the 1990s onwards, refugee migrants have come to the Netherlands from Africa, the Middle East, Eastern Europe and the Far East.

At the beginning of the new millennium, migration’s consequences were becoming increasingly obvious in Dutch society. In 2005, the Netherlands was home to 3.1 million immigrants (defined as people born outside the Netherlands, or those with at least one parent born outside the country). This amounted to 19.2 per cent of the Dutch population.¹ For the same year in the major cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam, immigrants comprised as much as 34.2 per cent and 35.1 per cent, respectively, of the municipal population.² The largest immigrant groups in the Netherlands, as defined by national origin, are Turkish (320,000), Surinamese (309,000) and Moroccans (272,800).³ In addition to the country’s traditional migrant groups – including Moluccans, Southern Europeans, Chinese, Antilleans and Arubans – new migrant groups have arrived, including Iraqis, Iranians, Pakistanis, Afghans and Syrians. An indication of the Netherlands’ flourishing cultural and religious diversity is found in the numbers – in 2004, Muslims in Dutch society reached a total of 944,000, or 5.8 per cent of the Dutch population.⁴ Only recently did this immigration trend break, notably due to the rise in emigration figures.⁵
In spite of this migration history, it has often proven difficult to define the consequences of migration for Dutch society and, in turn, to develop appropriate strategies for coping with these consequences. Although immigrant integration is commonly defined as a social problem, its meaning has remained unclear, uncertain and even contested. Some commentators speak of emancipation or ‘integration with retention of identity’, while others refer to adaptation, participation or segregation. In fact, the notion of integration has been subject to controversy in academic literature as well as in political debates because of its presumed normative bias. In addition, policy approaches to immigrant integration by various countries have diverged strongly over the past decades. Whereas the French have adopted an assimilative approach, the Germans have stressed social-economic participation and the British have followed their own national form of multiculturalism.

It can appear that the only given in immigrant integration is the migrants themselves. However, the definition of what a migrant is has also proven to be a complex and, at times, controversial issue. Migrants can be divided into various categories, as mentioned above, and also into national or ethnic groups or communities (e.g. Turkish, Surinamese, Moroccan). They can also be placed into one broad category of individuals (non-natives or, as called in Dutch, ‘allochtonen’). Any method for defining ‘migrants’ leads to questions about why some groups or categories are included while others are not. For instance, Chinese migrants and migrants from Western European countries who are resident in the Netherlands are not defined as minorities that need to be ‘integrated’. Furthermore, a distinction is often made between first-, second- and even third-generation migrants, depending on whether an individual or one parent or grandparent is born outside the Netherlands. Moreover, there has been controversy over whether migrants must be defined at all. More and more migrants are becoming naturalised as Dutch national citizens, while sometimes also maintaining their original nationality. Attempts to specify those migrants who need to be integrated (versus those who do not) has incited criticism about the labelling effect this process has on them and its adverse effect on their integration (Rath 1991).

Even if migrants are defined in general terms, there is no general theory of how immigrant integration is to be achieved. The position of migrants is multifaceted. A distinction is often made in the literature between the social-economic, social-cultural and political-legal position of migrants (Fermin 1997: 19). This concerns social-economic issues such as educational achievements, labour market participation and housing; social-cultural issues such as cultural organisations, discrimination, racism and social cohesion; and political-legal issues such as naturalisation regulations, dual nationality, equal treatment regulations and voting rights. As the investigative committee from 2003 illustrated, different actors will deem differing facets of the position of migrants as being most central to integration. For
instance, in spite of the progress observed in social-economic domains such as education and labour, other members of the committee held on to the conclusion that integration had failed because of insufficient progress in, primarily, the social-cultural domain.

Finally, how immigrant integration is defined draws on many broader societal values. Immigrant integration is a value-laden notion that has often been connected to specific normative conceptions of the nation-state. In fact, it is the nation-state that defines international migration and that defines immigrant integration as a social issue. For many countries, the definition of a migrant and consequent approaches to immigrant integration are correlated with nation-state conceptions (such as foreigners in the exclusionary ethnic German state, racial minorities in multiracial British society and mere immigrants in the inclusive French Republic). In the Netherlands, too, immigrant integration has become associated with nation-building legacies such as the history of pillarism and tolerance for religious and cultural differences. Moreover, at the turn of the millennium, immigrant integration became an important issue for the Netherlands’ revision of its national imagined community in the context of globalisation as an ongoing social process.

Thus, immigrant integration is a far from self-evident notion. Although ‘integration’ has become broadly accepted in academic and policy discourse in the Netherlands, as in many other European countries (Favell 2001: 3), its meaning has been weakly articulated. Rather, as the Dutch case will reveal, there is a multiplicity of models – or ‘frames’, as I will describe them – that provide a specific meaning to integration. This multiplicity marks immigrant integration as a so-called ‘wicked problem’ (Rittel & Webber 1973) or an ‘intractable controversy’ (Rein & Schön 1994). These are problems that seemingly defy definition and resolution and which involve a multiplicity of problem definitions, also referred to as ‘frames’. Moreover, they are seemingly resistant to resolution through studying the underlying facts, as the facts are themselves often selected and interpreted very differently.

1.2 The co-evolution of immigrant integration research and policies in the Netherlands

The multiplicity of problem frames that characterises these intractable controversies is reflected in immigrant integration policy and research in the Netherlands. Both have struggled over the past decades to come to terms with this complex social problem. Rather than there being one dominant national model of integration, as is often suggested in national and international migration literature, previous decades have witnessed the rise and fall of several models of integration.
In fact, neither research nor policy spoke of immigrant ‘integration’ until the 1990s. Before then, terminology referred to emancipation, the eventual return of temporary migrants or ‘international commuters’. Since the 1990s, the meaning of integration has remained contested, as the example of the investigative committee discussed above illustrates. In addition, migrants have been defined inconsistently over the years – as guest labourers, as ethnic or cultural minorities, as allochthonous or as newcomers and ‘oldcomers’. Immigrant integration has also endured various explanations, for instance, in terms of structural impediments to the emancipation of particular groups or citizenship on the part of migrants themselves. It has been categorised in different normative perspectives, such as cultural equality in a multicultural society, social-economic equity in a viable welfare state and national social-cultural cohesion in an age of globalisation.

These diverging interpretations have contributed to a series of shifts in Dutch immigrant integration policies in recent decades (Entzinger 2005). The development of this policy area has followed a rifted pattern at times (Scholten & Timmermans 2004). Until about the 1970s, only ad hoc welfare measures existed for temporary migrants. In the 1980s there was a minorities policy, the 1990s saw an integration policy and, since 2003, there has been a shift towards an integration policy ‘new style’. Throughout these policy episodes, immigrant integration was defined in different and sometimes conflicting ways (Snel & Scholten 2005; VWJ 2004). For instance, policy in the 1970s was aimed at preventing integration so as to facilitate return migration. This contrasts with later policies endeavouring to promote integration. Furthermore, the minorities policy of the 1980s provided various facilities to groups, as opposed to the subsequent integration policy, which instead focused on individual migrants.

Changes in terms of how immigrant integration has been defined have also occurred in immigrant integration research. In the 1970s and especially the 1980s, there was a dominant minorities paradigm (Bovenkerk 1984; Rath 1991). This paradigm has since been challenged by other ways of understanding immigrant integration that have evolved since the 1990s. Later research invoked the citizenship or integration paradigm, as well as perspectives seeing immigrant integration as linked to processes of internationalisation and globalisation (Entzinger 2002; WRR 2001b; Van Amersfoort 2001) or to rising concerns about national identity and social cohesion (Koopmans 2003; SCP 2003). The disagreements on how to define and understand immigrant integration show that research on the issue has been a far from coherent enterprise. Rather, it has been subject to controversies about what integration means, how it should be studied and what the role of research about integration should be.

The aim of this book is to analyse empirically the dialogues between research and policy in the construction of these frames of immigrant integration, as well as to contribute to theory-building on how these mutual
dialogues affect developments in both policy and immigrant integration research. There are important indications that the research-policy nexus has been pivotal in shaping policies and research in the Netherlands over the past decades. The literature on immigrant integration policymaking contains many references to the prominent role that research institutes, advisory bodies and particular experts have played in this domain (Entzinger 1984, 2003; Penninx 1988b, 2005). For instance, several reports by the Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR) have had a major impact on policy turning points in recent years (De Jong 2002; VWJ 2004). Various other institutes on the research-policy nexus, including ACOM and the Social and Cultural Planning Office (SCP) have also had an important influence on policy developments. The status of the research-policy nexus as a venue for policy development has also invoked harsh criticism. It has been argued, for instance, that scientific expertise has interfered with ethnic expertise (Penninx 1988b: 27; Van Putten 1990: 361). Scientific expertise has also been said to have facilitated the depoliticisation of this issue, offering an alternative venue for policymaking that allowed avoiding open political debates (De Beus 1998; Rath 2001; Van Amersfoort 1984).

Furthermore, the research-policy nexus influenced the development of specific problem definitions in scientific research. For instance, government research programming and the establishment of ACOM for the coordination of research contributed to the development of a minorities paradigm that defined immigrants as ethnic minorities characterised by social-economic deprivation and social-cultural deviance (Rath 1991). In addition, government-associated institutes, such as SCP, coordinated their selection and acquisition of scientific data on the position of migrants according to government demands for information. After the turn of the millennium, public and political discourse put more emphasis on social-cultural issues. In response, SCP (2002: 13) started to pay more attention to social-cultural integration. Researchers and research institutes were often strongly oriented towards, or associated with, national government institutes (Favell 2001: 10). Critics have argued that the policy involvement of research in this area contributed to the rise of specific problem definitions and the exclusion of alternatives (Rath 2001: 140). Moreover, the alleged ‘symbiosis’ (Van Amersfoort 1984) between research and national government institutes contributed to a highly national orientation in terms of research on immigrant integration. Only during the last ten years, as a result of the research-policy nexus rising on local and European levels (Geddes 2005), has the national orientation been challenged by more international or post-national perspectives.

The research-policy nexus’s indelible contribution to shaping problem understandings in research and policy is indicated by a number of obvious parallels during the periods in which each domain underwent change. At the end of the 1970s and in the early 1980s, both research and policy came
to view immigrant integration in terms of social-cultural emancipation and social-cultural participation of ethnic minorities (the aforementioned minorities paradigm and minorities policy). Later, at the end of the 1980s and especially in the early 1990s, the problem framing in both fields changed towards a more individualist orientation regarding citizenship and social-economic participation (i.e. the citizenship paradigm and integration policy). Finally, after the turn of the millennium, policy and research went through another period of significant change, though this time not entirely in the direction of a shared understanding on immigrant integration (i.e. transnationalism, assimilationism and the integration policy ‘new style’). This suggests that immigrant integration research and policy have, at least to some extent, co-evolved in terms of the ways in which they define and understand immigrant integration (Timmermans & Scholten 2006).

There was, however, no single given or fixed research-policy nexus. Different actors participated during different periods, including ACOM, WRR, SCP, the Department of Culture, Recreation and Social Work, the Department of Home Affairs and various others. Whereas the nexus was distinctly institutionalised in the 1980s, later it became more institutionally fragmented (Penninx 2005). Different scientific disciplines, such as anthropology, sociology, economics and political science, were involved at various times. An array of expertise was provided, such as conceptual policy recommendations by WRR and ACOM, but also more quantitative data by SCP. That policymakers generally believed in the contribution social sciences could make to the rational feasibility of social problems also played an important role (Blume, Hagendijk & Prins 1991). This belief has made room for a more sceptical attitude towards scientific expertise in recent decades, as illustrated by controversies surrounding the parliamentary investigative committee on integration policy. There has also been a growing number of disagreements about what constitutes proper scientific research. Examples include the struggles between ACOM and WRR in the early 1990s concerning proper research methods and proper relations with policymakers; the commotion surrounding international comparative research’s methodological premises following an article by the researcher Koopmans (2003), which compared Dutch integration policy with German policies; and furore about the alleged multiculturalist bias of Verwey-Jonker Institute (VWJ) researchers who carried out a policy evaluation study for the parliamentary investigative committee on integration policy.

There has been significant variation in the shape of the research-policy nexus in this field over the past decades. The nexus did not adhere to one of the often-formulated clichés of the research-policy nexus such as ‘science speaking truth to power’ or ‘politics on top, science on tap’.

In fact, the shape of the research-policy nexus seems to have been subject to plenty of uncertainty and controversy, just like the problem definition of immigrant integration. The nebulosity problem definition combined with
institutional incertitude about how research and policy could tame this complex social issue makes immigrant integration an intractable controversy.

This book seeks to unravel the connection between the research-policy nexus’s reshaping over time and the changing manner of defining immigrant integration as a social problem. It reaches beyond a mere suggestion that the research-policy nexus played an important role in policy and research developments by analysing how and why it was structured in specific ways over the past decades and how and why it has affected the definitions of immigrant integration in research and policy. Rather, the endeavour is to explore the extent to which the research-policy nexus’s varying shapes have structured how immigrant integration has been interpreted in both research and policy.

1.3 Research-policy dialogues on immigrant integration

Apart from the recognition that research-policy dialogues were important for research and policy developments, another issue concerns the role these dialogues had in resolving the intractable social problem of immigrant integration. The persistent controversies associated with a multiplicity of integration models in policy and research suggest that it is far from resolved. Furthermore, disagreements about the shaping of the research-policy nexus indicate how difficult it is to conduct fruitful dialogue between research and policy in the context of developing a fundamental understanding of immigrant integration – not least, who is involved, how it should be approached and why it would be a problem in the first place. In fact, policymakers have been criticised for being overly selective, simply cherry-picking from those strands of expertise that fit their problem definitions (Penninx 2005). Moreover, researchers have been challenged for being unable to reflect critically on their own problem definitions due to their entwinement with policy (Rath 2001).

This book pursues a better understanding of how the research-policy nexus could contribute to critical reflection concerning how to define immigrant integration. In this case, reflection means taking the models of integration as objects of analysis rather than as a starting point for research. Through an empirical analysis of research-policy relations and their effects on policy and research, it hopes to overcome a dreaded dialogue of the deaf at the level of problem definition and to generate insights about how to organise critical exchange between research and policy on how to define immigrant integration. This book will not resolve the ongoing debates by providing a new and superior ‘model of integration.’ Rather, it takes a step back to focus instead on the structure of the research-policy nexus. It will analyse how and why the research-policy nexus was structured in specific ways and how and why its different structures had certain effects on
problem understandings in policy and research. Furthermore, this study will not determine what has or has not constituted proper scientific research. It will make no claims about the scientific character of institutes or researchers. Rather, it will take a more empirical approach to studying a myriad of research-policy nexus structures and to determining the extent to which they contributed to or inhibited critical reflection.

To encourage reflection, it is necessary to step beyond objectivist and relativist perspectives on the research-policy nexus. Objectivist perspectives further a belief that scientific research that follows proper scientific methods and norms can tame intractable controversies by producing objective knowledge about the nature of a particular social problem and countervail the irrationality of politics. This provides the foundation of the normative model of the research-policy nexus as ‘science speaking truth to power’ (Wildavsky 1979), which has been very influential in the social sciences overall and the policy sciences, in particular (Radin 2000). It has, however, been harshly criticised for its idealised image of science as a producer of objective knowledge claims, as well as for ignoring the many contingencies among scientific practices and policymaking (Ezrahi 1990; Hoppe 2005; Latour 1993; Mulkay 1984; Nelkin 1979). Objectivist methods ignore, for example, that running parallel to the scientification of politics is a politicisation of science (Weingart 1999). Conversely, relativism requires a more cynical take on the role of scientific research in intractable controversies. In this perspective, the contingency of scientific practices and the inherently normative character of scientific knowledge are stressed to such an extent that the role of scientific research in resolving controversies is considered negligible (Knorr-Cetina 1995; Latour 1993). Relativism often stresses the role of political ideas or the institutional interests of scientists, and argues how the production of scientific authority would be primarily a matter of discourse (Gieryn 1999).

This book adopts an empiricist approach to understanding social relations between policymakers, researchers, policy and research institutes. It also evaluates how such exchanges have promoted critical reflection on defining immigrant integration. Thus, ‘research-policy dialogues’ are spoken of as a way to incorporate the diverse methods for organising research-policy relations. Instead of adopting an ex ante model of the research-policy nexus, a way is sought out to empirically reconstruct the framework of the research-policy nexus during the periods that the research and policy perspectives on immigrant integration changed. Based on an empirical reconstruction of the research-policy nexus’s role in these changes, an analysis is made as to how and why this nexus did or did not contribute to reflection at the level of problem definition. Moreover, it focuses on the correspondence between the research-policy nexus’s structure and the definition – the framing – of immigrant integration. The attempt is to unravel to what extent the nexus was structured to contribute to critical reflection,
or whether it played a different role in the changing problem definitions in policy and research.

Through empirical analysis of the research-policy nexus’s role in policy and research developments, this book will generate insights about how the nexus can be structured so as to promote critical dialogues between research and policy at the level of problem definition. Alas, it will not resolve the controversies over immigrant integration by developing a new definition of integration or creating a normative model of the research-policy nexus. Rather, it aims to contribute to the ‘situated’ resolution of such controversies by actors within the structural settings of research and policy. This will be done by offering insights into how actors might organise the research-policy nexus in a way that is characterised neither by objectivism nor relativism, but rather by an effort to engage in a critical dialogue on how to define immigrant integration.

1.4 Dutch exceptionalism?

Although it seems plausible that social researchers played a central role in the construction of the Netherlands’ models of immigrant integration, the Dutch case says little about how research can contribute to the rise or fall of specific models. In other words, is there a Dutch exceptionalism in what seems to be the co-evolution of immigrant integration research and policy over the past decades? Or, does the Dutch case reveal patterns in research-policy dialogues that can be found in other countries as well? In addition, what lessons can be drawn from the organisation of research-policy dialogues in other countries? Inevitably, any international comparison will run into problems, for the simple fact that integration policy and research in various countries have developed in such divergent social and political contexts and in the face of frequently differing patterns of immigration. Consequently, it is difficult to isolate factors that may be common to different nations. For instance, Germany’s immigrant integration issue has been connected to its own specific twentieth-century history, which witnessed the nation’s splitting into two separate states. In the UK, however, it has been connected to a national history of world-dominating colonialism (Joppke 1999b). That said, there are some commonalities that justify international comparison and may provide applicable insights for the Dutch case.

One commonality is that immigrant integration has become an issue of high politics in many Western European countries over the past decade (Geddes 2003). Just as in the Netherlands, immigrant integration is an intractable policy controversy in Germany, the UK and France. All these countries have recently experienced contention about their ‘national models of integration’. Germany, after finally being recognised as a country of
immigration, is gradually replacing its differentialist approach with a more citizenship-oriented approach à la française (Joppke 1999b). The UK, after persistently holding on to a typical British multiculturalism-on-one-island, is now gradually moving towards a more assimilative approach (Joppke 2003). France, with its clearly articulated republican model and long being considered the cradle of assimilationism, has been gradually introducing more multiculturalist elements in its policy approach. This is, in part, a result of the growing problems in the banlieues of its major cities (Favell 1998b; Schain 1995). Despite a slow but gradual process of Europeanisation, particularly in the fields of migration and anti-discrimination policies, there are persistent national differences in the approach to immigrant integration (Favell 2001). Though integration is inherently connected to issues of globalisation and cultural diversity, most policy responses seem to be driven by specific ‘national models of integration’.

Moreover, in many of these countries, social research also seems to have been integral to the construction of these national models of integration. There has been, as Favell (2001) described, an undeniable association between national policy models and national research paradigms. For instance, in the UK, researchers played a crucial role in the so-called ‘race relations industry’ closely tied into the British colour-oriented approach to immigrant integration. Mirroring the situation in the Netherlands, various research institutes in the UK have had significant influence on policy developments across the country, including the Centre for Race and Equality Research (CRER), the Institute for Race Relations Research (IRR) and the Policy Science Institute (PSI). In line with the differentialist approach, researchers in Germany have been key to the development of a denizenship status for migrants, which means that while migrants are not recognised as full citizens, they do enjoy most social rights. In France, despite sharp politicisation of the public debate on immigrant integration, the republican model has been sustained by several ‘public intellectuals’. However, this republican model has become increasingly contested in recent times, as has the nexus between intellectuals and politicians. This is most evident in typical rivalries about whether social researchers in France should be allowed to gather statistics about ethnic categories. This controversy about statistiques ethniques seems to be at the heart of the controversy surrounding the French Republican model, as well as the French way of organising research-policy dialogues in this domain.

Much debate in migration literature concerns an ‘assimilationist turn’ that has been taking place throughout Europe since the turn of the millennium (Joppke 2003; Joppke & Morawska 2003). Rather than convergence by Europeanisation, the turn is compelled by internal policy dynamics in the countries themselves and, in particular, by the politicisation of immigrant integration. At the same time, there are indications of dissatisfaction with research-policy dialogues on immigrant integration throughout
Europe. In addition to the Dutch example of questioning the credibility of immigrant integration researchers, the policy orientation of public intellectuals in France has been contested and, in the UK, the race relations industry is being replaced by a more centralised policy regime. There seems to be a correlation between the ongoing politicisation of immigrant integration and a growing disenchantment with the policy role being played by social researchers. One of the aims of this book’s international comparison thus is to identify ways to organise research-policy dialogues in a more fruitful manner. How can we remedy disenchantment with and in these dialogues? And, furthermore, how can we create a more reflective dialogue on how to shape migration policies and immigrant integration research for the future?
The focus of this book is on how research-policy dialogues have contributed to the rise and fall of specific frames of immigrant integration. It renounces the historical-institutionalist tradition of ‘models thinking’. Instead of studying the genesis and persistence of national models of integration per se, this study focuses on the much more dynamic ways researchers and policymakers frame immigrant integration in a setting characterised by a multiplicity of models of integration. Furthermore, this book focuses on the diverse ways in which research-policy dialogues can be organised within the dynamic process of problem framing. Although it is widely recognised that the research-policy nexus has been an important vector for both policy development and the development of immigrant integration research, there has been surprisingly little empirical research into how and why the nexus has played such a role. The aim here is to contribute to theory-building on how research-policy dialogues influence the process of problem framing. ‘Research-policy dialogues’ are consciously spoken of in order to capture the often dynamic ways in which research-policy relations can be configured.

The theoretical framework on which this study rests will incorporate insights from various disciplines – namely, sociology, science studies and policy sciences. This melding will be based on the theoretical groundwork of Bourdieu’s structuralist-constructivist perspective. Incorporating insights from the more generic disciplines in the study of immigrant integration policies is a deliberate choice; it minimises chances for contamination between the theoretical perspective of this study and the various frames and research paradigms present in the field of immigrant integration research. Furthermore, it contributes to opening up the thriving yet, at times, closed field of immigrant integration research by connecting it to the more generic theories developed in the academic disciplines of sociology, science studies and policy sciences.
2.1 Structuralist-constructivism: Beyond ‘models thinking’ and radical constructivism

Before elaborating on the conceptual framework of the structuralist-constructivist perspective, it will first be positioned within broader contemporary literature from migration studies.

2.1.1 Beyond ‘models thinking’ in immigrant integration research

The structuralist-constructivist perspective parts with more historical-institutionalist ones that have acquired great resonance in contemporary migration literature. This has manifested itself most obviously in the so-called ‘models’ literature, which discusses the genesis and persistence of, mostly notably, national models of integration. A classic reference in models thinking is Brubaker’s 1992 book *Citizenship and nationhood in France and Germany*. Juxtaposed here are the models of citizenship that provided the foundations for the integration policies in these countries: an assimilationist approach in France and a differentialist approach in Germany. Whereas the Germans stressed exclusive membership of the German community based on ethnic ties (ius sanguinis), the French adopted a more inclusive model oriented towards full citizenship for everyone born on French soil (ius soli). As a true historical-institutionalist, Brubaker shows how the historical conditions in both countries led to the construction of these national models: a well developed cultural and apolitical sense of national belonging in Germany versus the state-centric tradition of nation-building in France.

Models thinking has resonated widely in migration studies. Take, for instance, the work of Joppke (1995) who has used the national model as a starting point for comparative studies of immigrant integration, although his more recent work has become more explicit about how countries are increasingly deviating from their traditional models. Or Ireland (1994) who, in a comparative study of France and Switzerland, posits that national institutional conditions provide the best explanation for the type of policies developed. In his Dutch-German comparison, Koopmans (2003) takes the differences in national models as a point of departure for evaluating the effectiveness of the Dutch and German approaches. The notion that Germany denounces the Dutch multicultural model as a failure can also be found in the work of Sniderman and Hagendoorn (2005).

One of the reasons models have gained such wide acceptance in migration studies (and in other sectors) is that they reduce complexity. Models can simplify the otherwise highly complex and contested matter of immigrant integration. They can also help construct international comparative studies to assess processes of convergence or divergence between various European countries. Furthermore, by comparing ideal-typical models with
specific periods, modelling can provide insights into a country’s history. In this context, Castles and Miller (2003) and, in their footsteps, Koopmans and Statham (2005) have extended Brubaker’s dichotomy into a fourfold typology of integration models: civic-assimilationism, cultural pluralism, ethnic-differentialism and civic-republicanism. An important distinction in Brubaker’s historical-institutionalist modelling is that it concerns ideal-types that can be used for studying country cases, rather than models to be seen as representative of national approaches per se.

That said, the danger of models is that they are not just taken as tools for international comparison or for understanding historical periods. When a model begins to shape our understanding and beliefs about policies it becomes more than just a model – it becomes a historical reconstruction of policy rather than a model of it. Models then take the place of adequate historical analysis. In social science literature, this has often led to instances where a model is ‘blamed’ for the success or failure of a particular policy approach. For example, various authors have blamed the Dutch multicultural model for the alleged failure of immigrant integration in the Netherlands (Koopmans 2003; Sniderman & Hagendoorn 2007).

In addition, models tend to oversimplify policies and overemphasise the alleged coherency and consistency of these policies (Bertossi & Duyvendak 2009). Policy practices tend to be far more resilient and diverse than most policy models would suggest. For instance, in Dutch as well as in French literature, there have been many references to differences between how policies are formulated at the national level and how they are put into practice at the local level; some even talk of the decoupling of national and local policies in this respect (Favell 1998; De Zwart 2007; Poppelaars & Scholten 2008). In fact, even when policymakers claim to operate according to a specific policy model, their reasons for doing so may be more pragmatic and flexible than the policy model itself in its ideal-typical form. For instance, the reason some politicians in the 1980s framed immigrant integration in terms of the multicultural model may have more to do with their fear of anti-immigrant parties playing the race card than with their multicultural policy beliefs (Penninx 1988; Scholten 2007).

A structuralist-constructivist perspective gives way to a much more empirical and dynamic approach to immigrant integration. Here, the so-called ‘models of integration’ are the object of empirical analysis, rather than simply a starting point for analysis. In fact, the association between researchers and certain models of integration is one of the central issues that will be problematised in this book. Thus, models are taken as specific frames that may emerge in policy and research, and the primary objective of this study is to analyse how and why these frames rise and fall, rather than to establish whether a particular frame is true or false. In short, this book appreciates the dynamics behind the models more than the theoretical value of the models themselves.
This does not, however, imply a radical-constructivist approach to immigrant integration. Such would deny the possibility of defining immigrant integration in any meaningful way and deny any empirical relevance of models of integration. However, it cannot be ignored that international migration and growing cultural diversity have been affecting contemporary societies in the Netherlands and other European countries in very real ways, or that governments have made very real efforts to develop policies for coping with these social effects. Indeed, immigration has had an impact on key social institutions, such as the welfare state, and has been challenging social cohesion and traditional ideas about national identity. In some cases, it has led to an ethnicisation of the underclasses. In fact, immigrant integration has now become an urgent policy concern for most European countries. In this sense, the structuralist-constructivist perspective adopted in this book is not so much meant to deconstruct immigrant integration policies as mere discourse but rather, to develop better understanding of how and why specific discourses emerge and change over time.

2.1.2 Outline of a structuralist-constructivist perspective

Structuralist-constructivism goes a step beyond models thinking and relativism in the study of social structures and social problems. It combines a constructivist view on social structures, such as science and policy, with a structuralist perspective on the construction of problems like immigrant integration (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 11). It adopts an empirical position when examining how scientific research and policymaking are constructed in actual social relations and the practices of actors in these fields. It also takes an empirical approach to how these structured fields influence the way actors socially construct the world around them, for instance, how they define social problems like immigrant integration, or how they conceptualise the research-policy nexus.

Structuralist-constructivism is based on specific ontological and methodological premises. In terms of ontology, it sees the research-policy nexus and problem frames as products of structured social relations. This means that the distribution of power and the rules of the game manifested in dealings between actors in a certain domain are considered explanations for how and why these actors construct the research-policy nexus and frame problems. In terms of methodology, structuralist-constructivism promotes an empirical approach to the study of the research-policy nexus and problem framing. Only by studying the social practices of actors and the social relations between them can we begin to understand how and why the research-policy nexus is shaped the way it is and how and why resulting problems are framed as they are. In short, structuralist-constructivism neither nullifies nor reifies the research-policy nexus or problem framing; rather, it
defines both as ‘relational’, being products of actual social practices and relations (Bourdieu 1975; Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992).

Two literatures will be combined to study the research-policy nexus in terms of problem definition. The first was developed by Rein and Schön to study how actors frame issues in inherently selective and normative ways. This perspective recognises that social problems are not merely ‘out there’ and dictated by facts but rather, that they are socially defined or ‘made real’. Problem situations – especially those that are complex, multifaceted and deal with various normative issues – are often characterised by a multiplicity of possible realities or ‘frames’ (Goffman 1974; Rein & Schön 1994). A problem frame will require naming specific facets from problem situations and an inherently normative way of framing them into cognitive stories about what is going on, who is involved, why it is going on and what could or should be done to provide a solution. For instance, different frames of immigrant integration can focus on different problem facets (e.g. social-economic or social-cultural issues) and different groups or categories (e.g. foreigners or minorities); they can tell different stories to explain what is going on (e.g. discrimination or inadequate citizenship); and they can make different normative leaps from ‘is’ to ‘ought’ (e.g. preserving social cohesion or facilitating cultural diversity).

Rein and Schön’s approach to problem framing takes a relational perspective, which recognises the influence of the structural setting in which framing takes place. They refer to frames as being connected to particular institutional forums that induce actors to name and frame a problem situation in a specific way (Rein 1986: 12). Their discussion of frame reflection raises a crucial question: when do the structures of such forums and the connections between them influence actors to reflect on the frames or on possible alternatives? Rein and Schön argue that such structures must generate an openness towards alternatives, empathy towards other frames, a critical attitude of one’s own frame and a willingness to adapt when necessary, as well as a certain degree of trust among the actors involved in critical frame reflection (Rein & Schön 1994: 37).

Framing, however, does not provide a relational perspective on the institutional forums themselves to explain how and why they are structured in specific ways. In fact, the notion of institutional forums is used rather loosely in the works of Rein and Schön. Moreover, it does not hone in on research and policy as institutional forums. Consequently, the frame perspective applied in this book will be combined with a more developed relational perspective on research and policy and on the structure of their mutual relations. This book adopts Bourdieu’s interpretation of science and policy as ‘fields’ of structured social relations that are constantly at stake not only within the fields themselves, but also in between them. This notion of field has been developed more fully in the institutional sociology of science (Hess 1997: 52). Here, literature has evolved on ‘boundary work’,
which examines how actors within certain positions demarcate a field and coordinate its social relations with other fields. Fields and boundary work are closely related in a structuralist-constructivist perspective: what is at stake at the boundaries of a field will also impact the field itself. For instance, structural changes within a field can be affected by changes along the boundaries with other fields and vice versa, such as when an institute obtains authority or funding for doing research, which will, in turn, reinforce its position within the field.

Boundary work and ongoing processes of redefining field structures in research and policy can combine in various ways, producing different structural nexuses between both fields. These ‘boundary configurations’ are a structural product of boundary work and structural developments within fields. They can also be a source of change within both fields, as specific relations are established between them and they generate different degrees of autonomy. Various theoretical models of boundary configurations are distinguished, such as enlightenment, bureaucratic, engineering and technocratic configurations (Hoppe 2005; Wittrock 1991). In this respect, the literature clearly departs from objectivist approaches that stick to one universal standard model of research-policy relations, as well as from relativist approaches denouncing the idea that we can speak of boundary configurations, field autonomy and structural relations among the fields in any meaningful terms.

The literature about fields and boundary configurations will be connected to Rein and Schön’s ideas about problem framing and frame reflection. As the authors have argued, boundary configurations can be a consequence, as well as a source, of changes in field structures. They can, for instance, either challenge or reinforce the structures or institutional forums in which a particular frame is embedded. They can generate either positive feedback towards change or negative feedback to induce stability (Baumgartner & Jones 1993). As such, boundary configurations can offer strategic opportunities for change in research as well as policy, as suggested in Fischer’s (1993) analysis of the politics of expertise, showing how research-institutes or think tanks play a role in the war of ideas among different political groups. Furthermore, the structural effects of boundary configurations can generate structural conditions that challenge susceptibility to a particular frame. For instance, Guiraudon (1997) has shown how keeping policymaking behind closed doors – in research institutes – has contributed to a policy framing that allowed for the extension of migrant rights in various countries.

Frame reflection requires boundary configurations to be structured in specific ways. This involves what Rein and Schön (1994: 165) describe as ‘design rationality’, which can be productively applied to the structure of research-policy relations. In order to meet the demands of design rationality, boundary configurations have to generate openness, empathy towards
alternative frames, critical reflection on these frames, a willingness to adapt frames if necessary and a certain amount of trust in order to engage in critical debates. If these criteria are met, boundary configurations can lead to critical frame reflection at the level of problem framing. If not, they can still influence frameshifts, though in a way other than frame reflection. Through the concept of framing, however, such non-reflective interaction between research and policy is perceived as a dialogue of the deaf.

Finally, problem framing and the construction of boundary configurations in the domain of immigrant integration cannot be divorced from the broader social context. From a structuralist-constructivist perspective, context is not merely an external constraint on problem framing and boundary work. The selective and normative manner in which actors frame an issue also involves selective and normative ways of perceiving the social context. For instance, developments in the problem situation do not simply determine problem framing, but will be mediated through the problem frames of actors, who then select and interpret the developments in certain ways. Furthermore, the boundary work practices of actors can be affected by structural developments beyond the scope of immigrant integration research and policy. For instance, macro-institutional developments in the structure and culture of politics and policymaking can affect the boundary work of actors within the domain of immigrant integration, though they can also be mediated by changes in their positions within the research and policy fields.

2.2 Framing immigrant integration

As controversies in the Netherlands over immigrant integration demonstrate, there is persistent disagreement about what immigrant integration is, why it is important, who is involved, who is to blame and what is to be done about it. In contrast to the traditional belief in objective and rational problem definitions, this issue appears to be characterised by a multiplicity of problem frames. How, then, can we grasp those situations, theoretically and conceptually, when the problem framing itself is contested?

2.2.1 The sociology of social problems

The frame concept has its theoretical roots in the sociology of social problems. Goffman (1974) was one of the first to develop this idea and did so within a more symbolic interactionist strand of theory. He studied how actors construct answers to the question ‘What is going on here?’ within actual social practices, such as everyday interactions with other actors. He coined the term ‘frame’ to describe how actors attribute meaning to reality and how they position themselves in it. Through frames, actors create a
subjective order out of an ambiguous and complex reality. Frames also allow actors to understand what their position in this reality is and how their actions in response to it should be guided.

Rein and Schön (1994) elaborate the frame concept by putting it into a more cognitive and structuralist perspective. They position frames on a cognitive level in terms of how actors have learned to define and understand a situation. They do, however, acknowledge that human cognition is inherently entwined with more subjective images and normative appreciations. Rein and Schön thus define frames as ‘underlying structures of belief, perception and appreciation’ (ibid.: 23). Frames are generally ‘tacit’ or unknown to actors themselves (ibid.: 34). However, they do play an important role in actual social practices: to provide a ‘way of selecting, organising, interpreting, and making sense of a complex reality to provide guideposts for knowing, analysing, persuading and acting’ (ibid.: 32).

Furthermore, Rein and Schön (ibid.) argue that ‘framing [...] always takes place within a nested context’. This nestedness involves various structural or institutional forums, each with their own rules of the game and a distribution of social roles (Rein 1986: 13). In fact, they argue that this affects how actors will frame an issue; ‘the institutional context may carry its own characteristic perspectives and ways of framing issues [...] or it may offer particular roles, channels and norms for discussion and debate’ (ibid.: 12). Varying institutional forums elicit different ‘criteria by which judgments are made about the legitimacy of participants and their standing as participants in the policy conversation’ (ibid.: 13). This approach resembles Gusfield’s (1980) sociology of social problems, which focused both on what he described as ‘the culture of public problems’ and ‘the structure of public problems’. For example, in his research on car accidents, Gusfield (ibid.) demonstrated how the structure of this problem – involving a dominant National Safety Council, insurance companies and industries – influenced the culture of this problem – focusing on unsafe drivers (‘the drinking driver’) rather than on unsafe cars or roads. This is reminiscent of Schattschneider’s (1960) dictum that every structural organisation involves a selective mobilisation of bias.

2.2.2 Naming and framing reality

So, ‘What is going on here?’ The literature on the sociology of social problems is tasked with distinguishing several facets of how problem situations are made sense of in problem framing. This involves the use of specific discourse or language for naming the problem situation, defining the groups or categories that are involved, a causal story to explain the problem and a normative perspective for suggesting what could and should be done about it.
First, frames name an issue in terms of concepts and metaphors. Naming — wording — reality is the first step to framing reality. Language is more than a neutral description; it not only describes but also makes reality. According to Edelman (1988: 9), ‘the language that interprets objects and actions also constitutes the subject’. Concepts can give social meaning to particular situations, especially when their historical usage has allowed them to develop a ‘loaded’ meaning that is widely recognised. They can make subjects ‘tangible’ or ‘real’ by referring to meanings that are more commonly used (Parsons 1995: 180). Concepts can therefore become central carriers or devices in the ‘dynamics of knowledge’, transferring meaning among various issue domains (Maasen & Weingart 2000). They can become ‘generative’ metaphors (Rein & Schön 1994; Stone 2002 [1988]) as they project a particular historically developed meaning onto a new situation. Furthermore, specific concepts and metaphors can play a central role in the framing of policy problems. In fact, as Edelman (1977, 1988) has argued, the construction of symbolic meaning can become the centre of the ‘political spectacle’ rather than actual problem solving. For instance, as politicians try to convey positive images about particular policy frames, and despite opponents highlighting the deficiencies of such policies, it is quite possible that words will succeed where policies actually fail (Edelman 1988).

Secondly, naming issues involves the social classification of relevant groups or categories (Yanow 2000). Defining whose problem it is, and why it is a problem, is an important aspect of issue framing. Social classification involves defining groups using a particular group structure or categories that share a set of characteristics. For instance, it can make a great difference whether integration concerns specific ethnic or cultural groups (e.g. Turks or Muslims) or specific categories (e.g. guest workers, foreigners or aliens). As Schneider and Ingram (1993, 1997) have shown, the classification of groups or categories is a far from unambiguous or neutral process. They draw attention to how social classification conveys public images and perceptions of power positions of specific groups or categories. For instance, it can pose both significant political risks or opportunities in terms of burdening the advantaged and independent or, in constrast, providing benefits to contenders and deviants.

Thirdly, the framing of a problem situation requires not only that relevant facets and groups and categories be named, but also that the names be inserted into an intelligible, convincing story of how an issue can be explained. According to Rein and Schön (1994: 26), stories ‘construct a problem out of the vague and indeterminate reality’. Stone (1989) has elaborated this, explaining the concept of causal story as a narrative about what causes a problem (responsibility) and the extent to which a problem can be tamed (control). In this respect — and debates about whether reality is causally determined aside — it is important that these stories socially construct
causality in a way that should be comprehensible and convincing rather than empirically accurate. The stories arise from social struggles over causality.

Finally, frames are not only about what ‘is’ but also about what ‘ought to be’. Rein and Schön (1993: 148) label this the ‘normative leap from is to ought’. Frames, then, influence not only knowledge and understanding, but also social action. The normative leap will often involve core values that resonate broadly in society and that can be ‘communicated directly and simply through image and rhetoric’. Core values include equality, equity, liberty, progress, solidarity and patriotism (Baumgartner & Jones 1993: 7). Fischer and Forester (1993) posit frames not only as constructing a reality, but also a call for action upon this reality. This has been referred to as the performative function of frames. For instance, framing society as a multicultural society will also appeal to values such as cultural equality and equity and elicit a call for action to effectuate such values. In contrast, framing society with values like patriotism compels a vastly different normative leap from what is to what ought to be.

2.2.3 Frames of immigrant integration

As argued above, there has been a preponderance of studies of ‘national models of integration’ in contemporary migration literature. In this book, these models will be conceptualised as ideal-typical frames rather than as supposedly empirically valid depictions of actual policies. For the empirical analysis of the attributes of frames of immigrant integration (terminology, social classification, causal theories and normative perspective), the models employed are those developed by Castles and Miller and elaborated further by Koopmans and Statham. Castles and Miller (1993) distinguish three models: differentialist, assimilationist and multiculturalist models. Koopmans and Statham (2000) added a universalist model to this framework. Furthermore, in a recent publication, Castles and Miller (2003) also distinguish transnationalist and post-nationalist models, which reach beyond the scope of the nation-state.

Assimilationism

Assimilationism, together with multiculturalism, is one of the most written about models of immigrant integration. It has its roots classical sociology and, in particular, in Park’s Chicago School of Sociology and his race relations cycle, which distinguishes between several ‘stages’ of assimilation (Park 1928).

Assimilationism names and frames immigrant integration mainly through how migrants adopt the culture of native society (Gans 1997; Park & Burgess 1921). It phrases the problem situation primarily in terms of the ‘social-cultural adaptation’ of immigrants and the preservation of ‘social
cohesion’. Classifying the groups or categories involved is an inherent dilemma in assimilationism. On the one hand, it tends to name groups in culturalist or ethno-cultural terms, as is the case for the German definition of the national *Volksstaat* (Brubaker 1992). On the other hand, the identification of culturally deviant groups may lead to the reification, rather than bridging, of cultural differences. This reification can be avoided if immigrants are defined using social categories (for instance, as newcomers) rather than groups. Conversely, public discourse is more likely to emphasise ethno-cultural groups. In causal terms, immigrant integration is framed as a process in which social-cultural adaptation is a condition for preserving national social cohesion, as well as for the amelioration of the social position of migrants in their new societies. Therefore, migrants should be willing to adopt national norms and values and national institutions should be effective in terms of including migrants. Concerning its normative perspective, assimilationism frames immigrant integration in terms of national identity and national social cohesion in relation to the viability of the national community.

**Multiculturalism**

Multiculturalism is generally posited as the opposite of assimilationism, as it stresses cultural pluralism and a more culturally neutral, open form of citizenship (Koopmans & Statham 2000). However, an important point of convergence between assimilationism and multiculturalism lies in their focus on the nation-state. In multiculturalist theory, the nation-state is redefined in terms of the recognition of being a multiculturalist state (Vertovec 2001). This is best illustrated by the British form of ‘multiculturalism-on-one-island’ (Joppke 1999).

Multiculturalism names immigrant integration in terms of cultural diversity and the need for emancipation of groups of varying cultural backgrounds. Whereas adaptation involves finding commonalities between individuals in society, multiculturalism searches for compatibilities between groups and for tolerance of those facets of social life that groups do not have in common. Groups are socially constructed based on their cultural, ethnic, religious or racial traits, to name a few. Political theorists Kymlicka (1995) and Parekh (2000) have argued that accommodation of cultural differences between groups may even require the diversification of social and political rights for distinct groups. The causal theory that underlies most multiculturalist thinking is that the only way to accommodate cultural pluralism is to recognise cultural diversity and to differentiate policies for particular cultural groups (Taylor 1992). As an example, group-specific policies have to be developed in various spheres, including general policy spheres such as education and labour. Finally, multiculturalism contains a normative perspective that cultural diversity is a value in itself – a facet of the ongoing process of modernisation – and that government interference
should be limited (i.e. states should be tolerant) as the cultures themselves will determine the identities of cultural group members.

**Differentialism**

The third model, differentialism, is also known as ‘ethnic segregationism’ (Castles & Miller 1993) and it involves the institutionalisation of differences – in a way, ‘living apart together’. Cultural diversity is institutionalised in the form of parallel societies, similar to the South African apartheid regime, the Indian caste structure or the Dutch history of pillarisation (Lijphart 1968). Aside from these radical variants of differentialism, the model has been applied in more subtle forms, as in the accommodation of temporary foreign labourers in many Western European countries.

In this model, immigrant integration is named primarily in terms of accommodating differences between groups that are, as much as possible, autonomous or sovereign within their own community. In fact, the term ‘integration’ is unlikely to be used in this model, as integration is to be achieved only in those domains where coordination between groups is necessary. This model classifies migrants in ways that stress their status as distinct national, ethnic, cultural or religious groups. In Germany, for example, migrants have long been labelled ‘Ausländer’, thus being defined by national origin so as to emphasise their non-German status. The causal story that underlies differentialism stresses either the absence of a need to integrate (e.g. because migration is considered temporary) or the unfeasibility of integration (e.g. because of essential differences between migrants and natives). In respect to the latter, France has witnessed zealous discussions on the ‘unassimilability’ of migrants – Muslim migrants, in particular – thus advocating differentialist policies similar to those in Germany. Finally, values and norms found in the differentialist model are not unlike those of assimilationism. Both favour the idea of organic communities and stress bonding with the community. In the assimilationist model, this occurs in the national community; with differentialism, bonding occurs within the separate community.

**Universalism**

Koopmans and Statham (2000) distinguish a ‘universalist’ or ‘civic-republican’ model that adopts a more liberal egalitarian view on immigrant integration. It differs from both multiculturalism and assimilationism (especially in its meaning of acculturation) in that it is not culturalist; the focus is not on either commonalities or compatibilities between groups in cultural pluralist societies. In fact, it is adverse to the institutionalisation of both majority and minority cultures. Civic republicanism is more oriented towards individual citizenship in a (culturally neutral) society.

In this model, immigrant integration is named in colour-blind and individualist terms, such as ‘citizenship’ or ‘participation’. Furthermore,
universalism focuses primarily on the social-economic and political-legal spheres of integration rather than the social-cultural ones. Culture and religion are considered issues belonging to the private realm. In the public realm, stress is put on individual participation in spheres such as labour, education, housing, health and other colour-blind sectors. Migrants are defined as categories of individuals, for instance, *immigrés* in France or *allochtonen* in the Netherlands, thereby letting the culture of these groups recede into the background. The causal theory underlying universalism underscores the need for migrants to be able to stand on their own feet as citizens of society, especially in terms of social-economic participation. In this respect, combating discrimination and the effectiveness of institutions, such as education and labour, at including migrants are important issues in universalism. In normative terms, universalism contains a liberal egalitarian perspective on society, whose core values are good citizenship and equality.

**Transnationalism and post-nationalism**

In contrast to the models described thus far, transnationalism and post-nationalism do not focus primarily on the nation-state. Nonetheless, these models can be used by actors to frame how migrants are to be incorporated into society. Transnationalism links migration and integration to the process of internationalisation, studying, for instance, the formation of transnational migration ‘bridges’ and the formation of transnational migrant communities (Faist 2000; Kivisto 2001). This is manifested in areas like the common European migration policy that has been formulated over the past decades. Post-nationalism represents a more cosmopolitan school of thought, linking migration and integration to globalisation, including discussions of the transformative effects on nation-states (Jacobson 1996; Sassen 1998; Soysal 1994).

These models often name and frame integration in non-national terms, such as transnational or post-national citizenship. Moreover, they often stress transnational developments such as links between countries of origin and destination and the development of a universal human rights discourse. Migrants are defined in terms of groups extending beyond the scope of one national state, such as transnational communities that straddle two worlds, or as universal categories, such as universal personhood. Types of causal theories developed in these models include ideas that migration is posing a challenge to the nation-state and that new (non-national) modes of integration are being invented. Through these perspectives, immigrant integration generally also involves the adaptation of national society and its central institutions to the emergent realities of cultural diversity and migration. For example, the models challenge dominant ideas about national citizenship, questioning the issue of exclusive loyalty to one nation. Finally, the normative perspective of transnationalism and post-nationalism
is oriented towards internationalisation and globalisation as facets of the normative process of the modernisation of societies. Concerns about migration and integration are simply manifestations of the process.

2.3 The research-policy nexus

The social construction of problems is considered inherently related to the situational setting in which framing takes place. This book focuses precisely on the nexus between immigrant integration research and policy as part of that structural setting. Required thus is a placement of problem framing in the context of the structural setting of social relations within and between research and policy. Or, to use Gusfield’s (1980) terms, we have to pay attention to the culture and structure of public problems – in this case, the structure of research, policy and their relations.

2.3.1 Social research and policymaking as fields

From a structuralist-constructivist perspective, both social-scientific research and policymaking are defined as fields of structured social relations (Bourdieu 1975, 2004; Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992). The actors’ positions and the rules of the game within a field involve distributions of power – ‘capital’ – among actors. This can involve economic capital (resources), as well as social capital (networks), cultural capital (knowledge) and symbolic capital (authority, legitimacy) (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 17). According to Bourdieu, the distribution of capital defines a field’s structure, as it determines the distribution of positions among actors and determines the rules of the game. From this point of view, a field is not a level playing field: it contains a specific distribution of capital. For instance, in his study of intellectuals, Bourdieu (1988) shows how actors are driven by the determination to distinguish their position as intellectuals from other actors (non-intellectuals) and define the rules of being a good intellectual in such a way that it provides them with symbolic capital (authority) within the structure of the intellectual field.

Field structures are inherently dynamic. They provide spaces of conflict and competition that advocate change as well as stability. Some actors will be driven to change a field structure, while others will be more inclined to reproduce it, depending on the distribution of capital within. Some actors will be driven to construct a field structure so that it includes and excludes specific actors. Thus, the boundaries between one field structure and that of other fields are constantly at stake within the field itself (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 97-104).

It is important to note that, from a structuralist-constructivist point of view, field structures do not exist beyond the actors in a field. Rather, ‘it is
in the relationship between the various agents that the field and the relations of force that characterise it, are generated’ (Bourdieu 2004: 33). This means that a field structure is not seen as an exogenous constraint on actor relations, but as their endogenous product. Field structures constrain and enable social relations through what Bourdieu (1988) describes as relatively enduring dispositions – the ‘habitus’ of actors. Habitus does not involve a form of conscious rule-following but rather, a sort of ‘feeling’ or ‘sense for the game’. It is in the regularities of the actors’ habitus that field structures exist. Furthermore, the habitus reflects the capital an actor possesses. For instance, becoming an ‘intellectual’ would require an intensive conversion of economic capital (resources, time) into social, cultural and symbolic capital in order to obtain a position within the intellectual field and to get a sense of the game. Once such a position within the field is obtained, the habitus of the actor will constrain inclinations to transform the field structure in a way that would produce negative outcomes in terms of the distribution of capital.

In this way, the field perspective shifts attention from how actors within these fields frame issues, such as immigrant integration, to their habitus, their structural positions and their affinity to the rules of doing research and making policies. The habitus and accompanying field structures can only be established through empirical analysis of the actual social relations or practices of the actors within both fields. They cannot be assumed as is the case in objectivist analyses, or ignored as occurs in relativist analyses. The focus is on scientific research and policymaking as ‘crafts’ or ‘arts’ (ibid.: 38).

The pure universe of even the purest science is a social field like any other, with its distribution of power and its monopolies, its struggles and strategies, interests and profits, but it is a field in which all these invariants take on specific forms. [...] As a system of objective relations between positions already won (in previous struggles), the scientific field is the locus of competitive struggle, in which the specific issue at stake is the monopoly of scientific authority, defined inseparably as technical capacity and social power, or, to put in another way, the monopoly of scientific competence, in the sense of a particular agent’s socially recognized capacity to speak and act legitimately (i.e. in an authorized authoritative way) in scientific matters. (Bourdieu 1975: 19)

The policy and research fields are characterised by their own distinct forms of capital, often described as political capital and scientific capital (ibid.: 34). Both are forms of symbolic capital that require recognising the authority and legitimacy of actors to make policies or to be recognised as ‘scientific’. As forms of symbolic capital, they are ‘based on knowledge and
recognition […] which functions as a form of credit, presupposing the trust or belief of those who undergo it because they are disposed to give credit, belief’ (ibid.). Depending on a field structure, some actors will be more effective in terms of defining scientific and political capital in a way that works in their favour. Or, there will be those ‘who manage to impose the definition of science that says what the most accomplished realization of science consists in having, being and doing what they have, are and do’ (ibid.: 63). As such, policy and research can be perceived as a ‘structured field of forces’, characterised by ‘struggles to conserve or transform this field of forces’ (Bourdieu 2004: 33). In other words, ‘the definition of what is at stake in the scientific struggle is one of the things at stake in the scientific struggle’ ibid.: 63).

This structuralist-constructivist perspective on research and policy also involves a structuralist-constructivist perspective on how problems are framed or how ‘knowledge’ and ‘truth’ are produced within these fields. Truth is defined in relational terms, which means that what passes as objective knowledge is what gets defined as such in the context of the structure and the distribution of power in a field. ‘The objective truth of the product – even in the case of that very particular product, scientific truth – lies in a particular type of social conditions of production, or, more precisely, in a determinate state of the structure and functioning of the scientific field’ (Bourdieu 1975: 19). The epistemological and social characteristics of knowledge production are considered inherently entwined. ‘Epistemological rules are nothing other than the social rules and regularities inscribed in structures and/or in habitus, particular as regards the way of conducting a discussion […] and settling conflict’ (Bourdieu 2004: 71). Thus, struggles over the structure of field structures are considered inherently related to struggles over what is framed as ‘the truth’ within these fields.

2.3.2 The co-evolution of research and policy

Fields are inherently dynamic, as the positions in a field and its rules of the game are constantly at stake. Moreover, the dynamics in field structures are related to the dynamics in other fields. Bourdieu argues that changes in a field structure may be difficult to achieve from within because the positions and rules that define it carry a particular distribution of capital that tends to resist change. Interaction with other fields therefore constitutes an important driver of changes in a field structure. There are, however, no ‘transhistoric laws of relations between fields’ (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 109-110). The connections between fields must be studied empirically by analysing the actual social relations among the actors from the fields in question.

The theoretical notion of ‘boundary work’ was coined by the institutional sociology of sciences to refer to social practices occurring on the
boundaries of fields. Stressed is the fact that these boundaries are not a given. Examined here is how actors create social boundaries in their social practices to distinguish one field (its structural positions, rules of the game and species of capital) from others. Gieryn (1983: 782) defined boundary work as the attribution of ‘selected characteristics to the institution of science (i.e. to its practitioners, methods, stock of knowledge, values and work organisation) for purposes of constructing a social boundary that distinguishes some intellectual activities as “non-science”’. This notion allows for an empiricist study of relations between fields, studying actual boundary work practices instead of doing boundary work with ex ante models or ‘laws’ governing relations between fields such as science and policy.

However, boundary work is more than a recognition of fields through a distinguishing of field structures. It does not simply mean dividing up fields like science and politics to different degrees, as the somewhat one-dimensional term ‘boundary’ may suggest. Shapin (1992) and Halfmann (2003) have drawn attention to the dual nature of boundary work as something that requires not only delineating fields, but also coordinating their mutual relationship – a coordination that will necessarily result in the demarcation of roles and tasks. Elaborating on a definition from Shapin (1992: 335), Halfmann (2003: 241) defines boundary work as follows:

Boundary work defines a practice in contrast with other practices, protects it from unwanted participants and interference, while attempting to prescribe proper ways of behaviour for participants and non-participants (demarcation); simultaneously, boundary work defines proper ways for interaction between these practices and makes such interaction possible and conceivable (coordination).

Whereas Shapin and Halfmann refer to boundary work as the demarcation and coordination of practices, this book slightly adapts the definition to apply to the demarcation and coordination of fields. The structuralist-constructivist perspective adopted here focuses more on the structural properties of fields and their relations (such as cause and effect) to how boundaries with other fields are constructed. Shapin and Halfmann have a more symbolic-interactionist conception of boundary work, although they do (more so than Gieryn) extend their analysis of boundary work beyond the realm of discourse.

Boundary work reveals an important facet of the transformation of field structures precisely by demarcating and coordinating relations with other fields. In this context, much has been written about the co-production or co-evolution of science and politics (Ezrahi 1990; Jasanoff 2004; Nowotny, Scott & Gibbons 2001; Shapin & Schaffer 1985). Nowotny et al. (2001: 245) referenced the increasing transgression of science-politics boundaries and the contextualisation of science, which means that science
not only speaks to society but society also speaks back to science. According to Shapin and Shaffer (1985: 332), there is a ‘conditional relationship between the nature of the polity occupied by scientific intellectuals and the nature of the wider polity’. Ezrahi (1990) has described the rise of modern science in relation to modern societies’ growing demands as an instrumental means to sustain administrative control; in this regard, science is an important political resource for depersonalising and depoliticising ideological state control, thereby legitimising modern liberal democratic politics.

In this context, Bourdieu points to the conversion of scientific capital into other sorts of capital in the relations between the fields of research and policy. This concerns a conversion into economic, social or cultural capital (Bourdieu 1975: 25), as well as other sorts of symbolic capital (Bourdieu 2004: 55). Apart from ‘strictly scientific authority’ (Bourdieu 1975: 57), there would also be scientific capital that is more profoundly related to other sorts of capital, or capital that involves ‘power over the scientific world which can be accumulated through channels that are not purely scientific [...] and which is the bureaucratic principle of temporal powers over the scientific field such as those of ministers and ministries, deans and vice chancellors or scientific administrators’ (ibid.). This can refer to, for example, the accumulation of scientific capital through the acquisition of research funding or a scientific expert exercising policy influence rather than performing scientific research.

Organisations that have found a niche in the interaction between the fields of scientific research and policy often play a central role in the boundary work and co-evolution of these fields. These ‘boundary organisations’ (Guston 2000; Miller 2001) can come in many shapes and sizes, including think tanks (Stone 1998) and so-called ‘universities without students’ (Weaver 1989), as well as certain foundations with combined social and scientific purposes, private consultancy firms or government contractors, government research bureaus (Stone & Garnett 1998) and advocacy think tanks (Abelson 2002). Though these organisations are often portrayed as ‘bridges’ or ‘transmission belts’ between research and policy, they generally take a more active role (and interest) in boundary work. They are generally hybrids of the structures of both fields, combining elements of both science and politics (Miller 2001). However, they derive much of their credibility from clearly demarcating science and politics and by positioning themselves somewhere in between.

Their credibility is grounded in the ‘two worlds’ metaphor. [...] It is in the interest of think-tanks in general to maintain the myth of the distinction between knowledge and scholarship on the one hand, and politics, policy and interests on the other. If policy research institutes are ‘above’ politics they are not a threat to democracy.
Portrayed passively as a bridge or a transmission belt from the scholarly domain, the metaphor of two worlds gives them a safe distance from politics and protects their credibility and charitable status. (Stone 1998: 121)

Boundary organisations are able to occupy this niche because they have a capacity to convert scientific and political capital. They often hold positions within both fields and also must find ways to functionally blur the rules of the game within both fields in a way that allows for interaction between them. For instance, a scientific advisory body has to possess authority in both politics and science in order to be able to provide counsel that is considered simultaneously useful in politics and credible in science. Internally, boundary work also involves a degree of balancing, in an effort to maintain authority within both fields. In relation to the broader fields of research and policy, boundary organisations can constitute an important part of the institutionalisation of the research-policy nexus. Every boundary organisation will adopt a particular method for demarcating and coordinating research and policy that, once the boundary organisation is established, tends to institutionalise. Clearly, in this process of institutionalisation, boundary organisations not only play a central role in research-policy relations, but also in organising them.

2.3.3 Boundary configurations of the research-policy nexus

Similar to the structures of fields, the research-policy nexus – or ‘boundary configuration’ – will have its own structural distribution of positions and roles on both sides of the boundary, as well as its own structural rules of the game concerning relations across the boundary. As such, a boundary configuration structures the interaction between fields in a highly specific manner, giving primacy to actors on either side of the boundary and dividing their roles in various ways.

Structural patterns organise research-policy relations in a way that puts primacy on the side of either research or policy. An array of models has been described in the literature in which either science or politics has relative primacy. For example, Weber (Weber, Owen, Strong & Livingstone 2004) was very clear on the political primacy in science-policy relations. The task of the expert – generating knowledge – is distinctly separated from the task of the politician – deciding what to do with knowledge. Political decision-making involves choices in terms of values, goals and needs, which cannot be left to the rationality of the expert. Rather, science is drawn into the political administration dichotomy as a service of the rational development of policies based on politically set goals and values; it is politics ‘on top’ and science ‘on tap’. This model has been described as the decisionistic model, as science helps politics make decisions.
Habermas (in Outhwaite 1996) has a very different conception of the relationship between science and policy, which is closer to the traditional model of ‘science speaking truth to power’. He claims that, in modern society, this relationship is often structured in such a way that the rationality of the expert dominates political decision-making and reduces value choices and goal-setting to technical and rational issues. This has been described as the technocratic model. In a technocracy, the politician ‘becomes the mere agent of a scientific intelligentsia, which [...] elaborates the objective implications and requirements of available techniques and resources as well as of optimal strategies and rules of control,’ leaving the politician ‘with nothing but a fictitious decision-making power’ (ibid.). According to Habermas, science has thus taken over relative primacy from politics.

Besides distributing relative primacy through their structure, boundary configurations have intrigue a number of sociologists, scientists and policy scientists for another reason. The structure of research-policy boundaries also involves specific rules concerning mutual relations – ‘conditions of exchange’ (Halffman 2003: 64). These conditions are not separate from the distribution of primacy, though they can be analytically distinguished. According to Wittrock (1991: 336), they are inherently connected to how research and policy are demarcated in patterns of boundary work: ‘Any conceptualisation of [the research-policy] relationship ultimately rests on an assumption about the analogy between the operational modes of the realms of research and of policy’. Thus, depending on their demarcation, boundary configurations can involve rules of the game that establish a sharp division of labour between research and policy, or rules of the game that bring about more convergence in the roles of research and policy. Therefore, the rules structure either a divergence or convergence between the roles.

This focus on how the demarcation of research-policy relations are institutionalised in the rules of the game extends to the models of boundary configurations developed by Weber and Habermas. Weber’s decisionistic or ‘bureaucratic’ model not only assumes political primacy, but also assumes clear-cut rules concerning the division of labour between research and policy. In this model, research would be drawn into the fact-value dichotomy that is also applied in the relationship between administration and politics, with science in the role of producing the facts and politics in the role of determining political values. In Habermas’ technocratic model, the operational modes of science and politics are assumed to be more analogous or diffusely demarcated; science not only deals with the facts but also with values and, as such, it determines the political decision-making process. This means that in their theoretical conceptualisation of boundary configurations, the bureaucratic and technocratic models seem to be opposites in terms of the distribution of relative primacy, as well as the structural conditions of exchange.
In addition to Habermas’ technocratic model (scientific primacy, convergence) and Weber’s bureaucratic model (political primacy, divergence), two other models of boundary configurations can be noted as possible theoretical combinations of primacy distribution and conditions of exchange. Wittrock (1991) and Hoppe (2005) have further distinguished an enlightenment model (scientific primacy, divergence) and an engineering model (political primacy, convergence) to offer other logical possibilities, which are depicted in figure 1.

**Figure 1** Theoretical models of boundary configurations, based on Wittrock (1991) and Hoppe (2005)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination of field relations</th>
<th>Scientific primacy</th>
<th>Political primacy</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demarcation of field structures</td>
<td>Divergence</td>
<td>Enlightenment model</td>
</tr>
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<td>Technocratic model</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bureaucratic model</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Enlightenment**

In the enlightenment model, the research-policy nexus is structured in a way that establishes scientific primacy and sees divergence between the roles of scientific research and policy. It closely resembles the standard model of science, in which science is considered ‘exceptional’ because of its objective norms and methods. It contains a modernist hope that science will ‘enlighten’ supposedly irrational politics and policies. Science is to be as autonomous as possible, and policy development should be rationalised through its reliance on scientific evidence instead of political argument.

In this model, the sharp demarcation of science and policy also implies an absence of any pronounced institutional relationships. This means, on the one hand, an absence of policy interference in the field of research; the boundary between research and policy is heavily protected so as to maintain scientific autonomy. On the other hand, research is not directly involved in the field of policymaking; rather, the pervasive rationalisation of science will be largely indirect, through what Weiss (1977, 1991) has called a gradual ‘knowledge creep’. That is, scientific knowledge finding its way into all facets of society. Scientific advisors, in this respect, are meant to speed up the diffusion process in the direction of government and politics.

These conditions of exchange in favour of protecting scientific autonomy are strongly connected to the distribution of primacy. The focus on autonomy reveals a value orientation that contains a fervent belief in scientific rationality and progress. Science is expected to deliver the conceptual and analytical tools as well as the technologies that steer policy and politics so as to, in turn, ‘tame’ the irrationality of politics. Thus, the rules
concerning a sharp division of labour are clearly related to the idea of an enlightenment based on scientific research that is credible and independent.

**Technocracy**
As with the enlightenment model, science also enjoys relative primacy in the technocratic model, which posits that government and politics should be rationalised by science. However, the conditions of exchange between research and policy are more lenient in the technocratic model, creating a setting of convergence between the two domains. Technocracy involves scientists playing a direct role in policy development by virtually (possibly even literally) taking over the tasks of policymakers and politicians. In this respect, the technocratic model not only asserts that science ‘speaks the truth’, mirroring the enlightenment model, but also that science actually ‘speaks truth to power’ (Wildavsky 1979). For instance, scientific policy advice becomes more than a mechanism to speed up ‘enlightenment’; it is also a mechanism for scientists to be more directly involved in policy design.

In this model, the research-policy nexus not only protects scientific autonomy (for speaking the truth), but also encourages involvement of science in the practice of policymaking and political decision-making. Rather than remaining in its ivory tower, science is meant to come down and translate its knowledge into policy practice. The development of a markedly institutionalised research-policy nexus can be an important manifestation of such structural convergence. Furthermore, this structural convergence is aimed at establishing scientific primacy, as technocracy contains a strong belief in the development of rational policies based on scientific rather than political involvement.

**Bureaucracy**
In the bureaucratic model, policy – or rather politics – retains its primacy. It is politics that decides what values and goals are set and how they are to be pursued in government policies. The bureaucratic model consists of clear-cut rules concerning the division of labour between scientific research and policy, defining the role of research as the production of facts and data as input for the political decision-making process. This way of creating divergence between the roles of research and policy is also meant to safeguard against a technocratic reduction of value choices to mere technical-scientific resolutions; politics should have primacy in dealing with normative issues.

A strong emphasis on political primacy in the bureaucratic model is compelled by the fact-value dichotomy that rules the exchange between research and policy. Another structural condition for exchange between research and policy in this model is that scientific research will often be drawn into the government administrative apparatus. On the one hand, this
means that a firm institutional nexus between research and policy is created, for instance, in the form of a system of advisory bodies and planning offices closely associated with, or even part of, government. On the other hand, the fact-value dichotomy will remain an important condition for exchange between research and policy; instrumental research in this model is necessarily drawn into the politics-administration dichotomy. As with public administration, scientific research has to be responsive to the primacy of politics and refrain from normative involvement in policymaking, which is primarily the responsibility of politics.

**Engineering**

Finally, the engineering model also involves political primacy, although it defines the roles of research and policy in a more convergent way. As in the bureaucratic model, here it is ‘politics on top and science on tap’. However, in the engineering model the fact-value dichotomy does not offer the possibility for exchange between research and policy. Rather, scientific research can be involved in the rational design of policies and the rational resolution of policy problems in a way that will also involve inherently normative facets. ‘Engineering’ is an apt name for the model because science becomes more closely involved in the rational engineering of society based on political priorities (in contrast to the technocratic model, where society is structured according to scientific beliefs).

Whereas the conditions for exchange in the engineering model involve more convergence between the roles of research and policy than in the bureaucratic model, the nexus between research and policy will be less institutionalised. In this case, the institutional relations between government or politics and scientific recommendations can be described as a principle-agent relationship, in which the principle decides and the agent is deployed in service of the principle. Salter and Levy (1998) refer to this type of scientific research, which is produced in this model of boundary configuration, as ‘mandated science’. Here, politics selects or commissions those models of scientific expertise that are considered useful. In the engineering model, research often acquires a prominent role in social engineering; however, the relations between research and policy tend to be provisional. Depending on the prevailing political values and goals, different sources of expertise can be mobilised; therefore politics as a principle can, at any time, change its dealings with specific agents.

### 2.4 Research-policy dialogues and critical frame reflection

Boundary configurations have various effects on the framing of issues like immigrant integration. They can either sustain or challenge the structural monopolies or ‘iron triangles’ within both fields (Heclo 1978), for instance,
perpetuating a specific policy or research paradigm. They can also help create the structural conditions within research and policy that allow particular frames to emerge. However, research-policy dialogues do not necessarily involve the critical frame reflection that, according to Rein and Schön (1994), is required for resolving intractable controversies such as immigrant integration. In fact, the literature is rather sceptical about possibilities for reflection on frames in general, particularly about frame reflection in dialogues between research and policy. This book has thus chosen to examine, from a structuralist-constructivist perspective, how structures of the research-policy nexus have influenced frameshifts and problem framing in research and policy, and to what extent this involved frame reflection.

2.4.1 Intractable controversies, frameshifts and frame reflection

Rein and Schön (1994: 4, 1996: 240) refer to ‘intractable controversies’ as being those situations that are characterised by a multiplicity of frames or ‘multiple social realities’. Intractable controversies involve ‘frame conflicts’, or ‘struggles over the naming and framing of a policy situation [...] symbolic contests over the social meaning of an issue domain, where meaning implies not only what is at issue but what is to be done’ (Rein & Schön 1994: 29). Such frame conflicts differ fundamentally from disagreements about more structured problems, or problems that are characterised by a general agreement about ‘problem framing’ (Hisschemöller & Hoppe 1995). They defy resolution by merely studying ‘the facts’, because actors with their own unique frames tend to select different sorts of factual evidence and, even if they agree on a selection, tend to interpret it differently. For instance, the relevance of factual evidence on the educational achievements of migrants depends on the relevance of education as a sphere of integration in a specific frame. In addition, evidence about educational achievements can still be interpreted in many ways, for example, as an indication of migrants’ progress over time or as an indication of persisting relative deprivation in comparison to other social categories.

Frameshifts, then, involve fundamental changes in how actors define and understand problem situations. They constitute ‘reality shifts’ (Fischer 2003: 155), rather than merely different ways of perceiving a problem. Social science literature is brimming with references to the difficulties of achieving such frameshifts. For instance, both Hall and Sabatier question the capacity of individuals to become aware, reflect on or even alter their most fundamental beliefs, as this would be similar to religious conversion. They believe that ‘learning’ on a cognitive level could only lead to relatively minor adjustments of frames (Hall 1993; Sabatier 1987; Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith 1999: 123). Frameshifts, rather, would be the consequence of changes in the institutional context or, as Sabatier describes them,
‘external perturbations’ (Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith 1999: 118), involving broader cultural changes (‘mood swings’), social-economic developments, political shifts and constitutional changes. These institutional changes would lead to frameshifts by changing the power relations (distribution of resources, capital) between actors with different frames, rather than bringing about mere awareness of different frames. Agenda-setting theory is also rather sceptical of opportunities for actors to become aware of their tacit frames. It hypothesises frameshifts as the consequence of agenda-setting, something which, according to Baumgartner and Jones (2002: 15-23), is achieved primarily by shifting attention to other problem facets, rather than by reflecting on a frame (attention shifts or non-contradictory argumentation) or through the social process of mimicking (unreflectively adopting the ideas of others). Agenda-setting theory also refers to the relevance of the aforementioned ‘external perturbations’, such as the occurrence of focus events (Kingdon 1995: 94).

In contrast, Rein and Schön (1994: 37) believe that actors can become aware of their own frames and critically reflect on them. This calls for critical reflection on a frame’s internal consistence and coherence, as well as on its relationship to developments in a problem situation and to society at large. Actors therefore would be able to reflect critically on the extent to which their frame offers a convincing story about a problem situation, whether it fits the evidence and whether it gels with the broader normative perspective.

Starting with the analysis of controversy as frame conflict, we propose that human beings can reflect on and learn about the game of policymaking even as they play it, and, more specifically, that they are capable of reflecting in action on the frame conflicts that underlie controversies and account for their intractability. In our view, human beings are capable of exploring how their own actions may exacerbate contention, contribute to stalemate, and trigger extreme pendulum swings, or, on the contrary, how their actions might help to resolve the frame conflicts that underlie stubborn policy disputes. We believe that hope for human reason in the chaotic, conflictual world of policy-making lies in a view of policy rationality that gives a central place to this human capability for reflection ‘within the game’. (ibid.: 37-38)

Frame reflection is, according to Rein and Schön, always ‘situated’. This means that there is no universal law for how frame reflection can be achieved. How and to what extent it can be achieved will depend on the institutional setting (situational context). Thus, frame reflection could lead to the ‘situated resolution of frame controversies’ (ibid.: 176). Such a belief marks the difference between relativist approaches that discard the
possibility of frame reflection and objectivist approaches that see framing as a consequence of structural developments rather than reflection. It also deviates from Habermas’ (in Outhwaite 1996) perspective on how to achieve reflection beyond relativism and objectivism by establishing a so-called ideal-free speech situation in which a power-free social context is created in order to reflect on frames. Indeed, Rein and Schön believe that frame reflection must be achieved within the structural setting of a problem situation, rather than by creating a setting that is removed from the actual structural setting of the actors involved.

2.4.2 Boundary configurations and frameshifts

Boundary configurations can contribute to frameshifts through their effect on the field structures of social science research and policymaking. These field structures provide the structural setting in which problems are framed. Boundary configurations can contribute to change by reinforcing either the pressure to enforce stability or the pressure to enforce change. Baumgartner and Jones (1993: 19) have referred to situations in which field structures manage to reproduce themselves as ‘structure-induced equilibria’. They emphasise how these equilibria are ‘structure-induced’ in that they are consequences of historically developed structures that resist change. This can involve lock-in effects of past developments or path dependency (Pierson 1994), as well as the structural distribution of specific species capital that generates interests for at least some of the actors in preserving the prevailing structure (Baumgartner & Jones 1993: 19; Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 105). For instance, once a particular boundary configuration is institutionalised and has created subsequent boundary organisations, the organisations will have an interest in preserving this configuration in order to maintain their structural position.

By reinforcing such structure-induced equilibria, boundary configurations can generate ‘negative feedback’ in relation to the ongoing dynamics in field structures (Baumgartner & Jones 1993: 16). This means that the ongoing dynamics is affected in a way that inhibits change and induces stability. For example, this may occur when research-policy relations give legitimacy to established policy institutes or when policy institutes fund established research institutes. However, boundary configurations can also influence the dynamics in a field by mobilising ‘positive feedback’ (ibid.). Positive feedback means that ongoing dynamics are affected in a way that promotes change and challenges the status quo. There are no universal laws for how and when the research-policy nexus could or should contribute to negative or positive feedback. Its role in field dynamics is highly dependent on the structural setting of ongoing dynamics in the fields and, of course, on the structure of the research-policy nexus.
In structuralist-constructivist as well as institutionalist literature, it has been observed that structural patterns of negative feedback in support of structure-induced equilibria tend to be occasionally interrupted by positive feedback and dramatic breakthroughs. Institutionalists have argued that once negative feedback mechanisms are disrupted, change will occur in a ‘ruptured manner’ that is ‘episodic and dramatic, responding to institutional change at the macro level, rather than incremental and smooth’ (Powell & DiMaggio 1991: 10-11). This pattern of punctuated equilibrium with episodes of relative stability as well as ruptures of dramatic change has been described in terms of ‘punctuations’ (Baumgartner & Jones 1993) or ‘paradigm shifts’ (Hall 1993). Although such a pattern has been observed primarily in studies of policy developments, it can reasonably be extended to the study of research developments, at least from a structuralist-constructivist perspective that defines both policy and research as fields of structured social relations.

By affecting the field structures of research and policy, boundary configurations will affect the structural setting in which problem framing takes place. As such, they not only contribute to the structural conditions for framingshifts, but also to the structural conditions for the emergence of specific problem frames. As Schattschneider (1960: 71-73) has observed, every structure or every form of organisation necessitates a ‘mobilisation of bias’. Thus, any way of changing a field’s structure also involves a change in this selective mobilisation of bias.

Baumgartner and Jones further developed this idea of selective mobilisation of bias in their conception of how problem images interact with particular institutional venues. Their central premise is that some structural settings are more susceptible to some frames than others. As such, actors will seek those structural settings that are most receptive to their frames. This has been described in the literature as ‘venue shopping’ (Baumgartner, Green-Pedersen & Jones 2006; Baumgartner & Jones 1993; Guiraudon 2000a; Pralle 2003). Thus, venue shopping can motivate actors in either research or policy to seek access to the other field when the field structure is considered more receptive to a specific problem frame. For instance, researchers who are relatively marginalised in the scientific field can seek support from policymakers if they think their ideas match those of particular actors in the policy field. Moreover, actors can try to change the structure of their fields so that it becomes more receptive to their frames. However, as observed earlier, such structural changes are also often achieved through interaction with other fields, rather than as a consequence of internal changes. In both respects, boundary configurations can play an important role in searching for structural settings that are receptive to specific frames.

Although, again, there is no universal law for how and why structural settings promote problem framing, there have been numerous studies about
how different structural boundary configurations can affect problem framing. Nelkin (1979) observed how structural settings with deep policy involvement by researchers, or even those that limit participation to a network of researchers, tend to create technical-scientific problem frames. This would have occurred notably in the domain of environmental policies, where technical matters often dominate regulatory policies, thus obscuring ethical aspects of the environment.

Regarding migration and immigrant integration, Guiraudon (1997) has drawn attention to a correlation between the scale of the debate on these issues and the extent to which frames were adopted that supported the extension of migrant rights. Experts and research institutes often limited the scale of debate, which – thanks to the lack of much mass media or political attention – facilitated the extension of migrant rights. The same would apply for administrative bodies and legal venues that limited participation. Guiraudon (2000a) also showed how national governments ‘shopped’ for intergovernmental venues on a European level, seeking to get their ideas on restrictive immigration policies accepted beyond the influence of national venues that might have opposed such policies.

2.4.3 Frame reflection

Boundary configurations may contribute to frameshifts and problem framing, but this does not necessarily involve frame reflection. Rein and Schön (1994: 37) believe that actors are able to reflect on their usually tacit frames in actual social practices. They believe that ‘hope for human reason in the chaotic, conflicting world of policy-making lies in a view of policy rationality that gives a central place to this human capability to reflection “within the game”’ (ibid.: 338). While they focus primarily on reflection in policy practices, Bourdieu (2004) looks more to reflexivity in the scientific enterprise. This refers to ‘the systematic exploration of the unthought categories of thought which delimit the thinkable and predetermine the thought as well as guide the practically carrying out of the social inquiry’ (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 40). Along with Rein and Schön, Bourdieu refers to reflecting on structures or institutions as well as reflecting on the framing of reality, or as Bourdieu and Wacquant (ibid.) describe it in the context of the scientific field: ‘the collective scientific unconsciousness embedded in theories, problems and (especially national) categories of scholarly judgement’.

From a structuralist-constructivist perspective, these scholars have discussed the structural conditions for achieving reflectivity. In scientific studies, Bourdieu has pointed to how structural dependencies between the scientific field (or the academic/intellectual field) and developments in other fields have obstructed reflexivity or the progress of scientific reason. Throughout his work, there has been expression of a particular concern
regarding the autonomy of the scientific field. Within well-articulated bor-
ders, emphasising control over entry and the logic of the scientific field, Bourdieu (2004: 54) argues as follows:

The fact that producers tend to have as their clients only their most
rigorous and vigorous competitors, the most competent and the
most critical, those therefore inclined and most able to give their
critique full force, is for me the Archimedean point on which one
can stand to give a scientific account of scientific reason, to rescue
scientific reason from relativist reduction and explain how science
can constantly progress towards more rationality without having to
appeal to some kind of founding miracle.

Rein and Schön (1994: 176) have given further thought to how to achieve
such critical reflection. They argue that frame reflection could lead to what
they call the ‘situat ed resolution of frame controversies. Frame reflection
would thus most likely be achieved within a situational setting charac-
terised by ‘design rationality’ (Rein & Schön 1994: 166-187). Several
structural conditions can be derived from their discussion of design ration-
ality, that would lead to critical frame reflection.

Firstly, Rein and Schön (ibid.: 182) posit a communicative imperative.
This means that actors involved in a disagreement must be willing and able
to communicate openly with one another, and should not exclude specific
actors from the frame conversation. Frame reflection must therefore be an
open social process. Secondly, actors must be able to identify alternative
frames and try to understand how actors within such frames make sense of
problem situations (ibid.: 176). This means that they must be capable of
empathy. Thirdly, actors must become aware of their own frames, possibly
in interaction with the identification of alternative frames (ibid.: 174). This
creates the possibility to reflect critically on one’s own frame and to search
for possible design flaws, such as internal inconsistencies or incoherencies
within that frame. The same applies to incompatibilities with new informa-
tion or knowledge of problem developments that may contradict a frame.
Fourthly, actors must not only reflect on their own frames and alternative
frames, but also be willing and able to act when design flaws are traced or
when the confrontation with alternative frames produces undesirable results
(ibid.: 186). This requires a certain pragmatism – not in terms of the fram-
ing itself but of an unbiased willingness to adapt one’s frame if necessary.
Finally, frame reflection usually requires mutual trust (ibid.: 179). Without
trust, necessary capacities such as communication, empathy, being able to
correct one’s own frames and pragmatism are unlikely to thrive.

In sum, boundary configurations can contribute to frame reflection by
satisfying these five structural conditions – openness, empathy to alterna-
tives, critical reflection, pragmatism and trust. This means that to achieve
critical research-policy dialogues, research must extend its role beyond that of the traditional model of ‘speaking truth to power’, in which researchers dictate how problems are framed. In addition, politics must move beyond the positivist belief in scientific truth as well as the relativist predicament that science is nothing but politics by other means. Rather, to achieve frame reflection, scientific research should help politics make sense of the issues (Hoppe 1999; Rein & Schön 1996). Instead of producing knowledge that is robust in its scientific methodological foundation, research has to produce ‘socially robust knowledge’ that is founded on critical debates about problem framing (Nowotny et al. 2001: 166).

2.5 Research design

As already stated, this book takes an empiricist approach to research-policy relations and problem framing. It empirically studies boundary work and boundary configurations rather than doing boundary work and constructing boundary configurations. This epistemology emanates from the structuralist-constructivist perspective, which focuses on how actors make sense of research-policy relations in actual social practices and how they make sense of problem situations within specific structural settings of social relations.

This book avoids an ex ante theoretical position concerning the framing of immigrant integration. It takes a step back from the ongoing controversies over the framing of this issue to analyse instead controversies over problem framing. It is not the framing of immigrant integration that is the subject at hand but rather, the structural settings in which this framing process takes place. Avoided here as well is an ex ante theoretical position concerning the configuration of research-policy relations. Instead, this book will provide an empirical reconstruction of how actors produce and reproduce boundary configurations in their actual social practices. Boundary work is studied empirically by analysing that which is carried out by ‘real-world’ actors (Gieryn 1995: 394). Philosophical arguments will not be given in favour of one model of research-policy relations, but provided instead are empirical arguments on how and why actors came to relate in specific ways and what empirical effects this has had in terms of problem framing.

This study thus seeks to contribute to reflection on the part of those actors actually involved in research-policy relations and problem framing in this domain. With an empirical analysis of boundary work and problem framing in actual social practices, it aims to raise awareness about these social processes among actors in the domain. Through such awareness, an empirical reconstruction could contribute to learning how to structure
science-policy relations in order to promote critical dialogues between research and policy at the level of problem framing.

**Research questions**

This book’s fundamental question is thus: what part did the research-policy nexus have in research and policy frameshifts concerning immigrant integration in the Netherlands over the past decades? Logically following, how can this be explained? And to what extent did the research-policy nexus contribute to critical frame reflection? This formulation positions this study as an enquiry into the role of the research-policy nexus in problem framing, rather than a study of immigrant integration research, immigrant integration policy or, for that matter, a study of immigrant integration per se.

The research question will be further elaborated based on the structuralist-constructivist perspective and theoretical concepts discussed in this chapter. Chapter 3 focuses on what frames have emerged and what frameshifts have taken place in Dutch immigrant integration research and policy over the past decades. This research builds on other studies that have shown how the framing of immigrant integration has changed significantly over the past decades (Entzinger 2005; Snel & Scholten 2005). Such frameshifts are generally understood to be an indication of the intractability of a topic. Thus, the intractability of immigrant integration is considered a starting point (rather than an empirical outcome) and, as will be discussed later, one of the core reasons for formulating this research question and selecting this case study. This chapter will provide a reconstruction of the intractability of immigrant integration by identifying the frameshifts that have taken place over the past decades. It is of great importance for the study, as it selects the research-policy frameshifts that will be analysed in more detail.

Subsequently, in chapters 4, 5 and 6, a number of questions will be raised further concerning the relations between research and policy in the three main frameshifts to have taken place in Dutch immigrant integration policies over the past decades. This requires, firstly, an analysis of what kind of research and which policy actors were involved, what were their frames and what positions did they hold in the fields of research or policy. The emphasis here is on those actors involved in the frameshifts to be identified in response to the first question. It involves an analysis of the context in which this frameshift took place so that relevant research and policy actors can be identified. A reconstruction of the actors’ frames will consequently follow. Discussions concerning actors and context will be entwined because, from a structuralist-constructivist perspective, the role of context is considered to be mediated through actor frames and the positions that actors hold within their research or policy fields. For every period that a frameshift is identified, this second question will depict the actor setting and the contextual setting. Within this playing field, more questions will
focus in greater detail on the research-policy nexus and its role in these frameshifts.

Secondly, an analysis will be made of how these actors define the relationship between research and policy and how this can be explained. This question is likely to produce different answers depending on the periods in which the frameshifts took place. It draws attention away from problem framing and towards how the actors defined the relationship between research and policy, thus clearly adopting an empiricist approach to the analysis. Furthermore, informed by the structuralist-constructivist perspective, it asks how actors’ positions within the field structures of immigrant integration research and policy may provide an explanation for how they defined research-policy relations.

Thirdly, this book will solicit what structural research-policy configurations can be identified. This will also produce answers that vary according to the different frameshifts. Here, attention is transferred from actors to the structural setting of research-policy relations. There is also an attempt to identify the more structural boundary configuration that was produced and reproduced by actors from both fields.

Finally, an analysis is made of the role these boundary configurations have had in frameshifts in research and policy. Specially, what has been their role in problem framing and/or reframing, and to what extent did their role involve critical frame reflection? These enquiries call attention to the effect of boundary configurations on the structural settings of immigrant integration research and policy and their role in promoting either change or stability. Furthermore, they raise the issue of how the structural effects of boundary configurations may have contributed to the rise or fall of specific problem frames. The two sub-questions address, from a structuralist-constructivist perspective, what has been called both the structure and the culture of public problems. The final element of this question involves the extent to which this effect on problem framing involved frame reflection, or whether reframing was (as predicted in the literature) a consequence of factors other than reflection.

Following these case chapters, in chapter 7 a comparison will be made of findings from the Dutch case and those from Germany, France and the UK. The aim of this comparison is to find out whether there are more general patterns in research-policy dialogues or whether the Dutch case is, in fact, characterised by exceptionalism.

Case study design
This book adopts an ‘embedded, single-case study design’ (Yin 1994: 42). It is a single-case study because it analyses the role of the research-policy nexus in problem framing in one case: the issue of immigrant integration in the Netherlands over the past four decades. It is ‘embedded’ because, although it involves one object of analysis – actors involved in research-
policy relations in the domain of immigrant integration – it involves two embedded units of analysis: research-policy relations and immigrant integration policy frames.

A strength of this design, as it is applied here, is that it allows for an in-depth look at the role of the research-policy nexus in problem framing with full appreciation of the situational setting where this nexus is constructed and problem framing takes place. An empirical epistemology requires that boundary work and problem framing be studied within their ‘real-life context’ (ibid.: 14). Many variables will result and the requirement of gathering as much data as possible on as few variables as possible (King, Keohane & Verba 1994) cannot be met. The research-policy nexus and problem framing cannot be defined beforehand in a way that will create clear-cut ‘boundaries between phenomenon and context’ (Yin 1994: 14). This is because, from the perspectives of framing and boundary work, the construction of what passes as context is considered endogenous to these social practices (ibid.). According to Yin (ibid.), this is one situation in which research would best be served by adopting a case study design. Therefore, an in-depth, single-case study is the most suitable for gathering sufficient data (for instance, for triangulation) within the scope of this research and in order to be able to say anything meaningful about boundary work in research-policy relations and its correlation to problem framing.

It is important to observe that single-case studies do have limitations in terms of opportunities for generalisation. They provide in-depth knowledge of the specifics of one case, without much analytical leverage in terms of explaining other cases; their external validity is inherently limited. While there is potential for analytical generalisation and theory-building, a single-case study does not lend itself to empirical generalisation in the context of research-policy dialogues on migration and integration in other countries, or in other issue domains. As such, this research design contains a comparative analysis in which findings from the Dutch single-case study are compared with available evidence on research-policy dialogues on migration in other European countries. This comparison involves so-called pattern matching: examining whether the configurations of research-policy dialogues that have been uncovered in the Netherlands can also be found in the other countries. For instance, this study finds how a technocratic research-policy configuration contributed to the rise of multiculturalism in the Netherlands in the early 1980s. Through comparison, one aim would be to discover whether such relations in other countries have also been configured in a technocratic manner and, if so, whether this similarly contributed to the rise of multiculturalism. Although a full comparison of research-policy dialogues between all countries is not made, this study does support extending empirical generalisation from the Dutch case to the others.
The countries for international comparison were selected according to renowned differences in research traditions in the field of immigrant integration. In sharp contrast to the Netherlands, France has been known for its sensitivities surrounding social-scientific research on immigrant integration (the taboo on *statistiques ethniques*), as well as for the deep political engagement of researchers with, often, a political or philosophical background. In Germany, despite its persistent denial of being a country of immigration, social researchers have concentrated primarily on social-economic issues like education and labour market participation, rather than the more political concerns with cultural assimilation dominant in France. The UK has been characterised by a much more institutionalised research-policy nexus in which sociologists and anthropologists were heavily involved in a more colour-oriented British approach. This book seeks to discover whether these unique ways of organising research-policy dialogues have also led to the construction of different frames.

The combination of an in-depth study of the Dutch case and pattern matches between several other cases provides a sound basis for analytical generalisation. Analytical generalisation concerns generalisation of theoretical propositions, using techniques for developing ‘grounded theory’ (Glaser 1992) – which need not be exclusive to the field of immigrant integration. More generally, this book will offer insights into how research-policy relations are configured and how research can contribute to critical frame reflection on intractable policy controversies. In this respect, immigrant integration represents a ‘showcase’ or ‘revelatory case study’ (ibid.: 40); the framing of immigrant integration as well as the structure of research-policy relations in this domain have become fiercely contested in the Netherlands in recent decades. As such, this book strategically provides a window through which to study the role of the research-policy nexus in problem framing.

**Building a valid and reliable chain of evidence**

Central to a sound research design is constructing a valid and reliable chain of evidence involving the key concepts and theoretical relationships. The first step in this chain of questions in chapter 3 is to uncover the extent to which immigrant integration has been an intractable topic in research and policy. This means looking for changes in problem framing in research and policy. In order to ensure validity, the frame concept has been operationalised into four attributes: terminology, social classification, causal theories and normative perspectives. The search for indicators of frameshifts involves an analysis of policy documents and secondary literature on immigrant integration research and policy developments in the Netherlands over the past decades. For the policy field, policy memoranda constituted a valid and reliable source of problem framing. Changes in policy contours are the main reason why a new policy memorandum is issued in the first place.
Such key texts are not available for the scientific research field. Abundant secondary literature about changing perspectives on immigrant integration was therefore examined for this study, in order to create a reconstruction of changes in terminology, social classification, causal theories and normative perspectives, so as to ensure the validity of the use of the frame concept in this respect.

The second step in building a chain of evidence is to zoom in on the objects of analysis – the actors involved in the research-policy nexus. Actors who played an important role in research and policy developments (e.g. experts, research institutes, advisory bodies, policy departments, political institutes) naturally turn up in the literature describing the above-mentioned first step. Emphasis thus is on the frames of the identified actors and their reconstructions of the contextual setting of problem framing. The frames will be studied by scrutinising the documents they produced (e.g. research reports, advisory reports, government documents). Furthermore, the contextual setting in which these frames emerged will be analysed by reconstructing their positions within the research or policy fields, specifically by looking for background knowledge on their positions (formal positions and roles, resources and informal relations and networks) and the rules of the game within both fields (social norms of doing science or making policies, methodological paradigms, etc.). Furthermore, these developments are placed in the context of macro-institutional developments in scientific research and policymaking.

The third step focuses not on these actors’ frames, but on their social practices and positions within the broader fields of research and policy. Analysed here is the boundary work of these actors by studying their ‘literary, social and material technologies’ (Shapin & Schaffer 1985), also known as ‘boundary discourse’, ‘boundary relations’ and ‘boundary objects’ (Halffman 2003: 63). Interviewing constituted the primary method in this regard. The interviews were semi-structured, following a list of topics that was deduced from the central research questions. Triangulation was used as a methodological strategy for enhancing reliability, involving data triangulation (using multiple sources of data) as well as methodological triangulation (using multiple research methods) (Yin 1994: 90). Interviewing was combined with analysis of primary documents, such as minutes, records and notes that were kept by actors themselves (e.g. from the Scientific Council for Government Policy and the Department of Home Affairs, as well as records of parliamentary hearings) and secondary sources like media records and scientific literature.

The fourth step in building a chain of evidence shifts attention from the actors to the structural setting of research-policy relations or boundary configurations. Indicators of such configurations can be found in the patterns of interaction between research and policy actors. Indicators of how relative primacy was configured can be found in instances where either the
research actors determined policy developments or policy actors determined research developments. Indicators of convergence or divergence can be found in the extent to which research and policy interacted either directly (close mutual relations) or more indirectly (at a distance). These indicators will be studied using the same methods and sources employed for the analysis of boundary work practices in the third step.

The fifth step of this research design connects evidence from the structural setting of research-policy relations to that in which the frameshifts took place. Firstly, this requires an examination of how the research-policy nexus strengthened the position (in terms of legitimacy, authority and resources – or ‘capital’ in general) of specific research and policy actors who advocated either change or stability in terms of problem framing. Indications of such effects can be found in references to how the research-policy nexus provided capital to specific actors, both within interviews with these actors and within secondary literature about frameshifts. Secondly, the step involves an analysis of how boundary configurations played a role in the rise or fall of specific problem frames. An indication of such influence would be the exclusion of actors within specific frames from the field structures. This requires an examination not only of how the positions of actors are altered, but also how these changes affected actors within different frames. Finally, this step involves an analysis of the role of boundary configurations in frame reflection. In this regard, the data that was gathered for the role of boundary configurations in frameshifts and framing is discussed in relation to the aforementioned attributes of frame reflection – openness, empathy, critical reflection, pragmatism and trust.

Finally, the sixth step (in chapter 7) involves an international comparison, or more precisely, a pattern-matching between findings from the Dutch case and the available evidence on research-policy dialogues in Germany, France and the UK. This section is based primarily on an extensive review of the international literature on immigrant integration policy, research and their mutual relations in these countries. Although few studies have made the research-policy nexus in this domain the object of their analysis, there are a number of excellent studies that, to some extent, discuss either the development of immigrant integration research or the role of research in policymaking (Guiraudon 1997; Boswell 2009; Bommes & Morawska 2004; Vasta & Vaddamalay 2007; Favell 2001). The comparative analysis in this book has been shaped by a series of informal interviews with researchers and policymakers from the respective countries over the past years. These interviews helped provide access to relevant information on the countries and to find pertinent sources. An important occasion for this was the international gathering mentioned in the introduction, the Research-Policy Dialogues on Migration and Integration in Europe conference held in 2008 in Enschede, the Netherlands, which brought together policymakers and researchers from various countries. The
sessions held during this special conference provided material that has been used throughout this book. Furthermore, the comparative chapter was distributed to, and discussed with, various country experts.

2.6 Conclusion

This book attempts to capture the dynamics of how immigrant integration has been framed and reframed in recent decades. It develops a structuralist-constructivist perspective to get beyond the predominant focus on ‘national models of integration’, thus honing in on the dynamic ways in which immigrant integration is framed. Each frame involves a different terminology, a different way of classifying involved groups or categories, different causal stories as well as a different normative perspective.

Revealed, too, are the structural settings in which problems are socially constructed or framed, specifically the configuration of the research-policy nexus. Both immigrant integration research and policy are analysed as distinct fields of structured social relations, each with unique positions, rules of the game and a distribution of capital. Problems are framed against the background of these structural settings. Field structures are produced and reproduced, using different ways of demarcating themselves from other fields and coordinating relationships with other fields. This boundary work affects the shaping of field structures and relations. As such, boundary work can also play a role in producing specific structural settings in which problems are framed in research and policy.

As this book shows, institutionalised patterns of boundary work can create structural configurations of research-policy relations. Boundary organisations have a structure of their own, coordinating relations between both fields in specific ways and also demarcating the roles of both fields with specific rules of the game. To reiterate, four theoretic models of boundary configurations are distinguished: enlightenment, technocracy, engineering and bureaucracy.

Boundary configurations form part of the structural settings in which problems are framed. They can either reinforce the structural dynamics towards change (positive feedback) or reinforce prevailing structure-induced equilibria (negative feedback) within the fields of scientific research and policymaking. As such, they can stimulate and inhibit frameshifts. In addition, boundary configurations may contribute more specifically to the rise or fall of particular frames. Various studies have revealed a correlation between the involved venues in problem framing and the type of frames that emerge. However, the role of boundary configurations in problem framing does not necessarily involve frame reflection. According to extant literature, frame reflection will only occur when the structural setting promotes openness, empathy, critical reflection, pragmatism and trust. Boundary
configurations only contribute to the situational resolution of intractable controversies through frame reflection when they contribute to these specific structural conditions.

This book adopts an empiricist methodological approach to answer its central question: what has been the role of the research-policy nexus in the frameshifts in immigrant integration in research and policy in the Netherlands over the past decades? Moreover, how can this role be explained and to what extent did the research-policy nexus contribute to critical frame reflection? This approach is founded on an empirical epistemology that studies the research-policy nexus and frames of immigrant integration by examining how actors undertake boundary work and frame problems in actual social practices. Rather than carrying out boundary work, the boundary work is studied; and rather than carrying out problem framing, problem framing is the object of study.

Though a single-case study, this book attempts to achieve analytical generalisation. The bottom line is that the research-policy nexus does play a role in problem framing. This study aims to provide theoretical insights into how the research-policy nexus can be structured to promote critical frame reflection for the situated resolution of such controversies. Furthermore, the international comparison provided aims to strengthen the external validity of this research by matching the patterns of research-policy relations found in the Dutch case to those in others. In this way, we can answer a burning question: is the Dutch case ‘exceptional’? Or, can more general hypotheses be developed on the relation between specific types of the research-policy nexus and the rise and fall of specific frames of immigrant integration.
3 Frames and frameshifts in Dutch immigrant integration policy and research

The Netherlands is often seen as being representative of the so-called multicultural model of integration. Historically, the Dutch have had a tendency to recognise cultural groups in society and to emancipate them through structures that reflect the specifically Dutch history of ‘pillarisation’. In fact, it is because of the alleged success of this multicultural model in accommodating cultural differences in society that scholars and policymakers from Europe have shown great interest in the Dutch case.

However, there has been surprisingly little empirical research into how this model of integration evolved or whether there are alternative models that may apply to the Netherlands. This creates great difficulties when it comes to debates about the alleged success or failure of this multicultural model. After the tumultuous year of 2002 in which Fortuyn placed immigrant integration at the top of the political agenda, the Dutch multicultural model was declared a failure. At the same time, there was sharp controversy about whether the Dutch case should be described as multicultural at all, especially as the 1990s had witnessed the rise of a more social-economic approach. Furthermore, others, including the Parliamentary Investigative Committee on the Integration Policy established in 2004, concluded that the emergent Dutch model had been rather successful, especially in terms of the progress made in social-economic areas such as education and labour. To complicate the situation further, the infamous ‘Dutch multicultural model’ appeared to have become a counter-discourse in public and political debate, one used to support an assimilationist turn in Dutch policies. In contrast to social-economic participation or social-cultural emancipation, social-cultural adaptation was now increasingly considered to be the core of a new ‘Dutch approach’.

Clearly signified here is the multiplicity of frames that characterises immigrant integration in the Netherlands. This chapter will analyse that multiplicity, according to an empirical study of the development of immigrant integration policy and research in the Netherlands. It will reconstruct the problem frames that have emerged in research and policy and identify frameshifts by examining scientific literature and policy documents and by looking for changes in the different attributes and indicators of problem framing – terminology, social classification, causal stories and normative perspectives.
3.1 The Dutch multicultural model

A key trait of the so-called Dutch multicultural model is its tendency to institutionalise cultural pluralism. This is based on the belief that the cultural emancipation of immigrant minorities is the key to their integration into Dutch society (see e.g. Duyvendak & Scholten 2009). This also reflects a rather uncontested acceptance of the transformation of Dutch society into a multicultural society. In fact, a connection is often drawn to the peculiar Dutch history of pillarisation, referring to the period from the 1920s to the 1960s when most of society was structured according to specific pillars – religious (Protestant, Catholic) and socio-cultural (socialist, liberal) (Lijphart 1968).

Sniderman and Hagendoorn’s (2007) book When ways of life collide: Multiculturalism and its discontents in the Netherlands understands the Dutch approach in terms of a multiculturalist model. The authors claim that the labelling of collective identities has inadvertently deepened social-cultural cleavages in society, rather than bridging differences. They take the Netherlands as a token case to underpin their claims, rooting the Dutch approach in the history of pillarisation: ‘The Netherlands has always been a country of minorities thanks to the power of religion to divide as well as unite’ (Sniderman & Hagendoorn 2007: 13). In addition, the ‘collective trauma of World War II where the Dutch failed to resist the massive deportation of Jews’ contributed to the fact that ‘immigrant minorities have been seen in the light of the Holocaust [...] or that critical views of immigrants are labelled racist and xenophobic’ (Sniderman & Hagendoorn 2007: 15). Given these historical circumstances, a multiculturalist model would logically take root in the Netherlands.

The German sociologist Joppke also considers the Dutch the most radical exponents of the multiculturalist model. He describes how the Netherlands recently changed its policies as a consequence of (allegedly) multicultural policies being a failure.

Civic integration is a response to the obvious failure of one of Europe’s most pronounced policies of multiculturalism to further the socioeconomic integration of immigrants and their offspring. [...] In a counterpoint to multiculturalism’s tendency to lock migrant ethnics into their separate worlds, the goal of civic integration is migrants’ participation in mainstream institutions. (Joppke 2007: 249)

The Dutch multicultural model has also found resonance among Dutch scholars. Koopmans (2002, 2003) roots the Dutch approach to immigrant integration clearly in the history of pillarisation, when ethno-cultural cleavages were stressed in a similar way in multicultural policies. He claims that the application of this model to new immigrant groups has had major
adverse effects, as multiculturalism ‘offers new ethnic and religious groups a formal and symbolic form of equality, which in practice reinforces ethnic cleavages and reproduces segregation on a distinctly unequal basis’ (Koopmans 2002: 92). Koopmans points, in particular, to ‘path dependency’ in terms of policy practices. Although formal policy discourse and public discourse seem to have changed, the Dutch have remained accommodating in the way they deal with ethno-cultural diversity.

The Netherlands is still an extreme representative of a ‘multicultural’ vision of integration. [...] Outside the limited world of op-eds in high-brow newspapers, the relation between Dutch society and its immigrants is still firmly rooted in its tradition of pillarisation [...] Organisations and activities based on ethnic grounds are still generously supported – directly and indirectly – by the government. Whether people want it or not, ethnicity still plays an important role in public institutions and discourse. (Koopmans 2002: 91; author’s translation)

Rather than examining the Dutch multicultural model, per se, or evaluating its alleged success or failure, the objective of this book is to study the construction of this type of model. In other words, it is not about the model itself, it is about the model as a discourse. By asking why we have come to talk about the Dutch approach in terms of the multicultural model in the first place, this study takes a step back from current debates to critically understand the Dutch multicultural model.

3.2 The rise and fall of policy frames

Empirical analysis of the development of Dutch immigrant integration policies teaches us that the Dutch case should be described as a succession of frames, rather than something defined by a single dominant model, as is often suggested in national and international literature. Immigrant integration policy appears to have been marked by episodes of stability as well as periods of dramatic change (Entzinger 2005; Scholten & Timmermans 2004). Various policy frames have come and gone over the past decades. This makes it difficult to speak of one immigrant integration policy. Rather, it seems that there have been several immigrant integration policies over time. An analysis of official policy documents shows that at least four policy episodes can be distinguished, each characterised by a particular dominant policy frame and separated by frameshifts: the lack of immigrant integration policy until about 1978, followed by a minorities policy until the early 1990s, an integration policy until the turn of the millennium and, more recently, the integration policy ‘new style’.
3.2.1 The lack of immigrant integration policy

Until the 1970s, no immigrant integration policy existed in the Netherlands. It was considered unnecessary, as immigrants were expected to eventually return to their home countries. The Moluccans, for example, were to one day return to either an independent Moluccan republic or to Indonesia itself, and foreign workers were seen as temporary ‘guest workers’, who would go back to their countries of origin when there was no longer a demand for supplementary labour in the Dutch economy. Two other major immigrant groups from former Dutch colonies – the Surinamese and the Antilleans – were not considered permanent immigrants either, because they were seen as fellow citizens of the Dutch Kingdom who could enter and leave the Netherlands as they pleased. In addition, there was no common framework for policies related to the country’s various immigrant groups. Policies on foreign workers fell under the responsibility of the Department of Social Affairs; asylum migration was coordinated by the Department of Foreign Affairs; and policies regarding the Surinamese and the Moluccans came under the remit of the Ministry of Culture, Recreation and Social Work (from herein referred to as CRM).

On the whole, the policies that were developed for these migrant groups appear to correspond to the differentialist model. In fact, the so-called ‘two-tracks’ policies (Choenni 2000) developed in this period implied that, though migrants were to be activated in the social-economic sphere, in other respects they were differentiated from Dutch society. This differentialist frame is primarily manifested in policy and political discourse, under the slogan ‘Integration with retention of identity’. Initially, this did not carry the permanent connotation that it would acquire later, but rather referred to the social and economic integration of migrants during their stay in the Netherlands. This meant that the social and economic well-being of migrants had to be assured for the length of their stay, which had an additional purpose of maximising their economic participation. Policy towards foreign workers was:

aimed at, given the existing and expected needs of our economy to deploy foreign labour, balancing as much as possible the number of foreigners coming to the Netherlands with the demands of the labour market, given the available or yet-to-become available facilities for housing, reception and training.¹

Moreover, the categorisation of migrant groups also reflected differentialism. Migrant groups were not named and framed as one category, but defined according to their foreign origins – Surinamese, Antillean, Moluccan, foreign workers – with the emphasis on the fact that they were not from the Netherlands. This was also reflected in the fragmentation across various
departments of policy responsibilities for these groups and the fact that policy memora-
danda issued until the late 1970s always concerned one specific group. The categorisation of migrant groups as such maintained links with the countries of origin and also stressed their different migration back-
grounds (colonial migration, labour migration, family migration, asylum migration). It highlighted the fact that there was no common framework for formulating a general immigrant integration policy.

The causal story underlying the policies for the separate groups was based on the idea that policies aimed at permanent integration could ham-
per return to the home countries. Although it became clear early in the 1970s that the presence of foreign workers would be permanent, it was still believed that foreign workers would not become permanent minorities.

The phenomenon of foreign workers in the Netherlands has been re-
cognised to be permanent [...] but the change among them is signifi-
cant [...] as most of them return to their home countries after a short or a longer time.3

The presence of temporary migrants was framed as a product of post-war economic reconstruction and decolonisation. To facilitate return migration, migrants would have to be able to preserve, as best as possible, their cultural identities and internal group structures. Whereas integration was purs-
ued in social-economic domains such as labour and income, in the social-
cultural domain, migrant groups were encouraged to keep themselves apart from Dutch society. For instance, differentiated housing facilities were cre-
ated (e.g. the Moluccan camps and quarters and guest worker barracks) and education was facilitated through immigrant minority language and culture classes. In a memorandum on foreign workers, the focus on reten-
tion of identity was phrased as follows:

More than on promoting integration as such, policy must be direc-
ted at providing a group with the chance to retain its identity. This means that the group is encouraged to develop its own activities. A group-focused approach is essential to this aim. [...] For foreign workers, who will generally remain in our country for only a short time, the emphasis will be mainly on retention of identity. Reintegration after return to the home country will then be less problematic.4

Finally, policies towards migrants were framed in the context of powerful values and norms establishing that the Netherlands ‘was not and should not be a country of immigration’.5 An important argument raised in this context was that the country’s demographic situation, described in terms of ‘overpopulation’, would make it undesirable for permanent immigration.6
The migration that had taken place in the 1960s and the 1970s was seen as an inadvertent consequence of economic and political developments. This norm of *not* being a country of immigration also provided an argument for not developing a policy for immigrant integration, as the integration of migrants could otherwise be interpreted as positive appraisal of the idea of being a country of immigration.

3.2.2 *The minorities policy*

The first official immigrant integration policy in the Netherlands was developed in the early 1980s, initially as a draft minorities memorandum in 1981 and finally in an official minorities memorandum in 1983. Then, for the first time, the presence of specific immigrant groups was recognised as being permanent. ‘The new policy is based on the assumption that ethnic minorities will remain permanently in the Netherlands [...] thereby distancing itself from the idea that their presence would have been of a temporary order’.7 Migrants were also named and framed as permanent settlers. Once guest workers or colonial migrants, they were now categorised as permanent ‘cultural minorities’ or ‘ethnic minorities’, emphasising their permanent position within Dutch society. However, immigration as such was still not seen as a permanent phenomenon, and the Netherlands was still not considered a country of immigration, since the immigration of these specific target groups was framed as a historically unique event.

Assimilationism and differentialism were explicitly rejected.8 Assimilationism was at odds with the freedom of minorities to experience their own cultures. Differentialism had served too long as an excuse for the government not to create a policy on integration. The frame underlying the minorities policy had characteristics of both a multiculturalist and a universalist frame. On the one hand, policy discourse stressed ‘mutual adaptation’ in the context of the Netherlands as a ‘multi-ethnic’ or ‘multicultural society’.9 On the other hand, this mutual adaptation involved not only the social-cultural emancipation of minorities and combating discrimination, but it also enhanced the social-economic participation of members of minorities.10 The merging of multiculturalist and universalist elements is also reflected in the combination of a group focus with an individualistic focus. As seen in the official policy, the aim was: ‘to achieve a society in which the members of minority groups that reside in the Netherlands can, individually as well as group-wise, enjoy an equal position and full opportunities for development’.11

The major focus of all policy documents since 1979 on the social category of ‘ethnic minorities’ signals the more multiculturalist aspect of the minorities policy. Migrant groups were no longer categorised according to foreign origin, but rather as permanent populations within Dutch society. Introduced thus was one common frame of reference for migrant groups as
a whole, who up until then had been treated separately. However, the government did not provide a definition of ‘ethnic minorities’. Rather, it selected a number of ‘minorities’ who formed the target groups of the minorities policy: Moluccans, Surinamese, Antilleans, foreign workers, gypsies, caravan dwellers and refugees. This list included the main groups that had emerged from labour, family and asylum migration up until that period. The selection was legitimised by the argument that the government was responsible for these minorities because ‘their arrival and settlement in the Netherlands has been so entwined with the history and economic functioning of Dutch society’. Some migrant groups in Dutch society, such as the Chinese and Pakistanis, were left out.

In terms of the causal theory underlying the minorities policy, an important premise was that the social-cultural emancipation of minority groups would also favour the social-economic participation of their individual members. This also reflects the combined multiculturalist and universalist thinking behind the minorities policy. Multiculturalism clearly prevailed in the policy’s orientation towards specific target groups. Although the slogan ‘General when possible, specific when necessary’ was introduced – referring to decisions on whether a minority group’s position would be best ameliorated by means of general policies or targeted group-specific (categorical) measures only when necessary – the minorities policy was still mainly directed at specific groups. For instance, it was believed that the social-cultural emancipation of these groups could be furthered by maintaining group-specific facilities for immigrant minority language and culture classes. This, in turn, would eventually benefit individual social-economic participation. It was also believed that the democratic voice of migrants would have to be supported by developing an advisory and consultation structure between national government and immigrant organisations.

However, universalism prevailed as far as an emphasis on the accessibility of societal institutions and on proportionality in terms of social-economic participation. This meant that:

regulations for all inhabitants [...] are not just formally open to inhabitants from minority groups, but that they also effectively benefit minorities, which would have to be established by examining to what extent members of minority groups make proportional use of these regulations.

Together with combating discrimination, enhancing the accessibility of institutions would constitute a means for enhancing social-economic participation.

Finally, the minorities policy was framed in terms of a multi-ethnic, multicultural society being something positive. Immigration was not framed as a permanent phenomenon, though the presence of ethnic minorities was
considered permanent. However, this orientation towards multiculturalist values did not involve much by way of cultural relativism. The slogan ‘Integration with retention of identity’ was now abandoned, at least in official policy discourse, in favour of a more dynamic conception of immigrant cultures. This was also manifest in the emphasis on mutual adaptation. As a result of the asymmetrical relationship between minorities and the majority, the integration of minorities would inevitably require their adaptation to Dutch society to some degree. As the minorities memorandum stated, ‘When values and norms of minorities from their original culture clash with those of the established norms of our pluriform society and when these are considered as fundamental for Dutch society’.

3.2.3 The integration policy

The assumptions of the minorities policy stayed relatively stable throughout the 1980s. Economic depression and rising unemployment levels among minorities forced an incremental priority shift in the direction of social-economic participation. Attempts to increase the accessibility and proportionality of minorities’ representation in state regulations were especially stepped up in this respect. A large-scale project to enhance the number of minority members in government service (the so-called ‘EMO plan’) and a project to identify and eliminate instances in which the legal position of minorities was inferior to those of natives (Beune & Hessels 1983) illustrate this emphasis on accessibility and proportionality.

By the end of the 1980s, the government started to raise doubts about whether the current approach of the minorities policy should be continued as, especially in material domains (housing, education and labour), the results proved disappointing. Although there does not seem to have been a radical break in many concrete policy programmes, the early 1990s saw a significant change in the discourse, categories, causal stories and values concerning immigrant integration. An important shift took place in a reply memorandum to a report from the Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR), offering recognition that immigration would form a permanent phenomenon in Dutch society. Although the government still firmly held onto other elements of the minorities policy – including the norm that the Netherlands should not be a country of immigration and that specific minorities for whom government had a special responsibility would be the targets of the minorities policy – this reframing of the nature of immigration would have significant consequences. For instance, it raised the question of how policy could accommodate a constant influx of new migrants, beyond those minority groups that were considered the targets of policy. Moreover, rising doubts about policy effectiveness in material areas led to a shift in prioritisation from the social-cultural to the social-economic domain of integration. As an example, new plans were initiated in the
domains of education and labour, including plans for an Employment Equity Act and educational trajectories for newcomers as a first step towards integration.22

During the debates on the ‘Annual report of the minorities policy’ in 1993,23 a parliamentary motion was adopted that asked for a formal recalibration of government policies.24 It was argued that the notion of the minorities policy no longer covered the revised policy ideas from previous years (Koolen & Tempelman 2003: 100).25 This set in motion a process that would lead to a more universalist type of policy framing. In response to a parliamentary motion, the government issued the ‘Contours memorandum on the integration of ethnic minorities’26 in 1994. This would be succeeded several years later by the memorandum ‘Providing opportunities, seizing opportunities’ (1998).27 An important change in discourse involved the switch from the minorities policy to integration policy and emergence of the ‘citizenship’ concept. The focus on integration instead of emancipation (Fermin 1997: 211) located immigrant integration more from the perspective of participation in central societal institutions (education, labour, the welfare state, politics). Instead of group emancipation, individual immigrants would now have to become the unit of integration into Dutch society.

The Cabinet chooses for citizenship and thereby stresses the integration of members of minority groups into Dutch society. Hence, we will no longer speak of a minorities policy but instead of an ‘integration policy’ for minorities. For some, the past years have given the impression that policy would only be directed at the recognised policy target groups. Society on the whole as a target group would have remained too much out of the picture, at least in their perception. This is not beneficial for Dutch society. The term ‘integration policy’ better underlines how the social integration of minority groups and persons belonging to these groups is a mutual process of acceptation.28

The universalist character of the integration policy is illustrated by the social categorisation of migrants as ‘citizens’. Depicting migrants as citizens testifies to the more individualistic way of problem framing. This frame’s ‘primary goal’ was formulated as ‘realising active citizenship of persons from ethnic minorities’.29 The 1998 memorandum consistently refers to citizenship as ‘active citizenship’. Now reframed as citizens, minority members saw their rights, as well as duties, became more central.

On all members of ethnic minorities that stay permanently in the Netherlands [...] lies the individual obligation to participate in
education and labour market and, also, the obligation to make efforts to learn the Dutch language and to acquire basic knowledge of Dutch society.\(^{30}\)

Reducing policy target groups to a limited number of minority groups was not yet officially abandoned, as the targets now became individual members of those groups. It was indicated that, from time to time, the selection of target groups would be reconsidered, because of ‘the differentiation within and between the target groups’ and the ‘significant progress’ in the position of specific groups, such as foreign workers of Southern European origin.\(^{31}\) However, the 1994 contours memorandum announced the development of elaborate civic integration programmes for newcomers, as immigration was now considered a permanent phenomenon. This meant that the target population of this aspect of the integration policy was no longer restricted to the selected minority groups.

The priority shift from the social-cultural to the social-economic dimension of integration reveals a more significant change in the underlying causal policy theory. First, integration problems were no longer primarily perceived in terms of accessibility of societal institutions, but now also in terms of the individual rights and duties of migrants as citizens. As a result, the slogan ‘Providing opportunities, seizing opportunities’ was introduced. Second, the theory that social-cultural emancipation would eventually also benefit social-economic participation was reversed. Social-economic participation was now considered an important condition for social-cultural emancipation. For example, immigrant minority language classes were now legitimised by the argument that mastering one’s own mother tongue would facilitate the apprehension of a second language. Third, integration policy was increasingly framed as an intensification of general policy in specific domains, rather than a specific policy for specific groups. Specific policies would only be conducted temporarily in specific domains, such as the employment equity law to promote proportional labour participation of migrants. For the most part, however, integration would have to be an intensification of general social affairs, labour, education, housing and health care policies. In particular, integration policy was considered to be related to the policy of social renewal, which involved a clearly decentralised approach to a variety of urban social problems. As the policy of social renewal shifted to the background in the late 1990s, integration policy became more closely related to urban policy.

Finally, policy documents show evidence that value of the Netherlands as a multi-ethnic or multicultural society receded to the background in the 1990s. Although the government still recognised the de facto multicultural status of Dutch society, it no longer considered the active promotion of such a society a facet of government policy. This is put in the perspective of ‘the changing role of the government’ and recognition that ‘more parties
than just government are responsible for the dilemmas of the multicultural society'. Rather, government policy was to be restricted to the sphere of social-economic participation, not least because of rising concerns about the viability of the welfare state in relation to immigration. A deteriorated economic climate, the permanent immigration of new immigrants and too little attention for the problems of socio-economically deprived native citizens has made mutual adaptation and the support for an integration policy less obvious.

3.2.4 The integration policy ‘new style’

The universalism of the integration policy allowed for a more assimilationist type of policy framing after the turn of the millennium. Once again, a significant change took place in the discourse, categories, theories and values used for depicting the issue of immigrant integration. In the memorandum ‘Integration in the perspective of immigration’, the government indicated that integration policy would have to be recalibrated in the context of recent events (such as the 9/11 terrorist attacks and a broad national debate on immigrant integration triggered in the media by a newspaper article by Paul Scheffer), which had fuelled concerns about public support for the integration policy. As a first step to policy reframing, this memorandum established a more systematic connection between immigration and integration policy. Immigration would have to be adjusted as far as the extent to which immigrants would be effectively integrated in Dutch society, with civic integration courses acting as a crucial link between immigration and integration.

A memorandum in response to a report from the Social and Cultural Planning Office (SCP) in 2003 marked a significant frameshift. In this memorandum, the minister of immigration and integration described the contours of a so-called integration policy ‘new style’, which involved a turn from universalism towards assimilationism. The philosophy of this policy would be elaborated further in a reply memorandum to an advisory report from a temporary parliamentary research committee on the integration policy. Whereas integration policy had focused primarily on social-economic participation, the focus now shifted towards social and cultural distance between migrants and Dutch society. This complicated issues because ‘when groups are put up against each other – as societal institutions are not sufficiently effective for ethnic groups and as large parts of the minority population do not actively participate in the economy – the continuity of society is at stake’. In order to support ‘the continuity of society’, focus must be on the bridging of differences rather than on ‘the cultivation of one’s own cultural identities’.
The integration policy has always put great emphasis on the acceptance of differences between minorities and the native population. There is nothing wrong with that, but it has often been interpreted as if the presence of allochthonous minority groups in itself would have been valuable, an enrichment tout court. One disregards that not everything that is different is also valuable. With the cultivation of one’s own cultural identities it is not possible to bridge differences. The unity of our society must be found in what the members have in common. That is, […] that they are citizens of one society. Common citizenship for allochthonous and autochthonous residents is the goal of the integration policy. […] Common citizenship means that people speak Dutch, and that one abides to basic Dutch norms.39

In terms of social classification, categorisation of a limited number of minorities was now abandoned. All newcomers as well as long-term resident migrants, so-called ‘oldcomers’, were to be target groups of the integration policy, regardless of ethnic or cultural origin. All newcomers were obliged to follow ‘civic integration programmes’ after their arrival in the Netherlands. The tone regarding immigrants, however, had become increasingly negative, as demonstrated by the statement that ‘not everything that is different is also valuable’ (see quotation above). In other words, the social construction of migrants as a target group became more and more negative. Citizenship remained the primary means for categorising minorities. However, the focus shifted from ‘active citizenship’, with a strong universalist implication, to ‘common’ or ‘shared citizenship’, with a more assimilationist meaning. Common citizenship involves a form of citizenship based on common values and norms; it involves ‘speaking Dutch and complying with basic Dutch norms, [such as] doing your best to provide for your own life support and observing laws and regulations’. It brings with it a willingness for ‘taking care of the social environment, respecting physical integrity of others, also within marriage, accepting the right of anyone to express one’s opinion, accepting the sexual preferences of others and equality of man and woman’.40 Also, it maintains some of its universalist traits, i.e. that citizens are individually responsible for their participation in society.

Rather than social-cultural emancipation being a condition for social-economic participation (as assumed by the minorities policy) or social-economic participation being a condition for social-cultural emancipation (as assumed by the integration policy), the new causal story stated that social-cultural differences could form an obstacle to social-economic participation. Diminishing social and cultural distances between migrants and natives would support the participation of migrants in society and would eliminate problems such as criminality and rising social tensions in
neighbourhoods with high concentrations of immigrants. Just as with the integration policy, the individual migrant remained the main unit of analysis. ‘A lot would depend on the own efforts’ made by the immigrants.\textsuperscript{41} What was to be avoided was immigrants becoming a ‘welfare category’.

Integration policy runs the risk of treating minorities as a population category that is more or less in need of help, as a welfare category. That can happen when the emphasis is too much on providing facilities and offering regulations and arrangements. The Cabinet is determined to make important changes on this point. A new division of responsibilities has been made between national government, local government, civil society and individual native, allochthonous citizens.\textsuperscript{42}

No mention is made of the notion of the Netherlands as a multicultural society. Instead of interpreting growing cultural diversity as a sign of a multicultural society, cultural differences are now framed as problematic cultural distances.\textsuperscript{43} It is argued that ‘a too large proportion of minority groups live at too great a distance from Dutch society’. In this context, the goal is to ‘diminish the distance between minorities and the native population in social, cultural as well as economic respects’.\textsuperscript{44} Immigrant integration was now not merely about ameliorating the position of migrants within society, but also about the consequences of migration and integration for ‘the continuity of society’. In other words, the normative perspective underpinning integration policy ‘new style’ had more to do with concerns about national social cohesion and national identity than earlier policies.

\section*{3.3 Frames in immigrant integration research}

Research on immigrant integration in the Netherlands has followed a development path that is, on many counts, strikingly parallel to that of policies. Since the 1970s, a thriving field of research – a ‘research industry’ – has evolved, situated not just in various centres or institutes, but also in numerous government-oriented advisory bodies. In this regard, several models or problem frames can be discerned, rather than there being just one dominant model. However, an important difference between policy discourse and research is that the latter seems characterised by a growing fragmentation between frames of immigrant integration, rather than by a succession of models.
3.3.1 The birth of immigrant integration research

Until about the 1960s, the presence of immigrants attracted little attention from researchers (Penninx 1988b: 255; Rath 1991: 274). Like policymakers, researchers named and framed immigrants as temporary migrants. Lucassen and Köbben (1992: 84), two pioneers in this field, would later observe how this showed that ‘policy makers as well as researchers are part of the same society and are both subject to the same general if not ideologically influenced ideas’. For instance, in a study of foreign workers, Wentholt (1967) depicted migrants as ‘international commuters’. Or, in a study commissioned by CRM on migrant groups in the Netherlands, the term ‘immigrant’ was avoided and deleted from the study’s working title to prevent perception that these migrants would be permanent (Van Amersfoort 1984: 148). Instead, the study employed ‘allochthonous’ (Verwey-Jonker 1971), a concept to later acquire a somewhat different meaning.

Initially, the causal story regarding the position of migrants in the Netherlands also reflected the idea of temporary residence. For example, one of the largest government projects, involving many researchers, was aimed at examining the possibilities for linking return migration to the development of the countries of origin (the Reintegration of Emigrant Manpower and Promotion of Local Opportunities and Development Project, REMPLOD). Many researchers who played a major role in the development of the immigrant integration research field were initially involved in this project (including Penninx and Bovenkerk). Another example concerns a study by the Dutch Statistics Foundation (Statistiek 1971) that failed to calculate the economic effects of permanent immigrant settlement, thus leading to positive recommendations about the economic effects of labour migration (Tinnemans 1994: 104). Also, studies of the position of migrants during their stay in the Netherlands often stressed the psychological and social difficulties they experienced when arriving in the Netherlands from a very different social-cultural context, calling for forms of social assistance to help migrants ‘acclimatise’ to the Netherlands (Van der Velden 1962 in Rath 1991: 152).

Finally, an important characteristic of the values held by researchers involved in the initial development of this field was the strong sense of engagement with the position of minorities. For instance, Köbben and Penninx, who would later become key figures in immigration policy, were engaged in organisations that aimed to alleviate and ameliorate the position of minorities. Köbben and Mantouw led a committee to discuss the position of Moluccan migrants in the late 1970s, while Penninx held action groups for foreign workers. Another prominent researcher, Bovenkerk carried out extensive work to uncover patterns of discrimination in Dutch society (Bovenkerk 1978).
3.3.2 The minorities paradigm

In the 1970s especially, immigrant integration began attracting attention from researchers in a variety of disciplines, such as anthropology, sociology and social geography. A landmark study for the development of this domain was published by Van Amersfoort in 1974. Entitled ‘Immigration and minority formation’, it defined immigrants for the first time as ethnic or cultural ‘minorities’, reflecting American sociological literature on minorities. Van Amersfoort referred to ethnic minorities as social groups or ‘collectivities’ who had strong internal bonds, problems with political participation and weak social positions. In this respect, he called for government intervention to prevent what he dubbed as ‘minority formation’. This meant that specific policies would be needed for specific collectivities so as to circumvent their forming a minority. Defining minorities and minority formation in this way provided the basis for research on minorities in the 1970s. The framework was as follows:

1. A minority forms a continuous collective within society. The continuity of a minority has two aspects: (a) the minority encompasses multiple generations; (b) belonging to a minority has priority over other social bondings.
2. The numerical position of a minority hampers effective participation in political decision-making.
3. The minority takes in an objectively low social position. (Van Amersfoort 1974: 37)

In the mid-1970s, more studies and articles emerged to raise doubts about the differentialist frame that had prevailed thus far, calling instead for a different frame and approach to immigrants. In addition to Van Amersfoort’s (1974) study on minority formation, an article by Entzinger (1975) on norms versus facts of being an immigration country and a study by Bovenkerk (1974a), raised doubts about the feasibility of return migration. Klöbben (1986: 157) observed that the ‘minorities’ concept had become the common denominator for the various minority groups from the second half of the 1970s onwards. Thus, Van Amersfoort’s study provided the fundamentals for a ‘minorities paradigm’ (Penninx 1988a: 23; Rath 1991: 173) that was elaborated on by researchers, particularly those with an anthropological or sociological background, such as Penninx, Bovenkerk, Klöbben and Entzinger. Rival paradigms, such as nationalist and Marxist perspectives on immigrant integration, had become marginal by the end of the 1970s (Bovenkerk 1984; Rath 1991). The establishment of the government-associated Advisory Committee on Minorities Research (ACOM), which united most of the researchers in the then still relatively small field,
would play an important role in research coordination and distribution of research funding (Penninx 1988a; Rath 1991; Van Putten 1990).

The naming and framing of ethnic minorities was closely related to an underlying causal theory of minority formation. Elaborating on Van Amersfoort’s pioneering work, Penninx (1988a: 55) defines minority formation as a process involving ‘position attribution’ by structural factors in society and ‘position acquisition’ by migrants. Position attribution involves issues such as discrimination and accessibility of institutions, whereas position acquisition involves educational and labour market qualifications and cultural orientations of migrants. The central explanation for minority formation in this model is that the social and cultural ‘otherness’ of minority groups can negatively impact position acquisition and attribution for minorities. For instance, a study by Veenman (2001) observes that the weak social position of Moluccans tends to be reproduced by weak educational achievements. Or, the cultural ‘otherness’ of foreign workers would trigger systemic discrimination that would lead to negative position attribution. A central characteristic of the minorities paradigm is that position acquisition and attribution are examined primarily on the level of migrant groups; the social-economic and social-cultural characteristics of minorities are believed to determine the position of minority group members.

Finally, mirroring the rise of the immigrant integration field, research in this period generally carried a value orientation that closely engaged with the position of minorities. For instance, in the late 1970s, researchers played a leading role in calling for a minorities policy that would recognise the permanent status of minorities and ameliorate their social position in Dutch society (Entzinger 1975; Scientific Council for Government Policy 1979). The very notion of ‘minorities’ emphasised migrant groups’ permanent position in Dutch society, rather than being commuters or guest workers. Also, researchers generally accepted, with little debate, that the Netherlands had become a de facto multicultural or multi-ethnic society. Their goal was to promote the cultural emancipation of minorities within this multicultural society by describing and analysing the process of minority formation and drawing attention to the relation between group characteristics and processes of position acquisition and attribution (Rath 1991: 36).

3.3.3 The integration paradigm

Although the minorities paradigm did not disappear, it was challenged by rival paradigms in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Its dominant position was undermined by 1992’s discontinuation of ACOM, which had a central role in the field structure. The most significant rival paradigm has been described as the ‘citizenship paradigm’ or ‘integration paradigm’ (Favell 2005: 46). Once again, we see how this paradigm named and framed the
integration of migrants as ‘citizens’ in key societal institutions, such as education and the labour market. To some extent, this line of research had already been present for a considerable time, though had remained quantitatively less important than the more cultural-anthropological line of research (Choenni 1987).

The integration paradigm first gained prominence in a WRR report. Entitled ‘Allochtonenbeleid’ (1989), it suggested replacing the concept of ‘minorities’ with ‘allochthonous’, so as to avoid putting too much emphasis on the group dimension of integration. The report also called for more proactive social-economic participation by immigrants in order to prevent them from becoming welfare categories. Migrants would have to be able to stand on their own feet instead of being dependent upon government facilities (WRR 1989: 17). Although the notion of ‘citizenship’ was not yet employed in this report, it would become the central concept in later studies from a similar perspective (Engbersen & Gabriëls 1995b; Van der Zwan & Entzinger 1994). In the early 1990s, the Social and Cultural Planning Office (SCP) also attributed more systematic attention to the social-economic position of migrants. In this period, SCP measured the social-economic position of migrants using generic data and also determined the proportionality of migrant participation in direct comparison with data about social-economic participation in society at large. This differed from research undertaken by the Institute for Social and Economic Research (ISEO), which gathered specific data about migrant groups by using certain quantitative methods that SCP would go on to adopt at a later date.46

The focus on citizenship and social-economic participation also revealed the changing underlying causal story. Not being able to be self-sufficient was now considered the main explanation for integration problems, and the welfare sensibility of the minorities policy was blamed for creating this relationship of dependency. This can be interpreted as a shift away from the group to the individual level, as well as a shift from structural factors in society affecting the position of migrants to the individual qualities of migrants (i.e. from position attribution to position acquisition). In the literature, this new paradigm has been described as a form of ‘new realism’, because of its realist tone on issues of integration (Prins 1997). The minorities paradigm addresses issues of immigrant integration head-on, with immigrants being called to live up to their civic responsibilities.

The call for new realism in the Netherlands can be seen as a response to, on the one hand, a Dutch governmental policy of ‘care’, motivated and initiated since the 1970s by Christian and social-democratic governments, and, on the other hand, the demand for politically correct representations of social reality from the radical left. The advocates of new realism think these standpoints are often too soft on members of minority groups, and that they put an unjustified
taboo on critically questioning their different habits, cultures and beliefs. (ibid.: 118)

New realism also points to an important normative element of the citizenship paradigm. It calls for full and equal citizenship of migrants, without treating migrants too much as ‘dependents’ and without taboos that would complicate the study of immigrant integration. Prins (ibid.: 117-142) lists several characteristics of new realism, including the assertion that immigrant integration should be treated with courage instead of care. This new realism claims to represent the voice of the common people that, thus far, had been left unheard. It claims that by engaging in serious debates about integration and cultures, immigrants are taken more seriously. As such, this perspective sought to eradicate alleged taboos surrounding the debate on social-economic participation of minorities and on the role of their social-cultural backgrounds.

3.3.4 Transnational frames versus national frames

The immigrant integration research field was becoming increasingly fragmented around the turn of the millennium. Alternative frames emerged to breach the ‘academic provincialism’ (Rath 1991; Van Amersfoort 1984) that had characterised research to this point, by bringing the state ‘back in’ and stretching the perspective beyond the borders of the nation-state. More and more, research in the Netherlands, as well as in many other countries, acquired a pronounced European dimension (Geddes 2005). A criticism of the integration (and minorities) paradigm concerned its confinement to the context of the nation-state without questioning the nation-state – that research had focused primarily on the integration of immigrants as citizens within nation-states (Favell 2005). In this respect, national research paradigms were often associated with nation-building legacies (Lavenex 2005).

By the end of the 1990s, the national dimension was increasingly questioned in a growing body of literature that adopted transnationalist or post-nationalist frames (Council for Public Government (ROB) 2001; Council for Social Development (RMO) 2005; Entzinger 2002; Entzinger & Van der Meer 2004; Scientific Council for Government Policy 2001b; Snel & Engbersen 2002; Van Amersfoort 2001). For instance, WRR adopted a transnationalist frame by naming Dutch society an ‘immigration society’. It drew attention to the formation of transnational communities and causally linked migration and diversity to the transformation of society. Furthermore, the council adopted a normative perspective that migration and diversity were inescapable facets of the ongoing process of modernisation that should benefit the receiving countries (WRR 2001b). Entzinger (2002) also drew attention to the formation of these transnational communities and to the emerging reality of dual identities among migrants. Snel
and Engbersen (2002) describe transnational citizenship as a new form of citizenship that bonds migrants to both their countries of origin and their destination. Finally, Entzinger and Van der Meer (2004) draw attention to how immigrant integration involves an adaptation of the host society’s institutions, for example, the adaptation of welfare state arrangements. Transnationalist problem framing can be clearly observed in this literature, which stresses the formation of transnational ties (migration links, dual nationalities, dual identities), defining migrants as transnational citizens, explaining immigrant integration in terms of both participation and the transformation of national institutions in response to migration and, finally, linking immigrant integration to normative processes of internationalisation and globalisation.

The turn of the millennium also saw a rise in studies with a more assimilationist problem framing. This included SCP studies that gradually shifted from universalism to assimilationism. At this time, SCP simultaneously pointed to the progress that would have been made in the social-economic domain and drew increasing attention to the lack of progress in what it described as ‘social-cultural integration’ (SCP 2003). Moreover, it rejected the claim that the Netherlands would have become a multicultural society and started to look at more social-cultural explanations for immigrant integration, such as criminality, gender equality, residential segregation, social contacts and language proficiency (SCP 1998, 2002). Along with SCP, other researchers, such as Koopmans (2003; Koopmans et al. 2005), were at odds with the emerging transnationalist perspectives. According to Koopmans, immigrant integration remained primarily a national process, as there was little evidence of transnational claims being made by migrants themselves. He also believed that the absence of an effort to achieve social-cultural integration – for instance, because of resilient pillarist tendencies to accommodate cultural differences – would serve as one of the explanations for stagnating integration. In contrast to the transnationalist literature, these studies name and frame immigrant integration in terms of social-cultural integration and social cultural issues. They define migrants as transnational citizens; they focus on the social-cultural adaptation of migrants instead of the adaptation of national institutions and, finally, they place integration within a normative perspective of preserving national social cohesion and national identity in an era of globalisation and internationalisation.

### 3.4 Conclusion

This chapter has shown how immigrant integration developed into an intractable controversy in research and policy over the past decades. Both immigrant integration research and policy were increasingly marked by
uncertainty in terms of problem framing. In immigrant integration policy, the problem framing changed about once every decade: from a differentialist frame until the 1970s, to a multiculturalist frame with universalist traits in the 1980s, a universalist frame in the 1990s and, finally, a more assimilationist frame after the turn of the millennium. This illustrates the inconsistency of policy in this domain. Furthermore, the policy frames often differed and even conflicted in various ways. For instance, the differentialist policies of the 1970s were clearly at odds with the more integration-oriented policies of later periods. Or, the policy directed at emancipation of ethnic minorities was at odds with the more universalist approach of the 1990s, as well as with the assimilationist approach from after the turn of the millennium.

No doubt there has been a growing fragmentation in problem framing in immigrant integration research. Although the scarce research on this topic up until the 1960s regularly followed a differentialist frame, in the 1970s a dominant minorities paradigm was established that contained a multiculturalist problem framing with some traits of universalism. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, a rival perspective emerged (the integration or citizenship paradigm) that contained a more universalist problem framing. Finally, in the late 1990s and after the turn of the millennium, transnationalist and post-nationalist frames exacerbated the fragmentation. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, no dominant research frame existed, thus strengthening the observation that, in the research field as well, immigrant integration had become an intractable controversy.

Furthermore, the frameshifts in research and policy seem to have overlapped. In both research and policy, a multiculturalist problem framing became dominant from the late 1970s to the early 1980s. This period would have been notably affected by the minorities memorandum (1983) and ACOM and WRR reports. Later, more universalist frames emerged in both research and policy during the same period, between the end of the 1980s and the early 1990s. In policy, a new memorandum marked this shift in 1994; in research, this period involved various reports, including a second report by WRR in 1989. Finally, the rise of transnationalist and assimilationist frames in research and the rise of assimilationism in policy also seem to have been more or less parallel developments, primarily taking place around the turn of the millennium and immediately after. In this period, two government memorandums on the integration policy ‘new style’, a report from a parliamentary investigative committee, several reports by SCP and a third report by WRR appear to have played important roles.

The following chapters will zoom in on each of the periods during which frameshifts took place and new frames emerged in immigrant integration research and policy. They will analyse empirically how and why these frameshifts occurred in research and policy, particularly looking to explain the role that the research-policy nexus served in these shifts.
4 Technocracy and the construction of the Dutch multicultural model (1978-1983)

The preceding chapter illustrated how a multiculturalist problem frame emerged in both policy and research during the end of the 1970s and the early 1980s. The approach was to become internationally renowned – termed the ‘Dutch multicultural model’. This chapter will venture into the strategic and symbiotic co-evolution of this frame in policy and research. More precisely, it examines the minorities policy and the minorities research paradigm.

As will be seen, the configuration of research-policy relations in this period played a major role in keeping the Dutch debate on immigrant integration ‘behind closed doors’ (see e.g. Guiraudon 1997). Indeed, as the literature reveals, during this period the configuration of research-policy relations was highly technocratic. What has yet to be analysed is how and why this technocratic research-policy nexus evolved at this time and how it contributed to the construction of the Dutch multicultural model. This technocratic nexus is often associated with a tendency for depoliticisation. The situation, however, is more nuanced, as shown by the strong convergence between researchers and policymakers at this time in terms of their belief in rational societal steering. Furthermore, the nexus created a very specific logic of problem framing that provided the structural basis for a multicultural model.

4.1 The rise of a multiculturalist model

Primary questions to be addressed at this point are: how did the shift from differentialism to multiculturalism take place? Which research and policy actors were involved in it? And what were the positions and frames of those actors? This analysis will reveal how even at the point in time when the now famous Dutch multicultural model emerged, a multiplicity of frames existed. Being advocated by varying actors at the time, the many frames complicated the debate on immigrant integration. Moreover, in the context of research-policy dialogues, the selection and interpretation of relevant research findings differed greatly among the actors. In fact, the rise of the Dutch multicultural model was far less self-evident than has been suggested. As will be discussed, a very particular configuration of the
research-policy nexus was to play a central role in taming the ongoing frame controversies and construction of the first dominant policy and research paradigms in this field.

4.1.1 From differentialism to multiculturalism

Until well into the 1970s, a differentialist framing of migration accounted for both the absence of a minorities policy and of more significant research interest in this issue. There was a belief in both the policy and research domains that an immigrant integration policy was superfluous, as (most) immigrants would return to their home countries. Researchers showed little interest in immigrant integration (Penninx 1988b: 18-20). Early 1970s memoranda originating from those policy divisions responsible for specific groups of ‘temporary’ migrants – such as the Department of Social Affairs (guest labourers), Department of Culture, Recreation and Social Work (Surinamese, Moluccans) and Department of Foreign Affairs (asylum applicants) – state clearly that the Netherlands was not and should not be a country of immigration.

However, a series of developments took place in the 1970s that would prompt a number of actors to question this differentialist frame. Firstly, even after the active recruitment of foreign labour had been halted following the oil crisis of 1973, immigration continued. The oil crisis marked the beginning of an economic reconstruction that would significantly affect labour intensive industries (textiles, mining) in which many immigrants were employed (De Beer 1998: 242). However, many foreign labourers did not return to their home countries and, instead, brought their families over to the Netherlands. Notably between 1977 and 1981, family migration led to a steep growth of specific migrant groups, including Turks and Moroccans (Koolen & Tempelman 2003: 26). On top of this, the independence of Surinam brought two more waves of immigration to the Netherlands: one in 1975 at the time of the country’s formal independence and one in 1980 when Surinamese were given a final opportunity to qualify for Dutch nationality. The end of the 1970s consequently marked a period with unprecedented immigration levels.

Secondly, the growing presence of migrants in Dutch society contributed to a series of events that would bring attention to the issue of immigrant integration. For the first time since those that took place in the region of Twente in the 1960s (Groenendijk 1990b), ethnic riots occurred in 1972 and 1976 in the cities of Rotterdam and Schiedam (Donselaar & Wolff 1996). The simultaneous emergence of several anti-immigrant and extreme-right parties in the early 1970s caused considerable public arousal. Among those was the Dutch National People’s Union, which put candidates up for the municipal elections in The Hague in 1982. Another extreme-right organisation called the Centre Party caused much consternation
by gaining wide support in Almere, not only in the neighbourhoods primarily populated by labourers where extreme-right parties traditionally find approval, but also in the city’s middle-class areas.

Furthermore, a series of terrorist acts was committed by Moluccan migrants in the 1970s. At that time, the Moluccan community had already been living – ‘temporarily’ – in the Netherlands for over a quarter century, without any clear prospect for either return or integration. Since the 1950s, their position had deteriorated from one of stagnation, to one of marginalisation and radicalisation (Smeets & Veenman 2000). The terrorist acts involved two train hijackings in 1955 and 1957 and, in the same year, the hostage-taking of an Indonesian consulate and an attempt to kidnap the Dutch queen. In 1958, Drente’s provincial offices were also taken hostage, though the most notorious action may have been that year’s hostage-taking of a class at a primary school, which received widespread attention and resulted in a great deal of public and political debate (Bootsma 2000). In response, the government decided to review its policy towards Moluccans (Koolen & Tempelman 2003: 12). A memorandum issued in 1978 illustrates the government’s efforts to integrate Moluccans.1 The impact of the events included raising a general awareness of how various immigrant minorities were positioned in Dutch society (Lucassen & Köbben 1992: 84-85). In addition to a number of negative effects, such as declining levels of tolerance in society and waning support for the political aims of the Moluccans, the terrorist acts had a series of positive effects, such as increasing awareness about the deplorable position of minorities, the multi-ethnic character of Dutch society and the demonstrative effect that a new approach towards the Moluccan community could have on other minority groups (Köbben 1979).

Subsequently, various actors cited a growing ‘tension between norm and fact’ regarding whether or not the Netherlands was a country of immigration (Entzinger 1975). In addition, researchers began to pay systematically more attention to minorities in Dutch society. In 1978, ACOM was established to advise on research programming and to coordinate research on minorities. In the late 1970s and into the 1980s, the committee provided an important stimulus to the development of research in this domain (Entzinger 1981; Penninx 1988b; Van Putten 1990). ACOM was affiliated to CRM and, despite reluctance on the part of other government departments, CRM was leading the way in advocating a changed perspective on immigrant integration. Welfare and migrant organisations also played an important role as representatives of the involved minority groups in the late 1970s. These organisations also called for more systematic attention for minorities, although they less emphasised the commonalities of various migrant groups’ social positions. Furthermore, the events and developments of the 1970s placed immigrant integration firmly on the political agenda. In 1978, a parliamentary motion was issued calling for a general policy on
the integration of ethnic minorities. In response, the government established a directorate, led by Henk Molleman, for the coordination of a minorities policy at the Department of Home Affairs. According to Köbben (1979), the Moluccan terrorist acts had a direct influence on the establishment of this directorate.

A report by WRR, entitled ‘Ethnic minorities’, was a direct stimulus to the development of a minorities policy by Molleman’s directorate (1979). The contours of the minorities policy were specified for the first time in the 1980 reply memorandum to this report, which was elaborated into a draft minorities memorandum a year later. Ultimately, after consultation with welfare and migrant organisations, this became the final minorities memorandum in 1983. These memoranda developed a multiculturalist perspective on immigrant integration, in contrast to the differentialist approach of the 1970s. At the same time, in the field of research, ACOM and WRR were advocating a more multiculturalist approach.

This brief reconstruction indicates the involvement of several research and policy actors in this period. Firstly, in the field of research, ACOM and WRR seem to have played an important role. Both published reports (ACOM 1979; WRR 1979) that are often seen as turning points in this domain (Entzinger 1984: 95; Penninx 1988b: 22). Secondly, in the field of policymaking, there were various policy departments engaged with this issue, including CRM and the Departments of Social Affairs, Foreign Affairs and Home Affairs (Entzinger 1984: 107). Welfare organisations can also be distinguished as a group of actors who were involved in policymaking. This calls first for an analysis of these actors’ positions within their fields and their problem frames of immigrant integration and, subsequently, an evaluation of their boundary work.

4.1.2 The Advisory Committee on Minorities Research (ACOM)

ACOM was formally established in 1978 to advise the Dutch government on research coordination and funding. Established by CRM, it was a direct product of government efforts in the 1970s and 1980s to strengthen its role in research programming, which was also manifest in other domains (Van Hoesel 1984). ACOM consisted, primarily, of ‘independent experts’. This came in contrast to other research committees that often had a ‘tripartite’ character, composed of researchers and the representatives of involved groups and government departments (Entzinger 1981). ACOM had a full-time secretary, whose position was financed by CRM. In addition, a civil servant from CRM acted as an observer at ACOM meetings and functioned as a trait-d’union to the department. By nature, ACOM was a ‘technical-scientific committee’ (Penninx 1988b: 22). Its role was to advise CRM on research programming, on the scientific quality of research proposals, to coordinate research relations between research projects, to monitor the
progress of these projects and to provide policy advice based on research (Entzinger 1981: 108).

ACOM enjoyed a rather exclusive position within the field, as it brought together almost all those researchers involved in the immigration domain. It consisted of nine experts from different disciplines. Köbben was one of the experts to enhance the authority of ACOM. Taking a central role in the committee’s establishment and serving as its chair (Van Putten 1990), Köbben enjoyed respect among policymakers and researchers alike. This was borne from his prior involvement in a special commission set up in the 1970s to discuss the Moluccans in the Netherlands – the Kőbben-Mantouw Commission – as well as his pioneering work in immigrant integration research.

In its first report, ‘Minorities research advice’ (1979), ACOM provided both government research programming and more general policy advice (Entzinger 1984; Penninx 1988b). The report was a departure from the prevailing differentialist problem framing of government policy. It named the Netherlands a ‘de facto country of immigration’ and a ‘multi-ethnic society’, and it adopted the social classification of immigrants as ‘cultural minorities’ or ‘ethnic minorities’, a classification developed by Van Amersfoort (1974) several years before. This document presented a causal theory: if the Dutch government were to take no specific measures to promote the emancipation and social-economic participation of cultural minorities, then minority formation – or the development of an ethnic underclass – would prove inevitable. From a normative perspective, the leading principle should be that each individual and every group have equal opportunities for participation within the context of the law and the correct application of existing (and, if necessary, new) rules (Van Amersfoort 1974: 7).

ACOM developed this frame in the context of what it saw as a growing tension between norm and fact concerning the status of immigrant settlement. In contrast to the norm that immigration should be temporary, it saw migrants settling permanently as fact. Whereas from a differentialist perspective, the growing presence of migrants was seen as a temporary phenomenon (as in the case of guest labourers), from a multiculturalist perspective, the migrants were framed as permanent ethnic or cultural minorities within society. Entzinger, who was then secretary of ACOM and one of the authors of the 1978 report, had drawn attention to this tension in an influential article several years before during his role as an administrator for CRM. The article claimed that:

the Netherlands, partly due to government intervention, has become a country of immigration, while that very same government believes it should not be, [presumably out of] fear of overpopulation and fear of minority problems on a scale comparable to some European states and the US. (Entzinger 1975: 327)
4.1.3 The Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR)

Another actor that played an important role during this period was WRR. The council was established in 1972 with the ambitious task of designing ‘a future vision for society for long-term policy development […] identify problem areas […] that necessitate prioritisation [and] coordinate government scientific institutes […] so as to avoid overlap and lacunae’ (Van Veen in Hirsch-Ballin 1979: 13). WRR was to provide scientific advice on a variety of policy topics from a multidisciplinary perspective and with a long-term time frame. Initially, WRR was created on a temporary basis; however, in 1976 it was formally established through legislation.

WRR’s position – straddling scientific research and policy – was a reflection of more general cultural and structural developments within Dutch social sciences and politics in the 1960s and early 1970s. On one hand, the Dutch social sciences were fairly attuned to the needs of policymaking and to the country’s political culture (see e.g. Blume et al. 1991; Gastelaars 1985). There was a concerted effort among social scientists to ‘become more closely involved in government policy’, in a way that would not only provide scientific information, but also address fundamental policy questions (Adriaansens 1997: 23-26). For instance, the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences was majorly involved in the institutionalisation of the social sciences in policy formulation.

Yet, on the demand side of policymaking, there were structural and cultural factors favouring scientific involvement in policymaking. In structural terms, the fragile coalitional character of Dutch politics and its structural imperative of consensus-seeking contributed to scientific research being an impartial and objective source of expertise in policymaking (Den Hoed 1995). This structure of consensus-seeking did not, for example, allow for the establishment of a WRR that would be too closely associated to a particular government department, as this would contribute to asymmetry among various political leaders. What it did allow for, however, was establishment of an independent and ‘scientific’ WRR, which, relying on an external source of expertise, was more distanced from government and could support consensus-seeking. Using social science for consensus-seeking has often gone hand in hand with Dutch pillarism; scientific expertise was regularly applied to depoliticise issues that could threaten inter-pillar stability (Lijphart 1968). In cultural terms, there was a strong belief in the policy relevance of social sciences. This was illustrated by the so-called ‘committee on the preparation of research for the future structure of society’ (also known as the De Wolff Committee), which, in 1970, advised establishing a planning council – the future WRR – for ‘the scientific preparation of policies aimed at the establishment of systematic and consistent policies’. This would ‘contribute to the rationalisation of the debate about policy problems’ (De Wolff in Hirsch-Ballin 1979: 10-12).
By the time WRR decided to take up the issue of ‘ethnic minorities’ in a report to the government, its task had been somewhat modified in response to Parliament’s criticism of its allegedly impure, technocratic role in Dutch politics (Hirsch-Ballin 1979: 140). As a result, WRR would no longer provide ‘advice’ but only ‘scientifically sound information on developments that affect society on the long term’. It was considered ‘the task of the Cabinet to prepare a consistent policy […] not a task of the WRR’. WRR would, however, provide information ‘to the aid of government policy’, opening up possibilities for relations with Parliament (Hirsch-Ballin 1979: 168; Scientific Council for Government Policy 1977: 14). Finally, a regulation was passed that required the government to respond to WRR studies within a maximum of three months, so as to enhance the transparency of how policy utilised these reports and increase the possibilities for parliamentary control on government application of WRR reports (Hirsch-Ballin 1979: 177). As research has shown, WRR adopted a rather moderate role in the 1970s. On the whole, it accepted and followed the general contours of policy and provided scientific information within them (Hirsch-Ballin 1979).

As a boundary organisation, WRR’s delicate relation to broader developments in research and policy is also reflected in its internal organisation (Adriaansens 1997: 39). For instance, council members are selected based on disciplinary background as well as political affinity. In this way, the council reflects the spectrum of political parties and of various scientific disciplines. While appointment of the council chairman is a political choice, it is based on scientific authority. The decision to replace the entire council every five years encompasses an element of proximity as well as distance to politics and science. It creates a certain discord within the four-year cycle of Dutch politics, allowing members to maintain closeness to the scientific field, but also adapt to the changing social and political environment. Furthermore, whereas WRR’s research agenda is formally decided upon by the council itself, in practice, it is discussed with the Prime Minister. Research topics are selected according to scientific and political criteria, such as whether an issue lends itself to political intervention (WRR 1988: 5-6). The government can also issue advisory requests to WRR, though WRR is not obliged to indulge them. Moreover, there are internal structures for resolving disagreements and conflicts that could threaten unanimity of support for a report in the council. Council members can choose to take a minority position, which can also be a way of putting pressure on the council to adopt specific changes. There is a hierarchical relationship between the council and WRR staff and, finally, the chairmen and secretaries of specific projects often play an important role in ensuring that agreements be reached.

In 1978, just after establishment of the second council of this then still relatively young organisation, WRR decided to take up the issue of
immigrant integration. Like ACOM, WRR reframed immigrant integration in multiculturalist terms in its report ‘Ethnic minorities’, published in 1979. This report stated that migrants had become permanent minorities becoming what was now an ‘open, multi-ethnic society’ (ibid.: XX). It argued that:

the assumption that minorities would remain only temporarily in our country has proven to be wrong [...] [and] policy should take into account the possibility of permanent residence in the Netherlands, [...] accepting the fact that in Dutch society ethnic and racial diversity have increased permanently. (ibid.: XXXIX)

Like ACOM, WRR would play an important role in the social construction of minorities and advocacy for a general minorities policy. It stressed the ‘common and shared nature’ of the problems that ethnic minorities faced, especially ‘social deprivation, maintaining their own cultural identity and contact with a different kind of society’ (ibid.: VIII). A specific policy for minorities would be required as ‘the distinctive nature of [their] problems lies in the fact that many people belonging to ethnic minorities experience them cumulatively; such an accumulation does not apply in the case of members of other economically weak groups in society’ (ibid.: VIII). Unlike ACOM, WRR did not elaborate a definition of ‘ethnic minorities’. It followed a more pragmatic approach, focusing only on those immigrant groups that had already been the object of government intervention (ibid.: 7). This included the Moluccans, Surinamese, Antilleans and Arubans, as well as foreign workers.

The policy slogan ‘Integration with retention of cultural identity’ was explicitly denounced by WRR, which believed it would divert attention away from the integration of immigrants in society. The goal instead would be to achieve ‘cultural equality’ within a multi-ethnic society (ibid.: XX). Without resorting to cultural relativism, WRR adopted a more dynamic or interactionist view of immigrant cultural identities, stressing the need for mutual adaptation.

The question of separate identity needs to be considered in the light of a plural society, in which the majority and minorities are receptive towards one another’s views and take account of the essential cultural values of each other’s cultures, while at the same time acknowledging that active participation in society by minorities will require a change in attitudes on both sides. (ibid.: XXXVI)

In this context, WRR also clearly posits boundaries to its multiculturalist perspective. Immigrants would have to respect the rule of law and, in cases of cultural confrontations where no compromise seemed possible, the
council saw no option other than to protect ‘the achievements of our culture’ (ibid.: XXII).

Besides mutual adaptation in terms of identity development, WRR emphasised the importance of social-economic participation as a condition for the emancipation of members from minority groups. It elaborated a causal theory, which stressed that ‘the positive enjoyment and development of a separate culture in freedom would only become possible if a number of basic living requirements are adequately met’ (ibid.: XXVI-XIX). Priority should therefore be given to combating social-economic deprivation. ‘An active policy to combat social deprivation should [...] be seen as a necessary condition both for the minorities’ desire to preserve their own culture in an atmosphere of freedom and for the majority’s idea of equality in a multicultural society’ (ibid.: XX). An amelioration of the social position of minorities would contribute to ‘tolerance of minority cultures by the cultural majority, as the image formed by the majority of a minority and its culture proves to be related to the social status of the bearers of that culture’ (ibid.: XX).

4.1.4 Government departments

Various government departments were involved in the domain of immigrant integration during this period. However, they framed immigrant integration in different ways. Firstly, various departments were still involved in the differentialist policies targeted at specific migrant groups. This institutional fragmentation reflected the differentialist problem framing that these departments carried until well into the 1970s. It stressed the specificity of the problems experienced by each group, rather than some common denominator to be found across these groups. In accordance with the differentialist perspective, there was no general immigrant integration policy up until this point. Groups were also not bundled under a single generic category (‘minorities’) but rather, listed specifically by their national origin (Turks, Moroccans, Surinamese, Antilleans). The underlying theory here was that each minority group had a unique position, thus requiring a group-specific approach. Concrete elaboration of this purpose would depend on the group’s particular circumstances and characteristics. Foreign workers thus fell under the responsibility of the department that coordinated labour affairs (the Department of Social Affairs), Surinamese and Antilleans fell under the responsibility of the department that coordinated the organisation of welfare to cultural groups (CRM) and refugees were covered by the department that coordinated international affairs (the Department of Foreign Affairs).

The normative premise of this differentialist frame seems to have been especially pronounced: that the Netherlands was not and should not be a country of immigration. This was sustained by economic arguments
(migrants as a temporary labour reservoir), concerns about the international
division of labour (brain drain in countries of origin) and demographic ar-
arguments (the Netherlands as an overpopulated country). The foreign
workers memorandum of 1970, developed by the Departments of Social
Affairs and CRM, stated clearly that:

It must not be forgotten that the demographic situation in the
Netherlands is not such that there would be any reason to promote
immigration [...] The Netherlands is definitely not a country of im-
migration. With every understanding for its human aspects, one can-
not conclude otherwise than that our country needs labour power
from other countries nor new families from other countries.

Actors framed the problem of immigrant integration in a way that stressed
the allegedly temporary character of migration and immigrant settlement.
Although the term ‘integration’ was used in this period in the policy slogan
‘Integration with retention of identity’, it did not imply permanent integra-
tion in Dutch society but rather, social-economic integration as one facet of
the so-called ‘two-tracks policies’ in operation at this time. The other
‘track’ involved preservation of group structures and cultural identities to
help facilitate return migration. Rather than interpreting prolonged immi-
grant residence as an indication of the settlement of minorities, it was seen
as an indication of the need to step up efforts to stimulate return migration.
In fact, there were fierce political debates in the 1970s about financial in-
centives for return migrants, which were cynically labelled ‘get-lost bo-
nuses’ (Entzinger 1984: 89). Projects were also elaborated with the
Department of Development Aid to stimulate return migration with a view
to furthering growth in countries of origin through the REMPLOD
endeavour.

However, not all government departments supported this problem fram-
ing in the second half of the 1970s. CRM, for example, seems to have
adopted a somewhat different frame whereby the presence of migrants was
seen through the lens of their social position in Dutch society. Prior, in the
late 1960s, this department had begun paying more attention to foreign
workers as a permanent phenomenon in Dutch society, in response to,
among other events, the Twente riots between foreign workers and natives
(Groenendijk 1990a: 48; Lucassen & Köbben 1992). However, this in-
volved recognising the permanency of temporary labour migration rather
than the permanent status of migrants themselves. This perspective appears
to have changed in the second half of the 1970s, as indicated by CRM’s re-
naming and upgrading of its department on migrant groups to a higher le-
vel directorate on cultural minorities (Penninx 1988a: 20). Not only did up-
grading to a directorate suggest the issue had gained greater impetus, but
the new nomenclature also defined migrants’ presence as permanent,
unlike previous forms of social classification that stressed their foreign or temporary status.

Furthermore, terrorist acts by Moluccan migrants in the 1970s triggered a change in the institutional embedding of policies towards this group. In 1976, the coordination of policies relating to Moluccans shifted to the Department of Justice; in doing so, the matter acquired higher political status, as the Minister of Justice was also Deputy Prime Minister. However, it also implied a ‘law-and-order’ attitude towards the matter at hand (Entzinger 1984: 107). In 1977, policy coordination shifted towards the Department of Home Affairs, as the Minister of Home Affairs became Deputy Prime Minister in a new government coalition. This switch signalled the rise of a governance approach to Moluccans, which would provide the basis for more extensive change in government policies towards minorities.

4.1.5 A political entrepreneur

One political entrepreneur in particular, Molleman, would play a central role in the field of policymaking during this period. Political parties only began to formulate their positions on an immigrant integration policy in the early 1980s (Fermin 1997: 77). The Liberal Party and the Christian Democratic Party made no mention of ‘minorities’ in their election manifestos until 1981 (ibid.: 84, 121). Only the Social Democrats, one of the three largest parties in Dutch politics, had paid any attention to this issue. This was seen in a special committee on cultural minorities (ibid.: 101) established in 1977 and led by Molleman, a young parliamentarian who became a spokesperson for cultural minorities.

In the same year, during parliamentary debates on the latest instances of Moluccan terrorism, Molleman had called for a more all-encompassing approach to cultural minorities (Molleman 1978; Van Kuik 1986). An interdepartmental committee formed to revise Moluccans policy advised the Minister of Home Affairs (then responsible for Moluccans) that measures taken with regard to this specific group within various government departments should also apply to other minority groups (Van Kuik 1986: 118). However, the minister declined on the grounds of limited administrative capacity. In 1978, Parliament discussed a new government memorandum that revised government policies towards Moluccans, and Molleman issued a parliamentary motion in which he called for a revision of government policy towards all ‘ethnic minorities’. He called for a ‘coherent set of measures concerning education, housing, employment, health and social-cultural welfare, not just for Moluccans, but for all ethnic and cultural minorities’ (Koolen & Tempelman 2003: 14). Although Molleman was forced to withdraw his motion because of formal objections from his Social Democratic Party, the Deputy Prime Minister/Minister of Home
Affairs, who was responsible for coordinating Moluccan policy, decided to adopt the motion. Subsequently, Molleman was invited by the minister to take charge of the development of the Minorities Policy Directorate within the Department of Home Affairs.12

An article by Molleman (1978) provides important indications of how he framed immigrant integration.13 He rejects the policy slogan ‘Integration with retention of identity’ on the grounds that the image it portrays of cultures is too static and that it ignores the dilemmas that can be associated with retaining one’s identity when migrants prove to be permanent settlers (ibid.: 33). Rather, he calls the Netherlands a ‘multi-ethnic society’, and adopts an ‘interactionist’ perspective on immigrant integration, which involves a ‘process of ongoing interaction in a network of [...] social relations between groups in a receiving country’ (ibid.: 334). He defines migrants as cultural groups, or ‘cultural minorities’. This added a crucial argument to the extension of the new approach towards not only the Moluccan group in Dutch society, but also other minority groups, such as Surinamese, Antilleans and foreign workers.14

Molleman further argues that, in addition to general measures that would affect minorities, a specific approach to minority groups was required. He refers to policy measures to ameliorate the position of these specific groups as well as the need to promote the ‘emancipation’ of these groups. In the aforementioned parliamentary motion, called for is a structure of representation and consultation with migrant groups themselves. Finally, being a Social Democrat, Molleman (1978: 328) attributes the most importance to the social-economic deprivation of migrants, and takes a normative position on the transformation of Dutch society into a multi-ethnic society. According to Molleman (1978: 335): ‘We must learn to share our historical claims to living on our territory with groups whose cultures deviate sharply from ours [...] We must learn to accept them, as they are, as people with their own cultures’.

This focus on cultural minorities, the call for specific group measures and a normative perspective on a multi-ethnic society indicate that Molleman’s was a multiculturalist frame. However, an emphasis on the interaction between groups and prioritising an amelioration of the position of minorities in social-economic domains reveals that his frame also contained some universalist traits. This frame was further developed in the reply memorandum to the 1979 WRR report, the draft minorities memorandum and the final minorities memorandum, all of which were developed under Molleman’s directorship of the Minorities Policy Directorate. The reply memorandum explicitly stated that the Netherlands had become a ‘multi-ethnic and multicultural society’.15 Assimilationism as well as segregationism (or differentialism) were explicitly discarded as models for a minorities policy.
The acceptance of ethnic minorities as equals excludes the possibility that they are forced to adopt Dutch culture [...]. On the other side, if the term ‘society’ is to have any meaning, being separated from each other [segregationism] must also be denounced. Instead, the policy goal was formulated as ‘mutual adaptation in a multicultural society with equal opportunities for autochthonous [natives] and allochthonous’. Also, the reply memorandum concurred with WRR, stressing the need to ameliorate the social position of minorities as the primary condition for integration. A cultural relativist position is avoided by acknowledging that in some cases ‘minorities will not escape adaptation to Dutch society’, especially in situations where the freedom of individuals is involved.

These contours would remain largely intact in the 1981 draft minorities memorandum and 1983’s final minorities memorandum, despite elaborate and lengthy consultations with various organisations involved in this issue domain (Urbanus 1983). The aim of this minorities policy was to ‘achieve a society in which the members of minority groups that reside in the Netherlands can each, individually as well as group-wise, enjoy an equal position and full opportunities for development’ (Urbanus 1983: 12). A shift in focus, towards a more group-specific approach, did occur in the draft minorities memorandum, demonstrating a move from universalism to multiculturalism. More so than in the reply, the draft minorities memorandum stressed that group identities and structures can help migrants acquire a stronger position in Dutch society.

It must be seen in a positive light how a migrant in a situation that is both new and uncertain will be committed to maintaining his norms, values and certainties and will search for support primarily from companions.

However, in the final minorities memorandum, the government seems to have stepped back from this more multiculturalist stance (Entzinger 1984: 133), warning against group-specific measures that ‘failed to represent minorities in general policies on an equal footing with all other inhabitants’.

4.1.5 A political entrepreneur

Finally, attention must be given to those actors involved in the various welfare and migrant organisations set up to represent the interests of minority groups. On the whole, members of these organisations were not representatives from minority groups, rather they were led by natives acting on behalf of migrants – the so-called fiduciaries or zaakwaarnemers (Köbben
These organisations included the Dutch Centre for Foreigners (Nederlands Centrum Buitenlanders, NCB), the Foundation of Surinamese Welfare Organisations (Landelijk Inspraakorgaan van Surinaamse Welzijnsinstellingen, LISW) and the Consultation Body for Welfare of Moluccans (Inspraakorgaan Welzijn Molukkers, IWM). Only the IWM had significant representation from the Moluccan community itself. In addition, the interests of migrants were often represented by general organisations from civil society that showed a special concern for immigrants, such as church foundations. These organisations and their staff also took on the role of fiduciaries. Often they received support in the form of funding from the Department of Culture.

Despite differences between the various welfare organisations established for different groups, they framed immigrant integration in similar terms. Fermin (1997: 168), in an elaborate analysis of documents relating to these welfare organisations from the early 1980s, has shown that these organisations framed immigrant integration in terms of a collective emancipation process that was to take place from within the various groups. In this respect, their framing was distinctly multiculturalist, as they named immigrant integration in terms of collective emancipation of migrant groups defined as cultural minorities. In causal terms, the underlying theory was that social-cultural emancipation is a condition for integration also, for example, in the social-economic sphere. In this theory, group structures (including group organisations) and group identities would fulfil a central role in the integration process. In some respects, this multiculturalist framing also contained some differentialist traits. The collective emancipation strategy emphasised autonomy within a group’s own community by reinforcing the unique cultural community and cultural identity (ibid.: 171). Whenever possible, the organisations resisted what they saw as paternalistic government interference in the cultural sphere (ibid.: 175), arguing instead for a more prominent role of group organisations and rejecting the idea of ‘integration’ per se, as it would mean ‘mutual adaptation’ between migrant groups and native society (Urbanus 1983: 13). Most organisations held on to the idea of retaining their own cultural identity and some even cherished the prospect of return migration, still very vivid among migrants at this time (ibid.).

These welfare organisations selected and interpreted the problem context somewhat differently than other actors. For instance, they did not take the Moluccan terrorist acts as ‘evidence’ that a general immigrant integration policy was needed as a way of preventing migrants from committing such acts but rather, the acts were seen as an indication that migrants and their representatives were not being taken seriously. More generally, these organisations did not interpret evidence of ongoing immigration and immigrant settlement as indications that the government should develop an immigrant
integration policy; instead, they saw the Netherlands becoming a nation of communities that should be given a say in various domains of government.

In sum, research and policymaking in the late 1970s and early 1980s was, at least initially, characterised by a multiplicity of frames. Some actors, including the Department of Social Affairs, most political parties until the early 1980s and, to some extent also, the welfare organisations framed immigrant integration in a differentialist way. This meant that there should be no integration policy and that differences between cultural groups were to be institutionalised and, according to some, that return migration had to be facilitated. Adopting a more multiculturalist frame were other actors, including CRM in the second half of the 1970s, ACOM, WRR, policy entrepreneur Molleman and, to some extent, welfare organisations. This meant that immigrants were defined as ‘ethnic minorities’ or ‘cultural minorities’, whose integration would be achieved via a combination of general and specific measures for certain groups to promote social-cultural emancipation and social-economic participation. It also placed integration in the normative perspective of the transformation of Dutch society into a multi-ethnic or multicultural society.

These frames also involved different ways of selecting and interpreting evidence about the problem context. In a multiculturalist frame, ongoing immigration and absence of return migration on any significant scale were interpreted as evidence that migrants had become permanent minorities. Along these lines, furthermore, the Moluccan terrorist acts became foci of the deplorable social position of minorities and a significant argument for developing a general immigrant integration policy, so as to prevent such events from recurring. In a differentialist frame, however, select evidence was based on demographic and economic arguments and ideas about international relations (e.g. brain drain). Signs of immigrant settlement and ongoing immigration were interpreted as indications that efforts to stimulate return migration had to be stepped up.

4.2 The construction of a technocratic nexus

The rise of the Dutch multicultural model of integration appears to have occurred within a setting initially characterised by a multiplicity of frames. How and why did this multiculturalist model become dominant between the period from 1978 to 1983? What was the role of research-policy dialogues in this frameshift? And how were these dialogues organised in this defining period for Dutch immigrant integration policy and research?
4.2.1 The field of scientific research

In the field of scientific research, several actors played a key role in the frameshift from differentialism to multiculturalism. Among the most remarkable were ACOM and WRR.

Boundary work and the ‘holy fire’ of ACOM

ACOM consisted of a number of researchers that represented almost the entire immigrant integration research domain in this period. Although attention for immigrant integration was rapidly growing in the 1970s, not least due to increased research funding by CRM (Penninx 1988b: 21), the number of researchers involved in this field remained limited. Because of its central position, ACOM was able to play a major role in the demarcation of the structure of this evolving field while at the same time obtaining a focal position in terms of research-policy relations and particularly with CRM, with which it was associated.

In terms of demarcation, several leading members of ACOM had distinct ideas about what was considered proper ‘minorities research’. This demarcation involved a choice for specific research methodologies and, related to this, also a specific ethos. There was a preference for field research methods, inspired by cultural anthropology, in which the researcher became closely involved with immigrants as research objects in order to uncover their inner world. According to Bovenkerk and Bunk (1983: 67), this involved choosing specific ‘methods and techniques for gathering first-hand information, and to the effects of these methods on relations between the researcher and the people who are part of the processes, situations and events being studied’. Standard techniques of sociological research would be inadequate since ‘one is confronted with groups of people and social issues and phenomena that cannot be studied with any degree of verisimilitude by means of standardised questionnaires, official documents and reports or by controlled laboratory experiments’ (ibid.). Bovenkerk argues that researchers should choose methods in which they ‘spend a long period of time with a group of people in everyday situations [although this is] often not the path of least resistance’ (ibid.). The approach adopted by Bovenkerk (1978) and others was revealed in a series of studies that tried to retrieve patterns of discrimination by actually putting the researcher in the shoes of immigrants. Van den Berg-Eldering (1978), for example, studied Moroccans by travelling to Morocco to work with families, learning their language and staying in their homes. Penninx adopted a similar approach doing fieldwork in Turkey and North Africa, for which he learnt Turkish and Arabic.

Köbben, a leading anthropologist at this time, describes this as the ‘holy fire’ that researchers must possess in order to unravel the living world of immigrants, despite possible resistance from the involved groups or from
government institutes (Köbben 1980). He contrasts this with research that has been conducted ‘in haste […] from a desk [and] with a preference for numbers and tables, […] the research tradition of a broad group of sociologists’ (ibid.: 10). The ‘holy fire’ approach allows researchers to better perform their societal function of deciphering the world of immigrants and communicating the results to a broader public. It also involves drawing attention to processes of ‘minority formation’, for instance, due to discrimination.

This methodological preference was related to an ethos that required researchers to identify themselves with immigrants, who were often defined as the ‘underdog’. For instance, the researcher’s ethic would dictate uncovering patterns of racism or discrimination, regardless of opposition from involved parties or criticism from other researchers. This was manifest in the strong anti-racist and anti-discrimination norm characterising scientific research in this period. In fact, many studies were oriented towards uncovering patterns of racism. A consequence of such focus, however, was that research in this domain showed signs of being ‘fixated’ on cultural differences.

This demarcation of immigrant integration research was related to the prominent role of anthropologists in this field (Entzinger 1981: 106). Anthropologists such as Köbben, Bovenkerk and Penninx were among the first to engage in research in this domain and later obtained central positions in organisations such as ACOM. Previously involved in the study of cultures abroad, in places such as the former Dutch East Indies, anthropologists now turned their attention to immigrant minority cultures in the Netherlands (Bovenkerk & Brunt 1983: 67). This explains why some of their methods (field research) and their ethos (engaging in ‘alien’ cultures) inspired minorities research in this early period and, according to some, why there was such a strong fixation on the cultural factors of immigrant integration (Choenni 1987).

In terms of coordination, some of ACOM’s leading experts advocated that researchers deeply engage with ongoing policy developments. Penninx, one of the researchers closely involved in developing the minorities policy, had a background in social activism, including participation in the Action Group for Foreign Workers, which at this time still advocated a critical, Marxist perspective on immigration. Penninx was part of a group who believed that scientific research should have a societal function. Anthropology, they said, was useful for the transformation of society. Their activism concentrated mainly on the housing of foreign workers and language courses. According to Penninx (in De Hart & Prins 2005: 183), this type of activism was typical for the social sciences in the 1970s. Köbben revealed his social engagement by participating in government commissions on the status of the Dutch Antilles and Aruba and the position of Moluccans in the Netherlands. In this context, he also reflected on
the difficulties of such political engagement, recognising that politicians would be unwilling to accept unwelcome messages (Bovenkerk, Buijs & Tromp 1990; Köbben & Tromp 1999).

This policy orientation was also manifest in how ACOM interpreted its formal role as an advisory body on research programming and policy development for CRM. Already in the form of the 1979 report ‘Minorities research advice’, ACOM had clearly extended its advisory role into CRM’s domain. ACOM (1979: 3) believed that ‘in anticipation of developments in the direction of a more integral approach’, it should draw in ‘many other policy areas where specific mechanisms currently affect the position of [minorities]’. In this period, ACOM openly assumed an advocacy role for the development of a general minorities policy. Furthermore, it established criteria for research priorities that would ensure that the supported research would provide relevant insights into policy development. ACOM tried to ensure policy relevance by establishing criteria for research prioritisation in its publication. These criteria indicated that research should be of ‘social relevance’, which meant that researchers had to concentrate on the most important questions concerning the position of minorities that were on the agenda (ACOM 1979: 70-72). In addition, research should be ‘practically feasible’, with a preference for ‘large numbers of small studies that do not take relatively long periods of time, rather than a limited number of long research projects’ (ibid). Finally, research should focus primarily on those themes that, up until that point, had received little attention.

Thus, the boundary work of ACOM appears to have involved a habitus of engagement. It was twofold: being committed to social issues in order to better the position of minorities (guided by an anthropological ethos and methods) and staying engaged with ongoing policy developments.

Between advising and informing: WRR’s boundary work
Although WRR is not devoted to the field of immigrant integration, per se, it did play a role in the relationship between research and policy in this period. Its first report on immigrant integration in 1979 would mark the beginning of a ‘tradition of involvement’ in this domain (Meurs & Broeders 2001) that would award it great authority in this research field in particular.

WRR’s boundary work was closely related to that of ACOM. WRR coordinated the development of its report with ACOM in various ways. It consulted ACOM from an early stage in the process of discussing whether or not to formulate a report on immigrant integration for the government. Subsequently, the project began by commissioning a preparatory study on the state of the art in immigrant integration literature, with which ACOM was again closely involved. For the study, WRR consulted with Köbben and Van Amersfoort, the two prominent ACOM members. They, in turn, recommended Penninx, who had also been a member of ACOM since its
inception. Penninx (1979: 8) based his research primarily on prior studies and interviews with researchers who were involved with ACOM. Furthermore, ACOM members were invited on several occasions to attend council meetings and discuss draft texts of the WRR report. These points of contact also served to avoid overlap between ACOM and WRR, under the agreement that ACOM would concentrate on coordinating research on the position of minorities and WRR would concentrate on the relations between minorities and Dutch society at large in the context of developing the minorities policy. The final WRR report stated that ‘close contact was maintained with the Advisory Committee in the preparation of this report’. Referring to ACOM’s advisory report, which was published in the same week as the WRR report, WRR stated ‘it is reasonable to expect that the orientation of this report and the research programme will dovetail with one another’ (ibid.).

In this way, WRR incorporated the demarcation of proper minorities research by ACOM, including its habitus of engagement. Moreover, two WRR staff members who played an important role in this WRR initiative had been previously engaged in this issue domain. Both had been involved with immigrant groups in their former careers as civil servants. One of them had been the head of a directorate for foreign workers at the Department of Social Affairs. The fact that this person was now working on a report that would provide the foundation for a general minorities policy, something that had been heavily opposed by the Department of Social Affairs, stresses the frameshift that had taken place within WRR. Both staff members had maintained an interest in this issue and both believed that the events that had taken place in the late 1970s signalled a breakthrough. Moreover, they believed that WRR could have an input in these matters.

In terms of coordinating science-policy relations, WRR exhibited a style of policy engagement similar to that adopted by ACOM. Although it stressed its independence and scientific authority, it also attempted to stay ‘close’ to the administration so as to be relevant to the ongoing policy developments – keeping the administration close but out. In fact, it was ACOM that encouraged WRR to take up this issue in an effort to reinforce its claims for a general minorities policy. WRR’s scientific and political capital – ‘its central position and expertise’ – would make the argument for a minorities policy more convincing. Although the WRR council did indeed decide to take up this issue in a report to the government, some council members were hesitant about the need for the frameshift being advocated by ACOM.

Chairman of ACOM: [...] It is very necessary that in addition to ACOM, another institute engage itself with the minorities issue. The departmental research organisations are less suitable to this aim. WRR could be the proper institute for this, because of its
integrative and long-term tasks. In addition, WRR is centrally located and enjoys a certain prestige.\textsuperscript{41}

The Secretary of ACOM ‘refers in this respect to the poor coordination on the part of the government’.

WRR Council member: ‘[I] am still not convinced that in Dutch government policy a framework would have to be developed for a minorities policy.’

Chairman of ACOM: ‘[I] consider this necessary, although I could make comments on the feasibility of this problem.’

Penninx: ‘[I] think that a policy must be developed for all ethnic minorities, so as to guarantee that all groups be offered equal opportunities.’ \textsuperscript{42}

WRR’s engagement with the development of a minorities policy was also manifest in the timing of the report in relation to ongoing policy developments. WRR had taken up this issue at a time when the government had already accepted the need for a minorities policy and had set in motion the process of developing such a policy by establishing a Minorities Policy Directorate with Molleman at the helm. To be of relevance to these ongoing developments, WRR tried to advise more rapidly than usual, in just over one year. It also maintained contacts with Molleman, who received a draft text of the WRR report before it was published.\textsuperscript{43} In fact, WRR explicitly oriented itself around these ongoing policy developments at an early stage of developing its report, indicating that its goal was to reflect on policy aims in the context of ongoing changes in the perception of the position of minorities.

The desirability of a general policy for ethnic minorities has already been recognised by many. [...] Also in policy, a – modest – shift in focus towards an integration aim can be discerned. This new realisation demands reflection on the official aims of policy [...] in the context of permanent residence in our society.\textsuperscript{44}

Furthermore, WRR’s coordination of relations with policy was characterised by a strong belief that by providing policy-relevant knowledge and expertise, it could contribute to the rational resolution of this social problem.\textsuperscript{45} There was a belief within WRR that the social problem of immigrant integration could be effectively resolved if the government, informed by its advice, could bring immigration to a halt and adopt a variety of social measures to promote social-economic participation and social-cultural
emancipation. This positivist belief in the feasibility of the social problem was also manifest in WRR reports on other contemporaneous social issues. According to one of the staff members involved in WRR’s ‘Ethnic minorities’ report from 1979:

This report fits very well in its epoch. [...] There was still the idea that, in terms of social positions and social deprivation, a lot could be done. That optimism of WRR can be found in many reports from this era. [...] We had the feeling that it was a very clever report, stopping immigration, and step-by-step integrating minorities in Dutch society, and then [resulting in] their social position improving, and the problem being resolved.46

The boundary work of engaging with ongoing policy developments was related to concerns about the positioning of WRR. At this time, WRR was still a relatively young organisation (the legislation on WRR was passed in 1976). The second council, inaugurated in 1978, would prove to be especially ambitious in terms of establishing WRR’s position.47 In this context, it wanted to take hold of the issue, showing how WRR could really ‘matter’ as an institute that could deal with complex social issues and provide useful policy advice to government.48

Efforts to position WRR not just in the field of research, but also in the field of politics are also revealed in a boundary struggle that emerged during creation of WRR’s 1979 report. The struggle concerned the issue of whether the role of WRR was to provide ‘scientifically sound information’ or to provide ‘scientific policy advice’.49 Fears of an overly technocratic WRR had formally restricted the organisation’s role in the 1970s to providing ‘scientifically sound information’ only. This raised the question of whether or not WRR should add its own analysis to the preparatory study by Penninx. The preparatory study was considered to be of such ‘quality’ and ‘significance’ that the council decided to publish this study together with the WRR’s report to the government (WRR 1979: VII). This exceptional formula had never been used before.

On one side, there were proponents for providing an advisory report to the government in which the council could formulate its own position based on Penninx’s preparatory study and put forward specific policy recommendations. Arguments were made stating ‘it is the task of WRR to provide advice, to deliver publications that are of use for policy organisations’, ‘it is important that the council test its own competencies’ and ‘a problem-exploration would risk running into the same water as ACOM’.50 On the other side, there were proponents for a more explorative ‘problem orientation’, in which WRR would only publish Penninx’s preparatory study or expand it with only a brief informative WRR report. This was supported by arguments that providing advice would be ‘too risky and
suggestive [...] as it is no longer entirely based on available information [that] WRR has an informative role and that its advisory task is still contested’, and that publication of the preparatory study ‘is perhaps not of too much use for government, but it can be of significant importance for society, which is also a task of WRR’.  

The outcome of this struggle was decided in favour of the advisory alternative exhibiting a deep policy engagement. WRR wanted to show that it could really matter by exploring the limits of its advisory role and ‘testing [its] working methods, and [its] abilities to advise on the short term’. In addition, the council considered itself obligated to add its own position to the preparatory study ‘because of the nature of the study – a policy description and evaluation’ (WRR 1989: VII). The expectation was that most people would actually read the WRR report and then selectively read parts of the preparatory study à la carte. The choice for the advisory alternative was also made in the hope that WRR would exploit the policy window of opportunity that had opened up in this period, with policy in a deadlock after having conceded that a minorities policy was needed in 1978 following the Molleman motion.

It seems possible to develop a proper recommendation within a reasonably short period. The first variant [...] will be taken as a point of departure for this recommendation. It is, however, still possible that in doing so, WRR will trigger irritation from the policy departments. We are, however, faced with a situation where policy is currently in a deadlock. As a result of the public debate that will follow our study [...], there is a possibility that policy priorities can be changed.  

The project on ethnic minorities marked a broader change in WRR’s role. Whereas in the 1970s, WRR consented to a model of ‘moderate decisionism’, one in which it provided scientific information as input to political decision-making (Hirsch-Ballin 1979), the project on minorities appears to have been a precursor for a change in WRR’s role to provide more normative policy advice. In this context, WRR’s approach shifted from ‘a broad approach in which many different topics of government policy for the long-term were dealt with [...] towards an in-depth approach in which only several, essential aspects of government policy are examined [...]’ (WRR 1992: 140; author’s emphasis).

In sum, ACOM and WRR demarcated and coordinated research-policy relations in rather similar ways. The demarcation of minorities research involved a habitus of engagement with minorities as ethnic or cultural groups who experienced specific problems and, to some extent, a certain cultural fixation. This was influenced by the prominent role of anthropologists in the evolution of this research field, who now held central positions within
the research field – ACOM, in particular – and had distinct preferences in terms of research methods and ethos. The coordination of relations with policy also revealed a habitus of engagement in both ACOM and WRR. Both were strongly oriented towards ongoing developments concerning government plans for a minorities policy, and they also coordinated their efforts to influence these developments. However, this policy engagement had different structural origins for ACOM and WRR. For the former, this way of coordinating policy relations was related to how it demarcated minorities research in terms of engagement with cultural minorities, something which motivated researchers to engage with policy developments that would affect this position. For WRR, it was rather related to its positioning in the broader context of research and politics in the Netherlands. In fact, producing the 1979 report was part of a repositioning of WRR towards a more policy-oriented advisory role, beyond its formal role of merely providing scientifically sound information.

4.2.2 The field of policymaking

The preceding section’s analysis revealed the variety of actors involved in research-policy relations during this formative period of the Dutch multicultural model. This section looks into what role the actors played in constructing a research-policy nexus.

The boundary work of no immigrant integration research: Government departments and welfare organisations until the 1970s

The relatively late development of immigrant integration research was not only due to an absence of interest in this issue on the part of researchers, but also to the lack of government demand and funding for such research (Penninx 1988b). Although the Department of Social Affairs was responsible for foreign workers, being one of the largest categories of migrants, it was hardly involved in encouraging research into the position of these groups. This lack of interest stemmed from the department’s position, which took a labour market perspective on immigration. From this position, it framed immigrant integration in differentialist terms, focusing on the buffer function of foreign workers as a reserve in times of labour shortages. This voided the need for systematic research into the social position of migrants in Dutch society, as these migrants were expected eventually to return to their home countries. In fact, one of the few research projects in which it was involved was REMPLOD (together with several other departments), which explored the prospects of engaging migrants in development of their home countries.

Most research funding in the late 1960s and 1970s came from CRM, which was responsible for providing facilities to migrants during their residence in the Netherlands, for example, in the spheres of housing and
welfare (ibid.: 19). Although this department did not engage in systematic research programming at that time, it did finance various studies on the social position of migrants (ibid.: 18). For instance, it commissioned a 1971 study on the position of migrant groups by the late Hilda Verwey-Jonker – the inspiration for the eponymous institute – joined by a group of researchers including Van Amersfoort and Van Praag.

Furthermore, welfare and migrant organisations were known, on occasion, to have prevented research on their groups. A case in point is the Commissioner’s Office for Welfare of Moluccans (Commissariat van Amboneenzorg, CAZ), which averted research among Moluccans for a considerable time (Penninx 1988b: 17). This discouraging attitude towards research was related to the perceived threat that research would pose to the structural position of these organisations. In particular, research on minorities would form an alternative means for formulating government measures relating to these groups, without the involvement of the communities themselves (Penninx 1988b: 47). In this respect, the relation between welfare and migrant organisations and research bodies, like ACOM, was tense at times.

The absence of steady research interest into the position of migrants must also be considered a consequence of a distinct sort of boundary work during this period. This involved demarcating research and policy in such a way that themes not on the policy agenda were ignored or even discouraged. The absence of a common understanding was of great relevance for government policy of the social position of migrant groups. Based on its structural position and its differentialist framing, the Department of Social Affairs had no interest in researching minorities; rather, it sought research concerning return migration. Welfare and migrant organisations also had no interest in researching minority positions, because doing so could interfere with their structural positions as representatives or fiduciaries of migrant groups vis-à-vis the government.

This way of demarcating research and policy was related to the coordination of mutual relations. Indications of this are provided by the few occasions when the actors were confronted with research on the social positions of immigrants. When CRM commissioned a study by Hilda Verwey-Jonker and enlisted a group to research the position of various migrant groups, controversy emerged over use of ‘immigrant’ in both the title and actual text of their report. The term would suggest that the groups included permanent immigrants, whereas the government had stated clearly in its 1970 memorandum on foreign workers that the Netherlands was not a country of immigration. As a result, the term ‘immigrant’ and the title ‘Immigrants in the Netherlands’ were abandoned in favour of the term ‘allochthonous’ and the title ‘Allochthonous in the Netherlands’. According to Van Amersfoort (1984: 138), one of the authors involved in this publication:
CRM had given us an assignment to produce the book Allochthonous in the Netherlands. However, the suggested title Immigrants in the Netherlands was confronted with insurmountable objections. [...] The government had just [in 1970] declared in its foreign workers memorandum that the Netherlands was not a country of immigration. [...] The Netherlands had many things…. but not ‘immigrants’, so it was ‘allochthonous’.

Furthermore, when Entzinger published an article in a special issue of the journal Beleid & Maatschappij on tensions between the norm and the fact that the Netherlands is not a country of immigration, he was met with criticism from CRM (Entzinger 1975). Although he wrote this article independently, he was still a civil servant at the Research and Planning Group of CRM, which at that time still held on to the assumption of temporary migration.56 This shows how the boundary work of these actors, aimed at ignoring if not preventing research on minorities, was clearly related to the position of these departments in the prevailing two-track policies and the government’s reluctance to concede to being a country of immigration. In the case of migrant organisations, the boundary work was related to their position as representatives for these migrant groups.

Missionary boundary work: The Department of Culture, Recreation and Social Work (CRM)

As described above, the position of CRM changed during the 1970s. This was due, in part, to developments in the groups that fell under its responsibility – the Moluccans and the Surinamese.57 Furthermore, this department was confronted with the norm versus fact issue as far as the Netherlands not being a country of immigration, as a result of its responsibility for providing welfare facilities to the growing number of temporary migrants (Penninx 1988b: 20). As such, change was catalysed not only in how this department framed the issue of immigrant integration, but also in its boundary work practices in the emerging field of immigrant integration research.

CRM altered its discourse on, and relations with, immigrant integration research during the 1970s. By the early part of this decade, the department had formed a Research and Planning Group that would pay significant attention to issues of immigrant integration. This group was to be the main source of immigrant research in this period. It also provided a cradle for researchers (e.g. Van Praag and Entzinger) who would play an essential role in this research domain for decades to come. Furthermore, since 1976, the department was advised on an informal basis by a group of minorities researchers (Rath 1991: 172). The change in discourse not only involved a change in mutual relations, but also in the demarcation of research and policy. For the first time, the department showed systematic interest in
research on cultural minorities. In 1978, what was once an informal network became formalised through ACOM’s establishment. Within this boundary organisation, CRM created a boundary object that, on one hand, demarcated its specific interest for research into minorities within Dutch society and, on the other, coordinated relations between research and policy in terms of the acquisition of more systematic knowledge for the development of government policies towards the minorities.

In terms of demarcation, CRM now showed a specific, systematic interest in acquiring knowledge and expertise on cultural minorities. It now explicitly sought knowledge about migrants as permanent minorities. Furthermore, there was a demand for policy-relevant knowledge to develop policies for these groups. ACOM was to promote ‘coherence and accumulation of knowledge for policy formulation and implementation’ (Penninx 1988b: 21). It was not an aim to encourage fundamental research. During ACOM’s instatement, the CRM minister stated that ‘pure scientific research must be considered a luxury that we can hardly afford’ (see Van Putten 1990: 359). Instead, research was to provide instrumental insights for policy developments. ‘Knowledge on the position of the various categories of cultural minorities’ would in itself be ‘insufficient’. There was a specific need for ‘studies and reports of high quality that must direct, stimulate, support or – when necessary – correct government policy’ (ibid.).

This way of demarcating a specific demand for research that provides policy-relevant insights into the position of minorities was closely related to ACOM’s own desire to coordinate research and ongoing policy developments. CRM’s boundary work involved a ‘political manoeuvre’ to gain legitimacy for its new policy ideas. After all, CRM was a relatively weak department that had little means or power to convince other departments that a minorities policy was necessary. It consequently had to shop for alternative venues to propagate its new frame and to overcome the negative feedback from persisting iron triangles. Stimulating scientific research about minorities by founding ACOM in 1978 was, according to Entzinger (1981: 111) – its first secretary, a former civil servant in CRM and future key figure in this research field – a sort of ‘missionary project’ by the department. Research paved a path for CRM to ‘convince other ministries of the necessity for a policy on “cultural minorities”’ (ibid.). This also explains why ACOM was able to extend its role beyond that of an advisory committee on research programming for CRM. The idea that ACOM could support the idea of a general minorities policy encouraged its expansion into other relevant domains, such as labour, housing, healthcare and education (ibid.: 109). ACOM would not constrain itself to advising on research programming and clearly also advised on policy issues (Penninx 1988b: 21-22).

The change in CRM’s boundary work practices was certainly related to the changes in its position within the field of policymaking at this time.
Faced with specific problem developments in the groups that fell under its responsibility and, at the same time, meeting reluctance from other departments to respond to these developments, CRM developed a specific interest for policy-relevant research into cultural minorities (demarcation) as a way of convincing other departments of the need for a more systematic approach towards these groups (coordination). This demonstrates a clear connection between CRM’s boundary work and the more structural aims of this department.

Politics: Positivism and belief in societal steering
The Moluccan terrorist acts and the growth of ethnic tensions had created a sense of urgency in Dutch politics about immigrant integration. However, the boundary work practices of political actors in this period reveal that immigrant integration was not defined as a political issue. Rather, research and policy were demarcated in a way that resulted in research gaining a primary role in policy formulation.

This demarcation involved a demand for policy-relevant knowledge and expertise for the development of an immigrant integration policy. Despite the emergent sense of urgency, there was a structural deficiency in terms of knowledge and expertise on how to conduct a policy aimed at immigrant integration. The government now realised that it had to develop a minorities policy, but lacked the relevant knowledge and expertise to do so. There were few prior experiences with immigrant integration that were considered relevant for this period. For instance, the assimilation approach adopted towards repatriates from the former Dutch East Indies – although often qualified as a ‘silent success’ (Surie 1971) – was considered unfit for the new minority groups who were of non-Dutch origin. Assimilationism for these new groups was considered inappropriate, whereas for repatriates it was considered suitable since they were defined as returning compatriots. There was also little opportunity for learning from other countries, as the Netherlands was among the first countries to develop a general minorities policy and certainly the first to coordinate it at the level of national government (Penninx, Schoorl & Van Praag 1993). This sense of urgency, combined with a lack of relevant knowledge and expertise, meant that the government became very susceptible to research findings that could contribute to policy development.

Boundary work defining immigrant integration as a non-political issue was related to specific structural traits of political involvement in policymaking at this time. The positions of the various political parties on immigrant integration were, with the exception of the Social Democratic and extreme-right parties, not well articulated until the early 1980s. In his analysis of the positions of political parties, Fermin (1997: 243) has shown that, although political parties often differed in how they defined immigrant integration, these differences led to minimal open political conflict or
disagreements. Underscoring this was the fact that Molleman, initially a parliamentarian for the Social Democrats, was asked to direct the development of a minorities policy by Minister of Home Affairs Hans Wiegel, himself a member of the Liberal Party. This political consensus was deemed to have an adverse effect on the rise of extreme-right parties in the late 1970s (Penninx 1988a: 168). Rather than successfully putting immigrant integration on the political agenda, the rise of these anti-immigrant parties seems to have reinforced the political consensus between the main political parties. To prevent parties that would ‘play the race card’ from benefiting too much, a veritable culture of avoidance was cultivated among the main parties of the political establishment (De Beus 1998; Penninx 2005). What is important is that this culture of avoidance emerged in a period when the public mood was still highly sensitive to alleged discrimination or racism (Tinnemans 1994).

Demarcating immigrant integration as a ‘non-political’ issue was closely related to the extent to which political actors wanted to be involved in coordinating relations between research and policy. Characteristic of this period was a general positivism and belief in the feasibility of social problems such as immigrant integration. It was believed that by developing a rational approach towards immigrant integration – bringing further migration to a halt (immigration was still seen as a historically unique event at this time) and adopting rational measures in various domains such as education, labour, housing and welfare – the integration of present groups could be effectively achieved. Thus, an immigrant integration policy would constitute a historically unique effort. Molleman, head of the Minorities Policy Directorate, argued that immigrant integration should be kept a non-political issue. He believed that a rational approach, based on knowledge and expertise, should be adopted. Furthermore, this consistent policy approach should receive broad political support and be maintained for the length of time necessary to achieve the desired effects, and that it should be free of political conflicts or disagreements. According to Molleman:

It was still not a party-political issue then, and I have always attempted to gain the widest possible support from Parliament. [...] My opinion has always been that this is not a party-political issue. [...] With political arguments you will not be able to achieve broad support for policy in this area. This is a policy that has to be developed and that has to remain for years. And therefore it must not be associated with a particular party so that later on other parties can dissolve it once again. Then a yo-yo effect would be created, that in some cases can be good, but not with this type of policy.

This positivist belief in research’s role in developing a rational policy approach was also reflected in the government’s emphasis on ‘research as an
instrument for the development of a coordinated minorities policy.\textsuperscript{65} Significantly, the government called not only for research within the various policy domains and funded by various departments, but also for research of an interdepartmental character.\textsuperscript{66} A budget was made available for such interdepartmental research. Furthermore, this positivist boundary work was manifest in the emphasis the government put into its discourse on the independent and objective status of the 1979 WRR report. In a letter Molleman sent to various actors, which accompanied a number of issues raised by the reply memorandum to the WRR report, great stress was put on the independent status of WRR, a body unrelated to both government and minorities organisations.

WRR is an independent organisation. [...] The government [...] takes great pleasure in the fact that the council has issued its advice on this complex issue. Given the attempts made to develop a better-coordinated policy on this issue, such a report is very welcome at this moment. Neither government and Parliament nor minorities and minority organisations have been involved in the development and formulation of this WRR report. Also in that perspective, this is an independent report. This makes it possible for minorities, as well as for government and other involved parties, to take complete liberty in sharing their judgements on this report.\textsuperscript{67}

According to Van Amersfoort, this way of coordinating relations between research and policy reflected the pillarist tradition of taming controversial topics with instrumental research. In a pillarised society, state policies were to be religiously and socially neutral, so as to be acceptable to all pillars. Technocracy was therefore essential for the functioning of the state: ‘the task of politicians was to construct structures in which the religious compromise is established, so as to leave actual policy formulation to experts’ and the task of experts was ‘to reach technocratic compromise for practical policy problems, which are presented as much as possible as objective, technical solutions’ (Van Amersfoort 1984: 122). Although Dutch society had been de-pillarising since the 1960s, it seemed to have reverted to this ‘traditional ploy’ of technocratic compromise in the case of the minorities policy in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Hoppe 1993; Rath 2001). Immigrant integration was considered ‘too hot to handle’ for the Dutch political establishment, fearing it could unbalance the fragile coalition system and possibly fall into the hands of extremist parties that could play the race card.

It was common practice not to make a hot issue of something; sensitive subjects were usually resolved by a technocratic compromise. In that process, experts had acquired a dominant, if instrumental,
role. Hence, a type of social science research had arisen with strong politically-directed traits, and a type of researcher who saw their task primarily as one of ‘service to the community’. [...] Particularly in the late 1970s and 1980s, the time when the ethnic policy was still under construction, the common opinion among leading politicians was that immigration and the incorporation of immigrants was too sensitive to make a hot issue of it. So, they reverted to the traditional ploy; resolving the issue by developing a technocratic compromise, in the process of which social scientific researchers acquired a dominant role. (Rath 2001: 150-151)

In fact, this boundary work undertaken by political actors involved a coordination of close relations between researchers and policymakers, rather than between research and politics. The Minister of Home Affairs, who was responsible for the development of the minorities memorandum between 1981 and 1983, even remarked that there had been very little substantial political debate on this memorandum, for instance, within the Council of Ministers.

Issues concerning minorities were always dealt with in the margins of the Council of Ministers during my period as a Minister. [...] It was always in the sphere of procedures and competencies. I cannot recollect substantive debate about the minorities policy within the Cabinet or the Council of Ministers. It may be that, in this, I am doing an injustice to all those civil servants that were already very substantively involved in these issues. (Van Thijn 1985: 5)

There was, then, important differences in the boundary work of actors in the field of policymaking. Specific departments, such as the Department of Social Affairs, as well as welfare and migrant organisations, demarcated and coordinated research-policy relations in a way that either showed little interest for, or even obstructed research about, ethnic minorities. This boundary work was related to the structural positions of these actors who had, respectively, a structural labour market focus on migration or perceived research as a threat to their position as representatives of migrant groups vis-à-vis the government. In contrast, CRM defined research-policy boundaries in terms of active acquisition of policy-relevant knowledge and expertise on minorities that would provide support to the development of a minorities policy. In this respect, by establishing ACOM and promoting research as an instrument for convincing other departments of the need for a minorities policy, CRM seems to have engaged in missionary boundary work. Finally, political actors in this period demarcated immigrant integration as a non-political issue and coordinated research-policy relations in a way that expressed a positivist belief in the contribution of research to the
development of rational policies and in a way that would avoid political conflicts over this sensitive topic. Thus, this analysis not only reveals important differences in boundary work practices, but also how they related to the different structural positions of these actors in the field of policymaking.

4.2.3 A technocratic research-policy nexus

Having analysed how key actors defined research-policy relations, the next step would be to analyse how the boundary work undertaken by actors from the fields of politics and research synergised to produce a specific ‘boundary configuration’. In other words, reaching beyond the actor-level, what structure of research-policy dialogues can be identified between research and policy actors?

The convergence of research and policymaking

There was a very explicit connection between the reports published in 1979 by ACOM and WRR and the development of the minorities policy between 1980 and 1983. First, both ACOM and WRR were explicitly oriented towards influencing policy and advocating a minorities policy. Although the former observed that ‘it is not the task of ACOM to develop a policy vision concerning minorities’ (ACOM 1979: 3), it clearly went further than advising only on research programming. In fact, several of its reports were ‘veiled policy advices’.\(^ {68}\) Its report ‘Minorities research advice’ from 1979 included extensive passages on the position of ethnic minorities in the Netherlands (chapter 2); ‘government policy in the past, present and future’ (chapter 3); and the relevance of the ‘cultural orientation of minorities’ (chapter 4). The ‘Ethnic minorities’ report was also highly policy-oriented. In addition to several chapters containing problem analysis, it contains chapters on ‘the general contours of a minorities policy’ (chapter 4); on ‘the contents of a minorities policy in headlines’ (chapter 5); and on migration policy (chapter 6). Six out of seven major conclusions directly concerned government policy. Moreover, WRR commented on newly taken policy measures, saying, for instance, it: ‘positively values the decision to attribute this function [coordinating minister for the minorities policy] to the Department of Home Affairs, as it expresses how this not only concerns social-cultural issues but also other sorts of policy issues’ (WRR 1979: XXV).

Molleman and his Minorities Policy Directorate made direct use of these documents for the development of a minorities memorandum. The reports were well timed with the policy developments that had taken place since the parliamentary debates of 1977 and the motion put forward by Molleman that led to establishment of a Minorities Policy Directorate in 1979.\(^ {69}\) They were taken as a starting point for the formulation of a
minorities policy. An interdepartmental committee for the coordination of a minorities policy was established to write the reply memorandum to the WRR report. The Council of Ministers established this committee, which included secretary-generals and general directors of various departments, after having received the WRR report. In writing the reply memorandum, the committee followed the structure of the WRR report, discussing its various conclusions in a series of meetings. Consequently, the structure of the WRR report was also reflected in the draft of the minorities memorandum. Note how the chapters of the reply memorandum reflected those of the WRR report.

**Chapters from the reply memorandum:**
1) Immigration and its meaning
2) The situation of minorities
3) Policy assumptions
4) Amelioration of the situation of minorities
5) Means for realising policy
6) Restrictive migration policy

**Chapters from the WRR report:**
1) Introduction
2) Short sketch of the issue
3) Expected developments
4) Policy assumptions
5) Contents of a minorities policy in headlines
6) Future migration policy
7) Conclusions

There were also immediate relationship between the research and policy actors. Not only was there a close network of personal contacts, there also seems to have been a regular exchange of actors between the fields. An important illustration of this was obvious in the various roles Penninx fulfilled for ACOM and WRR, as well as in development of the minorities memorandum. As one of the founding members of ACOM, Penninx wrote the influential preparatory study for WRR and was also involved as a civil servant at CRM during development of the draft minorities memorandum, having acted upon a request made by Molleman, director of the Minorities Policy Directorate. In addition, Penninx remained an ACOM advisory member on behalf of CRM during the 1980s (Rath 1991: 172), and took office at CRM immediately after completing his study for WRR.

On the same day as I had concluded my preparatory study for WRR, on October the 1st of 1978, I took office at the department [CRM]. So, at the same moment the WRR report itself was
published, I became a civil servant. After the reply memorandum was published in 1980, a department was established at the Department of Home Affairs for the coordination of the minorities policy. The director of this minorities department then asked me [...] to write the minorities memorandum. In this context, I was hired from the department [of CRM] for the Department of Home Affairs. [...] In this respect, I switched hats from researcher to civil servant. Of course, my name is not at the top of these policy documents. However, he [the director of the minorities department] wanted to really move ahead, now that his new department was established, and wanted to develop a draft memorandum very quickly, and the quickest way to do so was to hire the civil servant who already knew everything about the issue.72

There are indications that Penninx’s personal relationship with the government was not atypical for research-policy relations at the time. For instance, another pioneer of immigrant integration research, Entzinger, was not only ACOM’s first secretary, but had also been a civil servant at CRM. Several other ACOM members had also already conducted research that had been commissioned by CRM (Verwey-Jonker, Van Amersfoort, Köbben). In terms of structural relations, the boundaries between the fields of research and policy were apparently very permeable.

Primacy of scientific research
Indications show that scientific research found primacy by fostering mutual relations with the policy field. Developments in policymaking were strongly influenced by the ACOM reports and, to a greater extent, those by WRR. In fact, the extent to which WRR’s 1979 report was ‘silently’ and ‘directly’ taken up in government policy was rather exceptional compared with its other reports (WRR 1987b: 44).

The major impact on policy developments also involved ACOM, which had not only collaborated on this report, but also, more generally, occupied a central position in the field of immigrant integration research. Molleman indicated that his ideas about a general minorities policy were greatly influenced by the works of Entzinger (1975), Van Amersfoort (1974) and various publications by Köbben. Their research convinced Molleman that migrants had become permanent ethnic or cultural minorities and that a different policy approach was needed.73 Furthermore, Penninx admits that he ‘had never been as influential as he was during the period between 1978 and 1981’,74 when he was not only involved in ACOM and played an important role in the 1979 WRR report, but also helped develop the minorities memorandum in response. It is no surprise, he notes, that the draft minorities memorandum reflected his own preparatory study from 1979 in
many ways: ‘It is difficult to expect that a memorandum you ask me to write now would be very different from something I wrote one and a half years earlier as a researcher.’

The primacy of these research actors is also indicated by the concrete way in which the Interdepartmental Committee for the Development of a Minorities Policy responded to these reports. This committee decided that the reports by WRR and ACOM raised such a sense of urgency and addressed such a sensitive issue, that the committee had to announce concrete policy measures in response; simply announcing further research would not suffice.

Because of the urgency and sensitivity of the minorities issue, it seems politically undesirable for the Cabinet to proclaim only further research. The questions that are posed to the Cabinet in the documents in question are already too concrete for this. [...] Unrealistic, too high expectations should not be raised, but neither should the first response give evidence of too much reservation. [...] Announcing concrete measures seems very appropriate.

Molleman was familiar with the recent publications by Entzinger and Van Amersfoort, as well as with some of Köbben’s work. He was convinced that migrants had become permanent ethnic or cultural minorities. Already by 1977, during parliamentary debates on the spate of Moluccan terrorism, Molleman had called for expanding the debate beyond that of a narrow focus on Moluccans (Van Kuik 1986). In that same period, an interdepartmental committee for the revision of the Moluccans policy advised the minister responsible for this group that current measures in place in various departments for the Moluccans should also apply to other minority groups. However, the minister declined, believing that his administrative capacity would be too limited for this aim.

Thus, the structural configuration of research-policy relations in this period was characterised by convergence between both fields (through direct mutual interaction) and by primacy of research in policy formulation (scientific primacy). Suggested thus is that the research-policy nexus in this period was a technocratic boundary configuration. Indeed, the research-policy relations seem to approximate a model of ‘science speaking the truth to power’. This technocratic configuration of mutual relations, however, must be held up against the backdrop of its actors’ structural positions. In particular, the configuration was produced by a mutually reinforcing pattern of boundary work by ACOM, WRR, CRM and the Minorities Policy Directorate under Molleman. On one hand, there was the boundary work of ACOM and WRR, which involved demarcating the role of research as producing policy-relevant knowledge about ethnic minorities and coordinating its relation to policy in terms of policy engagement. On the other
hand, there was CRM’s boundary work and Molleman’s directorate, which had both missionary and practical needs for policy-relevant knowledge on minorities, and wanted to coordinate research-policy relations in a way that allowed for the development of a minorities policy without politicising the sensitive issue. In this respect, the technocratic way of configuring research-policy relations involved a structural symbiosis between both fields.

4.3 Technocracy and the rise of the multicultural model

As we have just seen, research-policy relations from this era are best characterised as the technocratic type of research-policy nexus. Yet, this nexus does not explain precisely why a multiculturalist frame of immigrant integration emerged. It does not account for why a frameshift occurred in the first place, or why, more specifically, the multicultural model emerged, or whether critical reflection about this model took place. Thus, the next step is to analyse the role of the nexus in the research and policy frameshift during this period, its contribution to the rise of multiculturalism in particular and, finally, the extent to which the nexus did or did not contribute to critical frame reflection.

4.3.1 The structural effects of technocracy

The technocratic research-policy nexus can also have effects on the structural properties of both the research and the policy fields. In what way, thus, did this nexus affect the position of key actors in both fields? And how did this contribute to a pronounced frameshift during this formative period in the fields?

The structural symbiosis between research and policy

The technocratic research-policy nexus strengthened the structural position of specific actors in research and policy. In the field of research, it provided a boost to the WRR’s institutional authority, which, as a result of its direct significant effect on the development of the minorities policy, was able to show that it could ‘matter’ as an institute in such complex and sensitive domains. It demonstrated to WRR that a more in-depth approach to specific issues and a stronger orientation on policy advice – instead of merely informing policy – could be successful. Together with other reports from this period, 1979’s ‘Ethnic minorities’ is illustrative of a broader structural change in WRR, whereby it extended itself beyond its moderate decisionist role of the 1970s (as described by Hirsch Ballin (1979)) to a more technocratic role the following decade. This first report marked the beginning of a tradition of WRR involvement specifically in the domain of immigrant integration.
Furthermore, the technocratic boundary configuration strengthened the position of ACOM. ACOM stayed central in the research-policy nexus and its role in the ‘dynamic networking’ between researchers and policymakers during this period proved crucial for development of what has been described as the ‘minorities research industry’ (Essed & Nimako 2006). Not only did the amount of funding for research coordinated by ACOM increase, but the technocratic boundary configuration also enabled ACOM to be closely involved in policy developments and the societal translation of its research in accordance with its habitus of engagement.

In the field of policymaking, the technocratic nexus also strengthened the position of CRM. The influence of ACOM and, to some extent, WRR in the development of a general minorities policy suggests that this government department’s missionary boundary work was successful. Indeed, its intention to use scientific research as a way of convincing other departments of a need for policy aimed at the integration of cultural minorities was realised. However, the coordination of this minorities policy remained outside the responsibility of this department. It was assigned to the Deputy Prime Minister, who was then Minister of Home Affairs and had already been made responsible for the coordination of policy for the Moluccan community. The department was also majorly involved in the interdepartmental elaboration of this policy. As a result, CRM’s structural position only partially benefited from the technocratic boundary configuration.

The influence of another actor in the field of policymaking – Molleman and the Minorities Policy Directorate – was more considerable. This technocratic boundary configuration provided the directorate with the required policy-oriented knowledge and expertise for developing a minorities policy. It also enabled Molleman to develop a minorities policy without politicising the issue and without involving the welfare and migrant organisations that were so closely linked to the differentialist policies of the 1970s.

Positive feedback: Breaking the iron triangles of differentialist policies
The structural symbiosis between the positions of ACOM, WRR, Molleman’s directorate and, to some extent, CRM, described by several authors as a ‘technocratic symbiosis’ (Rath 2001: 153; Van Amersfoort 1984: 132), was a source of positive feedback on the changes advocated by these actors. It strengthened the structural positions of those actors in support of a minorities policy and weakened the position of those who opposed it. The Department of Social Affairs was left out of this symbiosis, although it did remain one of the departments involved in the interdepartmental coordination of the minorities policy. However, eventually this department also changed its differentialist frame towards a more multicultural one. In addition, political parties that opposed a minorities policy were forced aside by the technocratic symbiosis. In fact, the role of political parties overall was rather marginal. This was largely because of their still
minimally articulated positions on immigrant integration, but also because they supported a technocratic approach to policy development as a means of avoiding politicisation that could possibly benefit extreme-right parties.

Furthermore, the technocratic boundary configuration had a negative effect on the structural position of the prevailing welfare and migrant organisations in policymaking. These organisations, together with the Department of Social Affairs, CRM and specific political parties, fulfilled a central role in the differentialist or ‘categorical’ policies of the 1970s. Now, their role in policy formulation was marginalised by ACOM’s and WRR’s prominent positions. This is indicated primarily by the marginal role that welfare and migrant organisations played in the development of the minorities memorandum. The process of formulating the memorandum began with the reply to the WRR report, followed by the draft minorities memorandum that was written by Molleman together with Penninx and others. It was only at this stage that welfare and migrant organisations were consulted about their ideas. Even then, their ability to influence changes in this draft text seems to have been limited (Van Kuik 1986). For instance, the final minorities memorandum put less emphasis on collective emancipation as a strategy for integration than the draft minorities memorandum, which was one of the central aspects of the frame of these welfare organisations (Fermin 1997 178). In the media, these organisations are often recorded as claiming that policy was being made ‘about’ them, not ‘with’ them.80

Molleman was one of the entrepreneurs to break the iron triangles formed by these welfare organisations. From a multiculturalist perspective, he favoured the policy involvement of migrant organisations; however, he believed that this should come out of migrant self-organisation rather than the fiduciary organisations known as zaakwaarnemers that were then dominant. By proposing a general minorities policy for all immigrant communities, Molleman broke from the established structures that advocated a more differentialist approach. In doing so, he was met with significant negative feedback from the actors within.

I issued a motion for developing a minorities policy for all the different groups. I did that without notifying the chairman of our party in any way [...] At one point, the chairman found out and was not at all pleased. The chairman was a CRM man. [...] Also in the area of welfare work, there was an iron triangle: those were civil servants, politics, especially the Social Democratic Party and the Christian Democratic Party that was then being established, and the people in welfare organisations. They all held on to each other. So, what I was doing was breaking into established patterns. [...] [T]he fear was then, and not without cause, that that pattern was to be broken. [...] So, I had to withdraw that motion. But [the Minister of Home Affairs] had already taken notice of the motion and found it
a good case; he was way ahead of his time. Then he said to me: ‘I want to take over your motion anyhow, but you will have to come over and implement it. You’ll have to become minorities director and then I will arrange things in the Cabinet so that this is the way it will be done.’

The establishment of ACOM as a technical-scientific committee also formed an important factor in terms of generating positive feedback regarding a break with established structures. Whereas advisory bodies for research programming generally involved tripartite bodies in which target groups, scientific experts and government were represented, in this case, the responsibilities of these three actors were clearly separated (Entzinger 1981). In this context, Penninx argues that ‘this choice is not derived from experience with research programming but is rather a consequence of a choice for separated responsibilities in the development and implementation of [...] policy’ (1988b: 26). This political choice – not to involve ethnic expertise in the technical-scientific ACOM – was related to a certain cynicism concerning the ethnic expertise that these welfare organisations claimed to represent. As previously noted, these organisations mainly consisted of native Dutchmen who represented the interests of migrants, the so-called zaakwaarnemers. Their expertise was criticised by some as ‘white expertise’ rather than ‘ethnic expertise’ (Choenni 1987). In the 1979 WRR report, as well as in the 1980 reply memorandum, critical remarks were made about the need to enhance the representation of migrant organisations.

At the same time, welfare organisations opposed the plans for a technical-scientific ACOM. They put forward practical objections, such as the fact that they had hardly been consulted in the process of establishing ACOM, but also more substantial objections, particularly that ACOM would mainly represent ‘white expertise’ in contrast to the welfare organisations able to draw upon the ‘ethnic expertise’ of immigrant groups. Furthermore, they protested that the establishment of ACOM undermined the position of their organisations, which had traditionally had an important role in differentialist policies (Van Putten 1990: 360). In 1980, when a ‘research programming cycle’ was set up, minorities organisations were given an advisory role, alongside ACOM. This cycle entailed, firstly, that ACOM and minorities organisations advise on research programming; secondly, that the Interdepartmental Committee on Minorities Research would formulate a draft research programme; thirdly, that the minister ask minorities organisations and ACOM for comments on this research programme; and finally, that the government establish the research programme (Penninx 1988b: 26). In practice, their influence on research programmes was rather limited.
4.3.2 The technocracy of multiculturalism

The technocratic research-policy nexus involved a structural symbiosis between specific research and policy actors that created a powerful actor constellation in favour of a frameshift. But why did this involve a frameshift from differentialism to multiculturalism? Put another way, why did this technocratic symbiosis produce the multicultural model for which the Netherlands would become famous?

The minorities paradigm in research framing

The technocratic boundary configuration and the active role played by ACOM and WRR in this configuration, appears to have contributed to a paradigmatic status of one particular problem frame in immigrant integration research. ACOM’s central position, which was reinforced by this technocratic symbiosis, had significant influence on problem framing in immigrant integration research. This relates to ACOM’s influence on research programming, its central position in terms of government and also its exclusive position within this research field. In this context, Penninx (1988b: 37) refers to critiques of ACOM: ‘in some circles of researchers ACOM was seen as a biased group of advisors that function as gatekeepers to [...] research funding and attributed no or insufficient attention to specific subjects or disciplines’ (1988b: 37).

There are indications that in the late 1970s one frame became dominant, the so-called minorities paradigm, with its heavy-handed multiculturalist approach (Rath 1991). This paradigm framed immigrant integration in terms of the emancipation of ethnic or cultural minorities in social-economic and social-cultural domains by means of a group-specific approach, as well as within the normative perspective of transforming society as a whole into a multi-ethnic society. Rath (2001: 152), following Bovenkerk (1984: 35), observes how

the development of political-economic theory on guest workers in the Netherlands was interrupted quite suddenly, precisely at the moment that the state incorporated researchers into the bureaucratic apparatus and initiated wide-scale funding for politically relevant research.

This is especially striking because of a strong presence of the critical tradition in this field until the 1970s (as evident in the careers of, for instance, Penninx) and also because of the importance of Marxist perspectives in other countries, most notoriously in the UK (Miles 1987). However, this form of race-critical research would prove to be short-lived in the Netherlands (Essed & Nimako 2006). As a result, the development of a
technocratic nexus between immigrant integration research and policy coincided with the disappearance of specific knowledge claims.

Researchers claim that ACOM significantly affected immigrant research in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Penninx (1988b: 35) concludes that ‘the influence of ACOM in its first phase of existence has been very significant’. Nearly all of the projects that ACOM proposed in its first report to government, the ‘Minorities research advice’ (1979), were eventually implemented with government funding. Entzinger (1981: 116), then ACOM secretary, concluded that the function of this advice, to ‘stimulate research to attribute more attention to the issue of immigrant integration’, ‘has certainly succeeded’. ACOM would have been ‘overwhelmed’ with research proposals and claims on particular research themes, while ‘the principles, design and goals of the ‘Minorities research advice’ were rarely or never subject of discussion’ (ibid.). Entzinger adds that this lack of debate around the ACOM report may have been caused by researchers’ fear of criticising the organisation that would later advise government on whether or not to allocate funding to specific research programmes. Given this relationship, any criticism of ACOM could be detrimental (ibid.: 117).

The logic of minorities in policy framing
The technocratic boundary configuration seems to have contributed to a dominant logic of problem framing in the field of policymaking. A predominantly multiculturalist problem frame emerged in this field. This involved an emphasis on minorities as the main object of policy. Not only were research actors, such as ACOM and WRR, heavily focused on minorities, but CRM and the Minorities Policy Directorate had a minority focus, too. Although they framed immigrant integration using the normative perspective of Dutch society becoming a multi-ethnic society, the focus was more on minorities as policy objects than considering society at large. By shaping a structural symbiosis between a specific network of actors that shared this primary focus on cultural or ethnic minorities, the technocratic boundary configuration divorced the debate about ethnic minorities from larger debates about the transformation of Dutch society into a multi-ethnic society. It seems to have reinforced the logic of minorities in the framing of immigrant integration policy.

This logic of minorities surfaced within a certain reluctance, if not taboo, though with a clear idea of relating immigrant integration to broader social issues, such as national identity and social cohesion (Tinnemans 1994: 256). The sociologist Vuijsje (1986) attributes this reticence to a post-war sensitivity about discussing ethnic differences. The legacy of World War II created what Vuijsje describes as a vermoorde onschuld (‘murdered innocence’) in dealing with ‘weak’ minorities and with cultural differences. At that time, discussing ethnic differences in relation to their influence on native society led all too easily to accusations of discrimination, racism or
fascism (Tinnemans 1994: 253). The consequence of this was the emergence of a political correctness in dealing with minorities that was to persist for a considerable period (Werdmölder 2003).

This reluctance was reinforced by growing concern about the extreme right and the alleged rise of racism in Dutch society, which appeared to be fostering a strong anti-racist movement in Dutch society and politics. Furthermore, it promoted a particular sensitivity for issues that revealed discrimination, racism or fascism, concepts that were often used interchangeably. A case in point involves public statements made by Couwenberg (1982), a professor of constitutional law, who posed the question: ‘How many foreigners can a European cultural people bear without losing its identity?’ In this context, he called for a restrictive migration policy in the interest of national demographic and cultural politics, arguing that similar claims made by those such as the extreme right of the Centre Party at least be considered legitimate. These statements triggered broad indignation, leading to accusations that Couwenberg was in fact racist and fascist.

In sum, the technocratic symbiosis contributed to the development of a minorities paradigm in immigrant integration research. In the same period that ACOM and WRR played an active role in shaping the technocratic boundary configuration, this paradigm rose to a hegemonic status while other paradigms (such as critical Marxist and nationalist frames) fell into disuse. Furthermore, it contributed to the consideration of minorities in policy framing. It confined policy development to a limited network of actors that shared a specific focus on minorities and also advocated a specific approach to minorities. Consequently, it divorced the issue of how to achieve the integration of minorities from the larger issue of the transformation of society into a multi-ethnic society. In fact, there seems to have been a certain reluctance, if not taboo, in linking ethnic differences to broader national issues.

4.3.3 Technocracy and frame reflection?

Thus, the technocratic research-policy nexus contributed to both the structural and substantive conditions that gave rise to a multicultural model in Dutch immigrant integration policy and research. Yet, did it also contribute to critical reflection on this model? For example, did research-policy dialogues actually involve critical reflection about this model in comparison with alternatives; or did the nexus push this model in different ways?

Technocratic opportunities and constraints for frame reflection

The technocratic boundary configuration offered some structural opportunities, as well as constraints for a critical dialogue between research and policy. Firstly, it contributed to opening up a first form of debate between
research and policy on immigrant integration. The boundary work of speci-
fic actors played an important role in breaking the iron triangles that held
on to a differentialist approach. The positivism and missionary boundary
work of certain policy actors (CRM, Molleman) in combination with an
engagement in the position of minorities and the involvement of certain re-
search actors (ACOM, WRR) in policy development, created a structural
symbiosis between the actors that advocated a different, more multicultur-
alist approach to immigrant integration. As a result, this technocratic sym-
biosis became a source of positive feedback on the positions of these actors
in their fields. However, the symbiosis also imposed a new constraint on
the dialogue between research and policy, as it limited it to the small group
of actors involved in the structural symbiosis. For instance, it excluded
welfare and migrant organisations, keeping this issue out of open political
debate and also seeming to have limited the openness of debate on the re-
search side of the nexus.

Secondly, technocracy contributed to the development of an alternative
multiculturalist frame alongside the prevailing differentialist approach. Yet,
it simultaneously contributed to the exclusion of other frames. For specific
actors, namely CRM and Molleman’s directorate, technocracy provided a
way of developing an alternative and scientifically legitimate frame that
would evade the sensitivity, or even taboos, arising from concerns about
the politicisation of this issue. The confrontation between research actors
involved in the development of the new multiculturalist frame and those
actors that advocated the differentialist approach also led to the articulation
of these two models. This was manifest in, for instance, ACOM’s and
WRR’s reports, which clearly addressed the level of problem framing, but
also in influential publications such as Van Amersfoort’s study (1974), an
article by Entzinger (1975) about norms versus facts of not being an immi-
gration country and a study by Bovenkerk (1974b) expressing doubts about
return migration. At the same time, technocracy also contributed to the ex-
clusion of alternative models, such as Marxist frames in research and na-
tionalist (extreme-right) frames in politics and combinations of multicultur-
alist and differentialist frames as advocated by welfare organisations.

Thirdly, and closely related to the second point of selective inclusion
and exclusion of frames, is that the technocratic boundary configuration
does not appear to have contributed to critical reflection about problem
framing. In fact, it seems to have been designed as a strategy for getting
the multiculturalist frame on the agenda. Both ACOM and WRR were or-
iented towards ongoing policy developments in order to advocate one spe-
cific (multiculturalist with universalist traits) approach. They made no
attempts to foster critical reflection about problem frames; instead, they sti-
mulated diffusion and elaboration of a particular multiculturalist frame. In
fact, this analysis has shown that both organisations took this problem
frame as a starting point for their involvement in this domain rather than as
an outcome of reflection. This absence of interest in reflection about alter-
native frames was also manifest in the practices of policy actors such as
CRM and Molleman’s Minorities Policy Directorate. Both institutions re-
garded research as a means (i.e. CRM) of convincing other actors of the
need for a more multiculturalist policy approach, or as the source (i.e.
Molleman) of practical knowledge and expertise required for developing
such a multiculturalist policy approach. Thus, the actors involved in the
technocratic symbiosis between research and policy took a multiculturalist
frame for granted rather than recognising that they had encouraged critical
dialogues about this and other alternative frames.

Fourthly, instead of a pragmatic willingness by actors to adopt their
frames in response to reflection, there was a certain reluctance, sensitivity
even, in both research and policy to discuss their multiculturalist frames
critically. On one hand, there was a social engagement in immigrant inte-
gration research with the position of minorities. This was not only ex-
pressed in a methodological preference for field research but also in an
ethos that urged researchers to put themselves in the shoes of the migrants,
with the distinct aim of contributing to an improvement in their position.
On the other hand, there were also important normative facets in immigrant
integration policymaking that hampered a pragmatic attitude towards pro-
blem framing. This created reluctance to discuss ethnic differences vis-à-
vis broader societal developments.

Finally, technocracy did generate trust within a relatively small network
of actors involved in the technocratic symbiosis. However, the other side
of the coin seems to have been a distrust of other actors. This included a
suspiciousness towards welfare organisations with questionable representa-
 tion as well as a general distrust of extreme-right parties and politics, with
whom potential conflicts could unfold, thus threatening the development of
a rational, consistent approach to immigrant integration.

**A moment of reflection?**
The role of the technocratic boundary configuration in generating dialogue
between research and policy seems to have been rather limited. It was not
designed to stimulate critical reflection about problem framing but rather,
to generate a structural symbiosis between actors that advocated a multicult-
uralist framing. To the extent that frame reflection did take place, it pri-
marily involved a confrontation between this multiculturalist approach with
the prevailing differentialist model, rather than a systematic analysis of var-
ious alternative frames.

Thus, the technocratic boundary configuration was designed to establish
the multiculturalist-with-universalist-traits frame rather than to promote cri-
tical frame reflection. The 1979 WRR report seems to have played a key
role in getting this frame accepted. It provided a synthesis of available
knowledge and expertise through coordination with ACOM and others.
Furthermore, it served as a direct precursor to the reply memorandum, the first to elaborate policy contours, and the final minorities memorandum. This, then, justifies a closer look at whether frame reflection did play a more prominent role within WRR.

Throughout the course of developing the 1979 WRR report, a small but important frameshift was taking place. First drafts of the WRR report adopted a problem frame that was predominantly multiculturalist, or as one of its authors names it, ‘interactionist’. This concerned references in the report to the Netherlands as an ‘open, multi-ethnic society’ and a discussion of mutual adaptation between minorities and natives. In later drafts, references were added to define the limits of such an interactionist approach. For instance, there were passages on ‘elements of other cultures where no or almost no compromise with Western possibility is possible’ and those that ‘leave no other possibility than to defend the achievements of our culture against contending claims’, and about ‘the need and space for many adaptations in laws and regulations at government and private institutes to the situation of a multi-ethnic society, without affecting the cultural achievements of our society’ (WRR 1979: XXII).

These revisions were a product of a debate within WRR about the interactionist/multiculturalist frame formulated in the first drafts. The author of those sections of the first drafts relating to Dutch society and cultural diversity advocated a perspective that allowed for open interaction between minorities and natives, without the latter exploiting its dominant position to enforce cultural assimilation. Thus, this author, a staff member, raised concerns about the asymmetrical relationship between minorities and natives and called for the kind of open, multi-ethnic society that would allow such interaction.

At the same time, several council members raised doubts about an interactionist perspective. In particular, they expressed concerns about the relation between cultural diversity and the rule of law. They argued that the rule of law contained codifications for cultural achievements with which one could not interfere. For example, one council member worried about the compatibility of Islam with the rule of law and the conflicting values and norms that could arise in this context.

This posed a dilemma for the chairman of the project group: ‘either the council chooses for interaction based on equality with unlimited involvement of both sides, or the council argues that clashes can occur between the own culture and potential dangers of minority cultures’. The conflicting two perspectives also involved an issue of internal hierarchy. Although the council formally decides upon the texts of reports, the staff members who regularly do most of the writing are also given an important voice. Despite a majority view in the council, the staff member who had fulfilled an important task in writing the drafts continued to resist a text that would stress the ‘potential dangers of minority cultures’. In fact, he threatened to
leave the project, believing that the emphasis on ‘the protection of the own cultural achievements […] too strongly suggests […] that the Dutch majority is with its back against the wall […] while in fact we have a dominant position’.92

The chairman (of both the WRR Council and of this particular project group) played an important role in resolving the internal controversy. It was important for WRR to present its report unanimously to the outside world. Failure to do so would call its authority into question. As a result, the chairman took charge of re-editing the draft texts and attempted to develop compromises that would draw the involved actors back into the project. While references to possible cultural clashes were inserted into the draft texts, they were formulated conditionally. The new wording avoided assumptions regarding the danger of minority cultures, suggesting instead that if such dangers or conflicts were to emerge, the cultural achievements of Dutch society would have to be defended.

After several interruptions […], the chairman argued that it would be best if he took over. He then devised formulas that would be agreeable to the two opponents, leading to several magical formulas. [For instance,] in those cases of confrontation where, in practice, no comprise is possible, no other option is available other than to defend the achievements of our culture against opposing claims. (xxii)

The passage above is very conditionally formulated; if this extreme case occurs, then […]. So, the incompatibility of cultures was not formulated as the normal situation, but in a more conditional way.93

Despite the ferocity of this conflict and the role that hierarchy played in it, the clash constituted a crucial moment to allow for critical reflection regarding the frame for a minorities policy. The multiculturalist frame that had emerged in research and policy received criticism concerning its supposedly cultural relativist traits. This issue also sparked fierce controversy within WRR’s back office. Risk of politicisation and taboos in public debate notwithstanding, WRR provided an ideal context for confronting this frame with alternatives. It provided a more pragmatic setting for adapting the problem framing as necessary. Within WRR, the multiculturalist frame that had emerged among specific research and policy actors in the preceding decade was critically reflected upon, adapted in terms of those elements that critics found too relativist and formulated into a policy frame for a minorities policy. This critical debate on the level of problem framing was to have an important effect on the policy changes to come. In fact, the government eventually adopted references made in the WRR report to cases where compromises would be impossible, choosing to reflect, in particular, the position of the individual in the policy.94
4.4 Conclusion

Research-policy dialogues clearly played a key role in the construction of the Dutch multicultural model of immigrant integration in the late 1970s and early 1980s. This was a formative period for both policy and research in this domain. For the first time, the government recognised the permanent status of immigrants, while researchers showed increasing interest in the social position of these minorities. A technocratic research-policy nexus allowed for significant co-evolution of developments in both fields during this formative period. In fact, the ethnic minorities policy of the 1980s was founded directly on reports and studies by WRR and ACOM. At the same time, the pronounced policy orientation of researchers also contributed to a dominant position of the so-called ‘minorities paradigm’ in the field of research. This co-evolution brought an end to the initial multiplicity of frames of immigrant integration and created a powerful institutional framework for a dominant multicultural frame.

The technocratic research-policy nexus was the product of strongly convergent patterns of boundary work in the fields of research and policymaking. Reflected was the then widely shared belief in rational societal steering, as manifest in many areas of social policy, and the broader tendency of social scientists to be policy-oriented. An important factor in this domain was that WRR was an institutional given, providing science-based advice to policymaking.

However, there are also important factors that account for the construction of a technocratic nexus in this specific domain. On one hand, policymakers not only believed that this problem could be resolved in a rational manner within a decade or so with the help of social scientists, but they also strained to depoliticise the topic. This was manifest in CRM’s missionary boundary work, which mobilised research in an effort to raise support for the development of a minorities policy, and the positivist boundary work of the Minorities Policy Directorate, which endeavoured to define immigrant integration as a non-political issue that had to be developed on the basis of rational insights from independent research. On the other hand, researchers involved in this nascent field felt a strong sense of societal engagement with the position of minorities, something influenced by the dominant anthropological tradition in this field. This clearly applied to ACOM, which stressed the societal function of research, as well as to WRR, which worked hard to prove its societal and political function in this period. However, the technocratic nexus implied that other sorts of expertise, i.e. ‘ethnic expertise’, would become less influential. This is a marked contrast with other areas of social policy, where tripartite organisations often played an important role involving researchers and policymakers, as well as group representatives.
The technocratic nexus contributed to the rise of the multicultural model in a very particular way. It created a structural symbiosis between specific actors who were advocating a multiculturalist, rather than differentialist, frame. In this way, it generated positive feedback regarding frameshifting in research and policy. It did this by strengthening the position of certain actors involved in this symbiosis (ACOM, WRR, CRM, Minorities Directorate) and weakening that of others (Department of Social Affairs, welfare organisations). Furthermore, the symbiotic relationship between a relatively small network of actors enabled combined focus on what these actors considered to be specific to minorities – their ethnic and cultural status. This created what can be described as the ‘logic of minorities’ in problem framing, contributing specifically to the rise of a multiculturalist frame.

However, the technocratic research-policy nexus does not seem to have been designed to promote a critical dialogue between research and policy at the level of problem framing. It offered some opportunities for frame reflection, in part by breaking open the iron triangles that had formed around the differentialist approach of the 1970s. At the same time, however, it limited the debate to a select set of actors, excluded possible alternative frames, took the multiculturalist frame as a starting point rather than as an object of reflection, limited pragmatism because of the sensitivities of the issue and limited trust to a select group of actors. The nexus, then, was a product of strategies designed to reinforce the structural positions of actors with a multiculturalist problem frame. Thus, the research-policy nexus in this period clearly enjoyed an important structural meaning in research and policy frameshifts, though not in a way involving critical frame reflection. The rise of the multicultural model was the outcome of strongly convergent forces in research and policy – forces that supported depoliticisation and the logic of minorities in problem framing, rather than opening reflection on various frames.
5 Enlightenment and the rise of universalism
(1989-1994)

The multiculturalist approach that had been developed in the early 1980s remained the cornerstone of formal Dutch policies throughout the decade. This is the period for which the Dutch approach would become so internationally known as a representative of the multicultural model, although Dutch policies were rarely phrased in terms of ‘multiculturalism’. In the 1980s, the ethnic minorities policy was institutionalised and many of its elements implemented. Even though many areas of social policy in the Netherlands were reformed during this decade due to economic depression and a stringent politics of welfare state retrenchment, for a long time the domain was relatively unaffected. In addition, immigrant integration research thrived during this period, with ACOM maintaining its central position on the research-policy nexus and an ever larger network of researchers becoming involved in this field. Immigrant integration research had evolved into a vast industry.

However, a shift in formal policy discourse did take place in the early 1990s, with the development of the integration policy, which had distinct universalist traits. Moreover, the dominance of the minorities paradigm became challenged by the end of the 1980s. In this chapter, we will see that pressure for policy change started to build during the late 1980s, though a formal policy change took place only years later. In the early 1990s, the famous Dutch multicultural model was replaced in official policy discourse by a more universalist approach that phrased immigrant integration in terms of ‘integration’ and ‘citizenship’ rather than emancipation. It labelled immigrants as a single category of individuals (‘allochthonous’) rather than as ethnic or cultural groups (‘minorities’). Furthermore, it chose to explain immigrant integration in terms of the social-economic participation of migrants instead of the social-cultural emancipation of minorities. In sum, a liberal-egalitarian perspective came to override any normative focus on multiculturalism.

This frameshift challenged the established research-policy nexus. However, it also presents a very interesting case for how research and advisory bodies can provide a venue for putting new ideas on the agenda. In the depoliticised setting of the 1980s, it was a second report from WRR that would provide an alternative to the multicultural model on the agenda. The main focus in this chapter will be to analyse the configuration of
research-policy relations in this period and reconstruct the role of research-policy dialogues in the turn away from the traditional Dutch multicultural model.

5.1 The turn towards universalism

The first step is to picture the players, the playing field and the societal context in which the frameshift from multiculturalism to universalism occurred. It will become evident that new actors with other frames were gradually emerging, beyond the structural symbiosis that had supported the multicultural model in the 1980s.

5.1.1 Context: Ongoing immigration and welfare state retrenchment

The frameshift towards universalism involved a break from the 1980s’ relative stability in immigrant integration policies. This equilibrium was sustained by the structural symbiosis between research and policy, as analysed in the previous chapter, which effectively established a structure-induced subsystem that was relatively insulated from external developments (Timmermans & Scholten 2006).

However, various contextual developments eventually contributed to a disturbance of this structure-induced equilibrium. First, an economic recession during the 1980s led to a surge of unemployment in the society at large and among immigrants in particular. Migrants were especially vulnerable to economic decline and were hit hard by the reform of the labour intensive sectors in which they were often employed. Whereas unemployment had been relatively low in the 1970s, especially among foreign workers, it skyrocketed in the early 1980s. In 1984, the level of unemployment among Moroccans and Turks was about double the unemployment among native Dutch (35.5 per cent and 38.8 per cent, respectively) (Koolen & Tempelman 2003: 53). In 1987, the differences in unemployment levels had become starker: 13 per cent for natives, 27 per cent for Surinamese and no less than 42 per cent and 44 per cent for Moroccans and Turks, respectively. In addition, the position of migrants in the educational sphere appeared to lag behind that of the population at large. This included a relatively low level of education, low educational participation and high levels of school dropout (WRR 1989: 139-141).

From the 1980s onwards, successive governments conducted a politics of retrenchment in various policy areas. Retrenchment politics was deemed necessary to maintain the viability of the welfare state. This involved a so-called ‘no-nonsense politics’ aimed at cutting back welfare spending by changing welfare state facilities (cutting back on social benefits, restricting access to social benefits) and prioritising employment (putting work before
A ‘regulated liberalisation’ of the welfare state took place at this time, involving a recalibration of the division of responsibilities between state, civil society and individuals (Van der Veen & Trommel 1999). Gradually, welfare responsibilities shifted from the state towards the individual or the market. The level of unemployment decreased during the 1980s, but stagnated towards the end of the decade at just below 14 per cent. It remained especially high for immigrants in the second half of the 1980s (Koolen & Tempelman 2003: 73).

The ongoing influx of migrants during the 1980s – and particularly, continued family migration in the form of family reunion and family formation – frustrated the expectation that immigration could be effectively brought to a halt while integrating those minorities that had settled in the Netherlands. Furthermore, asylum migration in the second half of the 1980s shot up (VWJ 2004: 244). In previous decades, asylum migration had taken place on a relatively small scale and mainly within Europe. Now, the waves of asylees included various ‘new’ groups from Sri Lanka (Tamils), Ghana, Somalia, Iraq, Iran, Ethiopia and Afghanistan. As a result of both family and asylum migration, a positive migration balance in the Netherlands remained throughout the decade – from a positive migration balance of 53,000 in 1980, numbers decreased to 24,000 in 1985 only to rise again to 60,000 in 1990. Moreover, the number of immigrants or ‘allochthonous’ – defined as persons either born outside of the Netherlands or who have at least one parent not born in the Netherlands – rose from 1.3 million (9.9 per cent of the total population) to 2.1 million (14.2 per cent of total population) between 1975 and the 1990s. This meant minority groups that had been formally recognised as policy targets grew significantly larger: figures for 1990 show 237,000 Surinamese, 206,000 Turks and 168,000 Moroccans living in the Netherlands (Martinez & Groeneveld in VWJ 2004). These groups also became increasingly diverse in terms of differentiation between first- and second-generation migrants. It is also important to note that asylum migration led to the arrival of ‘new’ immigrants who were not recognised as ‘minorities’ in the minorities policy and who received little attention from researchers.

In response to these developments and particularly to the signs of stagnation in the social-economic position of minorities, the government expressed doubts about whether the current approach was sustainable. An advisory request was issued to WRR for a new report on immigrant integration, which was published in 1989 (WRR 1989). This report is generally seen as a turning point in both policy developments (Blok 2004a; Entzinger 2006; Penninx 2005) and research developments during this period (Engbersen & Gabriëls 1995b; Timmermans & Scholten 2006). WRR advised the government to develop an integration policy that would focus more on the social-economic activation of individual migrants.
As the reply memorandum to this report indicates, the government did not immediately adopt this new perspective. However, it did mark a shift in public and political discourse on immigrant integration (Fermin 1997: 82). This shift in discourse was contested by some of the actors that were involved in the structure-induced equilibrium of the multiculturalist approach. Molleman, director of the Minorities Policy Directorate until 1990, reported to the media that he had ‘doubts whether a fundamentally new policy approach was needed’. He claimed that although the minorities policy may not have been entirely successful, it could also not be dismissed as a failure: ‘Policy has not failed; it has only not yet succeeded’. Molleman also objected to plans for budget cuts to the minorities policy. He claimed that, especially in bad economic times, efforts made to achieve the integration of these groups should not be diminished. In addition, Penninx, a civil servant at CRM and an ACOM observer, wrote a number of journal and newspaper articles in which he referred to the criticism of the multiculturalist policy approach as ‘democratic impatience’. He made the point that the effects of this approach would take considerable time to pay off (Vermeulen & Penninx 1994). ACOM also rejected claims that a different policy approach was necessary. This is illustrated by a response it published in the 1989 WRR report whereby it discarded the claim that the policy had failed (ACOM 1989). Migrant organisations also criticised the new mode of discourse, sometimes using terms such as ‘forced integration’ or ‘hidden assimilation’ (Blok 2004a: 116-117).

However, the minorities policy gradually shifted from a specific approach on minorities to an intensification of general policies and, in particular, (mainly social-economic) policy domains such as labour and education (Fermin 1997: 82). Reflecting a more general trend towards decentralisation, municipalities came to have greater power. Due to this functional and territorial decentralisation, the coordinating task of the Department of Home Affairs grew weak (Molleman 2003). One of its most important means for policy coordination was orchestrating research and monitoring policy efforts and effects in various areas. In this respect, it cooperated closely with the SCP, which would become an important provider of regular minorities reports containing data on the social-economic status of migrants.

In the early 1990s, immigrant integration became an increasingly central issue in both public and political debate. In 1990, Prime Minister Lubbers openly expressed his disappointment with the effects of the minorities policy and called for a more activating approach to immigrant integration. Furthermore, following political statements by leader of the main opposition party Bolkestein, a broad national minorities debate emerged in 1992. This debate played out in the media (Mariën 1992), in politics (Koolen 2003: 27) and in several conferences organised by the Minister of Home Affairs. It drew attention to social-cultural issues of immigration and to
concerns about social cohesion. In response to this debate, experts Entzinger and Van der Zwan wrote an advisory report to government that elaborated plans for civic integration programmes for newcomers to Dutch society. These were the same plans that had already been raised in the 1989 WRR report (Van der Zwan & Entzinger 1992). Civic integration programmes would become an important facet of policy in the 1990s and their focus on all migrants instead of specific minorities, as well as on the social-economic proficiencies of migrants rather than their social-cultural status, clearly indicated a shift towards universalism.

In response to the gradual changes that had taken place in the preceding period, Parliament called for a ‘recalibration’ of the contours of government policy to replace the minorities memorandum. To achieve this, a contours memorandum on the integration of ethnic minorities was presented by the Department of Home Affairs in 1994. As observed in chapter 4, this memorandum marked the shift from the multiculturalist (with universalist traits) minorities policy towards a more universalist integration policy. As for research, this period also marked the evolution of a more universalist ‘integration paradigm’ alongside the multiculturalist ‘minorities paradigm’. WRR and SCP seem to have been especially pivotal in this respect. ACOM, however, was discontinued in 1992.

To recap, various research and policy actors contributed to this frame-shift. In research, this included WRR, which published a second report on immigrant integration, SCP as a data provider, experts Van der Zwan and Entzinger who published a report in response to the national minorities debate as well as ACOM, which appears to have lost its central position in this period. In policy, this included the Department of Home Affairs, which remained the coordinating body even though its role changed during this period, as well as political actors who became more involved in policy-making at the time.

5.1.2 Established nexus: The Department of Home Affairs and ACOM

The shift towards a more universalist frame of integration took place in a setting already featuring an institutionalised research-policy nexus. The technocratic symbiosis of the 1980s formed an important part of the decade’s strongly centralised and unitary structure for policy coordination (Guiraudon 2000b: 131-134), which was reinforced by the co-optation of ethnic elites. While the responsibility of welfare organisations was increasingly marginalised, the role of immigrant self-organisations had become more structural, especially when the National Advisory and Consultation Structure for Minorities (Landelijk Advies en Overleg Orgaan voor Minderheden, LAO) was established in 1984. In order to appreciate the setting of actors in research-policy relations, it is first necessary to sketch the positions and frames that were developed at the time.
The Department of Home Affairs

The Department of Home Affairs – more precisely, the Minorities Policy Directorate within it – was responsible for the interdepartmental coordination of minorities policy during the 1980s. Headed by Molleman, it initially held a distinct coordinating position and often undertook new policy initiatives, even when they were to be implemented by other policy departments. However, this task grew problematic in the 1980s, as various policy departments claimed more and more autonomy. In fact, during the second half of the decade, the department became subject to growing political pressure (Koolen 2003: 25), as a result gradually shifting from a stance of strong to weak policy coordination (Molleman 2003). This meant that instead of initiating policy programmes across areas, it was now constantly searching for new ways to convince other departments to accept specific policy measures. This change in its structural placement was also illustrated by renaming the directorate the Directory for the Countours of the Minorities Policy. In the contours memorandum of 1994, policy coordination was defined as the ‘shared responsibility’ of national and local governments, and it was stressed ‘that the centre of gravity in the realisation and implementation of policy lies mainly with the municipalities’.

The weaker coordinating role held by the Minorities Policy Directorate reflected a broader structural trend of territorial and functional decentralisation. At this time, the government conducted a politics of retrenchment in various areas, including immigrant integration and welfare state policies. Also clearly affected was the centralised and unitary structure of the minorities policy, which was increasingly delegated to sector departments, as well as to local governments. The department’s loss of power was one reason Molleman resigned as director of the Minorities Policy Directorate in 1990 (just after publication of the reply memorandum to the WRR report from that year).

In addition to change in the department’s leadership, a different problem framing was also adopted in this period. It shifted from a multiculturalist-with-universalist-traits frame to a more universalist one, as demonstrated by two documents: the reply memorandum to the 1989 WRR report on ‘Allochthonous policy’ (1990) and, to a greater degree, a new memorandum developed by this department on the coordination of the integration policy, the contours memorandum on the integration of ethnic minorities (1994).

The reply memorandum was written by the Interdepartmental Committee for the Minorities Policy, chaired by the Department of Home Affairs, on behalf of the government coalition that was established in 1990. Not only did it signal this department’s status at the time, but also the changing political views on immigrant integration that were attached to it. The reply memorandum maintained the original policy contours set by the 1983 minorities memorandum (Fermin 1997: 194). It contained, for
instance, the social classification of immigrants as ‘minorities’ and focused specifically on a number of selected minorities, with the understanding that ‘Dutch government carried a special responsibility for the admission of these groups or groups that were connected with the Netherlands through the colonial past’. Furthermore, it argued that the minorities concept was ‘internationally accepted and referring to fundamental principles of democratic law, especially concerning the principle of respecting minorities’ (ibid.). It also stated that measures aimed at the institutionalisation of cultural differences, such as language classes for immigrants and the Advisory and Consultation Council for Minorities, were to be maintained.

However, the memorandum also showed signs of a minor shift towards a more universalist approach. It reiterated the demand for, as the slogan went: ‘General policy wherever possible, specific or categorical policy where necessary’. In this respect, it proposed measures for functional and territorial decentralisation, including in the context of the politics of social renewal in this period. It concentrated more on social-economic concerns such as education and labour.

Integration does not conflict with identity; it adds a dimension to it, [...] only those who speak the Dutch language sufficiently, who have completed an adequate occupational education and who have learned to stand firm in a hard and competitive society, can effectively participate while retaining one’s own identity.

The government adopted WRR’s recommendation to develop additional facilities for newcomers to acquire the necessary educational basis for participation in the labour market and in Dutch society at large. Furthermore, it embraced WRR’s suggestions for an Equal Treatment and Equal Employment Act and also the recommendation to create a legal basis for dual nationality.

The fact that the Minorities Policy Directorate wrote the contours memorandum provides a direct indication of the changing problem frame within the Department of Home Affairs. In the memorandum, the name of the minorities policy was changed to the integration policy. In terms of the concept of integration, the memorandum suggested that it would be ‘better that the social integration of minority groups, and persons belonging to these groups is a mutual process of acceptation’. It also adopted a more liberal-egalitarian perspective on immigrant integration by stressing the individual obligations of migrants for their integration, stating that:

on all members of ethnic minorities that stay permanently in the Netherlands [...] lies the individual obligation to participate in education and the labour market and also the obligation to make efforts
to learn the Dutch language and to acquire basic knowledge of Dutch society.\textsuperscript{23} 

More so than the reply memorandum of 1990, the contours memorandum diminished forms of institutionalised pluralism, for instance, by depriving the LAO of its advisory function. This arose out of fear that such a function would interfere too much with its consultative task and that it would result in a form of relative privilege for ethnic minorities over other groups in society (Blok 2004a:494).

\textit{Advisory Committee on Minorities Research (ACOM)}

ACOM’s central position in the established research-policy nexus solidified in the early 1980s and lasted throughout the decade. Its formal mandate was broadened from advising CRM to providing advice on minorities research to the government as a whole. During this era, it was formally associated with the Department of Home Affairs (Van Putten 1990: 362). However, ACOM’s existence was subject to an establishment regulation for a set period. This timeframe had to be regularly renewed (standardly once every four years) in order for ACOM to continue. In 1984, the latest extension led to debates about whether to discontinue ACOM, in the context of a larger restructuring of government advisory bodies (ibid.: 363). The Minorities Policy Directorate strongly opposed a discontinuation, illustrating the strength of the established research-policy nexus in this period.\textsuperscript{24}

During the early part of the decade, ACOM’s influence on research programming was very significant. Penninx, then working at CRM and acting as an observer to ACOM, even concluded that almost all of the projects suggested in ACOM’s 1979 ‘Minorities research advice’ had been adopted by the government several years later (Penninx 1988b: 35). Furthermore, ACOM would also have significant indirect effects on this research field at large, ‘because of the infrastructural work of ACOM and the coordinating role of its secretariat’ (ibid.: 37). Without doubt, ACOM had enormous influence on the development of the immigrant integration research field.

ACOM also maintained a multiculturalist problem framing during the 1980s. This meant that its advice often contained a specific focus on minority groups, with particular attention to issues such as the social-economic status of migrants; deprivation (due to, for example, discrimination); participation, emancipation and culture; problem accumulation; and women, youth and the elderly (ibid.: 32). These were also the topics of government research programming, which ACOM regularly advised be consolidated. ACOM’s influence on government research programming included drawing attention to issues of discrimination, as manifested in key advice from ACOM in the 1980s. It took the form of ‘A fair chance’, a report by
Bovenkerk (1987) on positive labour market measures for stimulating migrant participation by forcing obligatory measures on employers.

ACOM’s lead changed during the second half of the 1980s. Penninx (1992) and Van Putten (1990) relate the decline of this body to the institutionalisation of the minorities policy in that period, which diminished the demand for the type of expertise ACOM could provide and upped demand for more evaluative research. Penninx (1988b: 36) observes how although some ACOM reports on policy developments were very influential, others remained largely ignored. In 1987, significant changes took place (Van Putten 1990: 365): Köbben resigned as ACOM chair to be replaced by Bovenkerk, and Van Amersfoort left the committee. At the same time, various new researchers joined, including several from minority groups.

In 1992, the Department of Home Affairs chose not to extend the mandate of ACOM and the body was discontinued. It was succeeded by a Temporary Scientific Committee for the Minorities Policy (Tijdelijke Wetenschappelijke Commissie Minderhedenbeleid, TWCM), though TWCM differed significantly from ACOM in a number of respects. Firstly, it was not, like ACOM was, a technical-scientific committee; instead, it was bipartite, consisting of researchers and policymakers. Secondly, it was primarily intended to further the translation of existing research and expertise for the purposes of policy practice. TWCM was dissolved in 1996.

Migrant self-organisations

Last but not least, the centralised and unitary structure in this issue domain during the 1980s also involved migrant self-organisations. The importance of welfare organisations, or so-called zaakwaarnemers, diminished in the early part of the decade to be replaced by a new structure of migrant self-organisations. Formed in 1984, the LAO served in an advisory capacity concerning policy formulation at the Department of Home Affairs and held a consulting role in obtaining insights for government from and about minorities. These organisations were also involved in providing advice on research programming, which had become fiercely contested by the end of the 1980s. However, their influence on research programming seems to have been rather limited.

These organisations maintained the multiculturalist frame that formed the basis for the policy and research structure in this period. For instance, in a joint response with the LAO to the government’s reply memorandum to the 1989 WRR report, the migrant self-organisations advocated a consolidation of the broader approach to social-economic deprivation, collective emancipation and identity, rather than adopting a narrower approach to social-economic participation (Fermin 1997: 195). Furthermore, these organisations focused attention on issues such as discrimination and structural deprivation rather than a universalist focus on individual deficiencies of migrants (ibid.: 196). They also continued to frame immigrant integration in
the context of a normative process of transforming Dutch society into a multicultural society, rather than adopting a more liberal-egalitarian view on immigrant integration (ibid.: 199).

These actors from the prevailing research-policy nexus interpreted the evidence about ongoing problem developments in a way that was different from other actors. They selected evidence about the multiculturalist approach’s success rather than its failures. Much, for instance, was made of the legal and political position of minorities, which had significantly improved during the 1980s, as well as the implementation of a constitutional right to vote in local and regional elections for long-term resident foreigners. Furthermore, researchers and policymakers both often defended the Dutch multiculturalist approach internationally, proclaiming that the absence of any significant racial unrest in the Netherlands during this era was a sign of its success, in contrast to what several surrounding countries were experiencing (Vermeulen & Penninx 2000).

At the same time, the persistent deprivation of migrants in social-economic domains such as labour and education was interpreted not as an indication that the current approach had failed but rather, as confirmation of the need to continue currents in the same direction. It was argued that in periods of overall economic decline, a specific approach to minorities was even more necessary so as to avert the disproportionate effects that such trends could have on the status of minorities. For instance, the director of the Minorities Policy Directorate frequently stated that the integration policy had not failed, but it had not yet succeeded. Contrary claims were sometimes rejected as issues of ‘impatience’. This clearly reflected the ‘negative feedback’ mobilised by the established research-policy nexus from the 1980s in response to mounting pressure for policy change.

5.1.3 Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR): Ethnic minorities II?

A decade after its first report on immigrant integration entitled ‘Ethnic minorities’ (WRR 1979), WRR published a second report on this issue, ‘Immigrant policy’ (WRR 1989). During the 1980s, WRR had continued the more in-depth approach to specific policy themes that it had developed in the period of its 1979 report. Furthermore, WRR had become increasingly institutionalised during the 1980s, gaining significant authority in the field of both policymaking and research. This authority was reinforced by the appointment of former Minister of Social Affairs Wil Albeda as WRR chairman in 1985. The 1979 report had a direct influence on the authority gained by WRR, specifically in the fields of immigrant integration research and policy. It is important to note here the statutory requirement for the rotation of council members every five years. Whereas one of the main authors of the 1979 report was a WRR staff member who went on to be involved in the development of the second report, there was no direct
connection between these two reports in terms of council members – the main author of the second report, Entzinger, had not been involved in the 1979 report, although he was ACOM secretary at that time.

Another important difference is that the second report was a response to a formal advisory request from the government. A 1988 government document entitled ‘Action programme minorities policy’ concluded that insufficient improvements were being made in crucial areas. Reference was made, in particular, to indications of rising unemployment and persistent social-economic deprivation among migrants. It was against this background that the government requested new advice from WRR on immigrant integration. The advisory request’s text stated that on ‘material points’, such as housing, education and labour, ‘too little progress’ had been made; whereas ‘on a number of, mainly immaterial, points significant progress has been made’. The document raised doubts about ‘whether the approach that characterised the policy from the minorities memorandum [...] would have to be continued in its current form’. WRR was asked to provide ‘advice for the prioritisation of future government policy’ so that ‘strategic choices on the future of the minorities policy could be made in 1990 [...]’. Furthermore, it was asked to provide ‘creative and practical suggestions’ on how to ameliorate the policy design. A remarkable move for its relationship with WRR at the time, the government set a deadline to receive this advice before making strategic choices in 1990.

However, this report provided more than just an update of the previous report in the context of ongoing issue developments. It contained a very different perspective in various respects. It renamed immigrant integration in terms of ‘integration’ instead of ‘emancipation’, defining integration as ‘equal participation in societal sectors and institutions’. It framed immigration as a permanent phenomenon rather than a historically unique occurrence, based on the ‘supposition that the level of migration to the Netherlands [...] will be sustained for the foreseeable future’. It stated that ‘whereas the council advised in 1979 that the presence of immigrants in Dutch society should be regarded as a permanent phenomenon, it now expects that immigration too will be a lasting feature’.

Rather than being classified as ethnic or cultural groups, migrants were now defined as a social category. The report also proposed use of the – difficult to translate – concepts of ‘allochthonous’ (allochtonen) and ‘autochthonous’ (autochtonen), referring to ‘all those who have migrated to the Netherlands plus their descendants up to the third generation, insofar as the latter wish to regard themselves as non-indigenous’. Based on this more open definition of immigrants, the policy called for ‘periodical review’ to determine which immigrant groups were in a low social position and would therefore be eligible as a target group for government policy. However, critics rejected classifying and selecting specific minorites as policy target groups, saying it was ‘arbitrary and prompted more by
historical than by social considerations’. Furthermore, because the minorities concept referred only to those groups of a different ethnic or cultural origin who occupied low social status, it would be ‘too limited a concept’ for describing the social ‘dynamism’ found among immigrants and would be ‘stigmatising’.

This reclassifying of migrants reflected the distinct causal theory elaborated in this report. Instead of approaching migrants as separate groups, WRR considered the position of migrants ‘in significant measure the product of general developments’. Therefore, ‘any policy specifically directed towards minorities should be primarily conceived as an intensification of general policies in the sectors in question’. Integration would have to be achieved by general policy measures rather than by group-specific measures. Furthermore, such measures should be aimed at enabling the migrant ‘to stand on his own feet’, or to promote citizenship of migrants on the whole. The role of government policy would be a facilitating one, as migrants not only have ‘rights’ to entitlements but also ‘obligations’ to participate in society. ‘All the state can do is to help ensure that the right conditions exist [...] on the part of immigrants, a commitment is required to make full use of the facilities on offer’. In this respect, WRR also envisaged problems for migrants carrying dual nationality, especially should it encourage the naturalisation of migrants in Dutch society.

WRR developed a universalist rights-and-duties perspective on immigrant integration. On one hand, government should provide conditions for migrants to be able to participate in society. WRR proposed the development of an Equal Treatment Act for combating discrimination and an Equal Employment Act to exert soft pressure on employers to hire migrants. On the other hand, WRR also pushed the obligation on migrants to participate so as to remain eligible for government facilities in various spheres. The belief was that the state should be able to impose ‘penalties where those opportunities are not exploited’. Whereas multiculturalism focuses on processes of position attribution by processes in society at large, such as deprivation due to discrimination, this more universalist perspective emphasises position acquisition by migrants themselves, such as citizenship and participation. In fact, WRR rejected an approach that would treat migrants as ‘welfare categories’ who are dependent on government facilities.

[...] [G]overnment tends to view these groups too much in the light of welfare categories instead of providing them with opportunities to stand on their own feet. Many members of minority groups have become directly or indirectly dependent on the state in the form of social security benefits, welfare services and facilities and housing.
Finally, WRR adopted a different perspective on the multi-ethnic, multicultural character of Dutch society. Rather than seeing multi-ethnic society as a normative ideal, it accepted it as a ‘social datum’ in which government should not intervene. Institutional cultural pluralism was rejected. Instead, culture and ethnicity were attributed to the private sphere beyond the reach of government policy. In fact, one of the reasons the minorities policy was so minimally effective is that it remained ‘stuck in a debate on policy goals’ with a ‘symbolic’ character, focusing especially on ‘cultural and morality’ instead of on vital problem areas.

 [...] [T]he institutionalisation of ethnic pluralism need not be regarded as an independent objective of government policy. A multi-ethnic society should be regarded as a social datum and, hence, as a starting point for policies leaving space for cultural diversity in various fields. [...] Immigrants who so wish should be able to maintain and develop their own cultural identity: integration certainly does not imply cultural assimilation. To an even greater extent than institutional integration, however, this forms part of the responsibility of the individual groups. [...] The government’s task is confined to helping eliminate the barriers experienced by ethnic groupings as a result of their non-indigenous origins, with a view to enabling them to participate on an equal footing with indigenous people in a culturally diverse society.

5.1.4 Social and Cultural Planning Office (SCP)

In the early 1990s, another actor obtained a more central position in the field of immigrant integration research: SCP. Since this period, the office has published annual, and later biannual, minority reports containing mainly quantitative data on the social-economic status of migrants.

SCP has an institutional history similar to that of WRR. Both were established in response to recommendations by the De Wolff Committee. SCP was to counterbalance the economic expertise that was provided by the more established Central Planning Bureau (CPB) (Halffman & Hoppe 2006). It was formally part of CRM, which takes responsibility for coordinating social-cultural policies. However, like WRR, it enjoys formal independence in its work programme. SCP evolved out of the Research and Planning Directorate of CRM from the 1960s and early 1970s. Despite the strong orientation of this directorate towards ethnic minorities, SCP attributed little systematic attention to immigrant integration in the second half of the 1970s and the early 1980s. For instance, only the 1976 and 1986 editions of its biannual social and cultural reports contained chapters on ethnic minorities (Van Praag 1986: 2).
SCP did get more involved in immigrant integration from the second half of the 1990s. At the request of the Department of Home Affairs in 1984, it published a report on immigrants’ use of social facilities – for instance, welfare state entitlements (i.e. social security) – in the spheres of education, labour and housing (Van Praag 1984). This showed that SCP was primarily focused on the participation of migrants in social-economic domains. Furthermore, SCP paid significant attention to ethnic minorities in its ‘Social and cultural report’ from 1986. This report was very critical of the claim that the Netherlands would become a multicultural society. It claimed instead that there was no evidence of the development of ethnocultural ‘streams’ in Dutch society, which placed primary importance on minorities’ ethnic or cultural status (Van Praag 1986: 44). Moreover, Van Praag, who authored a chapter on ethnic minorities in SCP’s 1986 report, observed in another article that he did not perceive Dutch society as multicultural and believed that the phrase ‘mutual adaptation between minorities and majority’ written in the 1983 minorities memorandum placed too much emphasis on the adaptation required from the side of the majority society (ibid.: 45). Since 1990, SCP has provided the government regular minorities reports containing an evaluation of the status of migrants, mainly in social-economic domains such as education, labour and housing. Publication of these reports allowed SCP to take on a more influential position in the immigrant integration research field.

SCP’s involvement in this period appears to reflect a universalist problem framing, as illustrated through its focus on, in particular, the social-economic participation of migrants and its explicit rejection of multiculturalism. Furthermore, this universalist problem framing was also manifest in its methods of data collection that did not involve a differentiation for specific groups. In fact, until well into the 1990s, SCP studies were based on generic data that had been derived from various sources within the National Statistics Office (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, CBS), such as the Labour Force Survey (Enquête Beroepsbevolking, EBB).

5.1.5 The Van der Zwan and Entzinger report (1994)

Another instance where research actors were involved in research-policy relations in this period was the advisory report published by experts Entzinger and Van der Zwan. Both had previously helped produce WRR reports on immigrant integration – Entzinger as one of the authors of the 1989 WRR report and Van der Zwan as a council member who was pivotal in the development of the 1979 WRR report.

Following the national minorities debate of 1992, Van der Zwan was initially asked by the Minister of Home Affairs to be involved in organising a series of conferences. In the context of these conferences, Van der Zwan wrote a memorandum to the Minister of Home Affairs (28 September
1992) that contained ‘a fairly complete compilation of all possible data on the position of minorities, including negative aspects, criminality rates and reliance on social facilities’.42 This report was debated during a special parliamentary session of the national minorities debate.43 However, its impact on concrete policy measures was limited.44

Van der Zwan and Entzinger felt that, although the national minorities debate had created a political sense of urgency, it tended to focus too much on cultural aspects of integration (as raised by then leader of the Liberal Party Bolkestein), and that it had led to insufficient concrete policy measures.45 When the 1992 memorandum by Van der Zwan also failed to elicit significant policy consequences, Van der Zwan and Entzinger lobbied the Department of Home Affairs for more appropriate policy measures. This led to the two men receiving a formal assignment from the department to write a new document. It would come to be called the ‘Policy succession of the minorities debate’, having a significant influence on the development of civic integration programmes, which would become a central element of the 1990s integration policy (Blok 2004a: 116).

Many facets of the 1989 WRR report were revived in this advisory report, including its universalist way of framing immigrant integration. It named and framed immigrant integration in terms of integration, civic or otherwise, among newcomers as new citizens. The rights-and-duties perspective and the focus on integration policy as intensified general policy also took further shape in this report. For instance, it argued that ‘integration is promoted in the first place through labour market participation’ (Van der Zwan & Entzinger 1994: 1). To this end, the report recommends temporarily lowering the minimum wage for newcomers, in order to facilitate their inclusion into the labour market. This temporary limitation of immigrant rights had to be combined with an obligation to provide civic integration programmes, directed at language and civic skills. Immigrants were granted access to civic integration programmes that would allow them to become full members of Dutch society but, in turn, they were obligated to participate.

From a normative perspective, immigrant integration was framed in the context of maintaining a viable welfare state. Added to this was a liberal-egalitarian concern about social cohesion. Van der Zwan and Entzinger wrote, ‘from the perspective of social cohesion, as well as the stability of our welfare state, we are facing a fundamental turning point’ (ibid.: 2). Immigrants’ disproportionate reliance on welfare facilities would threaten the solidarity required for maintaining a viable welfare state. The report argued that:

when policy remains unaltered, a mismatch will develop [...] between supply and demand on the bottom of the labour market, which can lead to tensions between the established population and
parts of newcomers and will lead to an increase in demand for facilities of the welfare state, especially by immigrants. (ibid.: 14)

This was put in the perspective of both a broader development in welfare state orientation and in the rising concerns about cultural relativism after the second national minorities debate.

The urgency of a solution for this issue [...] is further underlined by the societal shift, also on a European level [...], in the character of the welfare state, from ‘soft compensatory’ in the direction of ‘achievement performance’. [...] The willingness of society to compensate for differences declines and the pressure to make a productive contribution increases. Minorities that do not take part in this societal reorientation will increasingly acquire an isolated position, with all the accompanying social tensions. (ibid.: 5)

In 1994, the plans for civic integration programmes were adopted in a coalition agreement of the new purple government that was formed in that year. However, neither the observations about a more obligatory approach, nor plans to allow selective lowering of minimum wage levels were taken up in the coalition agreement. Plans for civic integration programmes also appeared in the contours memorandum integration policy that was published just before the Van der Zwan and Entzinger report. While the memorandum did refer to the 1989 WRR report that had already proposed such programmes, it did not adopt the obligatory approach.

5.1.6 Politics

Finally, political actors became more involved in policymaking and research-policy relations in this period. Until the 1980s, politicians had played a relatively minor role in policy developments. As we saw in the preceding chapter, this was due, in part, to the inarticulate positions of political parties in this area. There was also a tendency to depoliticise this issue and to adopt a positivist approach to policymaking that, for the most part, involved researchers and administrators and perceived politics as a threat to a rational and consistent approach.

Then Prime Minister Lubbers, of the Christian Democratic Party (CDA), was one of the first to break with the tendency to depoliticise immigrant integration. As Prime Minister of various successive governments between 1982 and 1994, Lubbers had a significant hand in the politics of welfare state retrenchment, which had already affected many policy domains but, as previously mentioned, not yet immigrant integration. In a radio interview that became widely discussed in the media and Parliament, he drew attention to the relatively high degree of dependence of migrants on
welfare state facilities and called for ‘less soft treatment’. He claimed he ‘was losing his patience’ with minorities and that he wanted a policy revision that followed the lines of the 1989 WRR report. He further argued that the minorities policy should primarily involve an intensification of government policies in various (social-economic) sectors and should therefore also fall under the remit of those departments responsible for these specific sectors. In this respect – and also in line with the 1989 WRR report – he claimed that a directorate for the coordination of the minorities policy would be redundant, as responsibility for migrant policy would shift towards various sector departments.

To some extent, his statements reflected the rise of a more economic-liberal perspective in the party ideology of the CDA (Fermin 1997: 125), which stressed the responsibilities of citizens, including migrants, to participate in Dutch society. This welfare state perspective on immigrant integration complemented, rather than substituted, the CDA’s stance on achieving immigrant integration by means of collective emancipation (ibid.: 130). In fact, in this period Lubbers was still defending ‘pillarism’, a form of institutional multiculturalism or even differentialism, as a model of immigrant integration.

Another political entrepreneur who had an important effect on policymaking was the leader of the main opposition party in this period, Bolkestein of the Liberal Party. Bolkestein made a series of statements at this time that triggered, unwittingly, the first broad national debate in politics and the media about immigrant integration. At an international conference for liberal parties and later in several newspaper articles, he called for a stricter and more ‘courageous’ approach towards immigrant integration. Such an approach should be based on the fundamental principles of a liberal society, such as the separation of church and state, freedom of expression, tolerance and non-discrimination. These principles were non-negotiable. It is here that, according to Bolkestein, ‘the multicultural society meets its limits, that is, when abovementioned political principles come into play’. Bolkestein was particularly sceptical about the compatibility of Islam and liberal values. He believed that cornerstone liberal values would have to be defended against immigrant cultures, especially against Islam ‘not so much as a religion, but as a way of life’. In this rejection of cultural relativism, Bolkestein explicitly referred to the 1979 WRR report, in which it had been claimed that ‘in cases of confrontation where compromise is practically impossible, there remains no other option but to defend our cultural against competing claims’.

Bolkestein’s way of defining immigrant integration was a blend of universalist and assimilationist thinking. On one hand, he seems to adopt a universalist definition of integration in terms of promoting a logic of equity (Mariën 1992: 10) and claiming universal value for specific liberal principles. In this respect, he also referred to the French Republican definition of
integration. On the other hand, his specific questioning of the relation between Islam and immigrant integration reveals a more assimilationist framing, directly linking these liberal principles to European history and civilisation. This combination of universalism and assimilationism reflected a shift from neo-liberal to more conservative-communitarian thinking within the Liberal Party of the early 1990s (Fermin 1997: 92).

Thus, a frame conflict emerged at the end of the 1980s, in which the decade’s dominant multicultural model was challenged by an alternative frame. Involved here, too, was a questioning of the prevailing technocratic symbiosis, involving actors such as the Department of Home Affairs and ACOM. This came from new actors from both the fields of research and policy. WRR published a second report on immigrant integration that must be seen as disconnected from its first. In addition, there was a growing involvement of research institutes, namely SCP, that produced more quantitative data. Furthermore, Entzinger and Van der Zwan published an influential report that contained strong universalist elements. Finally, political actors became more outwardly involved in policymaking during this period, including Prime Minister Lubbers, who adopted a multiculturalist and universalist frame, and opposition leader Bolkestein, who sparked a broad national minorities debate by making statements that reflected a universalist as well as an assimilationist framing.

This frame conflict involved different ways of selecting and interpreting contextual evidence about developments in immigrant integration. Actors with multiculturalist frames referred to policy stagnation in social-economic domains (e.g. rising unemployment levels) as a sign that the current approach should be continued to prevent the economic recession from having disproportionate effects on minorities. Contending claims that the multiculturalist approach had failed were interpreted as ‘impatience’, as the emancipation of minorities would take several generations. By contrast, actors with universalist frames did not select or interpret evidence in a way that legitimised the prevailing approach; instead, it signalled that a different one was needed. Ongoing immigration, which created more diverse, larger target groups, and signs of structural social-economic deprivation among migrants were enough to evince the need for a more universalist approach to integration. Furthermore, universalist concerns about social-economic participation were conflated with concerns about social cohesion, as the structural social-economic deprivation of migrants would create solidarity with migrants at risk. From this perspective, the disproportionate effect of economic decline on immigrant unemployment was problematic. More worrisome, however, were the effects that relatively high levels of unemployment among migrants, in comparison to natives, could have on social cohesion and viability of the welfare state.
5.2 The construction of enlightenment

A reconstruction of the research-policy nexus would be central in this frame conflict between new and established actors. Once again, however, research-policy dialogues would be key for a frameshift in this domain, though in a very different way than a decade earlier.

5.2.1 The field of scientific research

In the field of scientific research, new actors emerged to define research-policy relations in an unprecedented way. Among them was WRR, which, in the course of a decade, had transformed significantly in terms of its problem framing and organisational composition. In fact, as we shall see, a reconstruction of the research-policy dialogues would be a crucial first step towards the frameshift that was codified several years later.

WRR: Anti-establishment boundary work

Whereas the first WRR report in 1979, ‘Ethnic minorities’, was deliberately associated with ongoing research and policy developments at that time, the follow-up ‘Immigrant policy’, was meant to deviate from both. In this respect, boundary work was crucial for contextualising the report and anticipating its impact on ongoing policy developments.

The formal advisory request issued by the government in 1987 had an important effect on the demarcation of research and policy in this period. WRR and the Department of Home Affairs negotiated this advisory request before it was formally issued. In fact, the advisory request was triggered, if not ‘provoked’, by WRR itself. This was facilitated by the personal networks of Albeda, as WRR chairman and chairman of the report’s working group, and Entzinger, now a WRR staff member who would be the report’s main author. Albeda had been a minister and was a member of the CDA, the same political party to which both the Minister of Home Affairs and the Prime Minister belonged. Entzinger had a strong network on both sides of the research-policy nexus because of his experience at CRM and as ACOM secretary and also because of a recent appointment as professor of multi-ethnic studies at Utrecht University. Also of note is that Entzinger maintained close contacts with the Cabinet, as the Prime Minister formally issues advisory requests to WRR.

The request already specified the substantial areas on which WRR was to focus and what its role should be in discussing policy measures in these areas. WRR would have to concentrate on ‘material areas’ in which, as the text concludes, too few results had been achieved. It was in these spheres that government ‘had doubts whether the current approach should be continued’. This demarcated the focus of WRR from that of the established minorities policy, which also contained a clear ‘non-material’ focus on
social-cultural issues. Furthermore, WRR’s task was defined as providing ‘creative and practical suggestions’ to government, aimed at changing ‘the prioritisation of government policy’ in 1990. This meant that the report would have to be completed within two years.

The formulation of the advisory request led to a boundary struggle concerning the relation between WRR and the government. Objections were raised about the narrow focus on material areas and the limited timeframe that was proposed to complete the request. It was argued that in order to be able to provide scientific advice, WRR should at least be able to put the research problem into a broader context. WRR would have to do ‘more than just deliver a toolkit; broader reflection is required, involving a more general report and a longer advisory period’. Central concepts such as ‘minorities’ were to be problematised, and it was argued that the focus should be not so much on integration policy but rather, on integration as a social process so that, for instance, value conflicts could also be addressed. A broader scientific approach would also require a longer time span than the eighteen months that were granted. Otherwise, there would be little opportunity for the report to reflect critically on current policies. Consequently, some minor changes were made to the advisory request’s text. In particular, a phrase stating that WRR would advise on ‘minorities policy’ was replaced by ‘policy with regard to ethnic minorities’, thus putting the study into a wider perspective.

WRR interpreted the advisory request, with its particularised task description, rather broadly, including the focus on material needs. Such domains were contextualised within the larger scope of developments in immaterial domains. The council stressed that ‘an effective integration policy in these fields [education, labour, housing] would largely obviate the need for specific measures to assist immigrants in other fields’ (WRR 1989: 7). Instead of providing advice clearly concerning material areas and only coming up with ‘creative and practical suggestions’, WRR ultimately developed a new policy frame.

Besides defining its role through – interpretation of – the advisory request, WRR employed a specific mode of discourse to distinguish between this report and the minorities policy. The concepts of ‘integration policy’ and ‘allochthonous’ were coined, emphasising the difference between ‘minorities policy’ and ‘minorities’, respectively. The concept of an ‘integration policy’ emerged in a debate on a draft text of the report, questioning whether the extent to which the report would call for policy change had been made sufficiently clear. In order to clarify the fact that WRR would propose a fundamental turning point, it was suggested that the term ‘integration policy’ be used. In addition, ‘allochthonous’ was employed to highlight the fact that the discourse differed to that regarding ‘ethnic minorities’. WRR wanted to alter this focus on groups and cultures
associated with this concept and instead emphasise the social-economic participation of individual immigrants, or individual ‘allochthones’.

The definition of ethnic minorities meant that only particular groups were recognised as ethnic minorities, such as the Moluccans, but not the Chinese. Second, it was not the intention to create ethnic minorities in this country, or to fix them to the term ‘ethnic minorities’. We actually did not want them to become or remain ethnic minorities, but to become citizens of Dutch society. Basically, the only relevant difference is that they were people that came from different places; hence, allochthones. [...] As such, it was a useful analytical and, above all, more neutral term.63

In terms of boundary discourse, the report’s literary style became an object of considerable discussion within WRR. On several occasions when discussing draft texts, council members raised objections to the report, arguing for a more ‘down-to-earth and empirical style of writing’; a ‘less normative’ and ‘more down-to-earth tone’. Therefore, a sharper distinction had to be made between analytical observations and normative policy recommendations, for instance, by leaving out phrases such as ‘the council thinks that’.65 This is a clear example of the type of boundary discourse that Gusfield (1976) describes as the ‘literary rhetoric of science’. Choosing a more sober, empirical style and tone would serve to underscore the report’s objective, scientific status.

WRR not only defined its report apart from the established minorities policy, but also from established minorities research. In fact, one of the report’s aims was to challenge the dominant focus on immigrants as ‘minorities’. According to Entzinger, this term would have been ‘too unreflectively adopted from American sociological discourse, with too little notion of its application in the Dutch situation and its reifying effects on minorities themselves’.66 Hence, WRR proposed instead use of the concept ‘allochthonous’, which was believed to have less reifying effects on minorities as groups because it categorised migrants as ‘not from here’, rather than in more substantial cultural or ethnic terms.67

Furthermore, WRR took a more interdisciplinary perspective than was customary in the field of immigrant integration research; it placed immigrant integration in a broader scientific perspective. In doing so, WRR put itself at odds with the established anthropological habitus in this domain, as well as with the research methods (field research) and ethos (specific engagement with minorities) associated with this habitus. In contrast, it adopted a more structural-functional perspective to immigrant integration, linking it to participation in societal institutions (instead of engagement with minorities) and adopting different methods such as desk and survey research (instead of field research).
Entzinger sees the interdisciplinary composition of WRR as an explanation for why it could raise new issues that were previously taboo, including a more obligatory approach to immigrant integration. As a professor of migration studies, with a background in sociology and welfare state research, Entzinger was the only member of the project team who was a field-specific expert.\textsuperscript{69} Albeda, the project chairman, had experience as an economist and was a professor of social-economic policy.\textsuperscript{70} Another council member with a legal background was a significant contributor in strengthening the universalist perspective of WRR. He objected to initial texts that called for a ‘multiculturalism policy’ aimed at the cultural sphere in addition to the ‘integration policy’ aimed at the social-economic sphere. From a legal perspective, he objected to a policy that would involve ‘the removal of present material objections for experiencing positive fundamental rights in the domain of culture’ that would be specific to minorities and connected to race.\textsuperscript{71} He considered this a violation of the legal principle of substantive neutrality with regard to cultures of specific groups and, as such, a violation of the neutrality of the rule of law. The council member used his competence to issue a ‘minority position’, asserting pressure to change this element of the report. Eventually, the plans were reformulated into a more modest ‘culture policy’ that would not apply to specific ethnic or cultural groups but to society as a whole – hence, a ‘generic culture policy’.

The demarcation of WRR’s role from the established minorities policy and research had to do with how the council coordinated its relations with both fields. WRR intended to break into the established structure-induced equilibrium in policy and research. In terms of the former, its aim was not to provide ‘creative and practical suggestions’ for adapting the minorities policy; instead, the council interpreted the advisory request in a way that allowed it to raise a fundamentally new policy perspective.\textsuperscript{72} To achieve this, it used the concepts ‘allochthonous’ and ‘integration’ to signal it was proposing something new. Furthermore, the fact that this report was issued in response to an advisory request also created commitment for policy change based on this report. A formally requested report would be more difficult to ignore.\textsuperscript{73}

The fundamentally new perspective on integration that WRR wanted to develop was based on its policy agenda regarding welfare state reform. In this period, under the influence of chairman Albeda (who was still a professor of social-economic policy at the time), WRR developed an agenda for the development of an activating welfare state.\textsuperscript{74} In a newspaper article that followed the publication of this WRR study, Albeda clearly established a link between the 1989 WRR report and this general agenda: ‘our welfare state renders individuals too apathetic, and has not been activating enough […] in the report, the council develops the contours of a more activating welfare state […] that offers specific rights, but simultaneously also has a more obligatory character’.\textsuperscript{75} In this respect, there was also a clear relation
between this report and several other WRR reports from the same period, including ‘An active labour market policy’ (1987a) and ‘Work in perspective’ (1990).

The idea for this report emerged in the context of a debate we had about the welfare state. [...] We observed that the problem of immigrant policy suffers from all the shortcomings of our welfare state. I think that this has been one of the most important innovations of the 1989 report, that it simultaneously addresses the problem of the welfare state and shows that the issue of immigrant integration is related to the problems of our welfare state. So, this [perspective] does not stand on its own, but is connected to the perspective we developed in the context of that council.76

Another facet of the agenda, related to the first, is that WRR believed the 1979 report had been misinterpreted.77 Several project group members found that policymakers had given too little credence to the recommendations on social-economic participation made in the first report and had put too much emphasis on social-cultural emancipation. According to its main author, Entzinger: ‘if you take the first report as the middle of the road, then the minorities policy goes in one direction and the second report goes in the other direction’.78 With a new report, posited as successor to its first report, WRR hoped to correct this misinterpretation.79 As every WRR council only has a mandate for five years, no council can be held accountable for studies produced by its predecessors. However, there was a clear sense of institutional involvement with how earlier reports were translated into policy. Hence, the working title of the second project was initially ‘Ethnic minorities II’.80

Furthermore, WRR wanted to go against the research establishment, which would have focused too specifically on minorities, rather than putting the position of migrants in the context of broader developments in the welfare state. Research would have focused too heavily on migrants as ‘the underdog’, thereby insulating this topic from broader scientific debates about how migrants could be activated, for instance, in the field of welfare state sociology, areas in which both Albeda and Entzinger had been involved.

Thus, the boundary work of WRR, in terms of demarcation and coordination, was aimed at breaking the structure-induced equilibrium in research and policy. It clearly defined its task apart from minorities policy and research (with the advisory request, in its discourse) in such a way that relations with these fields stressed its fundamentally new perspective (an activating approach, being interdisciplinary). This means, of course, that it challenged the involved actors’ status in this structure-induced equilibrium, including the Department of Home Affairs and ACOM.
ACOM: Expulsionary boundary work

As previously observed, ACOM weakened in the second half of the 1980s. The WRR report of 1989 further challenged ACOM in terms of its structural position and the ways it demarcated immigrant integration research and coordinated policy relations. Whereas WRR had cooperated closely with ACOM in developing its 1979 report, this time around ACOM was excluded from government plans for an advisory request to WRR and the actual WRR report. This led to a period of difficult relations between ACOM and the Department of Home Affairs.81

Following publication of the 1989 WRR report, ACOM believed its duty was to comment on the scientific foundation of this report. Since its duty was to ‘pay attention to the scientific value of research and the value of research for government policy’, ACOM considered it legitimate to write a report on ‘the scientific argumentation of the WRR advice’ as WRR had ‘founded its advice for a large part on scientific research’ (ACOM 1989). In the report ‘A better policy?’, ACOM was highly critical, denouncing the WRR report as insufficiently scientific:

[ACOM] is not positive about its [the 1989 WRR report’s] scientific value. [...] ACOM regrets that no clear separation was made between the presentation of scientific material, analysis and policy recommendations. Now all these components are intermixed and normative claims and analysis are indistinguishable. Therefore, it is more a report inspired by science than a scientific report. (ibid.: 25)

ACOM was also critical about WRR’s rights-and-duties perspective. It pinpointed a ‘biased focus on the individual level and for factors in the sphere of [individual] acquisition of social positions’, rather than on the attribution of social positions. It argued that there was too little attention ‘for issues such as discrimination and social marginalisation’, and a certain ‘bias in recommendations [...] on sanctions for members of ethnic groups that would be administered more often than sanctions for employers’. WRR was accused of measuring with two yardsticks – focusing more on the duties of immigrants than on the duties of Dutch society, including government and employers. In other words, it focused too narrowly on deficiencies on the part of migrants rather than structural factors in society at large, or too much on ‘position acquisition’ rather than ‘position attribution’ (ibid.). ACOM also argued that the claim that ‘minorities have been regarded too much as welfare categories and have become too dependent on government care [...] is an unproven assumption [...] not empirically founded [...] and seems to be inspired by a more general opinion on the welfare state’ (ibid.: 25-26). This disagreement revealed differences in the underlying agendas of ACOM and WRR, with the latter holding onto the premise of the minorities paradigm and the former adopting an activating welfare state agenda.
The WRR report also received criticism on its first report by the author of the influential preparatory study, who was now an ACOM advisory member. Together with another researcher, he published an article in the leading Dutch journal *Migrantenstudies*, called ‘Footnotes to the scientific value of the WRR report’ (Muus & Penninx 1989). He concluded that WRR had used ‘a biased problem definition’ and had ‘made insufficient use of available scientific knowledge’. Van Amersfoort (1991: 32) also published an article around this time, in which he agreed that the ‘change in perspective of WRR is not based on scientific arguments or research results, but rather on policy arguments’. Furthermore, several researchers took their boundary struggle about proper immigrant science to the media, stating among that the WRR report ‘contained small talk’.83

This institutional clash also led to a personal struggle between Entzinger, the main author of the 1989 WRR report, and his colleagues at Utrecht University, including ACOM chairman Bovenkerk. In 1990, a conflict arose over a professorship in the research group on studies of the multi-ethnic society (SMES). This position was awarded to Entzinger, much to the chagrin of some colleagues. The appointment spurred a revival of the controversy surrounding the 1989 WRR report and media statements made by Entzinger concerning the permanent nature of immigration.84

This conflict showed that the institutional and personal struggles, both, were also about different views on how to demarcate and coordinate research-policy relations. Entzinger’s colleagues wrote a letter to the faculty dean, asking for his resignation due to a lack of ‘intellectual leadership’, ‘insufficient theoretical knowledge of the research field’ and ‘lack of research qualities’.85 Among other shortcomings, Entzinger was said to have had too little experience and knowledge of the type of field research possessed by most of his colleagues, making him incapable of leading this research group. This focus on field research reflected the demarcation of immigrant integration research advocated by ACOM throughout the 1980s.

In terms of coordination, the combination of being a professor as well as a WRR staff member would have created a significant dilemma for Entzinger in terms of both scientific independence and what was described as being a ‘civil servant’.86 Entzinger was attacked for having a ‘strong sensitivity to public opinion and policymakers’ that, critics argued, had been demonstrated by the ‘strong, tough and firm statements’ he had made in the media.87 In short, his work for WRR and his professorship at Utrecht University were considered incompatible with one another. Moreover, Entzinger’s academic colleagues had concerns about the effects of his statements in the media and his involvement in the 1989 WRR report on the position of migrants. Such statements would ‘not have been directed at combating the hostile mood toward migrants or the combating of prejudice’ and would, in some cases, even ‘have reinforced this mood’.88

This illustrated the discrepancy between the focus of these researchers on
issues such as anti-racism and factors in Dutch society that inhibited emancipation, rather than considering those factors on the side of immigrants that hampered their integration. Moreover, such media statements were considered potentially harmful to the relations between the involved researchers and the minority groups being studied.

In the months after the WRR report and the letter to the dean, fruitless attempts were made to reunite this research group. In early 1990, this conflict was revealed to the national media, even appearing on the front page of some leading Dutch newspapers. Eventually however, the dean decided to dismiss Entzinger’s colleagues at Utrecht University and to dissolve the SMES research group. Entzinger maintained his professorship.

ACOM thus adopted an expulsionary mode of boundary work, attempting to counter WRR’s denunciation that it was unscientific. It re-emphasised its demarcation of immigrant integration research by engaging with the specific position of minorities (also in terms of methods) and coordinated research-policy relations in a way that involved more distance from policy. However, the distancing from ongoing policy developments, which were to a great extent the consequence of the WRR report requested by the government, and its failure to respond to growing demands for more evaluative expertise, gradually undermined ACOM. The controversy surrounding the 1989 WRR report contributed further to this process. In 1992, the mandate for ACOM was eventually withdrawn.

SCP: Boundary work of a data provider

Apart from occasional attention for immigrant integration in several documents from the 1980s, SCP paid more structural attention to immigrant integration from the early 1990s onwards. In annual and, later biannual, minorities reports, SCP provided data on the status of immigrants in various areas, primarily social-economic ones such as education and labour. These minorities reports were the product of a contract between SCP and the Department of Home Affairs.

SCP demarcated its role in terms of the provision of quantitative data. It made secondary analyses of data from the Statistics Office (CBS). This concerned generic data, or data that was derived from general databases such as the CBS Labour Force Survey (VWJ 2004: 76-77). The data on ethnic minorities were derived from these generic databases. SCP did not use specific methods for reaching migrants to gather this data about ethnic minorities. Only later, in the 1990s, would SCP cooperate with the Institute for Social and Economic Research (Instituut voor Sociologisch-Economisch Onderzoek, ISEO) that did employ specific techniques for obtaining data on immigrant minorities (Meloen & Veenman 1990; VWJ 2004: 79). Thus, SCP’s task was defined as providing ‘hard facts’ on the social-economic position of migrants.
In terms of coordination, SCP was to be both instrumental and functional to policy departments. Evaluations of the status of minorities in various areas would enable government departments to assess the effectiveness of their approach, and to adapt if necessary. Furthermore, the contract with the Department of Home Affairs gave this department an important say about the domains that SCP should focus on. In this respect, SCP’s mandate was government demand-driven.

SCP was careful not to venture beyond its instrumental role in this period. It did not repeat criticism on multiculturalism from its 1986 ‘Social and cultural report’ until the publication of 1998’s version. However, Van Praag, one of the leading researchers at SCP responsible for the studies on immigrant integration, continued to criticise multiculturalism in his columns for the scientific journal Migrantenstudies. He published under the pseudonym Vyvary, so as to be able to speak freely and to avoid the risk that his statements would be taken for views of SCP (Van Praag 2003: 74).

Van der Zwan and Entzinger: Entrepreneurial boundary work
Both Van der Zwan and Entzinger were known for advocating a different approach to immigrant integration. As a member of the WRR council that developed the 1979 report on ethnic minorities, Van der Zwan had already advocated a more obligatory approach in which labour would be the main channel for integration. Entzinger, as the main author of the 1989 WRR report, had proposed a similar activating approach to the social-economic participation of migrants. The national minorities debate that emerged in 1992 following a number of statements by Bolkestein led to a broader public and political acceptance of a more activating approach to immigrant integration primarily by means of labour and education. However, this had not produced concrete policy changes in this direction. In this respect, Van der Zwan and Entzinger would be invaluable entrepreneurs in translating this approach into concrete policy measures.

Van der Zwan and Entzinger defined their roles in a way that stressed the political and policy relevance of their advice. Their aim was ‘not to come with lengthy analyses, but with concrete proposals that could be realised by politics’. Furthermore, these concrete proposals would have to be practically feasible. To make sure the proposals could be put into practice, the report was subjected to debate in two mini-conferences with various actors involved in policy practice. As they themselves put it:

this way, we not only made sure that our plans were legally and economically feasible but also that there was a certain public support for it, especially among those who were directly involved in the practice of immigrant integration. (Van der Zwan & Entzinger 1994: 1)
Furthermore, political support was generated by involving various political parties in the making of the report. Minister of Home Affairs Dales and Van der Zwan were both members of the Social Democratic Party. Director General of the Department of Home Affairs Van Aartsen, who at that time had an important role in requesting that Van der Zwan and Entzinger write the report, was a member of the Liberal Party. In addition, Entzinger was a member of the Liberal Democratic Party. One of the reasons for involving these three political parties was that it was assumed that they would be involved in the formation of a new government coalition in 1994.

During the preparation of our proposals, we immediately looked at the support it would raise. Endless debates were held to estimate how the plans could be received. Entzinger was involved because it was thought that D66 [Liberal Democratic Party] would be involved in the next formation. I was involved because of my affiliations to the PvdA [Social Democratic Party]. The aim was to achieve a certain acceptance.100

In addition to this orientation on public and political support, it was clear that Van der Zwan and Entzinger shared ideas about a more obligatory approach to immigrant integration and that both focused on labour as the means for achieving integration. They shared a more or less similar frame.101 In this respect, their way of demarcating their tasks from established immigrant integration reflected that of the 1989 WRR report. Both resisted the tendency to ignore the ‘contraindications’ that illustrated the deficiencies of the multiculturalist approach.102 Van der Zwan noted:

We knew each other from WRR networks: it is like a family. I strongly agreed with the tone of the second WRR report [...]. The report also states clearly that we were unhappy about the practical consequences that had been given to that WRR report. So, that was the motivation. We could not name it ‘Policy succession WRR report’, because then it would be too much of WRR and because we had already had the minorities debate in between. So, there was a clear link between the second WRR report, the minorities debate and the report ‘Policy succession minorities debate’.103

In terms of coordination, the Van der Zwan and Entzinger report directly aimed to influence the coalition formation of 1994. There was a belief that the minorities debate and the report by Van der Zwan from 1992 still had too little impact on concrete policy measures. This set the tone for top administrators from both the Department of Home Affairs and the Minister of Home Affairs to seek advice. It was also the backdrop against which Van der Zwan and Entzinger got involved. The parliamentary elections that
were held in May 1994 would provide a window of opportunity for achieving more concrete policy effects. This was especially so because of the predicted decline of the Christian Democrats, who had led government since 1982 (three cabinets led by Prime Minister Lubbers), and had been consistently involved in government since World War II. The aim was to have an advisory report that could be used during the formation of a new government coalition in 1994, hence the timing of the publication of the report, May 1994. Furthermore, Van der Zwan and Entzinger were in close contact with the leaders of the various political parties during these talks to form the coalition (Van Thijn 1994: 256-257).

Thus, different boundary work practices were found for different actors in the research field in this period. WRR strategically demarcated the role of its report from the established minorities policy, as well as research to develop a fundamentally new perspective on immigrant integration for both fields (as part of its broader agenda on welfare state reform). Van der Zwan and Entzinger also tried to achieve a breakthrough in the structure-induced equilibrium of multiculturalism through a more entrepreneurial sort of boundary work. They saw WRR as being meant to ensure feasibility of the new approach and thus coordinated it directly with ongoing political developments, such as the coalition formation in 1994. In contrast, ACOM responded to the 1989 WRR report with a more expulsionary sort of boundary work, holding on to the prevailing way of demarcating minorities research, coordinating its relations with policy and minority groups and denouncing the document as ‘unscientific’. Evidently, these boundary struggles over the proper division of labour between research and policy were closely related to the frame conflicts discussed earlier. This clearly underscores Gusfield’s (1976) premise: the culture and the structure of public problems must always be seen as inherently connected.

5.2.2 The field of policymaking

Boundary struggles in the field of migration between new and established actors were also manifest in the field of policymaking. Once again, the field of research would provide a venue for policy change. However, this time it did not involve rational societal engineering ‘behind closed doors’, as had been the case a decade earlier. Rather, it would involve the agenda setting of new ideas about immigrant integration through authoritative venues of research that the status quo would find difficult to ignore.

Department of Home Affairs: Changing position, changing boundary work

As coordinating department, the Department of Home Affairs was involved in the established research-policy nexus from the early 1980s. However, this changed in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when the department lost
its coordinating power due to the functional and territorial decentralisation of the integration policy.

The advisory request to WRR in 1987 was a first sign that the changing position also led to this actor’s changing boundary work practices. The Minister of Home Affairs sought new recommendations from WRR in response to mounting pressure in Parliament regarding the department’s coordinating role. On one hand, the minister felt pressure to fulfill coordinating duties in the face of inadequate policy effectiveness in mainly material areas. On the other hand, he experienced difficulties in achieving interdepartmental coordination, as various departments increasingly chose to follow their own policy lines, in part because of huge budgetary constraints on them. This tension surfaced in 1986 when disagreement emerged in Parliament about what appeared to be inconsistencies in the budgets presented by the coordinating minister and those presented by the departments themselves.

There was an agreement between government departments that there would be no budget cuts for the minorities policy. Nonetheless, disagreement emerged about changes in departmental budgets that seemed to reveal cutbacks on measures taken in the context of the minorities policy (education and social affairs, among others) (Koolen 2003: 25). Although the coordinating minister denied that any budget cuts would take place, this disagreement revealed the heightened expectations for the coordinating role of the Minister of Home Affairs and the alleged difficulties of interdepartmental coordination. The minister faced further constraint on his scope of action because of the norm that this should be kept a non-partisan issue. “[T]here was a sort of unwritten code between political parties not to engage in debates […] that could lead to stigmatisation of minorities”. Together with the problems of interdepartmental coordination, this constraint made the annual debates on the action programmes for the minorities policy into ‘annual rounds of beating up on the Minister’.

In response to this political pressure and constraints on interdepartmental coordination, Minister of Home Affairs Van Dijk decided to issue an advisory request to WRR. As discussed earlier, this advisory request was formulated together with the Minorities Policy Directorate – still led by Molleman – and with WRR itself. The advisory request demarcated an interest in a specific type of expertise, specifically on integration in material areas. According to Van Putten (1990: 366), research manager of the Minorities Policy Directorate at that time, the department had an interest in more evaluative research about what kind of approach works and what does not work. This demand for more evaluative expertise was a consequence of the ongoing process of institutionalisation of the minorities policy. Now that the minorities policy had been formulated and had entered the implementation stage, there was more demand for knowledge concerning the effectiveness of policy measures, rather than fundamental questions
concerning problem framing. In this respect, ACOM would have been left behind in terms of responding to this changing demand for expertise. For instance, ACOM failed to respond to the government’s growing demand for research that could monitor the progress of integration in specific domains, such as the accessibility and proportionality project on monitoring minority participation in mainly social-economic spheres, which was in fact eventually given to a new research institute (the ISEO) without consulting ACOM in this decision.\textsuperscript{111} Whereas ACOM had been closely involved in establishing the minorities policy, it now became more marginal. In the late 1980s, the Department of Home Affairs would start to play a more active role in research programming. In fact, ACOM was not even involved in, or notified about, the advisory request to WRR until a relatively late stage (Van Putten 1990).

In addition, the advisory request held a specific idea about the report’s coordination with ongoing developments, namely that it should provide corresponding suggestions for new government policy. The advisory request offered a clear political statement about the need for a different approach. This brought the current policy coordination structure to crisis,\textsuperscript{112} invigorated when WRR, having interpreted the advisory request with broad strokes, produced a fundamentally new policy perspective in its 1989 report, one which also addressed the Minorities Policy Directorate. Instead of having a clear-cut coordinating duty, this directorate would only monitor the contours of the integration policy.

The position of the Minorities Policy Directorate changed significantly in the late 1980s. For one, this was symbolised by renaming it the Directorate Contours of the Minorities Policy. Following the 1989 WRR report and the departure of director Molleman, the coordinating task was formulated further in 1991.\textsuperscript{113} Policy responsibility was now located more clearly with the various departments responsible for specific programmes in their sectors. In addition, the role for a severely downsized Directorate for the Coordination of the Integration of Minorities (DCIM) would be to coordinate the measures taken in various domains by means of monitoring of policy results (Koolen & Tempelman 2003: 90).\textsuperscript{114}

The changing position of the Department of Home Affairs involved another way of demarcating and coordinating research in policy formulation than had been customary in the established research-policy nexus of the early 1980s. Instead of research that provided expertise on the status of minorities to aid policy formulation, it now had a more specific interest in more evaluative studies that could be used to assess policies conducted in various policy sectors. It is in this context that the Department of Home Affairs came to an agreement with SCP regarding regular minorities reports. In terms of coordinating research-policy relations, this data on the social position of minorities in various policy sectors (particularly labour, education and housing) was crucial in the Department of Home Affairs’
interdepartmental coordination of the integration policy. It allowed this department to evaluate results in a number of policy sectors and appeal to the responsible departments to take appropriate policy measures. Furthermore, through the open publication of the data gathered by SCP, the Department of Home Affairs could put issues on the agenda more easily and encourage policy measures through this venue. The director of DCIM declared:

At the department, we reflected on what we wanted to know based on the policy goals. [...] This concerned the groups about which we want to know things, involving a limited number of target groups [...]. This also concerned what we wanted to know about these groups in terms of their position in labour, education and housing [...]. We wanted to have two types of studies, one annually about where we stand at that moment and biannual in-depth studies of specific topics. [...] This means that, for instance, when the department of education says it is doing very well with education for minorities [...] but research initiated by our department showed that this was not the case, that this issue could then be put on the political and public agenda [...]. Consequently, it would be reported to Parliament or written about in the media, so that the Minister of Education and his civil servants could be held accountable [...]. This meant that we organised our information position based on ideas about what precisely we wanted to know for which groups [...]. This has proven to be a very effective coordination mechanism.

The request for recommendations from Van Der Zwan and Entzinger on the policy succession of the minorities debate also served a strategic purpose for coordination carried out by the Department of Home Affairs. The national minorities debate created a renewed political sense of urgency about immigrant integration and the conferences held by the Department of Home Affairs led to ideas for development of civic integration programmes. According to the director of DCIM:

The Department of Home Affairs found itself in a difficult position; it was responsible for coordination but lacked the appropriate means. So we had been thinking, who can we ask to give advice with real pragmatic meaning, as much as already been written. [...] And we found that they had the quality – Entzinger the substance and Van der Zwan also the means for presentation. [...] So, it really had to do with strategic positioning. What did not succeed with the WRR report, and the government reply memorandum was getting the financial means for a civic integration policy.
By identifying this advice as a provision of concrete policy proposals that could lean on both sufficiently broad support and Van der Zwan’s and Entzinger’s support, the department hoped to coordinate ongoing political developments (such as coalition formation in 1994) in such a way as to provoke concrete policy choices. This particularly concerned the idea of civic integration programmes, which the Department of Home Affairs wanted under its own provision as departmental coordinator. Up until then, the courses were provided on a limited scale by CRM. Entzinger and Van der Zwan’s report, then, was a strategic initiative to bring these courses under the remit of the Department of Home Affairs. Indeed, following the coalition formation of 1994, civic integration programmes were developed by this department and, during the late 1990s, would grow into one of the most important facets of the integration policy.

Thus, the boundary work of this department changed significantly. In contrast to its role in the established research-policy nexus of the early 1980s, its way of demarcating and coordinating research-policy relations changed in the second half of the decade. It demarcated a more specific interest in evaluative research, which was coordinated to policy development in more instrumental and functional terms. This changing boundary work is particularly manifest in its relations with SCP, but also in the advisory request to WRR, though WRR would eventually demarcate and coordinate its role separately. Finally, the minorities debate in the early 1990s seems to have given rise to more entrepreneurial boundary work by the Department of Home Affairs, in an attempt to strengthen its coordination mandate vis-à-vis the increasing sense of urgency and changing public and political discourse.

**Politics: The boundary work of politicisation**

In the early 1990s, political actors became more outwardly involved in public debates about immigrant integration. Notably, the minorities debate of 1992 created a widespread sense of political urgency. However, prior to this debate, the Prime Minister had made public statements that hinted at a different approach to immigrant integration, reflecting the recommendations of the 1989 WRR report. Fermin (1997: 211) observed a rather general shift from emancipation to integration in political discourse in this period. There was also common agreement about the need for additional policy efforts to achieve social-economic participation (ibid.: 227). Political differences persisted, mainly on social-cultural issues, though they gradually shifted to the background.

This politicisation involved a different way of demarcating the tasks of research and policymaking. The technocratic research-policy nexus of the early 1980s involved a demarcation of immigrant integration as a non-political issue that was delegated to researchers and policymakers who would
develop a rational policy approach based on policy-relevant knowledge and expertise. Bolkestein now clearly defined immigrant integration as a political issue. He stated in the media that he no longer wanted to hide his party’s position out of fear that extreme-right parties would play the race card, arguing that ‘when a democratically elected politician fails to put this major issue crystal clear on the table, then he is functioning inadequately’.\textsuperscript{119} In this context, he called for the eradication of taboos and for an open debate on this issue, saying:

\begin{quote}
The integration of minorities is such a complex issue that it can only be resolved with courage and creativity [...] [I]n this there is no space for lack of engagement and for taboos [...] [A] broad debate in which all political parties participate is required [...].\textsuperscript{120}
\end{quote}

Bolkestein’s statements, as well as the many responses it provoked, were not just about the issue of immigrant integration, but also about the demarcation of the role of politics in dealing with immigrant integration. Bolkestein wanted to rid political involvement in this domain of the sense of ‘political correctness’, which implied ‘that one could not have the courage to name sensitive issues’ as a sort of ‘self-restriction [...] that limited one’s perception’.\textsuperscript{121}

Prins (1997, 2000) has described this new mode of political discourse as ‘new realism’. This involves, first of all, an eradication of taboos; reality would have to be represented ‘as it is’, without the burden of taboos or distorting values and interests. This would be a representation of typical Dutch ‘virtues’, such as honesty, courage and soberness. New realism also claimed to represent the opinion of the ‘ordinary citizen’ who had thus far been largely ignored. Instead of avoiding debate and conflict, new realism meant engaging in debate with immigrants – a signal that these immigrants are taken ‘seriously’. More precisely, this implied treating them as equals and not as dependents; immigrants had become citizens and new realism would appeal to the civic duties of migrants. As such, it reinforced a universalist problem frame that defined immigrants as equals rather than emphasising the specificity of minorities.

In terms of coordination, the politicisation in this period did not mean that scientific research went entirely ignored. Instead, Bolkestein and Lubbers made explicit references to the 1979 and 1989 WRR reports. The one from 1989 also played an important role in the broader public and political debate. In the parliamentary hearing surrounding this minorities debate, the 1989 report was praised for its contribution to the sober and realist tone of the debate and, in contrast to prior publications, emotions did not gain the upper hand (Koolen & Tempelman 2003: 94).\textsuperscript{122} That said, references to scientific research clearly became more selective in this period. Whereas the 1989 WRR report became a benchmark in public and political
discourse, other studies (such as the 1986 WRR report ‘A fair chance’ and its 1989 report ‘A better policy?’) seem to have been marginal.

Thus, in the field of policymaking, the pattern of boundary work had changed in a relatively significant manner when compared to the preceding period. Instead of demanding policy-relevant knowledge about the status of minorities for policy formulation, the Department of Home Affairs now sought more evaluative knowledge and expertise to strengthen its capacity in interdepartmental policy coordination. Its relations with SCP involved a more instrumental type of boundary work, whereas relations with WRR and, later, Van der Zwan and Entzinger involved a more strategic type. Furthermore, political actors in this period changed their boundary work from defining immigrant integration as a non-political issue best left to researchers and policymakers, to defining it as a political issue – one politicians should feel free to express their opinions about. In this context, scientific studies that reinforced the changing mode of political discourse and the 1989 WRR report, in particular, continued to play an influential role.

5.2.3 An enlightenment boundary configuration

Analyses of the fields of immigrant integration research and policymaking indicate that there were evident changes in the patterns of boundary work. Yet, how did these developments in both fields combine to punctuate the technocratic symbiosis that originated a decade earlier? And exactly what sort of research-policy nexus was produced in this period?

Divergence in research-policy relations

The new episode of research-policy dialogues on immigrant integration that was initiated by the 1989 WRR report ‘Immigrant policy’ did not directly lead to policy change. The structural equilibrium originating from the 1980s had successfully mobilised negative feedback to hold off immediate policy change. In fact, endeavouring to punctuate this equilibrium, WRR deliberately created more divergence in research-policy relations as compared with the technocratic symbiosis from the 1980s. Consequently, its 1989 report, and particularly the proposed new problem frame, were not directly utilised in government policy. Not only did ACOM respond with expulsionary boundary work, but the Department of Home Affairs did not immediately give effect to the new perspective and the consequences it would have for the coordinating department. Although the reply memorandum adopted various elements of the 1989 document, it did not incorporate some of its most fundamental elements, such as the definition of ‘allochthonous’ and the rights-and-duties perspective on integration through labour market and education.

The report did have a more significant impact on public and political discourse. It attracted broad attention in the national media, as illustrated
by the many headlines claiming that WRR had shown that the minorities policy had failed and that the policy ‘coddled’ minorities.\textsuperscript{123} Several weeks before the WRR report was made public, it was leaked to the press, who immediately picked up on its sense of urgency, and produced headlines such as ‘WRR attacks the minorities policy’ and ‘WRR wipes the floor with the minorities policy’.\textsuperscript{124} Although nowhere in the WRR report did it state that the minorities policy had been a failure, this became the main point taken up in the media. Despite this, most political parties received the report positively, and Prime Minister Lubbers referred approvingly to it when he was one of the first to break the taboos on politicisation in 1990. The report also indirectly effected changes in the coordinating task of the Department of Home Affairs and the development of the DCIM, in particular.

Several years later, the 1989 WRR report received renewed attention during the national minorities debate to emerge in 1992. During this debate, it became clear that the more activating social-economic approach to immigrant integration that WRR had proposed had now become more broadly accepted in public and political discourse. It was in the aftermath of this national minorities debate that policy was reframed according to the universalist perspective put forward by WRR.

Scientific research was involved in this reformulation, but not in a structural way as had been the case in the late 1970s and early 1980s, nor in a way that involved established research institutes such as WRR or ACOM. Rather, individual experts (Van der Zwan and Entzinger) were active entrepreneurs in the diffusion to policymakers and politicians of the perspective that had been developed in the 1989 WRR report. This involved not so much further development of this universalist perspective but rather, the generation of public and political support. It was also an attempt to make use of the window of opportunity of the 1994 coalition formation to have this perspective translated into concrete policy initiatives. This involvement was not structural but rather, an incidental ‘coalition of convenience’ between the Department of Home Affairs and the experts Van der Zwan and Entzinger who, after the national minorities debate, both shared a similar universalist perspective.

In relation to research, there also seems to have been more divergence than in the early 1980s. Whereas ACOM was central to the provision of policy-relevant knowledge for policy formulation, this institutional nexus was dissolved when ACOM was discontinued in 1992. During the 1980s, as the minorities policy became increasingly institutionalised, government demand for expertise changed. It honed a new interest in more evaluative expertise, which had more indirect relations with policy development. Instrumental data provided by SCP was only indirectly related to policy development as a means for interdepartmental policy coordination. The
information offered a tool for monitoring policy results across the board rather than a direct means for influencing policy development.

In contrast to this divergence in policymaking and research, there seems to have been some convergence – in terms of personal networks – among those experts involved in the 1989 WRR report and politicians. Like others, Albeda, who served as chair of both WRR and the working group for the second WRR report, had a political background. He was Minister of Social Affairs from 1977 to 1981 and maintained close contacts with the incumbent Prime Minister who belonged to the same Christian Democratic Party. Furthermore, Entzinger, one of the main authors of the 1989 WRR report, maintained close ties with the Minorities Policy Directorate, as well as with the Cabinet. These contacts seem to have been pivotal in formulating the advisory request to WRR. As such, the diverging role between WRR and pre-established research and policy was a product of WRR’s deliberate design in the context of ongoing political developments.

Scientific primacy
There are signs in this period of scientific primacy as well as a modest political primacy. An important indication of the former was the 1989 WRR report’s considerable influence on the development of integration policy. Although, as we have observed, it did not immediately trigger policy change, it did catalyse public and political debates that would eventually lead to policy changes. It punctuated the structure-induced equilibrium in both research and policy by making immigrant integration an issue of broader scientific and political debate, thereby creating a setting in which policy change and progress in research could become possible. This involved challenging both the structural position of established researchers (ACOM) and of established policy actors (Minorities Policy Directorate). Furthermore, the influence of WRR on policy developments also concerned the activating welfare state perspective on immigrant integration. Many aspects of the 1989 WRR report were adopted in the contours memorandum of 1994, including its more all-encompassing way of categorising migrants and its causal theory of achieving immigrant integration by activating migrants in the social-economic spheres of labour and education.

At the same time, there was also growing political primacy. The politicisation incited by the national minorities debate reveals how political actors’ participation in this domain was intensifying. The debate put immigrant integration firmly on the political agenda, punctuating the norm of depoliticisation in this field. In addition, the duty of SCP and its relation to government since the early 1990s provides some indications of growing political primacy. The Department of Home Affairs gradually took a more active part in research programming during the 1990s, especially in terms of encouraging more evaluative research (Van Putten 1990). Its agreement with
SCP on providing quantitative data on the position of minorities was a concrete manifestation of policy’s influence on developments in research. In this respect, the major role of research actors (ACOM) in research programming made way for stronger politicisation in this area.

The changes in the policy field in the early 1990s seem to have been conditional, depending on the politicisation that occurred during the national minorities debate, following Bolkestein’s statements about the need for a more courageous approach towards the integration of migrants. However, when we look at the actual relations between research and policy actors in this period and their influence on policy developments, a more primary role for research emerges. Political actors such as Bolkestein and Lubbers founded their political claims on WRR reports, particularly 1989’s. Furthermore, the national minorities debate itself seems to have had little direct effect on policy developments; the political ideas about policy change seem to have remained abstract rather than concrete. At this stage, Van der Zwan and Entzinger were crucial for the translation of the universalist perspective into concrete policy choices. The influence of the WRR report on policy developments was also manifest in the contours memorandum that was issued by the renewed Minorities Policy Directorate in this period.

Thus, beyond the veneer of politicisation, a more primary role for research emerged. It was WRR that first put immigrant integration on the agenda in 1989, opening up debate at the level of problem framing about a new perspective on immigrant integration and challenging the structural equilibrium in this field. The politicisation after the national minorities debate moved this discussion into the political arena, but did not effectuate specific policy change. It did create a political environment for policy change in which many ideas from the 1989 WRR report were revived. In terms of policy reframing, the changes that were to come in the early 1990s reflected the ideas put forward in the report. In fact, the translation of this new perspective into concrete policy plans was aided by Entzinger and Van der Zwan’s efforts.

This analysis shows a divergence flourishing between the task of research and policy at this time. Moreover, there was a modest scientific primacy in their mutual relationship. The effect that the 1989 WRR report had – and its influence on policy developments in the early 1990s – reflects a model of gradual enlightenment in government and politics based on scientific research.

The enlightenment nexus was the product of very specific factors within and beyond the field of immigrant integration. First, it was a consequence of the political agenda of WRR, seeking to introduce a new problem perspective as part of its strategy to punctuate the structure-induced equilibrium in immigrant integration research and policy during the 1980s. Furthermore, it was influenced by developments in the broader political
setting in this period. During the 1980s, a politics of welfare state retrenchment had been conducted in many policy areas, even though for specific reasons – such as the taboos surrounding an activating approach to immigrant integration and the idea that minorities were especially vulnerable because of the overall economic decline – this had not been the case for immigrant integration. Construction of an enlightenment nexus offered a legitimate way to connect this political discourse to immigrant integration and thereby also punctuate the established structure-induced equilibrium in this domain.

5.3 Enlightenment and frameshifts

As we have seen, the construction of the enlightenment nexus was the outcome of specific factors within and beyond the fields of immigrant integration research and policy. However, how did this nexus influence the frameshift from multiculturalism to universalism, and to what extent did its role involve critical frame reflection?

5.3.1 The structural effects of enlightenment

The enlightenment model comes close to the standard model of ‘science speaking truth to power’ in terms of research-policy dialogues. Whereas technocracy means that research is very much involved in power, enlightenment strongly suggests that research provides new policy ideas that are to impact policy developments in a more indirect manner. How, then, did this ‘enlightenment’ function of research-policy dialogues impact on the heavily institutionalised status quo that had evolved in the fields of immigrant integration research and policy from the 1980s?

Enlightenment as a source of positive feedback

The enlightenment type of boundary configuration had a disturbing effect on the structural symbiosis between established research and policy actors in this domain. In particular, WRR’s boundary work was strategically aimed against the established minorities policy as well as research. The universalist approach that framed integration policy as an intensification of general policy – which WRR had put on the agenda – weakened the position of the Minorities Policy Directorate, which advocated a multiculturalist approach to ethnic minorities. It also challenged ACOM’s status, which had thus far maintained a central position in the immigrant integration field, by excluding the committee from this WRR project and adopting an individualist and activating welfare state approach to immigrant integration. This approach contrasted sharply with focus on the status of ethnic
minorities and issues such as discrimination and emancipation, as propagated by ACOM.

As previously observed, these actors involved in the structural symbiosis mobilised significant negative feedback for the 1989 WRR report. ACOM denounced the WRR report as ‘unscientific’, based on its own demarcation and coordination criteria of minorities research. Furthermore, the Minorities Policy Directorate initially refused to give full credence to the WRR report, arguing that the minorities policy had not failed though had merely not yet succeeded.

The enlightenment boundary configuration was primarily a product of WRR’s boundary work and political actors. For WRR, the report constituted a success story in achieving its agenda on welfare state reform. Although it initially led to debates about WRR’s scientific status, especially in relation to its breaking alleged taboos on discussing the rights and duties of immigrants, the report eventually boosted WRR’s authority in dealing with controversial policy topics (Hirsch-Ballin 1997: 116). For the second time, WRR had issued a document that would mark a turning point in immigrant integration policy.

For political actors, the enlightenment boundary configuration provided a way of punctuating the structure-induced equilibrium that had so long insulated this policy area from broader political developments. The politics of welfare state retrenchment that had already affected many social policy domains now also penetrated immigrant integration policy. Significantly, the enlightenment configuration, supported by WRR’s scientific authority, and the experts involved in the 1989 report, provided a legitimate venue for connecting this issue to broader concerns about the welfare state, as the taboos surrounding this topic and the norm of depoliticisation blocked other venues from raising such a perspective. Even when Lubbers and Bolkestein encouraged broader politicisation of this issue, they often referred to WRR as an authoritative source for their political claims.

**The negative feedback of a new structure-induced equilibrium**

Thus, the enlightenment configuration, with major involvement by WRR, was successful in changing public and political discourse and altering the roles held among involved actors. With the establishment of the universalist approach, there was growing need for more practical and instrumental expertise that could help construct a new structure-induced equilibrium around it. In the policy field, this involved a structural repositioning of the Department of Home Affairs, in which the roles of SCP, Van der Zwan and Entzinger were of great importance. In the research field, this involved a structural positioning of SCP and, until 1996, TWCM.

The Department of Home Affairs and, in particular, the drastically reformed DCIM, attempted to strengthen its structural position within the new universalist approach by organising its information position in relation...
to other departments. The minorities reports produced by SCP provided an instrument for the interdepartmental coordination of the integration policy. With these reports, the Department of Home Affairs could influence the policies of other departments by presenting data on the position of minorities in areas that fell under the responsibility of specific departments. Furthermore, in the aftermath of the minorities debate, the Van der Zwan and Entzinger report served as an important strategic initiative for bringing the provision of civic integration programmes under the remit of the Department of Home Affairs. This move would prove to have a great effect on the position of this department in the integration policy of the 1990s. However, the department continued to cope with problems of interdepartmental coordination. This is illustrated aptly by a passage in the memoirs of former Minister of Home Affairs Van Thijn regarding interdepartmental debates about the contours memorandum that was to be published in 1994.

The interdepartmental debate on the contours memorandum ends up in a battle. From all sides, severe objections are made. [...] When I see his [Minister of Education’s] notes I become very angry. He suggests getting rid of almost all the plans that fall in his domain. [...] The content of the memorandum suffers severely under these debates. The formulations that had made this memorandum so powerful had been severely tuned down. There is no longer question of a re-calibration of policy, which had been asked for [...]. The word ‘recalibration’ has been systematically deleted. (Van Thijn 1994: 115-120)

In the field of research, SCP now, for the first time, obtained a more central position. During the 1990s, it became the most important provider of data on the position of minorities in various domains. However, no organisation during the 1990s obtained a central position within the field of migrant integration research that was comparable to the position ACOM had held during the 1980s. For some time, the bipartite TWCM was important for the dissemination of research findings towards policy practices, but it was dissolved in 1996.

Thus, by disturbing the structural symbiosis between established actors in the fields of research and policy (ACOM, Minorities Policy Directorate) and strengthening the position of other actors in this period (WRR, political actors, Department of Home Affairs or DCIM after 1990) the enlightenment configuration provided an important source of positive feedback. The fact that the research-policy nexus was structured according to an enlightenment type of nexus was of great relevance, as this created a legitimate, effective way of punctuating the structure-induced equilibrium from the 1980s, which involved such a powerful symbiosis between specific actors
and powerful taboos and norms of depoliticisation. When this equilibrium was successfully punctuated, a new structural equilibrium was achieved that involved a more instrumental, strategic role for research (with actors like SCP, Van der Zwan and Entzinger).

5.3.2 Enlightenment and universalism

The enlightenment nexus was clearly configured to challenge the multicultural model that had been dominant in the Netherlands in the decade before; it provided the structural conditions for a frameshift. However, did it also contribute to the rise of a universalist frame in particular? Did it also challenge the ‘logic of minorities’ that had supported the multiculturalist frame in the 1980s?

The integration policy: From the logic of minorities to the logic of equity

An important consequence of the enlightenment nexus was that immigrant integration was now, finally, connected to broader societal issues, particularly concerns in policy and politics about the welfare state. Thus, the politics of welfare state retrenchment that had affected many social policy sectors in the 1980s, but from which the field had been successfully insulated, now penetrated immigrant integration policies as well. This issue linkage meant that migrants would be increasingly perceived (and categorised) as citizens. Like all other citizens, migrants would have the same rights and duties to participate within Dutch society. Such a perspective on citizenship introduced the logic of equity rather than the logic of minorities, thereby contributing to the rise of universalism and the fall of multiculturalism. Paying attention to specific characteristics of minorities – for instance, their ethnic or cultural status – now receded more to the background.

A concrete illustration of the logic of equity versus the logic of minorities concerns one of the central issues in this period: the interpretation of data on immigrant unemployment. As detected from the logic of minorities, immigrant unemployment is explained in relation to specific traits of minorities. This concerns their ethnic or cultural status and the problems of discrimination that this could raise, or their social position and the problems associated with specific sectors in which migrants are employed (low-wage, low-education, labour-intensive industries). From this perspective, therefore, immigrant unemployment requires a specific approach to the specific situation of minorities. In contrast, as perceived from the logic of equity, immigrant unemployment is compared with levels of unemployment among natives. Higher unemployment among migrants would mean that migrants perform weaker on the labour market because of specific deficiencies in comparison to natives. Consequently, an approach would have to be developed to counter these deficiencies, rather than one that takes these deficiencies into account as is the case with the logic of minorities.
The logic of equity was clearly manifest in the focus on citizenship that emerged in integration policy, as well as in the functional decentralisation of such policy to various sector departments. This illustrated how the integration policy was more general than the specific minorities policy. Furthermore, an important facet of this logic of equity was its emphasis on breaking taboos concerning immigrant integration. These alleged taboos would have prevented migrants from being treated as equals with Dutch natives. In the early 1990s, the politicisation triggered by Lubbers—who was ‘losing his patience with minorities’ (Het Parool 26 March 1990)—and Bolkestein—who stressed the importance of universal liberal principles—broke these taboos. A new realist discourse emerged, championing openness in the debate about immigrant integration, including negative facets such as criminality and reliance on welfare state facilities. This shift towards the logic of equity in part reflected a more general trend in government policies. The politics of welfare state retrenchment involved a broader trend from ‘soft-compensatory’ to ‘achievement-based’ policy measures.

Minorities research: Scientific habitus at stake
Also in the field of scientific research, the enlightenment configuration posed a challenge to the established logic of minorities. Although it did not alter the structure of the field of scientific research to the same extent as the policy field (the minorities paradigm was not dissolved, but structurally challenged by a rival citizenship paradigm), it, too, contributed to a different logic of framing immigrant integration in this field. The enlightenment configuration challenged the established way of studying immigrant integration, which was highly influenced by the anthropological tradition. This involved specific research methods (field research) and a specific ethos (engagement with minorities). The enlightenment research-policy nexus created an opportunity for developing an alternative research perspective, beyond the established field structure and ACOM’s role in that respect.

WRR was notably central in this respect. Because of its structural position beyond the scope of the immigrant integration research field and its central position in relation to government, WRR provided an effective venue for experts such as Albeda and Entzinger who advocated an alternative perspective on immigrant integration. Furthermore, the interdisciplinary composition of WRR played an important role in developing a broader scientific perspective on immigrant integration. This was illustrated by the involvement of, besides Entzinger, experts from other specialisations.

This structural position and multidisciplinary composition enabled WRR to punctuate the dominant logic of minorities in the field of immigrant integration research. It was not institutionally involved in the research of minorities alone but, as we have seen, carried a broader agenda on welfare state...
reform in this period. Furthermore, because of its multidisciplinary composition, its perspective on immigrant integration was adopted from disciplines, such as economics and law, that are generally colour-blind – or at least blind to the relevance of ethnic or cultural factors. In fact, involving a council member of a legal background majorly influenced the making of the 1989 WRR report and in developing a principle of ‘substantive neutrality’, indicating that the government should observe constraint in cultural policies.

Thus, in both fields, the enlightenment configuration contributed to a more generalist focus on minorities, shifting the specificity of the status of migrants to the background. By connecting immigrant integration to broader concerns about welfare state reform and citizenship, the logic of equity replaced the logic of minorities in policy development. In research, too, a logic of equity emerged, a consequence of the WRR’s multidisciplinary, multi-sector scope.

5.3.3 Enlightenment and frame reflection?

Enlightenment contributed specifically to the fall of multiculturalism and the rise of universalism in both research and policy in the Netherlands in the early 1990s. However, did it also contribute to critical dialogues between research and policy on the new universalist model of integration? In other words, did these research policy dialogues involve openness, empathy, critical reflection, pragmatism and trust?

Opportunities for frame reflection

In specific respects, the enlightenment boundary configuration did contribute to frame reflection. First, it had an important effect on the openness of debate in terms of putting immigrant integration back on the policy agenda. The relative insulation of this policy domain, supported by scientific involvement, had hampered critical reflection of the underlying problem frame. Expanding this issue and drawing more actors into the debate on immigrant integration promoted the first condition for frame reflection – openness. Immediately following the 1989 WRR report, the debate became more open in terms of public discussions, but also in terms of debate within the scientific field. Following the national minorities debate, the discussion became more open in the political domain as well; this marked the first time the domain had become politicised.

Furthermore, the enlightenment configuration put an alternative problem frame on the agenda, a frame of the universalist type, which conflicted in fundamental respects with the dominant multiculturalist frame. This punctuated the monopoly of the multiculturalist frame. By developing an alternative frame, the debate on immigrant integration – in research as well as policy – was lifted to the fundamental level of how the problem was framed. It
also broke with some of the prevailing taboos on alternative frames that had hindered frame reflection. For a long time the multiculturalist frame was imperative, as other frames were often criticised for stigmatisation and minorisation. Now the formulation of an alternative frame – one not emphasising the risks of stigmatising minorities but rather, approaching migrants as equals – created opportunities for free reflection on different frames.

Thirdly, and highly related to the aforementioned point on formulating an alternative frame, the enlightenment boundary configuration contributed to critical reflection. The rise of an alternative frame on the agenda provoked frame conflict, thereby making both frames more explicit. The emergence of frame conflict within both the policy and the scientific field forced involved actors to reflect upon their own frames, instead of taking them for granted. The amassing sense of urgency following the 1989 WRR report and the national minorities debate contributed even further to this structural condition for critical reflection.

**Constraints on frame reflection**

Although the enlightenment boundary configuration did provide some of the structural conditions required for frame reflection, it did not contribute to frame reflection in some other respects. This concerned, primarily, the sense of pragmatism that is required for gradually adapting one’s frame in response to critical reflection. Instead, such pragmatism was obstructed by the open conflict that emerged in policy as well as research. On one hand, WRR, supported by the Minister of Home Affairs, stressed the fundamental difference between the new frame that they advocated and the prevailing multiculturalist frame, rather than advocating pragmatic adaptation between both frames. For instance, the aim was confronting the status quo, rather than reflecting on it or providing a pragmatic adaptation of frames. This was achieved by, among other things, deliberately defining immigrant integration in terms of allochthonous, integration and citizenship, so as to mark the difference with the prevailing minorities policy. On the other hand, criticism by actors involved in the status quo hardly indicated a sphere of pragmatism. This criticism was often moralistic with, for example, accusations that the WRR report would cause stigmatisation. It was also personally directed towards the Prime Minister after his statements in the 1990s and, later, to Bolkestein. The nature of this censure often contributed to confrontation instead of reflection. This is also true for the personal attacks of character experienced by Entzinger and his involvement in the 1989 WRR report, aimed to discredit his ‘intellectual leadership’ because of his different way of perceiving and approaching the issue of immigrant integration.

Secondly, the enlightenment configuration did not provide the trust among involved actors that is required for frame reflection. It evolved in a context of progressive distrust in this policy domain, between actors
supporting the status quo and actors that advocated policy change. In fact, the enlightenment configuration seems to have been a deliberate design for breaking the monopoly of the status quo. The official demand for scientific advice from the authoritative WRR created an alternative venue for policy change. In the preceding analysis, we saw that this process went largely beyond the actors involved in the policy status quo, such as ACOM and the Minorities Policy Directorate.

Whereas the enlightenment boundary configuration set some conditions for frame reflection, it also obstructed reflection in other respects. Putting immigrant integration back on the public and political agendas, developing an alternative frame and forcing a critical revaluation of the prevailing policy frame encouraged reflection on problem framing. However, this occurred in a confrontational, distrustful context rather than one of pragmatism or, much less, trust. In fact, the enlightenment configuration created a venue for problem framing beyond the scope of actors engaged in that of the prevailing status quo, sometimes leading to sharp conflicts of a moral and personal nature.

5.4 Conclusions

Contrary to the dominant image in migration literature that the Dutch multicultural model persisted long after the 1980s, a new model of integration had already emerged (at least in formal policy discourse and in research) during the late 1980s and early 1990s. While social researchers were crucial in constituting the multicultural model of the 1980s, now they played a major role in putting a new frame of immigrant integration on the agenda. However, the precise configuration of research-policy relations majorly differed. The technocratic symbiosis of the 1980s included the close involvement of researchers in constructing the structural monopoly that sustained the multicultural model. This continued to insulate the domain from broader societal developments throughout the 1980s. Now, a more enlightenment type of research-policy nexus created a legitimate way to punctuate this monopoly, linking immigrant integration to broader social and political developments, such as the politics of welfare state retrenchment and developing stricter ‘universalist’ policies. In the field of research, this reconfiguration of research-policy relations also allowed for the rise of an integration paradigm that challenged the dominant minorities paradigm.

This episode in research-policy dialogues on migration and integration clearly reveals how the configuration of these dialogues is itself very much an object of strategic interaction. For a long time, the structural equilibrium of the 1980s had been maintained through effective processes of negative feedback (including depoliticisation, taboos, consensus on specific measures in times of economic recession). Yet, WRR’s authority, the framing
of its 1989 report ‘Immigrant policy’ and its perspective on welfare state reform, proved crucial in setting the agenda of a new problem frame. Furthermore, for a number of politicians who were unhappy with the lack of reform in integration, WRR furnished a venue to put a more universalist approach to integration on the agenda, in a way that would be considered legitimate and authoritative.

Thus, the enlightenment nexus was a clear product of strategic design, made in an effort to punctuate the structural equilibrium of multiculturalism that emerged in the 1980s. Although this enlightenment, in accordance with the enlightenment ideal type, did not immediately lead to policy change, it did alter political and social discourse. It generated policy feedback and it also invited negative policy feedback, particularly from those research and policy actors involved in the technocratic symbiosis of the 1980s (such as ACOM). When policy developments gained more momentum after the 1991-1992 national minorities debate, many elements of the 1989 WRR report were revived and adopted in the new integration policy. Even in this period, experts who had been involved with the WRR reports continued to play a central role in ensuring that policy change was effectuated. However, after policy reframing took place, more political primacy emerged in research-policy relations. In particular, the Department of Home Affairs became a more prominent participant in the coordination of instrumental research that was provided by SCP. This suggests that following the establishment of the universalist frame in policymaking in the early 1990s, a more bureaucratic boundary configuration emerged.

The enlightenment nexus ended the relative insulation of this policy field from broader developments, connecting immigrant integration to wider concerns about the welfare state. Thus, it brought an end to the logic of minorities in problem framing that had sustained the multicultural model. Rather than focusing on the (cultural, ethnic) specificities of minorities, it contributed to a reframing of immigrants as equals – citizens – involving a multidisciplinary perspective that was blind to group-specific factors via the logic of equity.

The enlightenment configuration was designed by political actors and WRR to punctuate the structure-induced equilibrium in minorities policy and research. It also had the unintended effect of contributing to frame reflection, leading to an open scientific and political debate about immigrant integration (punctuating the structure-induced equilibrium of the 1980s), and providing a legitimate, acceptable venue for an alternative frame (universalism). Furthermore, it forced critical reflection on alternative frames through freely confronting frames in public, political and scientific debates. However, the enlightenment configuration also constrained frame reflection because it aimed to confront established minorities policy and research rather than promote reflection about multiculturalist or universalist frames in a sphere of pragmatism and trust.
Around the turn of the millennium, many Western European countries experienced what has been described as ‘an assimilationist turn’ in their immigrant integration policies (Joppke & Morawska 2003). The Netherlands is, arguably, the country where such an assimilationist turn manifested itself in a significant manner, at least in national policy discourse. In ‘the long year of 2002’, as it was called (see section 6.1.1), immigrant integration was to become the central issue in one of the most dramatic episodes in Dutch post-war political history, involving the rise and subsequent murder of the populist politician Fortuyn. At the same time, the multicultural model, for which the Netherlands had once been so well known, was now broadly discarded as ‘a failure’ and turned into a prominent counter-discourse against which new policy developments were juxtaposed.

The research-policy nexus would, more than ever before, itself become the object of intense controversy in the sharp politicisation of immigrant integration in this period. A technocratic model of government was now denounced together with the multiculturalist model with which it was often associated. Because of their intense involvement with policy developments in previous periods, the credibility of immigrant integration researchers was publicly put on the line. This episode will show how difficult it is to organise reflective research-policy dialogues on intractable controversies such as immigrant integration, and how much the construction of these dialogues is entwined with the construction of social problems like immigrant integration.

Controversies about the research-policy nexus make this episode even more interesting in terms of studying the co-evolution of immigrant integration research and policy in the Netherlands. For instance, why did a third report go ignored from the, by now, highly authoritative WRR, ‘The Netherlands as immigration society’ (2001)? This does not mean that research played no role in ongoing developments in this period. In fact, the SCP would venture beyond its capacity as a data provider to become an open advocate for an assimilationist approach. In addition, a parliamentary investigative committee would commission an extensive survey of available migration and integration literature in order to establish why policy had, thus far, only been ‘partly successful’. However, internationalisation of the research field and the growing involvement of European institutes in
the co-optation of immigrant integration researchers inspired trends to frame migration and integration as transnational issues. This development ran, of course, directly against emergent national framing in the field of policymaking.

6.1 The turn towards assimilationism and transnationalism

In chapter 4 we saw that, at least in formal policy discourse, a frameshift occurred from universalism towards assimilationism. In this respect, the Dutch case seems to resemble other countries that experienced an assimilationist turn in this period. Also in the field of research, assimilationist knowledge claims surfaced. However, as previously observed, the trend in this field is better seen in terms of the growing fragmentation of knowledge claims. In fact, besides multiculturalism, universalism and the new assimilationism, there was a clear rise of transnationalism in the field of immigrant integration research. In particular, there was a widening divide between research and policy in terms of their transnationalist and assimilationist framing of immigrant integration. In what situational setting did this split emerge, and which main research and policy actors were involved in research-policy dialogues in this period?

6.1.1 Context: Internationalisation and national identity

Several contextual developments during the 1990s and around 2000 put stress on the structural equilibrium that had evolved around the universalist policy approach earlier in the decade. One development that induced actors to reframe immigrant integration was the ongoing process of internationalisation or, as others called it, globalisation, which had a mounting effect on various institutions, including government and science. The establishment of the European Union during the 1990s and its increasing influence on various facets of national policies were important indications. In addition, the national welfare state, which was a central point of reference for Dutch integration policy in this period, was progressively affected by developments at a European level. Scientific research also became more internationalised. Sometimes aided by the development of European institutions (such as EU research funding), more and more international research networks evolved.

Internationalisation also affected immigrant integration. Free movement of people within the EU and better means of global transportation and communication surged migration flows to EU countries. In response, EU governments constantly undertook joint activities to limit migration across EU borders, contributing to the rise of a so-called ‘Fortress Europe’ (Geddes 2003). Besides the development of a joint European immigration
policy, EU institutes became more active in the domain of immigrant integration (ibid.), especially concerning anti-discrimination regulations (Guiraudon 2006). This also influenced the development of EU research networks in the field. Whereas immigrant integration research had, thus far, been confined mainly to the context of nation-states (Favell 2005; Lavenex 2005), now migration scholars became increasingly involved in networks beyond their nation-states and, according to some, even cooperated in EU government networks (Geddes 2005).

Ongoing immigration, especially family and asylum migration, had ever more visible effects in society. ‘Old’ migrant groups grew due to demographic effects such as high fertility rates and ongoing family migration. In the Netherlands in 2000, 2.8 million immigrants (comprising 17.5 per cent of the Dutch population) had either been born outside the Netherlands, or had at least one parent born outside the Netherlands.\(^1\) In the major cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam, immigrants comprised, respectively, 31.1 per cent and 30.5 per cent of the total population.\(^2\) Furthermore, asylum migration contributed to the rise of new migrant groups, such as those from the former Yugoslavia, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan and Somalia. The communication and transportation means that facilitated migration flows on a global level also facilitated the orientation of migrants towards their home countries, for instance, through satellite television and the internet. Cultural diversity became further institutionalised in Dutch society, as illustrated by the establishment of numerous mosques, Islamic schools and even Islamic universities.

WRR was one of the first actors to reconsider the prevailing perspective on immigrant integration in the context of these developments. In its third report on immigrant integration (WRR 2001b), WRR claimed that the Netherlands had become an immigration society and that immigration and integration policies, as well as the Dutch social state itself, had to adapt to this development.

There was reluctance in Dutch society to adapt to this prospect of an immigration society. In fact, there were indications during this era that the integration process was advancing rapidly in the social-economic areas of labour, education and housing, all key components of the integration policy. Unemployment levels among immigrants had declined significantly since the early 1990s, from over 30 per cent among Turks and Moroccans and over 20 per cent for Surinamese and Antilleans in 1994, to under 10 per cent for all these groups in 2000 and 2002. The government’s aim to reduce unemployment among immigrants by 50 per cent had been achieved by 2001 (SCP 2001: 14). Nonetheless, the level of immigrant unemployment remained more than double that of the average native population. Labour market participation among minorities also grew significantly, although, again, it was still less than among natives. The position of immigrants in education was ameliorated as well, despite persistent differences
between the groups (notably, the weaker position of Turks and Moroccans) and their sustained gap in education compared with natives.

A series of political and societal developments after the turn of the millennium changed the direction of policy developments. A second national minorities debate emerged in 2000, the so-called Scheffer debate, which focused attention on an alleged ‘multicultural tragedy’. Secondly, a series of events widely discussed in Dutch media and politics drew further attention to an alleged ‘clash of civilisations’ (Snel & Scholten 2005). This included incidents with acts of violence that involved immigrants, as well as morally questionable events that focused attention on the dilemmas of cultural and religious diversity, including imams making radical statements about homosexuals and refusing to shake hands with the female Minister for Integration (ibid.). The international developments surrounding the terrorist attacks of 9/11 also led to fierce anti-Muslim responses in the Netherlands, as was the case in other European countries (Fennema 2002).

Especially groundbreaking was ‘the long year of 2002’ when the populist politician Fortuyn brought immigrant integration to the centre of public and political attention. Fortuyn was the political leader of the newly founded party Liveable Netherlands (Leefbaar Nederland) in 2001 and led the local branch Liveable Rotterdam in the local elections of 2002. He rapidly became the subject of controversy because of his tough media statements, calling for ‘zero-immigration’ because the Netherlands was ‘full’, calling for a ‘cold war against Islam’ and dismissing Islam as ‘an idiotic culture’. Following these statements, Fortuyn was fired by his own party as their political leader and founded his own: the Pim Fortuyn Party (LPF). During campaigning for the 2002 parliamentary elections, an animal-rights activist assassinated Fortuyn on the very day the polls showed his party would come first. Following these elections, the LPF eventually became the second-largest party and was included in a centre-right government coalition with the Liberals and the Christian Democrats. The LPF was to be included in a centre-right government coalition with the Liberals and the Christian Democrats.

The ‘long year of 2002’ had two direct political effects. Firstly, it led to the initiation, in the year following the elections, of a parliamentary investigative committee on the integration policy. The aim of this committee was to examine why the integration policy had been so limited in its success and also to provide building blocks for new policy initiatives. Partly based on an extensive study of scientific sources by the VWJ, this committee eventually concluded that the integration policy had actually been relatively successful. This declaration provoked fierce controversy in public and political debates.

A stronger political leadership emerged in migration and integration policy during 2002. The responsibility for immigrant integration and immigration policy shifted towards the Department of Justice. LPF member
Hilbrand Nawijn was Minister of Immigration and Integration for a relatively short time. When this brief coalition fell in 2002 and a new centre-right coalition was formed in 2003 without the LPF, immigration and integration once again found strong political leadership under Minister Verdonk from the Liberal Party. Verdonk was central to the development of several memoranda in which the contours of an integration policy ‘new style’ were elaborated. Although the effects of this new policy discourse on policy practices seems to have been limited (Poppelaars & Scholten 2008), the policy documents from this period reveal a change in how migrant integration was framed in government policies, from universalism towards a more assimilationist policy frame.

In both politics and research, more attention was being devoted to the social-cultural dimension of immigrant integration. In contrast to the transnationalist discourse of WRR, SCP attributed attention to the social-cultural integration of migrants in Dutch society. SCP was also more explicitly involved in advocating a more assimilationist approach in this period.

This context analysis shows how several actors were involved in research-policy relations. In the field of research, this once again involved WRR, reflecting the internationalisation of research in this domain. This time around, however, it seems to have been less influential in terms of policy framing. SCP also continued to be involved at this time. Furthermore, the parliamentary investigative committee and the scientific study it commissioned from the VWJ seem to have been the result of a combined effort by research and policy actors. Finally, in the field of policymaking, the political leadership of the Department of Justice, the new coordinating department for the integration policy ‘new style’, clearly played a prominent role in policy changes in this period.

6.1.2 WRR: ‘The Netherlands as an immigration society’

In 2001, WRR published a third report on immigrant integration entitled ‘The Netherlands as an immigration society’. It contrasted with earlier ones by placing immigrant integration more in the context of immigration policy and the Dutch rule of law, whereas previous reports had focused more narrowly on immigrant integration (De Jong 2002). WRR argued that inadequate integration of migrants into citizens could create tensions in Dutch society. It also stated that ongoing immigration could negatively affect the absorption capacity of society (WRR 2001b: 25).

While the first WRR report (1979) suggested immigrants would not return to their home countries and had become permanent minorities and the second WRR report (1989) claimed immigration as such had become a permanent phenomenon and that the Netherlands had become a de facto country of immigration, this third one argued that ‘the permanency, diversity and unpredictability of migration’ and the ‘sharp increase of diversity
since the 1980s [...] also have consequences for the (organisation of) Dutch society [...] and the capacity of Dutch society and its institutions to cope with (cultural) differences and take benefit of the positive contribution of immigrants’ (ibid.: 19). It adds that, although the second WRR report’s statement that the Netherlands had become a country of immigration was now widely recognised, ‘the translation of this fact into conduct and policy takes effort’ and that ‘basically, Dutch government policy is insufficiently directed at the immigration society’ (ibid.; author’s emphasis). Such an immigration society would demand ‘a capacity from Dutch society and its institutions to cope with [cultural] differences and take profit from the contribution of migrants’ (ibid.).

WRR did not adopt a new way of classifying immigrants, as it had done in the two earlier versions. It used the term ‘migrant’ or ‘immigrant’, but also ‘allochthonous’ and ‘newcomers’. An important argument for using the comparatively neutral depiction of ‘migrants’ was that referring to second- or third-generation migrants as ‘allochthonous’ could have a labelling effect that supported the intergenerational character of being an immigrant (ibid.: 32). The report also speaks more of ‘participation’ than of ‘integration’. The former term was used referring to the position of migrants, whereas the latter connoted mutual interdependence within society. The general use of the term ‘integration’ referring to the incorporation of migrants into society was not adopted in this report.

In contrast to the two earlier reports and despite reference to the Netherlands’ fundamental transformation into a so-called immigration society, WRR does not explicitly call for a fundamental policy shift. In fact, it takes sides in the controversy over policy success or failure by claiming that government should resist ‘the pressure to [...] formulate new policies, instead of striving to ameliorate the implementation of current policies’ (ibid.: 180). Despite the often ‘strongly ideological character of policies concerning immigration and integration’, WRR calls for a more instrumental and procedural policy approach, one which focuses primarily on those areas that best lend themselves to government intervention, such as language proficiency, labour and education.

WRR dissociated itself from the emerging assimilationist policy discourse. In important respects, it built on the universalist frame of the 1990s, for instance, in its emphasis on the principles that migrants have a personal responsibility to participate (citizenship) and that immigrant participation requires accessibility to institutions. The report formulates principles of ‘encounter’ and ‘confrontation’. This concerns the promotion of interaction within society, avoiding the formation of segmented societies that threaten the integration of society at large, without necessarily involving assimilation. The task of government in this respect would not be substantial but rather instrumental, creating the conditions for interaction.
These principles underline that the aim of assimilation, in the sense of the absorption into Dutch culture, is neither desirable nor necessary in a highly diversified immigration society. However, for the ongoing existence of the social-democratic system in the Netherlands, it is necessary to lay down certain requirements for immigrants and the host society. The requirements imposed on immigrants are aimed at their participation in Dutch society and those for the host society at the accessibility of the institutions of the social state and adjustment to the cultural diversity of the population. (ibid.: 25)

However, the report also adds a cultural dimension to this frame that reflected more of a transnationalist than an assimilationist frame. Whereas both universalism and multiculturalism contain a clear national perspective on immigrant integration (the Dutch multicultural society, the Dutch functionalist state), WRR now viewed immigrant integration through the lens of internationalisation. There are numerous references to the fact that ‘the world has become smaller’, that cultures have become more dynamic, that individuals develop more and more hybrid or multiple identities and that migration has led to the formation of transnational communities that keep their one foot in the country of origin and one in the destination. Without explicitly taking this transnationalist perspective as normative, internationalisation became accepted as a way in which policy should be adapted. To do this, the report set a more positive tone on migration as an element of internationalisation. In fact, it put forward ‘an approach that would maximise the benefits of immigration, both for Dutch society and for the newcomers’ (ibid.: 9). It explicitly denounced the ‘programmatic and normative tone’ of the debate on the multicultural society (ibid.: 22).

6.1.3 Social and Cultural Planning Office (SCP)

In the early 1990s, SCP gained prominence for providing social-economic data on immigrants. It had acquired an important role in the structure-induced equilibrium of the universalist approach with the provision of instrumental data in its regular minorities reports. During the 1990s, SCP’s minorities reports remained an important tool in the interdepartmental coordination of the integration policy. They occasionally contributed to important policy corrections, for instance, in 1996’s housing policies (VWJ 2004: 138). More generally, because of its involvement in other domains and high media profile, SCP became more established in this period, with authority in the political field and the field of scientific research.

At the end of the 1990s, SCP adopted a more assimilationist problem framing in response to, among other things, indications of decline in the acceptance of minorities and cultural diversity in Dutch society. Firstly, in
its ‘Social and cultural report’ from 1998, SCP explicitly dissociated itself from the idea that the Netherlands would have, or should become, a multi-cultural society.\(^5\) SCP (1998: 8) claimed that ‘although Dutch society does increasingly contain people of different cultural origins, the secular, universalist, individualist, in short Western culture experiences barely any competition from other streams’. Moreover, cultural goods, such as norms and values, would have to be clearly distinguished from social goods such as labour and income, which can be discussed in terms of individual rights and duties. According to SCP, cultural goods cannot be differentiated for various individuals and groups. Instead, they represent an ‘intrinsic hierarchy’, ruling out the possibility of ‘essentialistic pluralism’ as this would lead to ‘as many public spheres as cultural groups’ (ibid.: 267). In this context, the importance of ‘cultural assimilation [would have been] underestimated and ignored by government, agents and social scientists’ (ibid.: 271). SCP had already made similar statements in its ‘Social and cultural report’ from 1986, but refrained from repeating these observations ever since becoming more structurally involved in the domain in the early 1990s.

In 1998, the newly appointed director of SCP, Schnabel, explicitly argued for ‘adaptation and assimilation’, claiming that the multicultural society was ‘an illusion’. He did so in a lecture for the Institute for Multicultural Expertise (FORUM), and in an essay (Schnabel 1998) and a newspaper article in 2000.\(^6\) He based his argument on 1998’s ‘Social and cultural report’.\(^7\) According to Schnabel (ibid.: 8), becoming a multicultural society was ‘neither a realistic nor a desirable option’. He saw social-cultural adaptation as an important means for achieving integration or, as he called it, ‘assimilation’ (ibid.: 25). Concerning central cultural areas such as the Constitution and civil rights, Schnabel argued that there was no other option but complete assimilation. In other public areas, such as school and work, some degree of integration or assimilation could be expected, whereas in the more private cultural spheres, such as home, family and church, there would be more space for diversity or even segregation.\(^8\)

SCP’s minorities report also paid more systematic attention to ‘social-cultural integration’. For the first time it included an empirical analysis of data on social-cultural integration in a preparatory study it made for the 2001 WRR report on immigrant integration (Dagevos 2001). In the context of rising concerns about social-cultural diversity and ethnic cleavages in society after the turn of the millennium, SCP decided, together with the coordinating Department of Justice, to include social-cultural integration in its minorities report for the first time in 2003 (SCP 2002: 134, 2003: 9). It defined social-cultural integration in terms of the modernisation of specific norms and values, referring to ‘a centuries-long modernisation process of western culture [...] which has advanced less in many other parts of the world’ (SCP 2003: 9). According to SCP:
Social-cultural integration stands [...] for the extent to which ethnic minorities share a number of the basic values and norms of Dutch society and the extent to which they have contacts with natives. A modern western world view was taken as a point of reference for the choice of these norms and values, which is characterised by the idea of individual human development, social equality (also between men and women), secularism and a democratic regulation of power (ibid.: 9).

In the 2003 minorities report, SCP provides a differentiated image of the process of social-cultural integration. In terms of modern cultural attitudes, there were signs of cultural assimilation, especially in second- and third-generation migrants of specific groups (SCP 2003: 427). However, in terms of religious attitudes and social contacts, it appears that there was a growing divergence between natives and immigrant groups (ibid.). Turks and Moroccans had an especially pronounced orientation towards their own cultural group, whereas Antilleans and Surinamese were more assimilated into Dutch society (ibid.: 430). As for social-economic participation, SCP signalled that, despite the significant progress made in the previous decade, persistent problems remained. They involved, among other indicators, a persistent relative deprivation in education and labour, the latter of which was deteriorating due to overall economic decline.

SCP would continue to draw attention to the social-cultural dimension of integration. Following the ‘long year of 2002’ when the populist LPF was eventually incorporated into government, the Minister of Immigration and Integration asked SCP to coordinate a research project on Islam in Dutch society. This eventually led to 2004’s ‘Muslims in the Netherlands’.9 This report concluded that although secularisation did occur among Muslims in terms of religious practices, the group’s religious identity underwent a religious revitalisation. SCP focused on social-cultural integration in other reports as well as – and often in relation to – social-structural integration.10 Although the regular minorities reports were discontinued after 2003, SCP continued to issue documents on this matter, including the ‘Annual integration report’ (2005) that was published together with the Statistics Office (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, CBS) and the Scientific Research and Documentation Centre of the Department of Justice (Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek-en Documentatiecentrum, WODC).

6.1.4 The Blok Committee and the Verwey-Jonker Institute

Following the controversial parliamentary elections of 2002, Parliament took the initiative in establishing an investigative committee to examine the integration policy. Dutch Parliament has a constitutional right to establish investigative parliamentary committees or parliamentary inquiries not
only to look into social problems but also to evaluate policies. They form an important means through which Parliament can alleviate its relatively asymmetrical access to information compared to government, which has a great number of advisory bodies at its disposal, including WRR and SCP (Halffman & Hoppe 2006). Although this right had existed for a long time, it only recently came to be used more frequently by Parliament, particularly for the investigation of policy fiascos (Andeweg & Irwin 2005: 144). This development was also institutionalised with the establishment of a Research and Verification Office (Onderzoek en Verificatie Bureau, OVB) in 2002, which provided administrative support to parliamentary inquiries and investigative committees. In this case, Parliament established an investigative committee, which has fewer formal powers than a parliamentary inquiry, but can have a similar policy impact.

The parliamentary motion that demanded the establishment of an investigative committee was submitted by the Socialist Party, who advocated a more assimilationist policies (Fermin 1997: 112). Previous attempts by this party to call for a parliamentary investigative committee had been fruitless. Now, though, Parliament accepted a motion concluding that integration was ‘insufficiently successful’ and called for an evaluation of the causes for failure.

Concluding that the integration policy has thus far been insufficiently successful, observing that it would be desirable to evaluate what may have been the cause of this, observing that such research could provide the building blocks for the formulation of a new integration policy, Parliament decides to establish a parliamentary research committee on the integration policy.

In fact, there was already an evaluation of policy failure present in this stage of the research problem formulation. However, members of the LPF voted against this motion; as for them, the conclusion that the integration policy had failed was already so clear that they believed a special research committee was unnecessary. Perhaps more importantly, the LPF did not want to gain any new ‘building blocks’ for an integration policy; rather, it wanted to abolish the integration policy altogether and incorporate policies towards immigrants into general government policy.

Whereas the initial idea for establishing the investigative committee was based on an assimilationist evaluation of the integration policy – as insufficiently successful or ‘failed’ in the social-cultural terrain – eventually its official aim was reformulated in a more open way, by a parliamentary working group that made preparations for establishing the committee. The final assignment given to the committee also contained no specific focus on social-cultural issues, something that would have been expected in an assimilationist framing of the investigative committee’s aim. Instead, the
goal of the committee was ‘to enable the Second Chamber of Parliament to evaluate the integration policy of the Dutch government over the past 30 years, to evaluate the aimed effects and factual results of this policy and to evaluate the coherence of policy in various policy sectors’. Also, ‘the research should provide building-blocks for the integration policy to come’. The various policy domains considered relevant included income and labour, education, housing and recreation and sports.

The report by the investigative committee, named the ‘Blok Committee’ after its chairman, Stef Blok, was for a large part based on a study by the VWJ, although the reports of this committee and the institute also differed in important respects. The VWJ was asked to undertake an evaluative study of the goals and results of the integration policy over the past decades in specific areas and to determine to what extent policy had been consistent and coherent. Moreover, it was asked to determine the extent to which the integration policy ‘could be qualified as successful’.

This last question, in particular, related to the framing of immigrant integration. The approach adopted by the VWJ was manifest in its assumption that ‘success in one domain can be of higher importance than that in others’ (VWJ 2004: 196). The ‘success in the domain of education appears [to be] the key for the further success of the integration process’, meaning that the results in this area are of extra importance. It was this assumption that eventually led the institute to the conclusion that the integration policy had been ‘relatively successful’ (ibid.). Furthermore, it concluded that ‘part of the intended goals have been realised […] especially in the domain of education’, as well as in the domain of housing, whereas the goals in the domain of income and labour ‘have been less achieved’ (ibid.).

This emphasis on education and labour as cornerstones of integration reveals the VWJ’s universalist framing. Thus, it founded its conclusion about the relative success of the integration policy on achievements in the social-economic, rather than the social-cultural, domain. The institute also put its conclusions in greater context, providing an incentive for critical reflection about this problem frame. The lack of complete success was due to inconsistencies between policies, it argued. Another conclusion was that ‘especially in the social-cultural domain there is a gap between formulated objectives and results that have been attained thus far’ (VWJ 2004: 197). There was warning against an ‘anachronistic evaluation’ of policy results accumulated from the past but based on policy objectives set out only recently: ‘results are lagging mainly in areas where only recently new and sharper goals have been formulated’ (ibid.). Here, the VWJ appears to be using the fact that this had been the dominant frame in the previous decade as a way of legitimising its choice for a universalist approach, thereby dissociating itself from the new assimilationist frame to emerge in the political discourse during that time. It did, however, raise the question of whether,
given the ‘recent political turbulence, the goals have always been formulated sufficiently broad in the past’ (ibid.: 198).

The Blok Committee formulated a definition of ‘integration’ to use for determining whether the integration was successful or not. This definition was universalist in character, emphasising social-economic participation, equality in legal terms and the ‘two-sidedness’ of integration. The definition also contained some elements that could lead either to a more assimilationist framing (respect for common values, norms and patterns of behaviour) or even a multiculturalist framing (integration as a person or a group). However, the committee failed to elaborate the definition to such an extent that the relative importance of these various indicators of integration could be established. The committee adopted the following definition of successful integration:

A person or a group is integrated in Dutch society when they have an equal legal position, equal social-economic participation, knowledge of the Dutch language and when common values, norms and patterns of behaviour are being respected. Integration is a two-sided process. On the one hand, newcomers are expected to be willing to integrate; on the other hand, Dutch society must make this integration possible. (Blok 2004a: 105)

Based on this definition, the Blok Committee concluded that ‘the integration of many immigrants has been a total or partial success and [...] this is quite an achievement for the involved immigrant citizens as well as for the host society’ (Blok 2004a: 105). The way in which the committee substantiated this conclusion revealed a more universalist framing than its definition of integration would suggest. Its belief in the success of the integration process was founded especially on the progress made in education, labour, housing and women’s emancipation (ibid.: 522). These domains mainly concern the individual participation of migrants, regardless of gender, rather than group emancipation (as in multiculturalism) or social-cultural integration (as in assimilationism).

An important difference from the VWJ was that the Blok Committee did not conclude that the integration policy had been successful but rather, that the integration process had been successful. The committee observed that ‘casual relations with the general integration policy are difficult to prove [...]’ (ibid.: 522). The success of the integration process would have been especially affected by general developments in society and by the efforts of those migrants involved. In this respect, too, the Blok Committee seems to have followed a universalist frame in which the government had only a supporting role in the integration process.

The Blok Committee and the VWJ produced what could be expected from an evaluative study of the integration policy – evaluating policy
effects based on given policy goals. Adopted was the universalist problem frame of 1990s integration policy and, based on this frame, both actors came to the conclusion that integration had been rather successful. However, within the context of ongoing policy debates after 2000, they also continued to propagate a universalist frame. They pinpointed education and labour as the key sectors of integration. The Blok Committee even concluded that, given the progress achieved in those sectors that were considered vital from a universalist frame of immigrant integration, the integration process – though not so much the integration policy – had been relatively successful.

6.1.5 Politics and public intellectuals

Finally, political actors and so-called public intellectuals who were main players in public, political and sometimes scientific debates became more involved in policymaking. They ensured that immigrant integration topped the political agenda during this period (Essed & Nimako 2006). This would have a direct effect on the policy changes that were made by the two centre-right governments formed in 2002 and 2003.

Two actors particularly had a significant impact on policymaking. First, the public intellectual Paul Scheffer triggered a second national minorities debate in 2000, with a piece published in NRC Handelsblad (29 January 2000) on what he described as the ‘multicultural tragedy’ taking place in the Netherlands. In this newspaper article, Scheffer adopted a more assimilationist frame, focusing attention on the relation between social-cultural differences and social-economic deprivation. He defined immigrant integration as ‘the social question of this age’ and warned of the development of an ‘ethnic underclass’ in Dutch society, characterised by ‘unemployment, poverty, school drop-outs and criminality’. He claimed that the ‘benign multiculturalism’ found in a cultural differences approach was one of the causes of the formation of the ethnic underclass. To achieve better integration, Scheffer called for a ‘civilisation offensive [in which] Dutch language, culture and history should be taken more seriously’. Scheffer believed that, ‘We say too little about our boundaries, cherish no relation with our past and treat language in an ignorant way [...] a society that repudiates itself has nothing to offer to newcomers’. He also warned against the growth of ethno-cultural cleavages in society. Scheffer’s analysis of the alleged clash of civilisations was an important element in ‘The multicultural tragedy’ (Prins 2002a; Snel 2003a: 13). The unfolding debate put immigrant integration back on the public and political map in 2000, sparking a lively polemic in the national media (Scholten & Timmermans 2004). Subsequently, a special parliamentary debate was held among various political party leaders to discuss integration policy ‘in general’.
The second actor to have an effect on policy was another public intellectual heavily involved in politics. Fortuyn was already known for his conservative columns in the popular Dutch magazine Elsevier and his 1997 book Against the Islamisation of society (Fortuyn 1997). Fortuyn’s 2001 entrance into politics marked the beginning of ‘the long year of 2002’ and one of the most controversial periods in Dutch post-war political history (Andeweg & Irwin 2005). Fortuyn, even more so than Scheffer, framed immigrant integration in an assimilationist way. He defined migrants in terms of their social-cultural differences in relation to Dutch society. Generally, this involved highlighting the religious status of migrants. He also framed immigrant integration in terms of compensating the ‘social-cultural deprivation’ of migrants whose upbringing had not been part of Western Judeo-Christian culture. In order to preserve Dutch culture and identity and to compensate for the social-cultural deprivation of migrants, Fortuyn argued for a more obligatory approach to integration that also involved adaptation to Dutch norms and values.

Although the minorities debate inspired by Scheffer did not immediately lead to policy change, several years later, it would be seen as an important turning point in the development of this domain (Entzinger 2005: 8). The coordinating Minister of Integration and Urban Affairs refuted claims that there would be a ‘multicultural tragedy’, pointing instead to signals of social-economic progress. Based on the prevailing universalist problem framing, this was evidence that the integration policy was rather successful.

We do not share the feelings of dejection. [...] A warning against an unbalanced idea about the position of minorities in Dutch society is surely in place. There are not only problems, there is also progress. [...] There is no question of a multicultural tragedy. There is no progressive marginalisation of various ethnic groups in the Netherlands. They are (on average) better integrated than in the past. (Van Boxtel 2000: 12-13)

The rise of Fortuyn had a more immediate effect on policy changes. The 2002 elections brought a new government to power with very different ideas on immigrant integration. The populist LPF was a part of the new government coalition and named immigrant integration a top policy priority. The coalition agreement signed by the Liberal Party, the Christian Democratic Party and the LPF emphasised, in particular, the social-cultural dimension of immigrant integration. It highlighted how ethnic differences in combination with discrepancies in education, labour participation and crime rates contribute to ‘divergent powers within society and to physical, social and mental cleavages between communities’. Although it claimed to renounce a politics of assimilation, perhaps in part due to the sensitivity
of this concept, it argued for ‘approaching religious, cultural and ethnic difference on the basis of respect for fundamental values and norms that are characteristic for Dutch society’. 23

In this centre-right government, LPF member Nawijn became Minister for Immigration and Integration. What is more, responsibility for integration policy was taken away from the Department of Home Affairs, which had been the coordinating department since the late 1970s. The Department of Justice now became coordinator, signalling a more pronounced law-and-order approach to immigrant integration (Entzinger 2003). In 2003, when a new centre-right government was formed, the Department of Justice remained in control for policy coordination in this area, this time with a minister from the Liberal Party.

Rita Verdonk, the new minister responsible for the coordination of the integration policy, produced several policy documents that elaborated a more assimilationist approach to immigrant integration, or the so-called integration policy ‘new style’. Details of this policy were also set out in a letter from the minister that accompanied the 2003 minorities report by SCP, which were simultaneously sent to Parliament. Building on observations by SCP on social-cultural integration, the minister observed in this letter that ‘in spite of moderate successes in the sphere of education and the labour market, too great a part of the minority population stands at too great [a] distance from Dutch society’ affecting ‘social and cultural distance as well as economic distance’.24 Moreover, the letter explicitly speaks of a turning point in the integration policy, which would involve, in particular, a change from cultivating cultural differences towards ‘searching [for] the unity of society in what participants have in common’.25

This frameshift towards assimilationism was further codified in the government reply memorandum to the Blok Committee’s 2003 report. In this response, the government confirmed the new policy contours that had been elaborated in the ministerial letter. It reiterated its emphasis on social-cultural differences as the incentive for the integration policy ‘new style’. Responding to the conclusion of the Blok Committee that integration had been relatively successful, the government stated that it:

endorses the conclusion that especially in the 1990s progress has been made in various domains [...], but that [government] in its own analysis of the actual position [of immigrants] puts emphasis on the social, cultural and economic cleavages that persist.26

In this context, the government expressed its disappointment that the Blok Committee had ignored some important facets of immigrant integration, ‘in particular the social-cultural aspects of integration and the disproportionate crime rates among some minority groups’.27 Moreover, it raised doubts about the ‘factual meaning’ of the conclusion that integration would have
been ‘a total or partial success’. In fact, the government reframed this conclusion as evidence that integration had been at least partially unsuccessful, or possibly even a complete failure, and that these observations would guide government policy.\textsuperscript{28}

This actor analysis clearly shows the multiplicity of frames involved in this period. Recognising this multiplicity creates a very different perspective on the somewhat simplistically described assimilationist turn in Dutch policies. Whereas WRR adopted a transnationalist framing, the parliamentary investigative committee and the VWJ adopted a more universalist frame (in contrast to the parliamentary motion that had led to the establishment of the committee). Moreover, in line with a number of influential political actors and public intellectuals in this period, SCP adopted a progressively explicit assimilationist problem frame.

These actors also selected and interpreted different contextual evidence to support their frames. Whereas universalists selected evidence about the improvement of the position of migrants in crucial social-economic domains, assimilationists chose to select evidence about persistent differences in terms of social-cultural integration or even ‘social-cultural deprivation’. While WRR interpreted evidence about ongoing immigration and burgeoning cultural diversity as signs that the Netherlands was becoming an immigration society, actors with assimilationist frames interpreted them instead as indications of a clash of civilisations that demanded more focus on social-cultural adaptation. Furthermore, the attribution of meaning to the focus events that occurred after the turn of the millennium was very important at the time. Actors with assimilationist frames, especially political actors and public intellectuals, played an important role in giving weight to incidents such as the murder of Fortuyn, viewing them as focus events for an alleged ‘clash of civilisations’. For instance, even though Fortuyn was murdered by a leftist animal-rights activist, his death acquired the meaning of someone killed for his opinion on multiculturalism and his criticism of Islam, in particular (Essed & Nimako 2006: 304). The same was true for the murder of the filmmaker Theo Van Gogh in 2004, which also reinforced the idea that discourse on multiculturalism had reached a ‘dead end’, and that Islam posed a threat to national social cohesion and identity (Hajer & Uitermark 2007: 7).

6.2 The research-policy nexus on the line

As we have seen, controversy over the ‘culture’ or framing of problems tends to coincide with disaccord concerning the ‘structure’ of how problems are dealt with by various actors. This is certainly the case in this era, as the division of labour between research and policy became openly contested. Whereas in previous episodes, research made significant
contributions to policy developments in a technocratic or enlightenment manner, this time the construction of effective research-policy dialogues would prove much more difficult. However, the fact that research-policy boundaries were at stake, as never before in these controversies, makes this an even more compelling episode in which to examine just why the status of research became so contested.

6.2.1 The field of scientific research

Fragmentation appearing in the field of immigrant integration research as early as the end of the 1980s would only continue during this period. Within immigrant integration research, a multiplicity of problem frames was manifesting, involving universalist, assimilationist and transnationalist frames. This would also affect relations between different research actors within the field of policymaking, which went through a dramatic assimilationist turn at this time.

WRR: Boundary work beyond the national polity

In 1997, WRR decided to continue its tradition in the domain of immigrant integration. This led to the report ‘The Netherlands as immigration society’, published in 2001. Unlike the 1989 report, this document did not respond to a formal advisory request from government. Rather, the initiative for the report was taken as a result of a brainstorming session of the sixth council, which was inaugurated in 1997. The success of earlier reports provided an important motivation for WRR to once more publish a report in this area. The two previous reports had been powerful illustrations of the institutional legitimacy of WRR, and it was considered useful for the council to continue its involvement by producing one report approximately every decade. A more personal factor involved in this initiative was that council member Pauline Meurs was very interested in this issue. Although immigrant integration was not WRR’s academic specialisation, her personal interest was an important motivation for starting this new study.

This time, WRR did not demarcate its role as developer of an alternative design for the immigrant integration policy. Rather, it proclaimed its task to be that of reviewing current policies in this domain, including immigrant integration as well immigration and welfare state policies in the context of ongoing internationalisation. Internationalisation was a focus of this new council, which also produced several other reports during this period on, for instance, the EU (WRR 2001a). This thematic programme was, however, different from WRR’s more substantial policy agenda at the time of its 1989 report.

A thematic focus on internationalisation influenced the clear stance of WRR’s report vis-à-vis the field of immigrant integration research. WRR adopted a transnationalist framing that linked immigrant integration to the
ongoing process of internationalisation and set it apart from other frames with a more national perspective. Contrary to previous reports, WRR could not once again lean on issue-specific experts within its own organisation. As a result, the authors expended significant effort in examining scientific literature on the subject. In the initial stages of the report, the authors met with various researchers on immigrant integration. They were also supported throughout the project by researchers such as Kloosterman, who had held a part-time position in WRR for some time, and Entzinger. In this way, WRR became acquainted with the transnationalist frame that had developed in the context of a larger ongoing process of internationalisation. In fact, as prior observed, transnationalism emerged in this field as a consequence of a structural process of internationalisation and, in particular, growing involvement by European institutes, which induced researchers to look beyond their national models of immigrant integration and to engage in more international comparative research (Favell 1998, 2001; Lavenex 2005).

This demarcation of WRR’s mandate involved a deliberate strategy of ‘keeping politics out’. Its independent, authoritative position enabled WRR to fulfil a debunking role. In fact, WRR’s advisory council, whose members included directors of several other institutes, including from SCP, encouraged WRR to use its independence as a means to discuss sensitive issues such as immigration and integration. The SCP director, who was later to become an important entrepreneur in this field, argued that WRR should take advantage of its independence to address this sensitive topic, something that SCP would be less capable of doing due to its relationship with the Department of Home Affairs.

In 2000, in the midst of the development of the WRR report and following the second national minorities debate, immigrant integration emerged at the centre of public and political attention. For WRR, this was a moment to reinforce its strategy of ‘keeping politics out’. It decided not to engage in the ongoing debates because the report would be published much later. Furthermore, it rejected the negative tone towards immigration and diversity that was evident in this debate. Ultimately, the WRR report would contain no reference to the article by Scheffer that had triggered the second national debate. In a memorandum to the council, the WRR project group argued, in reference to the assimilationist Scheffer debate, for a more international perspective.

The article [...] has led to a vivid debate about the success or failure of the integration of ‘allochthones’ in the Netherlands. It is striking that the positions were hardly nuanced, that all allochthones were treated as one and that policy responses have an ad hoc character; several elements were suddenly overemphasised in comparison to others. [...] With our report, we wanted to nuance this debate and
present a more integral approach and, wherever possible and relevant, also involve the international debate about immigration and integration.34

It is significant that WRR renounced ideas of an advisory request for a report on immigration policy in this period. Although the Minister of General Affairs formally issues advisory requests, there was debate at this time about a potential advisory request from the Department of Justice. Considering a new immigration law that was to be implemented in 2000, the State Secretary for Immigration at the Department of Justice showed particular interest in a WRR study on this issue and contemplated issuing an advisory request.35 The study was to address questions such as how to distinguish real (political) refugees from bogus (economic) refugees and look for explanations for why immigration to the Netherlands was so high.36 WRR responded negatively to discussions about this advisory request. It considered it too difficult to create an ‘objective’ explanation of reasons for migration and, more precisely, the choice to immigrate to the Netherlands. It also believed that such a report would deviate too greatly from the project, already underway, that focused mainly on cultural diversity.37 Moreover, it was feared that this topic would not be ‘scientifically investigable’, in part because of the political nature of distinguishing between economic migrants and political asylum applicants.38 Council members were fearful of an advisory request that would effectively put a political problem on WRR’s plate.39 It was never issued.

This strategy of making of the report in a concertedly apolitical way, despite the rapid ongoing developments during its production, also reflected internal difficulties in achieving the goals set within WRR. Initially, WRR had planned to formulate a ‘minimum of commonality’40 required for the functioning of an immigration society. At the beginning of the project, it was observed how ‘the increase in ethnic diversity in Dutch society raises a lot of questions [...] [W]e have the impression that an important part of the answer can be found in cultivating specific general conditions’.41 With this focus, the project group developed working titles such as ‘cultural heterogeneity’, ‘multiculturalism’ and ‘coping with differences’. Later, it narrowed down this problem formulation to a more modest state.42 Instead of formulating its own normative framework for a minimum of commonality, the morality of the core institutions in society was taken as a normative starting point. In other words, a more sociological institutionalist mode of reasoning was adopted, somewhat similar to the 1989 WRR report, with a focus on the ‘social state’. This was seen as a way of abandoning the idea of developing a substantive organising principle (i.e. a minimum of commonality) for a more procedural principle.43

One reason behind this more modest formulation was an internal disagreement about the broader normative framework. As a sensitive issue,
immigrant integration led to considerable disputing within WRR, especially surrounding the Scheffer debate but also surrounding specific issues such as dual nationality and the economic evaluation of the costs and benefits of immigration.\textsuperscript{44} This made it difficult to agree on a common normative framework or to formulate clear policy recommendations on which all members could agree. These internal difficulties were an important factor as to why the report did not adopt policy recommendations as strong as those in previous ones.

Looking back, we could have perhaps gone a bit further in terms of recommendations. That our recommendations were eventually a bit ‘softer’ was also because this is a politically controversial issue, on which it is difficult to reach agreement within the project group and within the council. [...] You must have a very good argumentation and a good idea about the perverse effects of such an approach.\textsuperscript{45}

By trying to keep politics out, WRR aimed to debunk or demythologise some prevailing national myths about immigrant integration in the context of internationalisation.\textsuperscript{46} Rather than being a ‘report to government’, this was more ‘a report to society’. It contained a new perspective on immigration and integration rather than a new policy plan.\textsuperscript{47} It did not contain many concrete policy recommendations, ‘but was rather aimed at introducing a change of perspective’.\textsuperscript{48}

Debunking involved, firstly, revealing the pervasive effect of migration and diversity as facets of the ongoing process of internationalisation on the structure of national institutions. It also involved a ‘conceptual debate about concepts [such] as multiculturalism and integration’ and a discussion about ‘taboo topics such as differences between groups’, including the issue of dual nationality and the relation between immigration and integration.\textsuperscript{49} WRR believed that the notion of multiculturalism had been troubled by normative debates on whether the Netherlands should be a multicultural society, rather than a factual debate about what cultural diversity meant for society. Furthermore, debunking meant that WRR diverged from the prevailing policy discourse. It avoided the concept of ‘integration’ because the notion reflected the dominant national discourse and stressed deficiencies on the part of immigrants, rather than the larger implications of diversity and migration. Instead, more analytical concepts such as ‘incorporation’ and ‘participation’ were used.\textsuperscript{50} Another myth that was addressed concerned the relation between immigration and integration, which had, thus far, been treated as largely separate policy areas, embedded in different institutional contexts. Whereas it had previously been accepted that integration policy was conditional upon immigration policy, WRR now argued that immigration policy should also be conditional upon integration policy.
In an immigration society, immigration and integration policies were intimately entwined. Thus, WRR dissociated itself from national policies, politics and the ongoing national debate on immigrant integration in an effort to debunk national myths about immigrant integration in the context of ongoing internationalisation. However, the timing of its report proved highly inopportune. Between the day the report was sent to the publisher (20 August 2001) and the day it was made public (24 September 2001), the terrorist attacks of 9/11 occurred. Immediately following 9/11, the council met to discuss whether changes should be made to the report; they decided no modifications were necessary. Although WRR had already chosen to dissociate itself from ongoing developments in public debate by not engaging in the 2000 minorities debate, this unfortunate timing meant that the report appeared in a very different problem setting than when the project began. In the words of one of the staff members, it had already been ‘overtaken by problem developments such as the Scheffer debate and 9/11 by the time it was published’.

SCP: Boundary work within the nation-state
SCP was another research actor to get more deeply involved in immigrant integration during the 1990s that now began advocating a more assimilationist policy approach. The institute had gained a structural position in the field of immigrant integration research as a data provider on the position of minorities. During the 1990s, it demarcated and coordinated its role in instrumental terms in the context of involvement in the new structure-induced equilibrium of the universalist approach of the integration policy. This, however, changed as SCP’s position became steadily institutionalised in the 1990s.

Although SCP continued to be a provider of quantitative data, it came to define its task as being more than just instrumental. Its mounting authority in the domain enabled it to become less reserved, making more normative statements about immigrant integration. This was manifest in its more open advocacy of an assimilationist policy approach in 1998’s ‘Social and cultural report’. It was also illustrated by SCP director Schnabel’s engagement in the public debate on immigrant integration. This more normative engagement attracted significant criticism, some of a moral nature. According to Schnabel (see Blok 2004b: 294):

My argument received a somewhat mixed response, because it was a very critical story: there is no multicultural society, nor would it be a good option. Somewhat on purpose, but perhaps also a bit naïvely, I used a rather sensitive word: I said that there is no choice but to choose for assimilation. [...] Because I had not been involved in this branch for so long, I did not realise that this was rather hard
and unpleasant for some people. [...] I was rather shocked by the fierceness of the responses. [...] You find yourself quickly in situations about moral issues or moral decency.

This new role for SCP was, in sharp contrast to that of WRR, coordinated with ongoing developments in public and political debate. In fact, SCP believed it was meant to respond to shifts in public and political mood (SCP 2005: 7). Furthermore, its sharpening focus on social-cultural integration was linked with actors in the field of policymaking. This coordination occurred primarily via the involvement of SCP’s director in the ministerial sub-council (‘onderraad’ in Dutch) that dealt with the topic of immigrant integration.54 In this way, SCP had direct access to the Prime Minister and other involved ministers, unlike WRR, which launches reports to the government but has no formal role in their policy follow-up. Furthermore, personal relations between SCP and the government appear to have grown in this period. SCP’s director had a good working relationship with the minister responsible for integration policy until 2002. Moreover, one of the main authors of the minorities reports moved from a position at SCP to that of a research coordinator within the government directorate responsible for coordinating the minorities policy.55

Although SCP ventured beyond its traditional instrumental boundaries during this period, it served primarily in a functional relation to national policy institutes and national politics.56 Rather than debunking myths about immigrant integration on a national level, its role was to facilitate the development of integration policies on the national level.

The Verwey-Jonker Institute: Boundary work of a private research institute
Another research actor that was involved in this period was the VWJ. This institute was asked to carry out a policy evaluation study based on available scientific sources for the parliamentary investigative committee on integration policy. Later, it was also asked undertake additional research on more specific issues together with another private research institute (QA+). Given the VWJ’s more substantial participation in the investigative committee and its focus on questions that concerned problem framing (to what extent policy was or was not successful), I will focus, in particular, on the institute’s policy evaluation study.

The VWJ was selected through a public tender organised by Parliament’s Research and Verification Office. The scientific sources study requested by the Blok Committee was to evaluate government policies based on an extensive evaluation of available literature on the integration policy and progress of the integration process. Moreover, the study had to be completed within two and a half months. The VWJ was selected for financial reasons, because of its expertise in this area57 and as it was also
argued that the institute had had no past involvement with government policy (Blok 2004a: 15-16).

This selection criteria provides a clear indication of how the VWJ’s tasks were defined. Within a short time and based on available scientific sources, it would have to evaluate the extent to which policy had been successful in specific areas. Other experts and institutes rejected the Blok Committee request because they felt they had been too deeply involved in policy themselves or the timeframe for carrying out research was too limited to allow for a meaningful scientific examination. One of those who rejected the request was Entzinger, having been deeply involved in policy developments in his work at ACOM, as well as serving as an author of the 1989 WRR report and an actor in 1994’s policy succession minorities debate.58

An important factor behind the VWJ’s decision to participate in the public tender was the fact that the research assignment was open – that there were no foregone conclusions about policy failure or success.59 The VWJ wanted to safeguard its integrity as a scientific research institute by allowing the research outcomes to vary and avoid providing scientific legitimacy to already formulated political conclusions. Although a parliamentary motion had originally asked for an evaluation of why policy had been so minimally successful – thereby defining policy as a failure – the ultimate question founding the VWJ study was more open-ended. A parliamentary working group established in response to this motion to make preparations for a research committee had reformulated the research question into a broader one: to what extent had policy failed or not (VWJ director in De Hart & Prins 2005: 182).

In terms of coordination, the private status of the VWJ influenced its relationship with Parliament. As a relatively young institute, in need of assignments to establish its status and reputation, the VWJ had an important market incentive to accept the research questions formulated by the parliamentary working group. The opportunity to be involved at a time when the issue was so high on the agenda furnished an opportunity for the VWJ to strengthen its reputation, ‘as researcher[s] must always have a particular relation to the dominant discourse. [...] Only if you discuss really cutting problems will people be willing to read the rest of the report’ (ibid.: 185). This also meant that it had to accept the more substantive focus implicated in these research questions. The fact that all the research questions only concerned the social-economic domains of immigrant integration, omitting social-cultural issues, meant that there was already a specific ‘framing’ of the issue of immigrant integration going on. The principle-agent type of relationship between Parliament and the VWJ obstructed opportunities for this institute to discuss these questions in a normative way. The institute was also aware that its involvement in this controversial issue could prove problematic; however, it could not have anticipated the severity of the controversies to follow.60
Thus, the multiplicity of frames in the field of immigrant integration research was clearly reflected in the multiplicity of boundary work practices by research actors in the ongoing policy developments. WRR clearly demarcated its role from ongoing developments in public and political debate (‘keeping politics out’), and coordinated its relation to policymaking in terms of debunking prevailing myths about national immigrant integration in the light of internationalisation. In contrast, SCP defined itself more and more through active engagement in ongoing debates about immigrant integration and coordinated its relations with national politics and policymaking in functional terms. Whereas the boundary work of WRR was aimed at reaching beyond national policymaking, SCP clearly remained within these parameters. Furthermore, the VWJ defined its dealings with Parliament in terms of a principle-agent relationship, in which it had only limited scope to negotiate the research assignment and whereby market incentives encouraged an acceptance of the commission.

6.2.2 The field of policymaking

The assimilative policy pattern to emerge just after the turn of the millennium coincided with the sharp politicisation of immigrant integration. How did this politicisation affect the boundary practices of key policy actors in this period? In this context, I will examine the boundary work of the parliamentary investigative committee that was established following the ‘long year of 2002’, as well as that of the political actors and political entrepreneurs who were playing a key role in keeping immigrant integration on the political agenda.

The Blok Committee: Boundary work of a committee under pressure

The Blok Committee was established by Parliament after the controversial elections of 2002. A parliamentary motion was accepted that asked for a parliamentary investigation to examine why the integration policy had been so minimally successful.61 This motion revealed that Parliament regarded the integration policy thus far as a failure. As discussed above, the negative evaluation was based on an assimilative perspective that stressed, in particular, the lack of policy results in the domain of social-cultural integration. Furthermore, it showed how Parliament sought a new impetus to the integration policy – it wanted to create a broad political basis for changes in the integration policy.

This committee’s tasks gradually became narrower and more specific. An important element here was the broadening of the research questions it was to deal with. A parliamentary working group62 had reformulated the research problem in a freer way, allowing for broader conclusions; it made evaluating policy success or failure a part of the research problem. The purpose was to enable Parliament to assess the integration policy adapted
over the past decades, including its intended policy goals and obtained policy results, as well as the consistency and coherence of policy in various areas including housing and recreation, income and labour and education. The committee would also have to provide ‘building blocks’ for a future integration policy. The assignment eventually formulated by Parliament was as follows.  

To enable the Second Chamber of Parliament to evaluate the integration policy of Dutch government over the past 30 years, to evaluate the aimed effects and factual results of this policy and to evaluate the coherence of policy on various policy terrains. Moreover, the research should provide building blocks for the integration policy to come. The questions that need to be answered by the temporary committee are:

– What integration policy has been conducted in the Netherlands over the past 30 years?
– What were goals and results of this policy in important areas such as housing and recreation, income and labour and education?
– Has there been a consistent and coherent integration policy in the various domains?
– To what extent can this policy, given its goals, be qualified as successful?
– Are there experiences in foreign cities with the integration policy from which our country can learn?

Once the investigative committee had been established, Parliament further specified the task. The committee’s first task would be to commission a study of available references or ‘sources’ – only after completion of which it could then pursue its further activities. Initially, the literature study was to be completed in about seven weeks. However, the committee decided that this period was unrealistic, thus extending it by seven weeks. In the midst of this, the new centre-right government that was established in 2002 fell. However, following new parliamentary elections, the committee was re-established in February 2003, with more or less the same composition.  

Relations between the committee and the evaluation VWJ study were coordinated in such a way that the latter would be the starting point for the former. In fact, the VWJ Institute was asked to answer the same questions as those posed to the committee. This was crucial in that it not only provided the required information for the fulfilment of the committee’s task, but also provided a means for coping with the tremendous political stress being put on this committee – because of the political sensitivity of the issue at hand, the committee was ‘constantly under pressure’. The pressure manifested itself in political differences among the various parties represented in the committee as well as in political incentives to leak
information to the media. This posed political threats to the research committee and political opportunities for parties wishing to distinguish themselves from the others. Surveying available sources provided a way of coping, by first examining ‘the facts’ that could tame the centripetal forces.

Based on the VWJ report, the committee would formulate its own conclusions during the second phase of the committee proceedings. First, a series of interviews was held with those people who had been involved in the national and local integration policies over the past decades. Two series were held – one closed and one open. The former aimed to ‘test the findings from the sources study’, to ‘enhance knowledge and insight in the matter concerned’ and to ‘select the people that would be invited for the open meetings’. In total, 103 meetings were held with 145 people. The ‘primary function’ of the open meetings, again with a very large cast of actors – 86 meetings with 142 people – was to ‘test the findings of the literature study in public’. The interviewees included former ministers, civil servants from the local and national level, scientists, representatives from minorities organisations and also ‘successful immigrant women’. Furthermore, these public hearings welcomed participation from all interested parties. Two large and two medium-sized cities were selected from across the country, with participation open to all. The goal of these public hearings was to heed the ‘voice of the street’ and, once again, to ‘test the findings from the literature study’. The organisation of these public hearing was referred to as the ‘public conclusion’ and it furnished more fundamental input to the committee. Finally, based on the findings from the VWJ study, the committee decided to commission six more on several topics, including the labour market position of immigrants; the role of self-organisations, welfare organisations and interest groups; the emancipation of girls and women; the policy objectives in education; experiences in foreign cities with immigrant integration; and finally, the role of governments in immigrants’ countries of origin. These studies were also commissioned from private research institutes, including QA+ and, once more, the VWJ.

Establishment of this parliamentary investigative committee was a political initiative to strengthen Parliament’s control over the government’s integration policy. An evaluation of the policy fiasco would provide a way for Parliament to free itself in this domain following the turbulence of 2002, and provide a new political impetus to the integration policy. However, political pressure, time constraints and committee’s research design seem to have narrowed the committee’s work. These factors contributed to the most central aspect of the study – an evaluation of scientific sources by the VWJ. The interviews, public hearings and additional studies that were conducted in the second stage mainly served the purpose of testing and refining the VWJ’s conclusions. Parliamentary effort to set a new political
course in this domain was therefore based on a study of scientific sources that had been conducted under serious constraints.

**Politics: Putting scientific credibility on the line**

The parliamentary initiative to provide new impetus to integration coincided with efforts by the new centre-right government coalitions of 2002 and 2003 to develop another approach to immigrant integration. Immigrant integration had shot to the top of the political agenda following the rise of Fortuyn, a series of focus events (such as 9/11 and morality-questioning incidents in the Netherlands spurred on by radical statements from a Dutch imam) and the continuous involvement of public intellectuals. Notable individuals were Scheffer and Ayaan Hirsi Ali, a female Dutch Parliamentarian of Somali birth whose critique of Islam attracted much attention in politics and the media. It was in this politicised context that the centre-right government took charge of the development of an integration policy ‘new style’.

Political actors in this period defined their task as respondents to heightened feelings of anxiety about multiculturalism and, in general, the Dutch democratic establishment, which had manifested themselves in 2002 (Pellikaan & Trappenburg 2003). For Fortuyn, public discontent about multiculturalism and politics were interconnected (Wansink 2004). An important aspect of Fortuyn’s populist agenda, aimed against elitism in Dutch politics, was drawing attention to politics being deaf to the ‘voice of the street’. According to Fortuyn, but also Hirsi Ali and Scheffer, politics ignored the alleged ‘clash of civilisations’ taking place within society because of its adherence to a supposedly benevolent multiculturalism. By avoiding political debates and maintaining taboos, politics was ‘undemocratic’ and elitist. Now, however, the centre-right government was clearly gaining a prominent position in public and political debates on immigrant integration.

In contrast to a politics of avoidance (De Beus 1998), an articulation function now emerged (VWJ 2004: 201), meaning that politics played a role in naming society’s problems and feelings, articulating them in their actions to ensure the ‘voice of the street’ be taken seriously. Prins (2002b: 252) describes this in terms of ‘hyperrealism’, which, unlike new realism, involves not only politics eradicating taboos and speaking freely about the problems of integration, but an approach ‘in which the courage of speaking freely about specific problems and solutions became simply the courage to speak freely in itself’.

Furthermore, these political actors and public intellectuals linked immigrant integration to broader concerns about national social cohesion and national identity. The debate about immigrant integration had become perceptively philosophical, in part due to the involvement of public intellectuals. It focused attention on matters of principle, such as freedom of
expression and a clash of civilisations. Another emergent theme in this period concerned the freedom of religion in relation to principles such as freedom of expression, gender equality and separation of church and state. These matters were often showcased in the debate as symbolic incidents, such as wearing the Islamic headscarf while in public office, statements about Islam (by Fortuyn, among others) or some newsworthy event, such as in Tilburg in 2004 when an imam refused to shake hands with the Netherlands’ female Minister of Integration and Immigration.

Defining politics’ task of ‘articulation’ within policymaking evoked clear expressions of national orientation in political discussions on integration. In fact, immigrant integration became one of the central issues in a national debate about societal values and norms, which was formally called for the Prime Minister. Whereas the universalist approach of the 1990s had contributed to decentralisation, privatisation and the Europeanisation of elements of the integration policy, now a reverse trend was set in motion to put immigrant integration clearly at the locus of central government, especially in terms of policy formulation (Penninx et al. 2005). For instance, measures were taken to fortify the national government’s role in civic integration courses. This included introducing standardised national exams and strengthening the symbolic meaning of Dutch nationality acquisition by organising ceremonial festivities and introducing stricter regulations against dual citizenship (De Hart 2004). In addition, a stronger link was established between integration and immigration policies and the stricter approach to immigrant integration was used as a means to restrict further immigration (Penninx et al. 2005).

These changes in how the task of politics was demarcated had consequences for the way relations with the field of research were coordinated. Politics became more selective in its use of research, adopting pick-and-choose strategies towards science (Penninx 2005). Whereas reports by WRR had marked fundamental policy turning points in the decades before, now the council remained largely ignored. The main conclusions of the Blok Committee, which had been established by Parliament itself, were especially ignored. Although Parliament accepted no fewer than 25 of the committee’s 27 recommendations, it rejected the most fundamental conclusions regarding the success of the integration process. In contrast, government granted a more prominent voice to SCP. This was illustrated by the fact that, whereas prior policy documents were often directly related to earlier WRR reports, this time the first document in which the integration policy ‘new style’ was announced was related to the 2003 minorities report by SCP.

The credibility of researchers was discussed ever more openly. The Blok Committee and, in particular, the evaluation study it commissioned from the VWJ, became objects of fierce public and political controversy, even before the committee had published its findings. Internal wrangling in the
committee drew public attention when member Ali Lazrak decided to leave the committee, under sway by his own Socialist Party (which, significantly, had taken the initiative for the parliamentary motion in 2002). In a flurry of media statements and revelations on the progress of the Blok Committee, the resignation of this member spurred controversy on the committee’s research approach and, in particular, the VWJ report and its conclusion that policy had been relatively successful. Lazrak claimed that the committee should not have commissioned a study from this institute, as experts involved in this institute had been too closely involved with policy developments in the past.\textsuperscript{77} The authority of this institute was further called into question by the alleged political connections held by Jan Willem Duyvendak, one of VWJ’s directors and a main author of the Blok Committee study. This expert had been involved with the leftist Green Party, which was now severely censured for its multiculturalist bias and accused of support for political correctness and taboos. In addition, the criticism concerned the committee’s conclusion that the integration policy had been relatively successful. This conclusion immediately garnered responses from participants in the public debate, from involved public intellectuals as well as politicians who discarded such a conclusion as ‘naive’.\textsuperscript{78} Surprisingly little attention was paid to the more critical conclusions about the social-cultural integration of immigrants (VWJ director in De Hart & Prins 2005: 185).

In the study for the Blok Committee we have observed spectacular progress of immigrants in the domains of housing, labour and education. […] But we also concluded that the integration as a whole cannot be defined as successful. There are, after all, many other problems. Without the Blok Committee asking us for it, we have put these problems on the agenda, also to make that bridge to the broader debate. Nonetheless, we were attacked most on the positive part of our conclusion. Apparently, one is too quickly optimistic in these gloomy times.

Following criticism concerning the VWJ’s study, in particular, controversy emerged about the entanglement of science and policy. Politicians would have overly ‘delegated’ the development of a political vision to scientists. A debate that had taken place earlier on a small scale, was now revived on a larger scale, criticising the immigrant integration research field for being too policy-oriented.\textsuperscript{79} Researchers were also criticised for having a multiculturalist bias and for operating primarily in the interest of minorities.

The committee report remained an object of public scrutiny after its publication. In parliamentary hearings, debate arose about whether the Blok Committee had ‘measured’ what it was supposed to measure. Questions emerged about the usefulness of an evaluation study when there was no
consensus on the definition of integration. Hirsi Ali, who had since become a member of Parliament, claimed that ‘there has never been a consensus on a definition of the word “integration” [and therefore] Parliament has given the research committee an assignment that was too vague’. Other parties argued, based on their frame of integration, that the committee report provided a thorough analysis of all the problems, ‘but is too reserved when it comes to drawing the proper conclusions from all this’. Based on their own approaches to integration, various parties pointed to the report’s ‘blind spots’, such as the place for religion – Islam, in particular – as well as criminality and a lack of attention to cultural issues. In addition, a representative from the Socialist Party that had initiated this committee asked how it could have come to its relatively positive conclusions about policy when it had been given an assignment to investigate why policy had failed. Finally, in the parliamentary hearings following the committee report, criticism continued over the choice for the VWJ to carry out the study. Soon criticism spilled over into the composition of the committee itself – for instance, one committee member, a former State Secretary for Education, had helped to investigate the extent to which her own policy had been successful.

In terms of boundary work during this era, the development of politics as an articulator of democratic beliefs on immigrant integration went hand in hand with mounting cynicism towards scientific research. Indeed, the use of scientific research became steadily selective and scientific credibility was more candidly discussed.

In sum, within the field of policymaking, there was a clear shift in how politics in policymaking was demarcated. Both Parliament, by establishing the Blok Committee, and the centre-right governments from 2002 and 2003 attempted to provide a new political élan to the integration policy. In terms of coordinating relations with research, there were some differences between the boundary work practices of the two actors. The Blok Committee privileged the literature study conducted by the VWJ. In contrast, the centre-right government adopted a more cynical attitude towards scientific research. Furthermore, in response to growing public controversy about the credibility of researchers, the government became very selective in its use of research.

6.2.3 The construction of an engineering boundary configuration

The field analyses of immigrant integration research and policymaking in this period reveal very different patterns of boundary work in both fields. How, then, did these patterns combine in terms of a specific research-policy dialogue? What type of research-policy nexus was constructed in this setting characterised by so much controversy?
Selective convergence between research and policy

The interaction between research and policy seems to have been characterised by selective convergence as well as selective divergence in the relations between specific actors. On one hand, the boundary work of political actors and the SCP combined to produce a direct form of interaction. SCP defined its role as responding to shifts in public and political mood, and closely coordinated its activities with actors in the field of policymaking through its personal networks with policymakers and politicians, as well as its direct formal involvement in political decision-making. In this respect, it no longer demarcated itself in relation to policymaking in instrumental terms, but became more directly involved in policy framing. Government and political actors, such as the Minister of Home Affairs and later the Minister of Justice, also had a more direct relationship with SCP (than, for instance, with WRR). As an example, when social-cultural integration became an important issue on the public and political agenda, the government and SCP agreed to pay attention to the issue of social-cultural integration in the SCP minorities reports. As a result, SCP was more directly involved in policymaking. This close relationship between SCP and policy actors was indicated when the Minister of Justice, for the first time, elaborated the contours of an integration policy ‘new style’ in a letter to Parliament. It was issued together with the 2003 SCP minorities report.

The interaction between research and policy was also rather direct in the case of the Blok Committee and the VWJ. The former attributed a prominent position to the latter in drawing up its own report. By delegating the same questions to this institute as those posed to the committee – including the inherently normative question of whether the policy had been successful or not – it made no attempt to establish a strict distinction between the role of the VWJ and its own role as a parliamentary investigative committee. On its part, the VWJ also had no difficulties engaging itself so directly in the evaluation of the committee, in part because of its private status.

On the other hand, this convergence seems to have been selective, as signalled by amassing political cynicism towards scientific expertise and reluctance to use scientific research. For instance, the credibility of the VWJ report and, more generally, the Blok Committee became the subject of heated public debates. Furthermore, the 2001 WRR report went largely ignored. In fact, WRR also tried to dissociate itself from ongoing public and political developments. From an enlightenment model of research-policy relations, it attempted to debunk the public and political debates that had emerged since 2000, bringing in a normative perspective of internationalisation that conflicted with the more national mode of policymaking prevalent in this period.
Political primacy
This period provides indications of political primacy in the mutual relations between research and policy. For instance, developments in the field of policymaking after 2000 had an important effect on the research carried out by SCP. More than ever, policy actors were able to ignore research if it developed a frame other than the assimilationist one that became dominant in policymaking in this period. This is certainly what happened with the 2001 WRR report, but also in the case of the VWJ report where only the instrumental conclusions were adopted.

This political primacy was related to the politics of articulation that had emerged specifically after ‘the long year of 2002’. Whereas the culture of depoliticisation in previous episodes had helped legitimise policies with the support of scientific expertise, an emphasis on politics’ democratic responsiveness and a growing cynicism towards research signalled that political risks could be at stake. This became particularly clear when the Blok Committee, presumably endeavouring to use research to coordinate political consensus among its members. However, rather than offering a way to resolve political controversy over immigrant integration, the involvement of these scientific researchers instead became contentious.

The selective convergence between specific research and policy actors, along with the aforementioned signs of political primacy, points to an engineering model of boundary configuration. This involved the engineering of a new assimilationist approach to immigrant integration driven primarily by political developments in this period, making selective use of scientific research that could contribute directly to the framing of such an approach. This engineering model involved political actors with a primary role in developing the assimilationist approach following ‘the long year of 2002’, including the political leadership of the Department of Justice that had now become the coordinating department and also including SCP, which was clearly stretched beyond its instrumental task to one more clearly advocating assimilationism. It left out other actors that advocated alternative frames, such as WRR, which favoured a more transnationalist approach.

6.3 Engineering and the selective co-production of research and policy
Within a setting characterised by open controversy regarding both the framing of immigrant integration and a ‘proper’ division of labour between research and policy, a very selective engineering type of research-policy nexus emerged. Yet, how did this nexus contribute to the assimilationist turn in Dutch policies to occur in the new millennium?
6.3.1 The structural effects of engineering

The first step in analysing the impact of this nexus on research and policy developments is to examine its effect on the structural equilibrium of the 1990s. Although there had been no heavily institutionalised research-policy nexus, as was the case in the 1980s, the next decade’s universalist approach was supported by specific actors. So did the engineering nexus then constructed mobilise negative or positive feedback towards this equilibrium?

Engineering and negative policy feedback

The research-policy nexus seems to have played only a marginal role in the positive feedback process that led to the integration policy ‘new style’. The process was driven primarily by macro-political developments – specifically in 2002 – and, in this issue domain, by developments on the policy-making side of the nexus, i.e. the context of the national minorities debate of 2000. The structure-induced equilibrium of the universalist approach in integration policy persisted at least until 2000, when the second national minorities debate emerged. Until then, immigrant integration did not rank highly on the public and political agenda. This was illustrated when WRR announced in 1997 that it would develop a new report on immigrant integration. The initiative was received with sharp cynicism on the part of DCIM, which saw no need to adapt the current universalist approach.83 The government maintained its approach, especially in view of evidence (provided by, among others, SCP) that the social-economic position of migrants was improving considerably.

SCP, which was involved in the structure-induced equilibrium of the integration policy as a provider of instrumental data, contributed to the softening-up process that eventually led to the developments after 2000. Before and during the national minorities debate, SCP was one of the advocates of a more assimilationist approach. This was a consequence of the institutionalisation of SCP’s position, which allowed it to go beyond being purely instrumental. In particular, SCP seems to have reinforced the trend towards assimilationism. This can be explained by SCP’s functional position within the national government apparatus, which included responding to shifts in public and political mood.

The 2001 WRR report failed to generate positive feedback, in contrast to its previous reports, which had marked turning points in the development of immigrant integration policy. In the run-up to publication, WRR was met with cynicism on the part of a government seeing no need for policy change. This was superseded by a heightened sense of urgency by the time the WRR report was made public. However, the strongly altered problem context had made the report irrelevant. According to the chairman of the WRR project group:
this report could have been considered quite critical of policy issues, until 9/11. Afterwards, it has mostly been regarded as ‘too soft’ a report, because then the discourse had become much harder in a relatively short period. Therefore, the nuance that we had developed in our report was now seen as too nuanced.84

The national minorities debate in 2000 and ‘the long year of 2002’ in Dutch politics were the most direct causes of the shift in attention from social-economic to social-cultural facets of immigrant integration. It was in this period that the bureaucratic research-policy nexus, which had sustained the structure-induced equilibrium of the integration policy in the 1990s, was replaced by the engineering research-policy nexus, with political primacy and more convergent roles of research and policy. The Minister of Home Affairs, together with SCP, organised more systematic attention to be given to social-cultural integration in response to the national minorities debate. Subsequently, the centre-right coalition continued to coordinate research on social-cultural integration, doing so with SCP and several other research institutes.

Engineering was thus functional to scientific research in the development of a more assimilationist policy approach in response to political developments after 2000. As such, it was a source of negative, rather than positive, feedback. Although engineering itself did not cause the changes in the structure-induced equilibrium of the 1990s, it did contribute to the development of a new structure-induced equilibrium.

The engineering of research on social-cultural integration

Engineering involved selective use of expertise functional to the development of a new structure-induced equilibrium in the policy field. In the field of research, it called attention to social-cultural topics, such as social-cultural integration, criminality and social cohesion. The Department of Justice played a central role in engineering research in this direction. While this strengthened the position of SCP, it also involved more research institutes with a functional relationship to the state apparatus. Various institutes now published reports on immigrant integration, including SCP with its (then biannual) minorities reports, the annual report by the CBS, ‘Allochthonous in the Netherlands’ and the ISEO with its regular integration monitors. The Department of Justice wanted to achieve better integration of these various studies. This led to the ‘Annual report of integration’ in 2005, a combined effort by SCP, CBS and the Scientific Research and Documentation Centre (WODC) of the Department of Justice.85 The project, however, turned out to be a one-off, as it proved too difficult to combine the various institutes’ perspectives into a single report. In 2006, WODC and CBS presented an integration map showing key indicators of the position of
immigrants in various areas. In the following year, SCP and CBS issued a more ‘policy-oriented scientific [annual] report’ (SCP 2006b: 13).

These studies covered social-cultural facets of immigrant integration as well as more traditional social-economic ones. For its 2003 minorities report, SCP had already decided, together with the Department of Justice, to include the topic of social-cultural integration. The integration map developed by WODC and CBS also included themes such as criminality and points of contact between immigrants and natives. The combined 2005 annual integration report included the themes social-cultural integration, liveability in concentration areas, youth and criminality, the position of women and public perception of the multi-ethnic society. In addition, ‘traditional’ themes such as labour and income, education, language apprehension, civic integration and demography were also covered in this report.

Another aspect of the engineering boundary configuration was that it allowed government to selectively interpret or ignore scientific research. This was the case with the 2001 WRR report, because of its transnationalist framing, but also with the VWJ’s study, because it only focused on the ‘traditional’ social-economic facets of immigrant integration. Aided by the mounting cynicism towards scientific research overall and notably by public controversies on immigrant integration research, this engineering configuration facilitated government efforts to develop a new policy approach based on political factors. It also furnished the government with an opportunity to ignore scientific claims contending for the new ‘assimilationist’ approach.

As illustrated, the engineering boundary configuration was pivotal in policy and research frameshifts during this period, though as a source of negative rather than positive feedback. The policy frameshift that occurred after the turn of the millennium was a direct consequence of political developments such as ‘the long year of 2002’ and the national minorities debate of 2000. The engineering configuration had a functional role in establishing a structure-induced equilibrium around the new assimilationist approach. Engineering stimulated research on social-cultural facets of immigrant integration. In particular, it reinforced the position of research actors with a direct and functional relationship to government, such as SCP, but also gave weight to new actors such as WODC and CBS.

6.3.2 Engineering, assimilationism and transnationalism

In the policy field, the engineering configuration was mainly a source of negative feedback in establishing the new policy approach that was set by political actors. But did engineering also contribute to the rise of assimilationism? We have seen how it encouraged the rise of research into social-cultural facets of immigrant integration. However, as observed in chapter 4, this period also marked the rise of transnationalist research. What was
the relation between this engineering configuration and the rise of transnationalist thinking in this period?

**The engineering of a national perspective on immigrant integration**

The political events following the turn of the millennium connected the issue of immigrant integration to broader concerns about national identity, norms and values. For instance, Fortuyn turned immigrant integration into a symbolic issue for a broader populist agenda that was anti-elitist, anti-multiculturalist and anti-Europeanist. This issue linkage on the national level meant that the call for an assimilationist policy approach stood, at least to some extent, apart from developments in the issue domain itself. Rather, it became a symbol of the populist struggle against the alleged political correctness of the Dutch political elites and against the political denial of popular dissent about the effects of immigration and Europeanisation on social cohesion.

In the political arena and public debate, public intellectuals who followed Fortuyn often made the claim that one has to be able ‘to say the things we have all been thinking’ (Holsteyn & Irwin 2003: 62). From this populist perspective, a properly functioning democratic state apparatus should give credence to popular dissent and not ignore the ‘voice of the street’. This has been referred to as the ‘articulation function’ of politics (VWJ 2004: 201). Indeed, in political debates following the contention surrounding the Blok Committee, politicians pressed the point that these controversies had, in fact, helped politics ‘beyond the phase of denial’ and had established a general feeling that ‘disinterest and lack of commitment should now belong to the past’. Following the committee report, most political parties presented papers in which they developed their position on a reformulation of the integration policy. According to critics, this articulation function involved a sort of hyperrealism, “in which the courage of speaking freely about specific problems and solutions became simply the courage to speak freely itself” (Prins 2002b: 252). Hyperrealism replaced the old political correctness with a new political correctness concerning ‘saying something positive about the integration of immigrants, which would be naive and would mean ignoring the problems’.

This linkage to national political issues invited an assimilationist framing of immigrant integration by drawing attention to social-cultural integration rather than social-economic participation. The engineering boundary configuration allowed government to develop this assimilationist approach despite resistance from other involved actors. Generally, this resistance involved researchers who believed in differing frames but, for instance, the Association of Dutch Municipalities also offered stark opposition to the assimilationist approach (Municipalities 2003: 7-8). Adopting a clear political primacy and ‘picking-and-choosing’ those strands of expertise to support
the new approach allowed government to engineer the assimilationist integration policy ‘new style’.

Engineering and frame conflicts in the scientific field
Engineering of an assimilationist approach to immigrant integration in connection with national political developments further reinforced the fragmentation of the research field in terms of problem framing. It contributed to the rise of immigrant integration research with assimilationist frames, such as that forwarded by SCP and other institutes with a functional relationship to government, including WODC and CBS.

Whereas the engineering configuration on the national research-policy nexus was particularly susceptible to research of the assimilationist type, the research-policy nexus on local and European levels seems to have provided opportunities to develop other research frames. For instance, Penninx, an established researcher in this domain since the 1970s, observed that he (and his Institute for Migration and Ethnic Studies, or IMES for short) increasingly relied on local and European research funding (Penninx in De Hart & Prins 2005: 183). Local governments gained more prominence in integration policy design during the 1990s due to territorial decentralisation. This led to local governments’ rising demands for research, often aimed at coping with concrete problems of immigrant integration, rather than larger national symbolic issues. An illustration of research responding to local demands was a study of integration at the neighbourhood level funded by the City of Rotterdam (Duyvendak & Veldboer 2004).

European institutes’ involvement in research funding and the ongoing internationalisation of academic research created a different demand for expertise. Europe’s growing participation created new opportunities and new ‘structures and incentives for researchers seeking to probe these “problems of Europe’” (Geddes 2005: 266). As yet, the EU had little means for international policy coordination, especially in the domain of integration, as the subject remained a resilient national issue. As such, the assignment of research was a so-called ‘soft means for coordination’. The cooperation of researchers, then, could help construct migration and integration as ‘problems of Europe’. ‘[T]he identification of problems of European integration can enhance the perceived relevance of the European dimension and contribute to arguments for closer integration and more power for supranational institutions’ (ibid.: 267). This often involved international comparative research, which helped extend the debate on immigrant integration beyond the scope of the nation-state (Favell 2005). The recent expansion of European research funding for issues of migration and cultural diversity in the Seventh Framework Programme suggested that Europe was co-opting research as a soft measure of policy coordination.
Frame conflicts resulted from this fragmentation of the immigrant integration research field. A heated controversy unfolded when one of the leading Dutch journals in this field, Migrantenstudies, invited a number of researchers to respond to the 2001 WRR report. The document was positively received by various researchers, including in a publication on the structural relation between immigration and the social welfare state (Entzinger & Van der Meer 2004) and in a special booklet by the Scientific Bureau of the Social Democratic Party entitled ‘The transnational Netherlands’ (Becker, Van Hennekeler, Sie Dhian Ho & Tromp 2002). However, Koopmans, then a senior researcher at the Social Science Research Centre in Germany, also wrote an article in the special issue of Migrantenstudies. In it, he compared the position of migrants in Germany with those in the Netherlands, thereby illustrating how WRR provided too positive an image of Dutch integration policies. According to Koopmans, Dutch integration policy had clearly failed, primarily because of its persistent tendency to reify cultural differences (as a legacy of pillarism). In a subsequent issue of Migrantenstudies (Böcker & Thränhardt 2003) and in other journals (Snel 2003b), this claim was rejected and denounced as unscientific due to a number of methodological problems concerning comparative design. In a response, Koopmans (2003), clearly lifted this criticism to the level of problem framing, attributing the intense reactions his article promoted to a self-sufficiency among researchers concerning the Dutch multiculturalist and universalist approach.

Thus, the controversy over policy failure or success also entered the field of immigrant integration research. It piqued the interest of the Minister of Integration and Immigration of the first centre-right government in 2002 (Böcker & Thränhardt 2003: 33). Influenced by the controversy surrounding the Koopmans article, SCP carried out a comparative study on the position of Turks on the labour market in the Netherlands and Germany, published in 2006 (SCP 2006a). In this study, SCP concluded that the labour situation of Turks was indeed weaker in the Netherlands than Germany. However, it claimed that this was due to differences between the two countries’ Turkish migrant populations rather than to different policy approaches.

We have seen, then, how the engineering research-policy nexus at the national level contributed specifically to the development of an assimilationist framing in both policy and research. In this way, the engineering configuration also contributed to a national framing of immigrant integration. At the same time, the research-policy nexus at the local and European levels created opportunities for other frames of immigrant integration, focusing either on more local concerns or encouraging a greater European perspective beyond the nation-state. Therefore, the engineering configuration at the national level and the emerging research infrastructures at the
local and European levels contributed to further fragmentation of the research field in terms of problem framing.

6.3.3 Engineering and frame reflection?

Beyond the engineering nexus’ impact on both the fields of research and policy, it is important to look as well at whether it did in fact promote critical dialogues. And if so, did it make for exchanges that were open, empathic, reflective, pragmatic and trustful?

Opportunities and constraints for frame reflection

One factor that could have contributed to frame reflection in this period was the expansive scale of debate. More than ever, an open debate on immigrant integration emerged in the media and in politics. This drew in many new actors, into the political arena as well as the public debate. On one hand, the engineering boundary configuration seems to have contributed to this openness by enabling a political primacy that carried the discussion beyond researchers and policymakers who were involved in the prevailing policy monopoly. On the other hand, it also constrained the scale of debate by ruling out specific actors from the scientific field. The fact-value dichotomy delegitimised the involvement of researchers in the debate on problem framing because researchers would have to stick to the provision of data.

Another condition that could have contributed to frame reflection concerned the multitude of frames present during this period. Whereas in the 1980s there had been one dominant paradigm, which was rivalled by at least one alternative paradigm in the 1990s, now there were actors propagating universalist, multiculturalist, transnationalist and assimilationist frames. The engineering configuration contributed to the rise of the assimilationist frame in both policy and research. The other frames were sustained by research-policy relations, notably at the local and European levels.

Despite the presence of various frames, there were few instances of ‘empathy’, where actors tried to put themselves in the shoes of others who believed in different frames. This is illustrated by the controversy over policy failure or success, which had raged in the policy field as well as in the research field. This controversy digressed into a ‘dialogue of the deaf’ rather than promoting empathy in terms of understanding how and why other actors evaluated policy differently and adopted different frames. A dialogue of the deaf was clearly present in the public and political debate surrounding the Blok Committee and its conclusions regarding the success of the integration process. Actors involved in these discussions selected different data and it interpreted it uniquely according to their perspectives; actors with a universalist frame concluded that policy had been successful,
whereas those with an assimilationist frame found that it had failed. This debate never achieved the level of problem framing that could have offered a way out of the dialogue of the deaf. Similar dialogues of the deaf emerged surrounding the 2001 WRR report and the Dutch-German comparison drawn by Koopmans.

Besides the limited accessibility and lack of empathy, there seems to have been only minimal critical reflection. Despite many instances during this era when frames collided, rarely did this lead to a critical examination of the consistency or coherence of the frames themselves. Often, frame conflicts produced controversy about the involved actors, questioning their credibility or even their morality. For instance, the frame conflicts surrounding the report by the VWJ and WRR led to a public enquiry into the scientific credibility and authority of these institutes and the people involved therein. Intense boundary struggles that increasingly took place in the open during this period contributed to this lack of critical reflection. The controversies over science-policy boundaries concealed the underlying issues about problem framing. The engineering boundary configuration also formed an impediment to critical reflection, selecting evidence that could support the assimilationist frame and ignoring possible counterevidence. The emphasis on a fact-value dichotomy in boundary discourse further inhibited critical frame reflection by constraining the task of scientists to the provision of data and inhibiting their influence as far as problem framing went.

Furthermore, reflection was inhibited by a lack of pragmatism or, put in another way, actors’ lack of will to adapt their frames in response to confrontation with other frames. The politics of articulation – or, according to others, hyperrealism – legitimised the dominance of the assimilationist frame. This lack of pragmatism was also caused by the highly symbolic issue linkage between immigrant integration and populist concerns about elitism and Europeanisation. As such, the debate about immigrant integration was, at least to some extent, separated from developments in the problem situation itself and connected instead to larger symbolic issues. This was also illustrated by an absence of concern for policy practice and policy implementation, thus creating a widening gap, especially between national and local policies.

Finally, trust between actors in the scientific research and policy fields in this period was limited to a small number of actors sharing the same or similar problem frame. Moreover, it was confined to actors that had a functional relation to the state apparatus, such as SCP, CBS and WODC. Convergence in science-policy relations only occurred in the context of relations between state-associated actors who shared similar approaches. Other actors, sometimes associated with other levels of government, were left out of the small network of trust that sustained the engineering approach. In fact, the discursive fact-value dichotomy seems to have served
mainly to rule out actors in the scientific field with values other than the dominant policy’s, regardless of the fact that the ‘data providers’ involved in the engineering of assimilationism clearly also adhered to specific values. As such, the fact-value dichotomy marked a division between networks of trust and distrust.

The Blok Committee and the Verwey-Jonker Institute: Missed opportunities for frame reflection?

The proceedings surrounding the Blok Committee and the study by VWJ offer a clear illustration of how and why frame reflection failed in this period. In both the research design and the way the proceedings of the parliamentary investigative committee actually unfolded, there were several missed opportunities for frame reflection.

Parliament’s motivation for establishing this investigative committee – providing a new political impetus to the integration policy – may in itself have indicated willingness to reflect upon policy framing. However, an important opportunity for reflection seems to have been missed at the early stage of formulating the research problem. The parliamentary motion subduced notions of empathy and critical reflection towards alternative frames by concluding that policy had been ‘insufficiently successful’. This substantive conclusion suggests that the parliamentary initiative to establish the committee had already adopted a particular problem framing, one based on the premise that the committee would have to examine why policy had failed to become such a fiasco and how ‘building blocks’ for a new policy could be developed.

In this respect, there was an inherent tension between this parliamentary initiative and the new centre-right government coming to power some time after the motion was accepted. In an attempt to improve its relative information position in relation to government, Parliament took a more substantial initiative in terms of policy development. On one hand, this showed the broad parliamentary commitment to policy change in this domain. On the other hand, it created a tension with the new centre-right government, which included parties that had spoken out on immigrant integration during the elections, and also presented new substantial plans for policy development.

Furthermore, the parliamentary working group that reformulated this motion into formal research questions for the Blok Committee further constrained opportunities for critical frame reflection. Although it broadened the research questions by allowing for an evaluation of policy success or failure, it also adopted an implicit problem frame by selecting mainly social-economic domains as targets for the parliamentary investigation. As previously observed, this selection revealed a universalist frame by omitting the social-cultural issues that had then become prominent in public and political debate. This selective formulation of the research questions
showed that the committee was not established to reflect on alternative frames but instead, to evaluate policy and contribute to policy development based on a specific (universalist) approach.

Another element of the research design that constrained frame reflection concerned the study of scientific sources commissioned from the VWJ. As observed above, the Blok Committee delegated all the research questions to the VWJ, including the normative question concerning policy success or failure. Based on its frame (also universalist), the VWJ examined scientific sources and concluded that policy had been relatively successful. The VWJ’s exclusive role meant, however, that only one frame was included in the analysis of sources and the evaluation of policy success or failure. Had the Blok Committee asked advice from several institutes, or from one institute with the explicit instruction to use various alternative problem frames, it would have been able to reflect on these alternative frames within the committee. Furthermore, the task of scientific research would have been to facilitate frame reflection within the politically constituted Blok Committee; the broad political position of the committee would then have been to undertake frame reflection by employing a type of scientific involvement that articulated diverse, alternative models.

The political pressure on the Blok Committee formed a further impediment for frame reflection. This tension manifested in the form of sharp political differences on immigrant integration, as well as political incentives for the party representatives to seek publicity for themselves. At first, asking for expert advice seemed to offer a way to cope. Eventually, however, it appeared to be at odds with the frequent questioning of scientific authority and expert involvement in problem framing. Furthermore, the stress exacerbated already existing time constraints on the committee as a whole and frustrated, specifically, the study of scientific sources. A lack of time clearly limited opportunities for including more frames in this study.

Thus, as the case of the Blok Committee illustrates, the frameshifts in this period were not purely products of frame reflection. Despite the multiplicity of frames (especially in research) and the expanding scale of the debate, most other conditions for frame reflection were not met. The engineering boundary configuration contributed to keeping the scale of debate, and also trust, confined to a limited network of actors, who generally shared a comparable frame and were closely associated to the state apparatus. It also failed in terms of empathy. Frame conflicts (such as the controversy over policy success or failure surrounding the Blok Committee) often digressed into a dialogue of the deaf, whereby actors with different frames selected different data or interpreted data differently, rather than leading to a critical debate on the level of problem framing. Furthermore, critical reflection was inhibited by the tendency to a pick and choose evidence (from SCP) in an effort to reinforce the assimilationist policy framing and ignore counterevidence (from WRR). The boundary struggles associated with the
engineering configuration also shifted attention from the involved frames to the credibility of involved actors. Finally, the politics of articulation and the increasingly symbolic nature of the debate on immigrant integration diminished the willingness of actors to adapt their frames. In fact, as the case of the Blok Committee showed, actors often relentlessly held on to their frames. This is demonstrated not only by reluctant responses to the Blok Committee, but also the committee itself and the VWJ’s persistence in holding on to a specific problem frame.

6.4 Conclusion

This third episode in the development of immigrant integration research and policy in the Netherlands clearly reveals the difficulties in organising research-policy dialogues in social settings characterised by ardent controversy. Just after the turn of the millennium, immigrant integration became highly politicised in one of the most dramatic periods in Dutch post-war political history. Murdered politician Fortuyn transformed immigrant integration into a symbol for the democratically unresponsive and politically correct political elite in the Netherlands. A series of national and international incidents contributed further to popular and political concern about the state of immigrant integration. It was this politicisation that drove the assimilationist turn in Dutch immigrant integration policy, not unlike many other Western European countries during this period.

In this conflicted setting, the role of research in policymaking also became severely contested. This underscores Gusfield’s (1976) claim that the ‘culture’ or the framing of problems are inherently connected to the ‘structure’ of these problems; thus, when framing is contested, the structure can be expected to be contested as well. In this period, the credibility of immigrant integration researchers, who had been so heavily involved in the construction of policies in the past, was openly put on the line. Researchers were held responsible for the elitist style of policymaking in this field and for their contribution to the multicultural model that was now so widely discarded as a failure (regardless of the fact that the model had already been abandoned in formal policy discourse a decade earlier). This became particularly evident in the parliamentary investigative group known as the Blok Committee that fruitlessly attempted to forge a consensus by commissioning a state of the art of available research findings – a decision which became the subject of intense public and political scrutiny.

The technocratic and enlightenment models of research-policy relations were now strongly rejected. Politicians were called upon to develop a sharper political vision and maintain political primacy. In this respect, a so-called ‘articulation function’ emerged in politics, meaning that politicians considered it their task to respond to popular concerns about immigrant
integration when developing policies that are democratically accountable, rather than having their policies grounded primarily on the advice of academic or ethnic experts. In this setting, the use of scientific knowledge and expertise was very selective and primarily instrumental: a pick-and-choose strategy emerged in which government selected those strands of expertise that were functional to the legitimation of the new assimilationist policy. This type of nexus can best be described in terms of the engineering model, with political primacy and a selective and functional utilisation of research in the engineering of specific policy programmes. This explains why the third WRR report on immigrant integration remained largely ignored: it adopted a very different problem frame and also contained much more conceptual, rather than instrumental, policy advice. At the same time, SCP’s position became more prominent thanks to its open advocacy of a more assimilationist approach and its focus on issues of social-cultural integration.

This episode illustrates perhaps most clearly how research-policy dialogues on intractable controversies like immigrant integration can digress into dialogues of the deaf. Both the fields of research and policy had a pronounced multiplicity of problem frames. This makes it difficult to organise dialogues across frames. For instance, evaluation of the integration policy as a failure, which provided the basis for the establishment of the parliamentary investigative committee, was driven primarily by a social-cultural (assimilationist) frame of immigrant integration. However, the VWJ study that provided the basis for the committee’s conclusions evaluated the integration process that was driven by a more social-economic (universalist) frame. At the same time, WRR framed immigrant integration in a more transnationalist way. This means that these actors had very different evaluations of policy as either a success or a failure, involving very different ways of selecting and interpreting available evidence.

Critical frame reflection would, according to Rein and Schön (1994), be an important way to transcend dialogues of the deaf. However, the engineering boundary configuration seems to have inhibited frame reflection, as it was strategically designed for establishing an assimilationist policy frame by coordinating research functional to this aim and ignoring research with alternative frames. It enabled government to promote and exploit selective research on social-cultural integration within a national context and ignore research that challenged such a national perspective on immigrant integration. In the field of research, the national research-policy nexus contributed to further fragmentation in terms of problem framing. This was also encouraged by the emergence of an alternative research-policy nexus on local and European levels. Ultimately, the engineering approach obstructed a critical frame reflection by constraining the debate across the research-policy nexus to a small group of actors who shared a similar problem frame (assimilationism) and ignored alternative frames (selective use of research, cynicism towards science). Moreover, these actors were not
pragmatic; instead, they followed a logic of articulation, responding to political developments during this period, and their trust was confined to a limited number.
Dutch exceptionalism? Immigrant integration research and policies in France, Germany and the United Kingdom

The Dutch case has revealed very specific patterns of research-policy dialogues over the past decades. First, it has shown unique relations between the structure of the research-policy nexus and the framing of immigrant integration. In this sense, it reflects Gusfield’s (1976) premise that the structure and the culture of public problems must be considered inherently connected. The technocratic symbiosis of the 1980s helped keep policymaking behind closed doors, enabling a ‘logic of minorities’ in problem framing that was relatively insulated from broader societal developments. The enlightenment configuration of the early 1990s helped punctuate this symbiosis and link immigrant integration to these broader societal developments. This enabled a ‘logic of equity’ in problem framing that stressed the commonalities of migrants as citizens rather than group-specific cultural particularities. Finally, the engineering configuration from 2000 onwards permitted a cherry-picking of knowledge and expertise in the highly politicised setting that drove the assimilationist turn in Dutch policy during this period.

Secondly, the Dutch case has displayed a trend of growing political primacy and declining belief in rational societal steering based on scientific policy advice. Technocratic and enlightenment models of research-policy relations were rejected after the turn of the millennium, making way for models in which research was more serviceable to the prevailing political agenda. In some respects, a widening gap between immigrant integration research and policy has also been observed, especially in terms of differing views at the level of problem framing. The highly institutionalised research-policy nexus playing a central role in constructing the famous Dutch multicultural model in the early 1980s had already been deinstitutionalised by the early 1990s. At the same time, however, a new sort of nexus – of an engineering, if not bureaucratic, nature – was erected at a more instrumental level. It involved, in particular, data provision on key policy facets and the provision of knowledge claims helping to legitimise the new policy discourse that emerged after the turn of the millennium. Thus, there was a distinct trend away from science-led models such as technocracy and engineering, to more politics-led ones such as engineering and bureaucratic models.
The objective of this chapter is to examine whether these patterns can also be identified beyond the Dutch case. Is there a ‘Dutch exceptionalism’? Or can the relations found between the structures of research-policy dialogues and the frames of immigrant integration, as well as the trend away from models of societal engineering to models with a stronger political primacy, be generalised beyond the Netherlands? To endeavour to answer these questions, analysis will be drawn of research-policy relations and their role in the framing of immigrant integration in France, Germany and the UK.

The aim here is to reach beyond ‘models thinking’, which would only emphasise national differences rather than similarities and would inevitably contribute to the further reification of national models of integration. Instead, the focus will be on the construction of these models and, in particular, the role of research-policy dialogues in this process. Comparing countries’ different models of integration involves selection on the dependent variable. Instead, the selection of these countries was based on known differences in their national styles of research-policy relations (see Boswell 2009; Halffman 2005). In Germany there are traditionally sharp boundaries between research and policy, with the division of labour between both fields often highly formalised. This applies less to France and the United Kingdom. In France, there are often close personal connections between researchers and politicians/policymakers, and there is a set practice of political involvement by public intellectuals. In the UK, too, the division of labour between both fields is much less codified, often involving personal cross-boundary networks and a form of authority and credibility that is highly vested in individual people.

For each country, we therefore first examine how immigrant integration has been framed in the research and policy fields in these countries. Secondly, we analyse the frames’ construction – notably, the role of research in the construction. Finally, as in the Dutch case, we assess the extent to which research-policy dialogues in these countries have contributed to critical frame reflection. What can be learnt from these country studies in terms of how to organise frame-critical research-policy dialogues?

7.1 France

7.1.1 The French model(s) of integration

France – more so than the Netherlands – is an experienced country of immigration. Throughout the twentieth century, France witnessed significant immigration and was much less a country of emigration than, for instance, the Netherlands (Weil 1991; Schain 1999). Even though France developed into an immigration country earlier than most other European nations, immigration has not become part of its founding myth (Tilly, Noiriel & De
In other words, France is an immigration country, but not an immigrant society or a so-called nation of immigrants as, for example, the United States.

France has become internationally renowned for its republican model of immigrant integration, characterised by assimilationism and individualism and its reluctance to define immigrants in racial, ethnic, religious or cultural terms (Weil 1991; Castles & Miller 1993). This model stands for the strong French Republicanist tradition that dates back to the age of the French Revolution and Napoleon (Brubaker 1992). It also has distinct roots in the political field and in the scientific or intellectual field, both of which played an important role in reproducing the republican model (Favell 1998b; Schain 1999). However, France has also witnessed the succession of various problem frames, in research as well as in policy. In the early 1980s, there was rather a multiculturalist framing of immigrant integration, characterised by cultural differentialism and a pragmatic politics of ‘insertion’. Only in the late 1980s was the French Republican model revived in both politics and research.

**Politique d’insertion**

How have the French framed and reframed their approach to immigrant integration over the past decades? Until well in the 1970s, there was a belief in France that many immigrants would, in fact, return to their home countries (Weil 1991). Although this resembled the Dutch situation in that period, the difference was that in France immigration was already perceived as permanent. Following the immigration stop in 1974, after the oil crisis and the continuation of new immigration from former French colonies such as Algeria, the need for an integration policy appeared on the agenda in the early 1980s, several years after this had occurred in the Netherlands.

In the early 1980s, a model of incorporation was developed that had distinct multiculturalist traits. It proclaimed that immigrant ethnic minorities, or collectivities, had a right to be different – *droit à la différence*. This right involved a ‘separatist demand for egalitarian treatment’ (Feldblum 1999: 33), invoking politics to create equality for immigrant collectivities in various domains such as culture, religion, politics, labour, and welfare. It also led to differentialist policies, such as venues for immigrant collectivities to set up classes in their own language and culture so as to facilitate return migration rather than integration (Weil 1991; Brubaker 2003). These were mostly framed as specific elements of general state social policies (Favell 1998b). A sharp contrast to the republican model, this *politique d’insertion* (ibid.: 46-47) proclaimed the right to association, involving immigrant organisations in policy initiatives in diverse ways, such as in the establishment of a National Council of Immigrant Populations in 1984. The other side of the coin of insertion politics was a pluralist image of French society. President Giscard d’Estaing, and later also President
Mitterrand, both declared that France had become a pluralist society (Feldblum 1999: 33).

Thus, when France first elaborated a model of immigrant incorporation based on the assumption that immigrants were permanent settlers, it deviated from the traditional French Republican model. It chose for a more pragmatic approach that often involved ethno-cultural accommodation and social-economic emancipation of these groups, rather than the typical republican assimilationism and individualism. In this sense, France was remarkably similar to the US and many other Western European countries mainly choosing for multiculturalist approaches at this time.

Politique d’assimilation
It was not until the second half of the 1980s that the traditional French Republican model was revived in relation to immigrant integration. According to Brubaker (1992: 49), the model was closely related to the founding myth of the French Republic; it was a cultural idiom that had powerful roots in French history. Reflected were various dimensions of the French Revolution: a bourgeois revolution that established a bourgeois society, a democratic revolution calling for active political citizenship, a national revolution based on civil equality for all French citizens and a bureaucratic revolution that established direct links between the citizen and the state.

The French Republican model valued individual citizenship. First, it was relatively inclusive, as citizenship was open to all those born on French territory – ius soli. This French conception of Staatsvolk majorly deviated from other nations, such as Germany, which defined its nation rather as a Volksstaat based on ethnicity, culture and descent – ius sanguinis (Brubaker 1992). Citoyenneté (‘citizenship’) thus unmistakable arose from the traditional French conception of a strong central state rather than of a French people, unlike Germany with its notion of the Volk.

Second, ethnicity, but also religion, culture and race, were considered irrelevant to the citizenship frame. The French model was ‘colour-blind’ (Weil 1991; Schain 1999). Instead of a right to be different, it contained a right to be indifferent – droit à l’indifférence – or the right to be treated as equals. Regardless of background, all people who are assimilated through French institutions such as education and the army (Schnapper 1991) become French citizens. This was closely related to the principle of laïcité, the secular nature of the French public space. Culture, religion and ethnicity belonged to the private sphere, whereas public areas were expected to be neutral and colour-blind. Officially recognising immigrant collectivities was therefore considered at odds with laïcité. In various creative ways, the government attempted to design policies so that they would affect the position of immigrants without implicitly recognising immigrant groups. For instance, the Fond d’Action Sociale pour les Travailleurs Immigrés et Leur
Familles (FAS) was decentralised and connected to urban policy, so as to avoid state recognition of immigrant groups. This was a classic example of replacement strategies manifested in the French case. Recognising ethnic or cultural groups could effectively be avoided by targeting the neighbourhoods where ethnic and cultural groups were concentrated rather than directly targeting the groups themselves (De Zwart 2005). This approach contrasted dramatically with the general recognition of racial categories or ethnic and cultural groups as occurred in the Netherlands and in the US.

The French political tradition has always refused to recognise the American concept of ‘ethnicity’. In the school, the factory, in the union [...] the ethnic dimension has never been taken into account, even if social practices don’t always scrupulously follow this principle. It is not an accident that in France there have never been real ghettos of immigrant populations from the same country, on the model of Black, Italian or Hispanic neighbourhoods in the United States; that in poor areas immigrant populations from different countries mix with French people, apparently in the same social milieus. The promotion of Frenchmen of foreign origin comes about individually and not collectively through groups organised collectively. (Schnapper in Schain 1999: 200)

Finally, Brubaker (1992: 112) observes that there has always been some ambiguity to the nationalist traits of the French Republican model. The absence of an ethno-cultural conception of the French nation did not mean that there was no nationalism. In fact, nationalism manifested itself in the major emphasis being put on a need for assimilation. Immigrant communities were to be dissolved and integrated into the French Staatsvolk. However, this type of nationalism also occasionally led to more exclusionist policies. For instance, some politicians, particularly surrounding Le Pen, believed that specific non-Western migrants, such as Algerian Muslims, were ‘unassimilable’. This exclusionist variant of nationalism became more prominent in the 1990s, when measures were implemented (such as the Pasqua Laws in 1993) that restricted access to French citizenship. Whereas citizenship was first considered an instrument for assimilation, in the 1990s the emergent approach stressed that migrants had to be willing to acquire French citizenship (volonté). This was a response to criticism from exclusionists that French citizenship had become desacralised – ‘être français, cela se mérite’.

Beyond the republican model?
Throughout the 1990s and after the turn of the millennium, the French Republican model became increasingly contested. Closely resembling the situation in the Netherlands during the same period, there were growing
signs of disaccord between at least three frames of integration: assimilationism (the republican model), universalism (anti-discrimination policies) and multiculturalism (de facto multicultural practices on the local level).

First, the piecemeal development of a French anti-discrimination policy in the late 1990s involved the gradual emergence of a more universalist type of policy frame. A shift in focus from assimilation to anti-discrimination implied a shift in orientation, away from the rights and obligations of migrants to integrate towards the host society’s responsibility to integrate migrants and combat discrimination (Fassin 1999; Geddes & Guiraudon 1996). An anti-discrimination policy was proposed for the first time after the 1997 elections. This policy would generate a bipartisan support contrary to more affirmative action measures or multicultural approaches (Geddes & Guiraudon 1996). Most notably, this anti-discrimination policy involved the collection of research on discrimination, the creation of a hotline to record discrimination complaints and the establishment of the advisory body Group d’Études et de Lutte contre les Discriminations (GELD). However, no independent body was created to handle discrimination complaints, as had been the case in the UK (Commission for Racial Equality) and the Netherlands (Commission for Equal Treatment). The development of this anti-discrimination policy was spurred on in important ways by the EU Race Directive that was passed in 2000 and had itself been inspired by the Dutch and UK approaches to anti-discrimination. The European Commission played a key role as a venue for promoting frameshifts beyond the realm of national politics and public debate, in this case obliging the French to adopt changes that would have been difficult to achieve via the national political arena.

The riots that occurred in the suburbs of major cities across France in 2004 proved to be a catalyst for the appearance of policies that involved a piecemeal de facto recognition of the ethnic, cultural and religious character of problems in these suburbs. The riots revealed the problems of French colour-blindness, which downright failed to address concrete social problems such as poverty, relative deprivation, spatial concentration, long-term unemployment and discrimination. A decoupling of the national discourse of the French model and the social reality and policy practices in French suburbs was becoming apparent. Favell (1998b: 184) described this as an ‘increasingly sharp décalage between the highbrow republican rhetoric of the centre – the general symbolic issues involved in the definition of citoyenneté or laïcité – and the void of appropriate and consistent discourse and methods at the local level’.

This décalage was evident in, for instance, the rise of political mobilisation on an ethnic basis, which was distinctly at odds with the colour-blind republican model (Schain 1999: 210). Thus far, mobilisation of migrants had taken place mainly through institutions such as political parties, unions and organisations that were not ethnically exclusive, including France Plus
and SOS Racisme. The ethnic mobilisation was partly a consequence of structural changes in the French political system, such as the changing positions of the French Communist Party (PCF) and the erosion of class solidarity in favour of ethnic solidarity (Schain 1995). Furthermore, ethnic mobilisation and heightened ethnic consciousness were also a consequence of state interference. As the government became more and more mired in migration-related urban problems, the pragmatic need for recognising organisations on an ethnic basis – that is, for ethnic categorisation – became obvious. To illustrate, one of the determining indicators for selecting Priority Urban Zones and Priority Educational Zones was that at least 30 per cent of the population in such an area be foreign. Another example of growing ethnic mobilisation and state interference was government’s involvement in establishing a representative body of French Muslims, the Conseil de Réfléxion sur l’Islam en France (CORIF). Though largely unacknowledged in formal policy discourse, these measures do imply a real shift towards a more pragmatic approach at the level of policy practices.

At the same time, the French Republican model seems to be far removed from French political and academic discourse. In fact, after the turn of the millennium, there appears to have been a gradual ‘return of assimilationism’ in a way that resembles developments in many other European countries during this period (Joppke & Morawska 2003). For instance, the French government announced an ‘integration contract’ for newcomers in France, which closely resembles the Dutch approach to the integration of newcomers. Moreover, in 2004, the High Council of Integration argued that government should break with ‘the logic of guilt and discrimination’ and return to the original idea of ‘integration’. Clearly, far from being characterised by one dominant republican model, the French case at the beginning of the twenty-first century is one characterised by conflict between various frames, involving the traditional republican model as well as more multiculturalist and universalist frames.

7.1.2 The construction of the French Republican model

The technocracy of insertion politics

The preceding analysis of the French framing of immigrant integration shows that the republican model, for which France’s integration policies has become internationally renowned, has not always dominated French policy. How can we explain these different frames, and to what extent have different structures of research-policy relations contributed to their rise?

The ‘rediscovery’ of the French Republican model seems to have taken place only at the point when migration and integration emerged, for the first time, at the centre of the political agenda in the mid-1980s (Favell 1998b; Feldblum 1999; Geddes & Guiraudon 1996). Until then, technocratic efforts to avoid politicisation had kept both migration and integration
policy firmly off the agenda. The administrative field dominated early policy developments in both domains (Geddes 2003). Administration enjoyed almost arbitrary power to regulate migration, through ‘a maze of decrees, circulars, departmental memos or even telexes’ (Wihtol de Wenden in Guiraudon 1998: 298). It was the legal field that intervened in this policy domain in the 1980s, through the venues of the Council of State and the French Constitutional Court. Under jurisprudential pressure from these legal bodies, the government was increasingly forced to formulate an official immigrant integration policy that accorded with the French law and Constitution, as well as with international law (Geddes & Guiraudon 1996).

However, the politics of insertion in the domain of immigrant integration was mainly formulated in the administrative field; it was a product of ‘technocratic elite management’ (Favell 1998b: 47). According to Favell (ibid.), it was:

not really a grand idea at all, but a loose collection of narrowly targeted practices, which avoided treating the big symbolic questions that were to blow up centre-state in the 1980s [...] by tracking and responding to the presence of new immigrants though a concern for their basic welfare and social needs and [...] by playing down the issue, away from the centre of party policies cleavages.

The politics of insertion was pragmatic and also systemically depoliticised. For instance, Feldblum (1998: 39) observes how Mitterrand and Giscard d’Estaing made an agreement in 1981 not to discuss immigration issues in electoral debates. Before the mid-1980s, when discussions about, for example, instant access to national citizenship emerged, they were often restricted to ‘internal state discussions and revisions [...] defined as ‘technical issues’ and not political stakes’ (ibid.: 59).

At this time, there was still hardly any involvement from the field of scientific research in immigrant integration. Moreover, little research appeared on this topic at all until the mid-1980s (Mayeur 2006). At that time, demographers, in particular, but also historians and sociologists, pioneered immigrant integration research in France (ibid.). One of the few celebrated studies from this period included a report commissioned by the Department of Culture by Giordan (1982), ‘Cultural democracy and right to difference’, which legitimised the multiculturalist policy discourse of the politics of insertion (Feldblum 1999).

**Issue linkage and politicisation**

A reconfiguration of the political as well as the scientific fields would be at the source of the reinvention of the French Republican model. The historical legacy of republicanism had remained a powerful cultural idiom in
France even during the period of the politics of insertion. A politicisation of the political field and a dramatic alteration of the institutional logic of the scientific field and its boundaries with the political field led to the creation of a powerful cross-boundary discourse coalition in support of the republican model.

What is the explanation for the frameshift towards republicanism in the mid-1980s? In terms of structural developments in society, the French nation-state was pressured by several factors that seem to have been common to most European nation-states in recent decades (Favell 1998b). First, there was a revival of regionalism, which threatened to undermine the traditional, centralised Paris-centric conception of the French nation-state. Second, there was a decline of national solidarity or a sense of national belonging; social cohesion was also under pressure. Third, there were rising concerns about the scope of governance by central government and the feasibility of society, which coincided with particular concerns about the welfare state and the impact of Europeanisation and globalisation. These structural developments raised the government’s sensitivity and sense of urgency concerning national identity and the functioning of the nation-state, thus paving the way for the revalorisation of national issues.

Immigration and integration fed precisely into this sort of sensibility. Within the political structure of competitive elites (Guiraudon 1998), they were prime issues for politicisation. This politicisation came from the political right. In the early 1980s, the political right – in the form of the Rassemblement pour la République (RPR) and the Union pour la Démocratie Française (UDF) – was in disarray, a consequence of the dominance of socialist governance, and sought opportunities to revitalise its competition with the political left. In 1985, the UDF called for a reframing of the immigrant integration issue. This polarised the right and the left, with responses to the rightist discourse sometimes taking the form of accusations of racism (Feldblum 1999: 57). It was against the background of changing party strategies (left versus right) and state practices (the early 1980s’ politics of insertion), that Le Pen and his National Front Party appeared on the French political stage (Schain 1988). Le Pen, however, radicalised the prevailing discourse, mixing its differentialist frame of immigrant integration – he saw Muslim migrants as essentially ‘unassimilable’ (see Wieviorka 1995) – with populist and regionalist opposition against the Paris centre held accountable for the malignant politique d’insertion.

With structural factors providing an opportune context for politicisation, the rise of Le Pen appears to have been an important situational factor (Brubaker 1992). Le Pen and the political right reframed immigrant integration as an issue of national identity, related to the meaning and value of what being French is – or what it should be. As such, the issue became linked to concerns about the nation-state. Honing in on citizenship, the right called for a more voluntarist conception of national membership,
breaking with the republican model’s automatic granting of citizenship to all those born on French soil (ius soli). This voluntarist reframing of French citizenship as something that had to be merited – ‘être français, cela se mérite’ – also involved communitarian arguments – ‘France for the French’ – and nativist arguments that questioned the loyalty of Muslim migrants, in particular (Feldblum 1999).

However, Le Pen’s sudden advent and the radicalised discourse on migration and integration had adverse effects (Favell 1998b). First, the fierce accusations of racism made against Le Pen resulted in other parties, including those on the political right, becoming more reluctant to join forces with the National Front. Second, it created conditions for a left-right consensus on the revival of the traditional French Republican model of immigrant integration and national citizenship. This consensus was not only less differentialist than the politics of insertion but also less voluntarist, communitarianist and nativist than the ideas of Le Pen (Feldblum 1999). It led to a frameshift on the left, reframing integration as an issue of national identity, as well as on the right, abandoning its original call for more voluntarist, communitarianist and nativist citizenship.

Structural developments in French society appear to have contributed to the restructuring of the political field on migration and integration. This restructuring involved politicisation, left-right polarisation and the rise of Le Pen, and connected migration and integration to issues of national identity. Moreover, restructuring the political fields seems to explain the formation of a left-right consensus on the revival of the republican model of integration. The reframing of the republican model was not only highly contingent on politics, but also highly symbolic. However, a series of focus events in the late 1980s and early 1990s further reinforced the structural developments in this field. The so-called Foulard Affair in 1989 that followed the headscarf controversy underscored the high principles of the French Republican model, such as citoyenneté and laïcité.

Public intellectuals and the republican model

Restructuring the political field and a revival of the French Republican model were also related to a restructuring the scientific field (Amiraux & Simon 2006). France already had a tradition of major involvement by – usually Parisian – intellectuals in public and political life (Bourdieu 1988). From the mid-1980s onwards, scientific and intellectual involvement in migration and integration would be dominated by specific intellectuals, often of a philosophical background. They contributed to ‘public reflection of a highly philosophical nature, extraordinary in its abstract and theoretical content, and peculiar to the French political scene’ (Favell 1998b: 40).

Highly politically oriented think tanks, such as the Club d’Horloge, which had links to the UDF and the National Front, and the Club 89, with links to the UDF and RPR, played an important role in legitimising rightist
discourse on a revalorisation of French citizenship in the mid-1980s. Reports from these think tanks supported expansion of the discussion to eventually create conditions for reviving the republican model (Feldblum 1999: 38). Moreover, when the political field was successfully reframed in terms of national identity, leftist thinkers, including Alain Touraine, who was to become an influential intellectual in this field, also reframed their discourse in national terms. They shifted from a pluralist discourse to national, citizenship discourse (ibid.: 44).

In the 1980s, a broader group of intellectuals supported the renewed republican discourse, including, Dominique Schnapper, Pierre-André Taguieff, Alain Finkielkraut, Bernard Henri-Lévi and, somewhat later, Patrick Weil who was to become one of the most prominent republicanists to work on both sides of the research-policy nexus in the 1990s. They were public intellectuals in the sense that they derived their authority not only from their scientific field or their philosophical background, but also from their connections to politics and their reputation in the media. These public intellectuals further reinforced the focus of policy discourse on high republican principles instead of concrete urban problems in the ‘banlieues’. Favell (1998b: 58) described them as:

a new generation of media-wise, self-promoting public intellectuals seeking to distinguish themselves from the dominant intellectual currents of the 1960s and 1970s, and keen to tender for direct political influence via all kinds of government-funded research projects, advisorships and commissions now available to the Socialists in power [...] as well as their fervent national republicanism, what characterised the more successful and mediatised figures – for example Luc Ferry, Alain Finkielkraut, Pierre-André Taguieff – was that they were almost always philosophers in tendency, not empirical social scientists; they frequently came from Jewish backgrounds; and they had apparently easy access to the most influential organs of the intellectual liberal press, Le Monde, Libération, Le Nouvel Observateur, L’Express and the widely-read academic journal Esprit.

Together with the left-right republican coalition in the political field, these individuals formed a discourse coalition that transgressed both science-policy and disciplinary boundaries. It was impossible to distinguish their normative and factual claims, which fitted into the typical French tradition of normative social science. According to Favell (ibid.: 41):

This interdisciplinary, cross-party and cross-institutional consensus among ruling elites on the terms and language of the debate came together to marginalise thoroughly the claims of other possible ideas
about the nature and future of French political unity: principally, the nationalist and culturally exclusive rhetoric of the far right, and the multicultural and internationalist ideas of the radical left.

This republicanist discourse coalition developed itself in opposition to another group of public intellectuals, with more poststructuralist and cultural relativist ideas, the so-called soixante-huitards, who counted Claude Lévi-Strauss among their number (ibid.: 58).

The public debate triggered by these intellectuals culminated in at least two government-established committees, whose reports would provide the basis for revival of the French Republican model. First established was the Nationality Committee, also known as the Wise Men Committee (Commission des Sages). This was set up in 1987 to reconsider French nationality law as a consequence of the politicised debates on migration, integration and national identity from preceding years. It was a product of the cross-party consensus developed at this time. The committee included mostly academics ‘from elite Parisian backgrounds, in history, law, sociology and political science, including Alain Touraine and Dominique Schnapper’ (ibid.: 42). While the committee only operated behind closed doors, it also held a range of public interviews with diverse actors involved in issues of integration and citizenship. The Nationality Committee was one of the first to formulate a republicanist approach to ‘integration’, a concept that initially surfaced in the period, being largely inspired by legal arguments, such as access to full citizenship, rather than by cultural arguments (Commission de la Nationalité 1988; Geddes & Guiraudon 1996).

The Nationality Committee’s work was succeeded by the establishment of the High Council for Integration (Haut Conseil à l’Intégration, HCI). HCI comprised civil servants and legal experts rather than academics (Favell 1998b: 42), and in 1993, provided an official definition of the republicanist approach to immigrant integration. It stressed the ‘resemblances and convergences in the rights and obligations’ of ‘all those who are destined to live durably in our land’ and emphasised the ‘active participation’ of all those in French society (see Geddes & Guiraudon 1996). The HCI did not only advise government on reforms of the nationality law and integration policies, but also on the establishment of research programmes. It was to offer both scientific legitimacy and instrumental data for sustaining the republican model. According to Favell (2001):

the government appointed HCI [...] not only sought to formulate the normative, historical and political grounding for the new republican philosophy it espoused, they also set in motion a machine of empirical evidence gathering, explicitly constructed to find the data that the public theory had set out to prove.
The formation of this discourse coalition in response to politicisation of the political field did not, however, produce greater responsiveness to the public. The French state’s strongly centralised, unitary policy structure and the co-optation of French public intellectuals helped constrict debate to the national level (Guiraudon 2000b). Despite the debate’s highly mediatised nature, the coalition and the republican discourse it sustained formed a new type of elite discourse (Schain 1995). The public intellectuals perceived their role as one of enlightenment, in which they had to defend and advocate the republican model at all costs. For instance, in the context of the Foulard Affair, they vigorously participated in public debate, defending French republicanism and warning that the affair should not become ‘the Munich of republicanism’ (Le Nouvel Observateur 2-8 November 1988 in Favell 1998b: 154).

The Stasi Commission and the blind spot for empirical social science research
A more recent episode illustrates the difficulties of achieving research-policy dialogues that reach beyond this French Republican model and the discourse coalition that supports it. In 2002 and 2003, a new series of Foulard Affairs occurred in France; the Islamic headscarf came to serve as a symbol of French integration problems, challenging the republican principle of laïcité. Consequently, President Chirac decided to establish a new commission to tame the episode of fresh controversies. The Independent Commission of Reflection on the Application of the Principle of Laïcité in the Republic, also known as the Stasi Commission after its chairman, Bernard Stasi, was given the broad task of reporting on issues concerning laïcité. Ultimately, this commission would recommend a ban on all ‘ostensible religious signs’, such as Islamic headscarves, in French public space. The commission comprised nineteen members, including intellectuals, administrators and politicians (Bowen 2007: 114).

What becomes clear from the commission’s proceedings is that the focus gradually became the veil as a challenge to laïcité, rather than addressing the greater social aspects of integration and the place of religion in French society. According to Bowen (ibid.: 116):

> the organization of the commission’s work, the choice of people to hear and places to visit [...] all focused everyone’s attention on this topic and on this hypothesis, rather than on the topic of laïcité, or on the topic of why it is that things are in such bad shape in these neighbourhoods.

Furthermore, while the commission included at least one empirical social scientist who was critical of the French Republicanist perspectives on integration and headscarf wearing, this member who was surrounded by a
predominant republicanist mode of thinking eventually also voted for the joint recommendation of a legal ban, in order to preserve the unanimity of the committee (ibid.: 124). Moreover, among the many experts invited for interviews, no sociologists were asked to share empirical findings from their research concerning, for example, why Muslim women wear headscarves or social problems such as discrimination and poverty (ibid.: 19).

Like the Blok Committee in the Netherlands, which was established in roughly the same period, the Stasi Commission chose to remain within the frame of government policy, rather than critically reflect upon it and possible alternatives. This shows how the French Republican model continued to be reproduced by a discourse coalition of administrators, politicians and intellectuals.

Despite this blind spot for empirical social science, the 1990s in France saw a rise in more ‘empirical’ social research. This came in response to, among other things, mounting unease with the highly philosophical nature of intellectual and political discourses on immigrant integration. Bourdieu, for example, focused more on concrete issues in the banlieues, such as poverty, relative deprivation, criminality and anomie (Amiraux & Simon 2006). Moreover, after the turn of the millennium, researchers would return to the dispute on statistiques ethniques (Sabbagh & Peer 2008). It was claimed that the government would be unable to effectively implement EU directives on anti-discrimination if it was unable to keep track of direct and indirect discrimination of specific groups (Simon 2005). This shows how around 2000, the French field of immigrant integration research was becoming more and more fragmented. One of the vectors in this fragmentation appears to be the Europeanisation of immigrant integration research, a phenomenon also observed in the Dutch case. Interaction between scholars across Europe (and the US) generated more interest among French scholars in issues such as ethnic statistics, which is a cornerstone of immigrant policies in the UK, the US and the Netherlands. This Europeanisation – or internationalisation – also changed the French-American antagonism that had been a significant factor behind the development of the French Republican model.

The ongoing boundary struggles on ethnic statistics

Whereas immigrant integration research in many countries, including the UK and the Netherlands, was strongly influenced by the American sociology of race and urban sociology (promoted by the Chicago School and Robert Park), French discourse and research appears to have developed in a more antagonist relation to American research and discourse (Fassin 1999). Whereas American sociology framed immigrant integration as an issue of minorities and multiculturalism, French discourse stressed citizenship and colour-blindness. In French social research, America is often depicted as a counter model, in which the recognition of minorities has
adverse effects such as ghettoisation – something avoided in the French Republican model (Bleich 2003). The American reference in French discourse often has the purpose of delineating the French model and warning against multiculturalism. As Fassin (ibid.: 226) put it: ‘first, when discussing the politics of multiculturalism, “America” is the Other – a radically different culture of cultural difference [...] at the same time, the Other is a threat; we may not be so different any longer, we are indeed already engaged in a process of Americanisation’.

This function of the American reference on how immigrant integration was framed in France relates specifically to a French taboo on social categorisation on the basis of ethnicity, culture or religion. Such classification is at odds with the colour-blindness of republicanism (Amiraux & Simon 2006). For instance, data gathered by the official French Statistics Office (Institut National de la Statistique et des Études Économiques, INSEE) refer only to foreigners without French citizenship, as the categorisation of French citizens on their particular ethnic or religious origin is prohibited (Favell 2001). This means that second-generation migrants who would be categorised as members of minorities in, for instance, America and the Netherlands, remain invisible in French statistics. It also means that statements about policy success or failure are difficult to support with scientific data (ibid.).

The republican prohibition of ethnic categorisation significantly constrains empirical sociological research. This was illustrated by a controversial survey by social scientist Michèle Tribalat in 1995, who attempted to organise her data with questions referring to ethnic proximity and to French norms and values (Tribalat 1996). Conducted at the National Institute for Demographic Studies (Institut National des Études Démographiques, INED), this study broke the taboo on ethnic categorisation that was manifest in the official data from INSEE (Favell 2001). According to Favell (ibid.), the symbolic struggle over ethnic categorisation clearly illustrates how ‘the criteria for competition in the intellectual field are not about empirical proof but about controlling the ideological high ground’.

In close correlation with the development of a (universalist) anti-discrimination policy around the turn of the millennium, the dispute on ethnic statistics was again revisited. In 1998, the High Council of Integration published a report for the first time on discrimination, and recommended the establishment of anti-discrimination group GELD. Various scholars, including demographer Patrick Simon, advocated the development of ethnic statistics vis-à-vis the 2000 EU Race Directive. This was not without effect, seeing as the Haute Autorité de Lutte contre les Discriminations et pour l’Égalité (HALDE) was established in 2005. Clearly, the development of the new anti-discrimination frame placed ‘a normative issue requiring political and legal decisions and discussed either in juridical terms by
conseillers d'État or philosophical ones by public intellectuals’, as Guiraudon and Geddes (1996) into the hands of ‘social scientists and ‘social partners’. More than ever before, this put empirically oriented social scientists at the heart of the French debate. However, regarding a series of meetings on ethnic statistics in France and the US in 2006, Sabbagh and Peer (2008: 2) had to conclude that:

While there was general agreement among the American participants about the necessity and value of using statistical data to measure discrimination based on race and ethnicity, as well as to assess the impact of antidiscrimination policies, only a minority of the French participants shared this opinion.

This was confirmed by a 2007 petition in the French media signed by leading national academics, including republicanist Patrick Weil. The petition argued against any research that involved a categorisation on the basis of origin (see Guiraudon & Geddes 1996). This makes it obvious how in both policy and academic discourse, the republican model was far from dead, and the dilemma of ethnic statistics is as much a controversy in France’s academia as its politics.

7.1.3 French Republicanism across research-policy boundaries

The French case contains vivid examples of how a changing division of labour between science and politics contributed to reframing the immigrant integration issue. Once France came to terms with not only having become a country of temporary migration, but also admitting that immigrants were now permanent settlers, the issue was reframed in a distinctly technocratic way. The administrative field had a heavy hand in framing the policy as a kind of ‘technocratic elite management’, in which central and local governments were majorly implicated. At the same time, politicisation was systematically avoided. Framing responded to pragmatic needs from central and local administration, rather than deliberations on symbolic issues or matters of principle. The legal field was crucial in forcing government to stop ruling by discretion and to adopt formal policies. This stood in contrast to the marginal role given social scientists. On the few occasions social scientists were involved, notably as demographers and sociologists, they legitimised the multiculturalist, pluralist policy discourse that had been generated in the administrative and legal fields. The legal field advocated recognition of difference – unlike the traditional republican model – because of national and international principles of law such as equality; the administrative field preferred a degree of cultural pluralism, based on a belief that it would be most efficient in terms of the pragmatic resolution of
concrete, local issues of immigrant integration. It was this technocratic di-
vision of labour that sustained the \textit{politique d’insertion} of the early 1980s.

Changes in the structure of the political and scientific fields in the mid-
to late 1980s contributed to a frameshift that revived the traditional French
Republican model of integration and citizenship. This interaction appears
to have been generated, in particular, by an elite discourse coalition advok-
cating French Republicanism across the boundaries of both science and
politics. In the political field, a number of think tanks associated to politi-
cal parties on the right punctuated the norm of depoliticisation that had
sustained the \textit{politique d’insertion}, and called for a more assimilationist
policy approach. This compelled a political reconfiguration – across the left
and the right – of immigrant integration in terms of national citizenship. In
other words, politicisation and Le Pen caused a revival of the French
Republican model in the political establishment. Meanwhile, in the scienti-
fic field, policy-oriented social scientists were gaining influence. A number
of public intellectuals, often with a philosophical background, would play
an important role in advocating and defending the French Republican
model.

The \textit{politique d’insertion} frame was largely pragmatic and technical.
Now, the discourse coalition of scientific public intellectuals and the repub-
lican coalition between the political left and right reframed immigrant inte-
gration as a symbol of larger societal issues such as national identity, the
emergence of Europe and the viability of the national welfare state. The
new division of labour between science and politics, triggered by politici-
sation and issue linkage, contributed to the revival of the French
Republican Model. The administrative (local governments) and legal fields
(Council of State, Constitutional Court) could only defend certain aspects
of cultural pluralism and achieve some depoliticisation, albeit in an incon-
sistent, touch-and-go manner. However, they could never really undermine
the revival of the French Republican model. The scientific-political dis-
course coalition for republicanism defined its role in terms of enlighten-
ment – defending the high principles of the universal French model – as il-
ustrated by its response to the Foulard Affairs. As such, the \textit{politique d’as-
similation} was a project of the French elite.

However, this discourse of republican enlightenment appears to have
generated specific pathologies that would gradually trigger another change
to the division of labour and problem framing. There was a spreading \textit{décalage}
between the national republican rhetoric and the de facto multi-
culturalism found at the local level. In response to concrete, problem-
exerted pressure at the local level, governments adopted a more pragmatic
approach to coping with these difficulties. On many occasions (such as the
establishment of FAS and CORIF), this led to measures at odds with the
national republican model. In the political field, growing problem-exerted
pressure from the \textit{banlieues} also sparked greater support for an approach
to integration that would target more specific problems, rather than philosophical matters or symbolic issues such as national identity. In the scientific field, more empirical social research seems to have emerged on issues related to migration and diversity in French society.

### 7.2 Germany

#### 7.2.1 A reluctant country of immigration

Germany was one of the last Western European countries to formulate immigration and immigrant integration policies. This was due to a belief – or a norm – that Germany was not and should not be a country of immigration: *Kein Einwanderungsland* (Faist 1994). Although there are notable differences across the various German Länder, in terms of their regional, more pragmatic and ad hoc policy responses to immigration, this norm has proved much more resilient in Germany than in many other European countries, including the Netherlands. Somewhat paradoxically, despite the absence of integration policies, Germany has become internationally renowned for the extent to which it has granted legal and social rights to immigrants, although largely excluding them from political rights (Guiraudon 1998; Soysal 1994). It has been considered an example of post-national immigrant membership, which means that citizenship involves universal personhood, rather than membership of a specific nation. The following section will explore the development of this model and the more recent turn towards assimilationism that seems to be occurring in Germany as well as a series of other European countries (Brubaker 2003; Joppke 2003).

**A differentialist frame: Kein Einwanderungsland**

Germany held on to the belief that it was not a country of immigration much longer than most of its surrounding countries. More than just a belief, not being an *Einwanderungsland* had a distinct normative character, tied up with Germany’s history, culture and nation-building experience (Joppke 1999b: 62). Whereas in France the nation and the state were closely bound in the French notion of *Staatsvollk* and *ius soli* (citizenship as birthright), the German nation-building legacy retained a distinct discrepancy between nation and state (Brubaker 1992: 137). The German nation was defined on ethno-cultural ties, as a *Volksgemeinschaft* or a community of common descent, characterised by *ius sanguinis* (citizenship as a right of blood) instead of *ius soli*. This way of constructing the imagined German *Volksgemeinschaft* dated from the Wilhelmine period, in which German (Prussian) territory did not fully overlap with what was conceived to be the German nation; there was a large German diaspora throughout Eastern Europe and there was also a significant Eastern European
immigrant population (e.g. the Polish) within Germany (ibid.). This made Germany a ‘nation without a state’ or an ‘organic Volksgemeinschaft’ emphasising the exclusion of Fremdvölkisch (‘foreign people’) and, in the Nazi period, the exclusion of Jews, in particular (ibid.: 166).

This ethno-cultural nation-building legacy was revived after World War II, in the context of the separation of East and West Germany. The belief in an organic German Volksgemeinschaft provided the basis for defining Germany as an incomplete nation so long as East and West were separated (Geddes 2003). This was one of the reasons for Germany’s reluctance to concede to being an immigration country: being an immigration country was at odds with the organic conception of the Volksgemeinschaft that fed the national longing for reunification. As a consequence, naturalisation was tremendously difficult for immigrants, as it would require ‘a social transubstantiation that immigrants have difficulty imagining, let alone desiring’ (Brubaker 1992: 78). In the 1980s, the annual naturalisation rate among immigrants was as low as 0.5 per cent and dual nationality was ruled out as a consequence of German constitutional thought, which had evolved since the Wilhelmine period (Geddes 2003: 94). Although the naturalisation procedure was relaxed in the 1990s, the annual naturalisation rate rose only to about 1 per cent in 1995 and dual nationality remained a controversial topic in Germany.

The denial of being an immigration country was distinctly at odds with the post-war reality in which Germany witnessed very significant and diverse immigration (Joppke 1999a). First, Germany experienced the arrival of large numbers of foreign workers, Gastarbeiter, mainly from Turkey and the former Yugoslavia. Moreover, in line with its self-definition as a Volksgemeinschaft, Germany orchestrated one of the largest state-led immigration projects ever, to repatriate Germans, the so-called Aussiedler, from its diaspora, particularly from Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union (Thränhardt 2000). The Aussiedler enjoyed a constitutional right to return to Germany. Finally, Germany has been a main receiving country for large numbers of asylum seekers; its Constitution protects a basic right for applicants to file an asylum application in Germany, without allowing the German state to limit migration to its territory. This came in contrast to ideas that international human rights regimes and discourse would constrain national sovereignty; rather, it was a case of self-constrained sovereignty, connected to German history (Joppke 1999b).

In this context, Germany has been reluctant to develop an immigrant integration policy, as this would be self-acknowledgement of being a country of immigration. Instead, it promoted programmes that would facilitate return migration, orientating migrants towards their countries of origin rather than the host society. Those measures taken in the domains of labour and education were considered for ‘temporary integration’ (Joppke in Broeders 2001: 71). Furthermore, they often involved more pragmatic, ad hoc policy
responses at the local or regional levels. This led to an ambivalent approach, not unlike the two-tracks policies adopted in the Netherlands in the 1970s. Until as late as 1997, return migration would remain an important policy aim, as demonstrated by the policy memorandum ‘Integration, restricting immigration, help with voluntary return migration’\(^1\) (ibid.: 76).

**Institutionalised separateness and the welfare state frame of integration**

Parallel to this persistent denial of being a country of immigration, immigrants were nevertheless granted significant legal and social rights. In this way, Germany gradually established a very particular type of multiculturalism (Joppke 1999b: 191). First, immigrants became post-national members of state. These ‘denizens’ (Hammar 1985) enjoyed equality in the legal and social-economic sphere, with equal rights as national citizens, while being excluded from political rights or membership of the German nation. Post-national membership fitted with the divergence of state and nation in German history and culture. It made Germany an interesting case study for post-nationalist thinkers (Soysal 1994), although this ‘post-nationalism’ had national, rather than international or global, roots (Joppke 1999b). In this respect, German policies towards immigrants were not geared towards a socially constructed category of ethnic or cultural minorities but rather, what were considered national minorities – or minorities belonging to a particular nation who remained oriented towards that nation. This explains why Germany did not experience a rise in ethnic politics as the Netherlands and the UK did; immigrants, such as Turks, remained loyally oriented towards their homeland politics (ibid.) – a form of ‘transplanted home politics’ (Koopmans & Statham 2003).

This post-national framing of immigrant ‘denizenship’ by the German state coincided with a sharp focus on the role of the welfare state in relation to immigrant integration (Bommes & Geddes 2000). Bommes (2000) describes this as a ‘community of GNP contributors’ comparable to the German ‘community of descent’. Neither nationality nor ethno-cultural origin mattered in the German model of integration but rather, territory and an individual’s participation in the social-economic sphere of the welfare state (Thränhardt 2000). This frame of integration was therefore colour-blind, albeit grounded within a very different frame than in France.

Second, in social-cultural terms, this approach also involved a sort of institutionalised separateness, or ethnic separatism (Brubaker 2003; Castles & Miller 1993; Green 2004). In various domains, while in some regions more than others, facilities such as immigrant minority language classes were established as a means to accommodate cultural pluralism, such as in the sphere of welfare policies. However, in contrast to France and the Netherlands where ethnic accommodation was part of a multiculturalist policy of emancipation, in Germany it was considered part of ‘foreigners policy’.
policies in these three domains – schools, social services and citizenship – and the idioms in which they were rationalized and justified were indicative of a kind of benevolent, paternalistic, and egalitarian (or pseudo-egalitarian) apartheid, an institutionalized separate-ness, suggested in the oxymoronic phrase ‘unsere ausländischen Mitbürger’ – our foreign fellow citizens – that has been a leitmotif of well-meaning public discussion of what continues to be called Ausländerpolitik – politics or policies regarding foreigners – in Germany. (Brubaker 2003: 46)

An assimilationist turn?
A frameshift has been taking place in Germany over the past decade or so, putting increasing pressure on the post-national problem frame and gradually shifting towards a more assimilationist frame. First, when East Germany and West Germany were united in 1990, the incomplete nation argument dissipated and, as it did, the powerful political-cultural norm of not being a country of immigration also came under fire. Second, Germany witnessed massive asylum migration in the early 1990s, which forced the government to adopt a so-called ‘asylum compromise’ that allowed more discretion in restricting immigration while, at the same time, promising to make its citizenship regime more accessible to foreigners. This led to a normalisation of immigration during the 1990s, adopting restrictive migration policies towards foreign workers and asylum seekers, as well as Aussiedler (Geddes 2003). Third, the effects of the German post-national approach on the position of migrants appears to have been detrimental; increasingly, the post-national model was considered a failure (Hansen 2003). For instance, in terms of naturalisation, employment and language acquisition the position of migrants remained marginal (ibid.). Finally, there were rising concerns about racism and discrimination in the early 1990s. This was a consequence of several highly mediatised focus events, such as 1993’s incident in Solingen where extreme-right youth burned the home of a Turkish family, resulting in five deaths.

These events gradually pushed the German approach towards a civic nation à la française, with a more assimilationist approach (Joppke 2003; Joppke & Morawska 2004). As the citizenship regime was relaxed, some ius soli (birthright) elements were introduced in order to make naturalisation easier and citizenship more accessible. Until this point, cultural assimilation had been a condition for naturalisation and the German state enjoyed great discretion in granting it to newcomers. Now, national citizenship became attainable, although still subject to strict conditions. This meant that naturalisation was gradually reframed as a means for integration, rather than as an outcome of integration or assimilation (Hansen 2003: 95). However, dual nationality remained an obstacle; immigrants still had to
select either their German or original nationality at the age of maturity. As a consequence, even in the 1990s, the annual rate of naturalisation hardly rose (Geddes 2003). As a result, the effects of the assimilationist turn have not yet been very significant; however, at least in the policy discourse, there has been a turn towards ‘politically recognizing, legally constituting, and symbolically emphasizing commonality rather than difference’ (Brubaker 2003: 47). This coincided with emerging discussions about the German Leitkultur (‘guiding culture’) in national political and public debates (Geddes 2003).

After the turn of the millennium, following a report from the Süssmuth Committee, the government finally acknowledged that Germany was in fact an Einwanderungsland (Hansen 2003). This led not only to greater efforts in immigration policy, but also endeavours to formulate a more substantial integration policy; to do this, Germany often looked to its neighbours across the border, the Netherlands (Geddes 2003).

7.2.2 Germany’s ‘muddling-through’ integration

Muddling-through policymaking

How can Germany’s particular framing of immigrant integration and the frameshift that has taken place be explained? Firstly, it is important to observe that the German policy of social integration was not so much the product of a grand central policy design, such as the French Republican model or the Dutch minorities policy. Rather, it was the consequence of an institutional process of ‘muddling-through’ by Germany’s local, regional and national administrations, politics, social scientists and legal venues (Joppke 1999b: 187; Schneider 2007). This muddling-through involved, on one hand, coping with the negative feedback that sustained the denial of being a country of immigration, for a long time based on the charged argument of an incomplete German nation. On the other hand, it involved coping with the permanent settlement of rising numbers of migrants. This put increasing pressure on the policy monopoly of not being an immigration country, to formulate immigration policies and to adopt measures to ameliorate the social, economic, cultural and political position of migrants. Bommes (2004: 161) speaks, in this regard, of the hypocrisy of German policies, noting how ‘the political front stage was dominated [...] by the official mantra that Germany is no immigration country’, while ‘backstage, the legal obligation to include migrants [...] in the general welfare provisions was more and more transformed [...] into an everyday routine’.

Lack of a grand central policy design was reflected in the absence of a unitary, central policy structure. The federal structure of the German state meant that local (Länder) and regional governments (Bundesstaten) enjoyed significant autonomy in several key domains of integration, such as education, welfare and culture (Soysal 1994: 62), also setting up local and
state offices that specialised in integration policies and creating networks for consultation with immigrant self-organisations (ibid.: 78). This led to significant differences between regions. For a long time, some states, such as Bavaria, maintained immigrant minority language courses in order to facilitate return migration; in some states these courses were aimed at accommodating ethno-cultural diversity, while in others they were abandoned altogether, being declared an obstacle to German language apprehension (Hansen 2003). This autonomy of local and regional governments created a large number of venues where new policy ideas could emerge. For instance, in the late 1980s, several states decided to afford voting rights to immigrants that had been resident for a specific period (Joppke 1999b). Although their decision was eventually annulled by the German Constitutional Court, which interpreted the Constitution in such way that the right to vote was to be confined to the German people only, it does show how local and regional venues do furnish opportunities for positive feedback towards policy change.

These venues in the German federal system had an important part in the piecemeal attribution of legal and social rights to migrants. On the national level, there was ‘no unitary structure or co-ordinating unit’ for integration or immigration policies (Guiraudon 1998: 296). There was a Federal Commissioner for Foreigners, the Ausländerbeauftragte (within the Department of Labour and Social Affairs), which has ‘when similar agencies in other countries are considered [...] a much weaker position vis-à-vis both the state and migrant groups’ and significantly lacked ‘resources and attention from government’ (Soysal 1994: 78). Moreover, the role of this commissioner and committee within the department was deliberately kept small-scale, as part of a political strategy to avoid any suggestion that Germany had become a country of immigration (Guiraudon 2000b).

At the same time, this created tension between the autonomy that was granted to local and regional governments – who often used this power to extend immigrant rights and accommodate pluralism – and central government, notably the Department of Home Affairs (Joppke 1999b: 192). Embedding the integration policy in the Department of Social Affairs and the Ausländerbeauftragte was therefore an important indication of framing immigrant integration in terms of social-economic participation and the welfare state, rather than in terms of home affairs and national citizenship, as advocated by the Department of Home Affairs.

National government involvement in this policy domain was mainly through semi-public organisations that were organised at the national level and associated with government – what Soysal (1994: 77) describes as a ‘statist-corporatist’ pattern of incorporation. This included a series of welfare organisations providing social assistance to migrants, such as Catholic organisations that targeted mainly Catholic migrants, Protestant organisations for Protestant migrants and welfare organisations often associated
with the Social Democratic Party that catered to the large remaining group, notably including Muslim migrants such as Turks. The organisations were represented in a Department of Social Affairs committee for the coordination of the integration policy, which also involved various other governmental and public organisations, federations of trade unions and business organisations and church organisations (ibid.: 78) In contrast to the UK and the Netherlands, migrant organisations themselves were not present in such a central government committee (ibid.).

Correspondence between immigrant integration research and policies
Social scientists played an important role in the ‘muddling-through’ approach to immigrant integration. They legitimised the welfare state approach that emerged within the setting of the broader German differentialist frame of being Kein Einwanderungsland. Social researchers have generally zeroed in on ‘social economic factors’ and ‘mainly on the welfare state context of immigrant inclusion’ (Lavenex 2005: 250). According to Lavenex (ibid.), ‘the successful integration of non-nationals in Germany is discussed as a function of their participation in the social and economic institutions of the welfare state, including in particular schools, professional training and the labour market’.

Bommes (2004: 197) also speaks of the pronounced ‘embeddedness’ of German research and its approaches within ‘the model of the German welfare state’. Especially since immigration levels surged due to labour migration, German scholars, particularly sociologists, became highly preoccupied with the social integration of migrants into the German welfare state. In this respect, German immigrant integration research developed within the political frame of reference that emerged in the 1970s and 1980s; ‘the primacy of problems was defined in politically rather than scientifically embedded frames’ (ibid.: 199). Bommes (ibid.: 198) says that this ‘striking homology between the perspectives of the social sciences and the Sozialstaat’ is due to a powerful process of co-evolution of immigrant integration research and policy in Germany, or what he describes as:

a relation of correspondence and mutual support between science and politics: the orientation of research to the public and political definitions of migration and integration and the effective message that migration and integration constitute important issues of the present and future, succeeded in creating political resonance and a corresponding willingness to provide the means required for research.

According to Lavenex (2005: 251), the paradigm of welfare state integration had already been present in the pioneering stage of German immigrant integration research. For instance, Hoffman-Nowotny (1973) adopted a macro-sociological approach on migrant inclusion and exclusion in terms
of opportunities to participate in various systems, such as labour, education and politics, without focusing on the cultural domain. In a similar vein, Esser (1980) defined migration and integration as a function of compatibilities between the rational interests of migrants and societal systems. The welfare state frame of immigrant integration also clicked with the German ethno-cultural frame of national citizenship, that a priori excluded the option of assimilation, which could only mean being born as a German (Lavenex 2005: 257). In addition, it was in line with German discourse about the success of its welfare state, with American laissez-faire liberalism as its counter image. Finally, the welfare state frame and post-nationalism did not violate the taboo on critically assessing religious, cultural and ethnic differences (ibid.). Instead, it provided a powerful counterargument to racist discourse.

In contrast to this integration paradigm, ‘the ethnic dimension of integration is rarely stressed’ in German immigrant integration research (ibid.: 250). Lavenex (ibid.: 252-253) quotes Faist (1994), among others, stating that disagreements about ethnicity and multiculturalism were deliberately avoided, as they would lead to ideological struggles. Unlike countries such as the UK, the US and the Netherlands, minority approaches never really gained ground in Germany. These approaches were immediately criticised, by those supporting the dominant German frame of welfare state integration, as ‘creating the societal construction of immigrants as a social problem’ and ‘ignoring the main underlying socio-structural conditions for the emergence of the immigration situation since the 1980s’ (Bommes 2004: 177-178).

Studies that did raise ideas countering German post-nationalism and its welfare state integration frame risked being ignored. For instance, as early as 1979, Germany’s first Federal Commissioner for Foreigners (Ausländerbeauftragte), Kühn, had issued a report that demanded fundamental reform of the German citizenship law, including extending voting rights to migrants (Guiraudon 2000b). Such ideas resembled those put forward in the WRR report ‘Ethnic minorities’ in the Netherlands from that same year (Thränhardt 2000). However, Kühn’s report remained largely ignored, especially when it came to more fundamental recommendations such as voting rights. It was then still too controversial for the government, given the German policy context and the persistent ethno-cultural self-understanding, to adopt such a radically new approach.

This type of research-policy nexus seems to approximate the engineering model; research is highly policy-oriented but operates in a setting characterised by political rather than scientific primacy and usually contributes to legitimating a specific mode of government discourse. In this case, German social researchers were undoubtedly pivotal in engineering the German (universalist) welfare state frame of integration. The Dutch integration policy of the 1990s closely resembled this German welfare state
frame of integration. However, an important difference is that, in Germany, the welfare state had been the dominant frame for the evolution of policy as well as research in a relatively uncontested way; in the Netherlands, the rise of universalism in the late 1980s was accompanied by major frame conflicts and boundary struggles.

However, since the 1990s, German immigrant integration research has become more differentiated and generalised (Bommes 2004). Its closer connection to general social science disciplines – particularly, general sociology – has diluted what was once a remarkable emphasis on welfare state integration (ibid.). At the same time, another vector at work is the Europeanisation of immigrant integration research. As also observed for the Dutch and French cases, German migration scholars are interacting more and more within international research networks. This has added further to differentiation in terms of research approaches and knowledge paradigms, notably contributing to the rise of transnationalist frames in German immigrant integration research (in a way that is very similar to the Dutch case). Transnationalism seems, however, highly compatible with the traditional German welfare state approach to integration, as illustrated aptly in the work of German sociologist Thomas Faist (2000a, 2000b). Whereas multiculturalism and assimilationism remain within the boundaries of the nation-state, transnationalism loosens this grip. It highlights not how immigrants are incorporated into the nation-state but instead, how migration can bring about integration in various social spaces. The nation-state is just one of those social spaces; others include the welfare state or an international human rights regime.

Politicisation and consensus-seeking: The Independent Commission on Immigration

Compared with the UK and the Netherlands, immigrant integration was politicised relatively early in Germany (Guiraudon 2000b: 145). Whereas there had been a broad consensus on immigration until the 1980s, by the end of the decade, political party competition surrounded the issues of migration and integration (Thränhardt 2000). With anti-communism sentiments waning, the Ausländer issue became a source of party conflict, especially for the centre-right CSU/CDU union (ibid.: 165). In the early 1990s, anti-immigrant parties such as the National Democrats (NDP) and the German People’s Party (DVU) also made the CSU/CDU more eager to take a tough stance on migration and diversity (Geddes 2003). Moreover, by the end of the 1990s, fierce competition erupted between the SPD/Green coalition in government and the CSU/CDU in opposition, concerning plans to introduce more ius soli elements to the law on German citizenship. The opposition arranged a broadly supported petition in which it called ‘For integration – but against dual nationality’ (ibid.: 96). In 1999, having suffered a major defeat in elections in one of the Länder, the
government coalition had to give way on a number of major points. That immigrants still had to choose between their German or original nationality at maturity continued to form a significant obstacle to naturalisation.

As Guiraudon argues (2000: 137), this politicisation may be explained by the absence of a strong central policy structure and the abundance of local, regional and federal venues. The same argument is made by Green (2004: 139), who sees the lack of a clear institutional policy structure as one of the reasons this area could be prone to such heavy politicisation and polarisation. Several other factors explain why this politicisation was milder than observed elsewhere, for instance, in France. First, racism in Germany has been a huge taboo, a legacy of its Nazi history (Thränhardt 2000). As concerns about racism rose in the early 1990s, with the emergence of anti-immigrant parties and a series of focus events involving racism, such as Solingen in 1993, the government faced mounting pressure to create a new elite political consensus on this issue. This contributed to the development of the 1993 asylum compromise (Joppke 1999b).

Second, Germany has been characterised by a culture of consensus-seeking, Verhandlungsdemokratie, not unlike that in the Netherlands (Guiraudon 1998: 296). Because of the multiparty system, there is no ‘winner-takes-all logic’ that might contribute to politicisation but rather, political parties are forced to rule alongside each other, with the liberal democratic FDP party in a particularly pivotal role. An important facet of this German Verhandlungsdemokratie has been, as Schneider (2007) shows, the establishment of ‘independent commissions’ that helped create inter-party consensus on complex, contested policy issues. Often, these commissions were ‘independent’ in that they involved representatives from various parties and incorporated the expertise of academics and interest groups.

In the field of migration, too, an effort was made to tame the ongoing politicisation through independent expertise. Major party conflict emerged when, at the end of the 1990s, the Schröder (SPD) government decided to allow selective labour migration, especially in highly skilled areas such as IT. Faced with political opposition from the CDU, who maintained that Germany should not be an Einwanderungsland, then Minister of Interior Schilly decided in 2000 to establish an Independent Commission on Migration to Germany (ICM). This commission was to develop a comprehensive outlook on the implications of migration, asylum and integration. Although only a relatively small number of its members were academics, the credentials of its chair, Rita Süssmuth, gave important legitimisation for the commission’s work (ibid.: 102). However, the main function of this commission would not be to ‘enlighten’ politics with a new frame but rather to create consensus and avoid party political conflict (ibid.: 103). The fact that Süssmuth was a prominent member of the CDU and former chair of the German Bundestag added to the authority of this consensus-building effort. According to Boswell (2009), the relatively weak role of
academic expertise in this commission can be explained by the government’s efforts to avoid being labelled as technocratic and out of touch with the public.

The Süssmuth Commission tried to impose a more rational tone on the immigrant integration debate. It recommended a more rational view be developed concerning the economic benefits of selective labour migration and, emulating the Dutch example, the necessity of developing civic integration courses for newcomers (Schneider 2007). It also suggested the need for a more systematic provision of data and analysis on which German migration policies should be founded (Boswell 2009: 151). Furthermore, one of the background papers to the Süssmuth report recommended establishing a new research institute affiliated with the government agencies responsible for such data and analyses.

However, as was the case in the Netherlands with the Blok Committee, Germany’s effort to tame the ongoing political controversies with independent expertise would prove rather ineffective. In the midst of proceedings, the CDU, angered that Süssmuth had agreed to head Schilly’s commission, established its own commission on immigration. Both commissions’ reports were published shortly after one another, in June and July 2001. Their timing would prove unfortunate in view of 9/11, as well as early 2002’s appearance of CSU leader Edmund Stoiber on the German political stage. Stoiber advocated a much more conservative tone vis-à-vis migration and integration (Green 2004: 123-124). Furthermore, the Süssmuth Commission was accused of having an elitist, technocratic style that was entirely out of touch with public concerns about restricting immigration and furthering immigrant integration (Boswell 2009: 103). Boswell connects this wariness of technocraticism to the legacy of the guest worker era, which would also have been driven by technocratic views on migration rather than by consideration for migration’s impact on society.

Controversies surrounding the Süssmuth Commission were clearly related to the underlying frame conflicts in Germany. The commission’s rational social-economic emphasis was simply at odds with the much more social-cultural frame of the CDU/CSU, who articulated public concerns about the societal impact of migration and the preservation of the German Leitkultur (Boswell 2009; Green 2004). Rather than compelling a process of critical reflection on these different frames, the commission (like the Blok Committee in the Netherlands and the Stasi Commission in France) chose a specific frame, thereby dissociating itself from the multiplicity of frames present in both political and scientific discourses. The new migration law that had been recommended by the Süssmuth Commission was ratified only years later through difficult negotiations and compromises reached between the main political parties, though only after it was first rejected by the German Constitutional Court in 2003.
The evolution of a bureaucratic nexus

The Süßmuth Commission did create a new discourse that embraced Germany’s becoming an *Einwanderungsland* and its need for a more systematic policy of immigrant integration (Schneider 2007). In this context, it had also created awareness that policymaking should be sustained by more systematic research and data (Boswell 2009). Whereas Germany had never developed an institutionalised research-policy nexus like the Netherlands or the UK (Schneider 2007), this new consciousness did create a very different pattern of boundary work in Germany. Following the Süßmuth Commission, an Immigration Council was established in 2003, which was to advise on the (then still to be ratified) new immigration law (Boswell 2009: 151). This council was again chaired by Süßmuth, and its members comprised several academics. However, due to difficulties in getting the law ratified, the council was disbanded after a year. As Boswell shows, though, the council further reinforced the need for a more systemic approach to data and research (ibid.: 152).

This led to 2004’s establishment of an in-house research group within the German Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (Bundesamtes für Migration und Flüchtlinge, BAMF). It took over the main functions of the Immigration Council. However, as Boswell (2009) shows in her in-depth analysis of the research group, its main function was to bolster BAMF’s organisational legitimacy in relation to other organisations who claimed authority in Germany’s emerging field of migration policies. Boswell found very little evidence of instrumental or substantive uses of the research by the group. There was ‘a strong respect for knowledge as a source of organizational legitimacy, but limited interest in drawing on research to justify policy preferences’ (ibid.: 171). Rather, what the research group mainly provided was general background information and data.

This way of configuring the first institutional research-policy nexus in Germany reflects, at least to some extent, the rational bureaucratic mode of governance that applies more broadly in Germany. On one hand, this involves clear-cut boundaries: the role of research is clearly demarcated from politics and independent expertise is highly valued in the political arena. On the other hand, it involves prominent political primacy: the role of research is to help politics rather than to do politics. The institutionalisation of a migration policy domain, now that Germany had recognised it was an *Einwanderungsland*, also brought about a degree of isomorphism in aligning research-policy relations in this field with the more general bureaucratic pattern in Germany.
7.2.3 The co-evolution of German immigrant integration research and policies

The German approach to immigrant integration is often depicted in migration literature according to the ‘differentialist model’. However, as an analysis of the development of immigrant integration research and policy in Germany has shown, this model was heavily contested over the past decades, thereby needing to be supplemented by several alternative frames. First, there was a strong welfare state frame of immigrant integration among researchers and policymakers. Rather than integration into German national society, which was excluded by the ethno-cultural conception of ‘Germanhood’, researchers and policymakers were mainly concerned with integration in the German welfare state (Lavenex 2004). This welfare state approach to integration has also been qualified as post-national, endeavouring to include migrants in specific institutions rather than to assimilate them into a specific national community. However, it also carries distinct characteristics of a universalist frame, the kind that had emerged in the Netherlands during the 1990s. Furthermore, an assimilationist frame focused on the German Leitkultur in public debate and the political arena, although it has hardly yet been articulated in the field of German immigrant integration research. This shows how the German situation, contrary to Brubaker’s institutionalist claim, must be qualified as a multiplicity of frames rather than a dominant national model. As Green (2004) has argued, there has been an almost continuous conflict between different frames of immigrant integration in the political arena, which explains the slow and incremental development of German policies, rather than the resilience of the German differentialist model.

A clear pattern of co-evolution in the development of German immigrant integration research and migration policies is evident. At least until recently, this co-evolution was not triggered by an institutionalised research-policy nexus, as was the case in the Netherlands. There was, though, a clear relation of ‘mutual correspondence’ between the framing of immigrant integration in research and policy. This relation of correspondence evolved around a frame of welfare state integration. However, researchers’ involvement in policymaking was never very direct. Rather, immigrant integration research operated in a setting in which the framing of immigrant integration was set primarily in the political arena. This was similar to France, where immigrant integration was politicised relatively early. As such, the German nexus between research and policy can best be described in terms of the engineering model: politics maintained primacy, while research helped to legitimise the dominant policy approach. In other words, German immigrant integration research helped to engineer the German welfare state approach to integration.
An institutionalised nexus between research and policy did not form until the persistent norm that Germany was and should not be an Einwanderungsland had been punctuated. However, this punctuation itself was not primarily an achievement of research-policy dialogues. It was largely an effect of political turnover at the end of the 1990s, when the CDU/CSU government was replaced by the first ever SPD/Greens. Through the Süssmuth Commission, independent, academic expertise was able to play a role in this frameshift. Although the commission had an important effect on German discourse in terms of realising that the country had become an Einwanderungsland and that an integration policy was required, its direct impact on policy was limited. Firstly, the decision to establish this committee was contested—the political opposition saw it as an indication that government wanted to develop policy in an elitist, technocratic way, neglecting popular concerns about migration. Secondly, the committee adopted a highly rational, technocratic line of argumentation applicable to migration regulation and integration policies, which was, indeed, disconnected from multiplying public and political worries about social-cultural elements of integration and, particularly, preservation of German Leitkultur. This reflects the situation with the Dutch Blok Committee and underscores how hard it is to resolve intractable policy controversies through independent expertise—for the simple reason that this expertise tends to be contested as well.

The institutionalisation of a policy domain for migration and integration after the turn of the millennium also gave way to the institutionalisation of a research-policy nexus. The Süssmuth Commission, and its short-lived successor, the Immigration Council, raised awareness not only about the need for an integration policy, but also that policy-development required more systematic data provision and research. As such, the German Federal Office for Migration and Refugees established an in-house research group that would provide a first form of the institutional research-policy nexus in Germany. However, its main function would be to bolster the organisational legitimacy of this federal office within the emerging institutional policy domain. This reconfiguration of the German research-policy nexus is thus best described in terms of the bureaucratic model, involving a clear demarcation of the roles of research and policy and a clear political primacy. In this sense, the new nexus seems to reflect the broader German tradition of rational bureaucracy.

7.3 The UK

7.3.1 The British race relations model

The UK was one of the first European countries to recognise having become a multi-ethnic, multicultural society. This ethos was not so much
cosmopolitan in nature but rather, closely tied to British legacy as having a culturally diverse empire in which ‘race relations’ had to be managed. Moreover, the UK has held on to the idea – and norm – of being a multicultural society much longer than most other European countries; only recently have there been indications that the UK is joining the assimilationist turn that is spreading across Western Europe (Joppke & Morawska 2004).

**Universal British citizenship**

How have the British framed immigrant integration over the past decades? First, it is important to recognise that, like France, the UK has a long tradition of post-war immigration. In contrast to its history of emigration and colonisation around the world, the UK itself was confronted with significant immigration from its former colonies after World War II – an issue often phrased in the literature as ‘the empire strikes back’. Like initial colonial migration to the Netherlands, most of these migrants were never seen as immigrants in the first place, perceived, instead, as subjects of the British Crown who had the right to settle in the UK. The 1948 British Nationality Act also provided equal legal, political and social rights to all citizens in the Kingdom as subjects of the crown (Geddes 2003: 32).

However, the levels of migration in the 1950s, the rise of public hostility towards ‘coloured’ migration (Freeman 1994) and the occurrence of a series of focus events in the late 1950s (Joppke 1999b) compelled the UK to implement more restrictive immigration policies. Compared to other European nations, the UK formulated some of the most restrictive policies, allowing only for a minimum of immigration – which was in sharp contrast to its earlier expansive immigration policies. Whereas in Germany the rationale for restrictive immigration policies was being an incomplete nation conflicted by the idea of becoming an immigration country, in Britain the rationale was based on a conception of the nation considered too wide to be accommodated by the state (ibid.: 62). As early as 1958, race riots in Nottingham and London’s Notting Hill called attention to rising hostility towards colonial migration. This led to restrictive immigration policies between 1962 and 1981, eventually differentiating British citizenship as full citizenship, citizenship of British Dependent Territories and citizenship of British Overseas Territories, each category with distinct migration eligibilities.

An essential difference with other countries was that most immigrants in the UK already enjoyed formal citizenship. This meant that a different type of citizenship discourse emerged than in France and Germany, where citizenship was closely tied up with the issue of naturalisation. In the UK, the logic of immigrant integration was rather a form of legal, political and, ultimately, social rights, as in Marshall’s (1964) ‘Citizenship and social class’, which predicated this progressive expansion of rights throughout various classes of British society. In contrast to the ‘thick’ citizenship
conception in Germany and, to some extent, France, where citizenship was connected to issues of national identity, citizenship in the UK was relatively ‘thin’, or empty (Hansen 2003; Joppke 1999b; Small & Solomos 2006). Consequently, framing the UK as a multicultural society went relatively uncontested, having deep roots in the legacy of multi-ethnic nationhood and indirect rule of the British Empire, which had left significant space for cultural pluralism (ibid.: 233).

**British ‘multiculturalism-on-one-island’: The race relations frame**

Adopting restrictive integration was an important condition for the UK’s formulation of integration policies in the 1960s. As described by Brubaker (1992), the British model was externally exclusive and at the same time internally inclusive. Assimilation was rejected (in contrast to most other European countries, which at that time still conducted assimilationist policies), and a choice was made for a multiculturalist approach that was also distinctly national in nature, referring to the multicultural British society rather than to a connection between Britain and foreign cultures, such as in transnationalist or post-nationalist perspectives (Vertovec 2001); it was ‘multiculturalism-on-one-island’ (Favell 1998a). Until as late as 1999, British multicultural society was perceived as a ‘community of communities’ (Parekh 1999).

Colour and race were central to how the issue of immigrant integration was framed. Integration policy was framed primarily as an issue of improving race relations (Broeders 2001; Favell 1998a; Joppke 1999a). One of the reasons for this was that at the time of framing its first integration policies in the 1960s, the UK took a good look across the Atlantic. The contemporaneous US case was trying to cope with significant racial unrest (Bleich 2003). In the absence of citizenship as a defining and dividing characteristic, race and colour became the criteria for social classification. To some extent, this resembled the minoritarian logic of framing policy’s social target groups in a way that would be developed in the Netherlands later on, with a focus on ethnic or cultural minorities. One important difference, however, is that minorities in the UK were not framed according to ethnicity, culture or religion but rather, on colour or race (Modood 2005). This was a racialisation of the immigrant issue, as opposed to the Netherlands’ ethnic minorisation and the colour-blindness found in French Republicanism (Rath 1991).

The goal of British multiculturalism was to promote racial equality and equal opportunities and improve race relations (Soysal 1994: 54), rather than to contribute to the emancipation of racial groups, per se. ‘Racial in-explicitness’ proved to be a powerful norm (Kirp in Joppke 1999b: 226). This means that race was referred to as a general category and group particularism was avoided. One of the reasons for this was that British race relations policies were framed in the shadow of American racial unrest and
that the UK wanted to avoid such racial consciousness in the interest of public order. This reflected the state’s role in British society, which differed majorly from other European countries in that it was much more limited and residual, primarily taking care of issues such as public order. State interference in the private sphere, including, for instance, culture, was much more limited. A British judge once stated that ‘England […] is not a country where everything is forbidden except what is expressly permitted; it is a country where everything is permitted except where it is expressly forbidden’ (Joppke 1999b: 233). One of the rationales for the British state to engage in immigrant integration in the first place was to preserve public order by managing race relations.

Instead of group emancipation, which was the aim of Dutch multiculturalist policies in the 1980s, the British sought ‘welfare state integration’ with much less government intervention (Joppke 1999b). Emphasis was on ensuring equal opportunities in spheres such as education, labour, housing and health care for all citizens, without carving out specific social groups within the British welfare state, an institution that is universalist and needs-based (Titmuss 1976). According to Soysal (1994: 55), the aim of the policy was ‘that of providing opportunities for and removing obstacles to individual migrants’ integration into existing institutions of society, so that they can gain those benefits already offered by the system’. In this vein, it specifically stressed the anti-discrimination issue. Three successive Race Relations Acts, in 1965, 1968 and 1976, established progressive legislation to limit discrimination, with the first two acts concentrating mainly on direct discrimination, but the third act also including indirect and statistical discrimination (Geddes 2003). The 1976 act also formulated positive action policies and established a Commission for Racial Equality (CRE) to monitor compliance to the Race Relation Act (ibid.: 46). Monitoring also invoked the question of social classification – so-called ‘ethnic monitoring’ – as racial discrimination could only be monitored if there was some kind of registration of ethnic or racial minorities. Though contradicting the norm of racial inexplicitness, a question about race was included in the 1991 decennial population census in order to register racial belonging.

The limits of British multiculturalism

Developments in the last decade or so have drawn attention to the limits of British multiculturalism, contributing to a modest assimilationist turn in integration policies, like many other Western European countries (Joppke & Morawska 2004). The imagined ‘community of communities’ has been further challenged by events such as the 1989 Rushdie Affair and a strengthened religious consciousness and activism on the part of British Muslims (Favell 1998b). As a religious category or community rather than a racial category, Muslims defy the British frame of race relations politics (Modood 2005). More and more, a process is unfolding to redefine the
British imagined community by finding the minimum requirement of what ‘being British’ means and by searching for commonalities – more than compatibilities – in order to improve race relations (Joppke 2003; Singh 2004; Small & Solomos 2006).

An advisory report to the government in 2001, entitled ‘Community cohesion’ (the so-called Cantle Report), sketched a grim picture of the British community of communities; it lacked a ‘meta-community’, where minorities and natives often lived ‘parallel’ lives in local British neighbourhoods, contributing to spatial segregation and polarisation between ethnic, racial and religious groups (see Joppke 2003). It rejected the current British laissez-faire approach to multiculturalism as a policy that would contribute to de facto apartheid (see Singh 2004: 56-57). In 2002, the national government issued a new memorandum on integration policy, ‘Secure borders, safe haven’, which adopted many elements of the Cantle Report and moved ‘beyond multiculturalism’. It attempted to ‘thicken’ the British citizenship conception, referring to a national ‘sense of belonging and identity’ as a condition for British society to be able to receive and absorb immigration. Thus far, restricting immigration had been perceived as a condition for positive race relations; now the preservation of national identity was set as a condition for restricting immigration. In concrete terms, the government attributed a more central role to English language apprehension in integration and, in order to stress the ‘thicker’ citizenship conception, it also introduced more ceremonial naturalisation procedures (Hansen 2003).

7.3.2 The construction of the British race relations frame

Early debate expansion and contraction

On the international landscape, the British case stands out for the early point at which the debate about migration and immigrant integration expanded ( politicisation), as well as how quickly its scale and scope again contracted ( depoliticisation). Already by the late 1950s and 1960s, immigrant integration had become a major concern in the political field. This was largely in response to rising racial tensions among the British public (Freeman 1994), notably culminating in race riots in Nottingham and Notting Hill, orchestrated by anti-immigrant political forces. This led to polarisation between the Conservative Party and the Labour Party with the former pleading for tough restrictions on immigration and the latter warning against a rise in racism and discrimination (Geddes 2003).

A turning point came in 1968 when Enoch Powell, a right-wing Conservative, gave a speech in which he warned against ‘rivers of blood’. If the native white population were to become even more marginalised in their cities and no proper action was taken, there could be bloody outcomes, as Powell warned (Favell 1998b: 105). According to Favell (ibid.),
Powell linked migration and integration to the issue of public order. However, he also invoked more essentialist notions of ‘the English people’, in contrast to what he defined as inassimilable migrants from some former British colonies (Geddes 2003).

The stark politicisation invoked by Powell seems to have had a somewhat adverse effect. First, it was precisely concern with public order that incited British politicians to prevent inflammatory speeches such as those made by Powell, who was dismissed from his post and forced into an informal agreement to desist further politicisation of the issue (Favell 1998b: 106). Moreover, a fear was incited that ‘playing the race card’ could, in fact, undermine the current political establishment (Geddes 2003; Saggar 1992). Powell’s politicisation contributed to a political agreement to remove this issue from the political agenda and out of the political field. Powell had ignored the rules of the political game forbidding any conflict about English nationhood that could potentially undermine the pluralist basis of the UK (Favell 1998b: 105) or that threatened the political capital of the current political establishment. In this sense, ‘the Powell effect’ resembled that of Le Pen in France, the Dutch anti-immigrant parties of the 1980s and the events at Solingen in Germany – all of which worked to strengthen the political anti-racism consensus rather than adopting tougher approaches to immigration and integration.

The British race relations industry

In response to the debate expansion of the 1960s, the British government embarked on an elite-crafted project of official multiculturalism (Joppke 1999a). Whereas Freeman (1994), argued that Britain’s restrictionist immigration policies were a consequence of popular concerns about migration, its multiculturalist race relations politics rather seem to have been a consequence of elite anticipation (Favell 1998b; Statham & Geddes 2006). It was a product of the consensus of political elites that originated in the 1960s, rejecting both assimilation and a sharp anti-racist discourse. Like the republican model in France, British multiculturalist race relations were supported by a broad (left-right) political consensus that effectively excluded both the extreme left and the extreme right, and managed to sustain a stable policy monopoly for several decades to come. Indeed, in contrast to the issue’s salience in the 1950s and 1960s, there would be very little political disagreement about these matters until after the turn of the millennium; the issue was, effectively, pacified.

As a consequence of the events in the 1950s and 1960s, an emergent structure in the political field devolved the issue to alternative venues (local government, scientific institutes), or to what would become known as ‘the race relations industry’. According to Favell (1998b: 112), the British way of approaching this issue reflected ‘a familiar utilitarian pattern in British political thinking, which emphasizes the consequential rather than
the a priori deontological aspects of ethical and political reasoning’. Unlike France where such a priori deontological thinking has been common since the 1980s, partly due to the involvement of public intellectuals with a philosophical background, in the UK there was a preference for ‘calculated, piecemeal, evolutionary, anti-philosophical pragmatism’ (ibid.: 96). This meant, for instance, that symbolic deliberations on immigrant integration vis-à-vis national identity were systematically avoided; integration was instead framed as a Marshallian expansion of legal and political rights to social rights.

Joppke (1999a: 233-235) adds here the role that the British tradition of common law has played in this consequential logic. The UK’s pragmatic legal tradition contrasted sharply with the prominence that constitutional legal principles have had in this domain in France and Germany. It allowed for much more flexibility and pragmatism in the legal accommodation of ethnic pluralism, without offering a venue for linking such issues to fundamental legal (and national) principles, such as embedding them in a formal constitution.

In the 1970s and 1980s, local venues were at the core of this logic of consequence in problem framing and in the depoliticisation of immigrant integration. Soysal (1994: 70) describes the way immigrant integration policy is organised in the UK as decentralised and society-centred, setting it apart from France and the Netherlands, in particular. There was no unitary policy structure for the coordination of British integration policy, except for CRE’s legal, monitoring tasks at the national level. At the local level, welfare organisations or community relations councils (CRCs, later renamed RECs for Race Equality Councils) initially had a primary role in sustaining the welfare state integration of immigrants. This did not so much imply offering facilities but rather, aiding immigrants to make use of their rights.

Fear loomed that CRCs would exacerbate racial consciousness, again reflecting a similarity with the American case. As they were being replaced by immigrant self-organisations in the early 1980s (similar to what occurred in the Netherlands during the same period), their responsibility became ever more marginal. This resulted in local governments taking the primary role in promoting local race relations (Joppke 1999b: 238). Being reflected here was a British style of emphasis on welfare state integration in which local governments were key in administering large parts, such as education and housing (ibid.). Thus, devolving the integration issue to local venues supported the welfare state frame of integration and, subsequently, the logic of consequence in the political field.

It was also at this local level that ethnic elites were co-opted. This occurred by supporting the development of self-organisations, but also through the establishment of race relations units in local governments, for which representatives of immigrant racial minorities were selected (Soysal
1994: 82). RECs are now also expected to represent minorities at the local level, though they do not have a formal role as a statutory body (ibid.: 74).

*The race relations paradigm in British immigrant integration research*

The field of immigrant integration research in the UK was first shaped by a sociology of race, which had its roots in sociology as well as anthropology (Small & Solomos 2006). Like the Dutch anthropologists, the British sociology of race had its roots in the study of cultures abroad, namely in former British colonies. Only later would it turn towards the British home country (Bourne 1980). When the Institute for Race Relations (IRR) was established in 1952 (then still part of the Royal Institute for International Affairs), its sights were set on race relations abroad, whereas in subsequent decades it would become one of the leading institutes studying relations at home. Research in this early period, around the 1950s, concentrated on the cultural and racial ‘otherness’ of migrants (ibid.).

IRR would prove to be a cradle for British immigrant research, with pioneers such as Michael Banton, Richard Rose and Roy Jenkins. It was, however, torn apart in the early 1970s by a boundary struggle provoking scientific as well as political questions. Its first report, ‘Colour and citizenship’ (Rose 1969), would set the tone for future integration research, defining colour as the guide to its analysis, as a legitimisation of the British race relations regime (Joppke 1999: 124). Instead of adopting a critical Marxist approach to issues such as institutional racism, the report sufficed with a rather factual policy-oriented recommendation, which was also explicitly stated (in a second version).

Any proposals for the amelioration of relationships between minorities and majority – and this book is intended principally as a constructive contribution towards policymaking in this field – must be justified in purely practical terms. [...] [and] have an application to the real problems of the adjustment process [...]. (see Bourne 1980: 337)

An impassioned internal struggle ensued between another IRR researcher, Jenkins and the research group centred around Rose. Gaining media attention, the conflict was about whether the crux of the study should be race relations, as in Rose’s study, or racism, following Jenkins’ ideas (ibid.: 339).

The so-called pluralist school, which focused on race relations, ethnicity and the transformation of the UK into a multicultural society rather than on institutional racism, appears to have won this boundary struggle. It managed to acquire funding from the Social Science Research Council (SSRC, then the main body for funding academic research in the social sciences) to establish a (then fully funded) Research Unit on Ethnic Relations, which would later become the Centre for Research in Ethnic
Relations (CRER) (Bourne 1980; Ratcliffe 2001). At the same time, IRR would remain more on the margins of British integration research. Consistent with social science on the whole during the 1970s, leading researchers in this field were strongly inclined to take action. For instance, John Rex, director of CRER since the late 1970s and one of the UK’s leading public intellectuals and sociologists in this period, fervently believed that the ‘is’ and ‘ought’ of sociological research could not be separated and sociology should maintain a societal commitment (Turner 2006). This may have contributed to the distinct orientation towards policy held by researchers in the field, as well as their being attuned to the political-ideological environment. For instance, Rex had dropped many of his critical Marxist ideas by the time he became CRER director (Favell 2001). CRER also maintained close ties with state agencies, which sometimes conflicted with the centre’s academic sensibility, for instance, when disagreements transpired over use of the term ‘Thatcherism’ in a report from the 1980s (Ratcliffe 2001: 129). Critics argue that the involvement of researchers in the ‘race relations industry’ may have inadvertently contributed to racism and state control over race relations, while being distinctly out of touch with the black/racial target groups themselves (Bourne 1980). Just as in the Netherlands, the British government seems to have preferred expert expertise over ethnic expertise.

The dominance of race relations research appears not only to have legitimised the British race relations framing of integration policies, but also its guiding logic of consequence and pragmatism. Firstly, with a traditional emphasis on race and multiculturalism, race relations research provided a frame allowing the government to address immigrant integration without resorting to extreme-left anti-racism (with such Marxist theories already tamed in the boundary struggle that split the IRR) or policies of assimilation that would invoke the national identity taboo (which was never present in this research field). In addition, it supported policy development in an instrumental manner, with a sociological thesis that equality of opportunity and elimination of racial discrimination would support public order and prevent conflict (‘rivers of blood’) in a multicultural society (Favell 1998b: 116). It carried a positive claim that, with a sociologically informed intervention in race relations, public order could be secured (ibid.).

This contribution to the development of the British race relations frame is manifest in the long series of discrimination studies undertaken by CRER (also serving as funder), as well as the CRE and the Policy Science Institute (PSI), which was formerly Political and Economic Planning (PEP). PSI, in particular, has had an enormous direct and instrumental influence on policy developments, as two of its reports on discrimination and race relations (1968, 1977) were immediate precursors for two of the Race Equality Acts. Some of their later reports, however, appear to have been largely ignored (Ratcliffe 2001), perhaps due to the fact that PSI is
known as a rather leftist think tank with little influence in periods of conservative rule.

An important issue in the relations between British social scientists and the British state has been the issue of ethnic monitoring, which is carried out by institutes such as CRE, in relation to policy purposes. On one hand, the racial inexplicitness of the British race relations frame means that race should remain a non-explicit category, not used for carving out specific groups. On the other hand, the monitoring of discrimination, and hence the evaluation of policy, would be impossible without some means of registering race as a social category. Social scientists and CRE, as a whole, had been lobbying government since the 1970s to include questions about race in the decennial population census (Ratcliffe 2001). It was not until 1991 that such a question was included. Still, it sparked significant conflict across the science-politics nexus. For instance, there were fervent objections to using the 1991 census data for a study on racial dynamics of labour and housing markets and related policy successes and failures, the latter of which would even have been censured by the Home Office (ibid.: 122-123). The dilemma between the need for ethnic monitoring and the norm of racial inexplicitness persists until this day. However, in the interest of anti-discrimination policies, the UK has been one of the first countries to introduce racial categories in national statistics (Joppke 1999b: 233).

The British case also reveals a persistent tendency towards what can be described as comitology. After nearly every focus event to occur in this domain, the government response has been to establish a committee, often led by a prominent politician but also calling on the expertise of leading researchers. For instance, following the 1981 riots in Brixton, the Scarman Committee was established. In 1985, the Gifford Committee was set up after further unrest. The Bradford Committee followed in 1995 and, in 2001, the Cantle Committee. Although several, especially those chaired by Scarman and Cantle, were quite influential, they often also seemed to be a substitute for political action (Ratcliffe 2001). Moreover, they rarely led to the type of the fundamental reflection seen in, for instance, the Nationality Commission and the High Council for Integration in France (Favell 1998b). As such, they slotted neatly into the British logic of depoliticisation and pragmatism.

There was, however, a clear rupture within British race relations research in the mid-1990s. This time, a new boundary struggle would split CRER. On one hand, a more critical strand of research emerged, so-called cultural studies on issues such as hybrid identities and identity politics among immigrants. The new school was led by researchers such as Paul Gilroy and Tariq Modood, and led to the establishment of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (Favell 2001; Small & Solomos 2006). On the other hand, the cultural pluralists of race relations research (including Rex) also sought to expand their scope beyond the British territory, trying,
for instance, to acquire more European research funding. In fact, CRER split precisely along these lines. To date, cultural studies has nevertheless acquired little resonance among policymakers, even despite its association with institutes such as PSI and IRR.

The institutionalisation of a technocratic nexus

In contrast to the other countries examined in this book, the level of politicisation in the UK has, since the 1960s, remained comparatively low. Direct involvement by social science researchers in policymaking, through various venues, has remained significant. Although the current assimilationist turn seems tied with progressive politicisation, until shortly after the turn of the millennium, the debate on immigrant integration (i.e. race relations) was conducted largely in technocratic terms. This involved attempts to manage race relations as a way to preserve public order, with several race relations acts based in important respects on reports from PSI. Recently, the government has shown renewed concern with ‘evidence-based policymaking’ in this domain (Boswell 2009). This became manifest in recent discussions on labour migration, which were highly influenced by reports from the Institute for Public Policy Research and the Research, Development and Statistics Directorate from the Home Office (ibid.: 109).

In the British research-policy nexus, boundaries between the two fields appear never to have been very sharp. First, personal networks and the academic credentials of specific experts often played a key role in research-policy dialogues. This reflects the broader British ‘national style’ in creating science-policy boundaries, whereby the credibility of science relies on ‘the quality and reasonableness of the experts who provide the scientific evaluations’ (Halffman 2005; Boswell 2009). These personal networks constituted the core of what Favell (1998b) describes as the elite-crafted project of British multiculturalism. Within these networks, the boundaries between research and policy were very diffuse, though academic credentials could also bring about a considerable amount of political capital. This clearly applies to a variety of leading social scientists in this field who have contributed significantly to the shaping of British migration policies (and immigrant integration research), including Rex and Bhikhu Parekh.

Secondly, the direct involvement of social science research in policymaking is also manifested in the organisation of an extensive in-house research capacity in the Home Office, particularly the Immigration Research and Statistics Service (IRSS) in the Research, Development and Statistics Department (Boswell 2009). In an in-depth analysis of how the IRSS functions and the knowledge utilisation of its reports, Boswell (ibid.: 124) shows how IRSS findings were often used to substantiate government positions, such as those in the field of labour migration. This contrasts with the German research group within the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, which used findings mainly to legitimise its own organisational
position within the emerging migration policy field. Within the largely technocratic setting of policy debate on labour migration, the IRSS research served as an important means for substantiating the liberal migration agenda of the New Labour government and convincing fellow organisations in the field of the need for a more liberal migration regime.

7.3.3 The technocracy of British race relations

The configuration of relations between British immigrant integration research and policymaking can best be described in terms of the technocratic model. Contrary to the other countries examined in this book, the debate on immigrant integration remained largely technocratic in the UK, at least up until recently. Integration was largely depoliticised and devolved to other venues like local governments and research bodies. In sharp contrast with the highly philosophical (deontological) logic of framing in France, the British followed a much more pragmatic (consequential) logic of framing. This involved a fervent belief that by managing race relations in a rational manner, public order could be maintained in the multicultural society and ‘rivers of blood’ could be averted. In this depoliticised setting, the British multicultural model of integration was the product of an ‘elite project’ to manage race relations. The expertise of researchers and specific research institutes played a key role in the development of these race relations policies. This included key roles for institutes like PSI, but also the CRER and, later, the IRSS in the Home Office. On some points in particular, researchers were able to exert significant influence on policy developments, such as in the case of the PSI reports on discrimination and the social-scientific lobbying for ethnic monitoring.

In this depoliticised setting, the boundaries between immigrant integration research and policy never became as articulated as they were in, for instance, Germany. Researchers were often involved in policymaking in very direct ways, often through highly personalised settings. This seems to reflect the broader British style of boundary regimes, where personalised academic credentials frequently have much more weight than formalised science-policy boundaries. This is manifested in the many instances where academic experts participated in government-oriented or government-associated commissions, such as the many examples raised by Bleich (2003) on how British academics and policymakers, alike, were influenced by the US race relations approach and, more recently, the example of the Commission on the Future of Multi-Ethnic Britain that was chaired by Parekh.

The race relations frame of immigrant integration was clearly an outcome of co-production between researchers and policymakers in the UK. After all, this frame was co-produced by what has been described as a ‘race relations industry’, in which researchers, but also local governments and organisations such as the CRE, played a central role. In the field of
immigrant integration research, British sociologists of race have been at the core of co-producing a race relations frame. Having lost its most critical Marxist roots, the British sociology of race looked primarily to matters of culture, race and ethnicity in view of developing British multicultural society. Like Dutch social researchers of the same period, British sociologists had a strong sense of societal engagement as well as policy orientation. At an essential moment in the co-evolution of British immigrant integration politics and research, race relations specialists managed to acquire a dominant position. This occurred in the 1970s when IRR was struck by internal boundary struggles and CRER came on the scene, establishing a base for race relations research in the decades to come.

However, recent developments appear to have strained this technocratic symbiosis within the British race relations frame. On one hand, a gradual reframing of the British model occurred after the turn of the millennium, as renewed politicisation of the issue led to a re-ethnicisation of British policies, in search of commonalities and the minimum requirement of what ‘being British’ means. This politicisation and re-ethnicisation also seems to involve a punctuation of the technocratic and pragmatic style of policy-making. On the other hand, a new boundary struggle emerged in the British field of immigrant integration research: race relations researchers frequently looking towards Europe for funding versus cultural studies adopting a more critical perspective on British race relations politics. Just as in the Netherlands, the division of labour between social scientific research and politics in the UK appears to be characterised by a shift from symbiosis to a more antithetical relationship.

7.4 Conclusions: Dutch exceptionalism?

This chapter has explored the role of research in the construction – and reproduction – of specific frames of integration in France, Germany and the UK. The main objective was to find out whether the patterns of research-policy relations found in the Dutch case could also be identified in countries with very different national styles of boundary work. Could we identify more generalisable correspondences between the structure of research-policy relations and the culture of framing immigrant integration?

A first pattern found in several countries, notably the UK and the Netherlands, was the relationship between technocracy and multiculturalism. In both countries, a relation was found between, on one hand, a highly institutionalised issue domain with close ties between researchers and policymakers and, on the other hand, a multiculturalist type of problem framing that stressed specific characteristics of an ethno-cultural (Netherlands) or racial (UK) nature. Technocracy resulted in a depoliticised setting in both countries and a fervent belief in societal steering, be it the
management of race relations in the UK or the state-led emancipation of minorities in the Netherlands. In addition, it involved a strong policy orientation and social engagement by researchers, exemplified, for instance, in PSI’s and CRER’s policy entrepreneurship in the UK and that of ACOM and WRR in the Netherlands. In both countries, multiculturalism was the product of ‘elite technocratic management’ (Favell 1998b), which, particularly for the Dutch case, made it vulnerable to criticism of being out of touch with popular concerns about the broader societal impact of immigration.

Apparently, there is something about technocracy wont to generate multiculturalist frames of immigrant integration. Regardless of the alleged national models of integration that dominate historical-institutionalist thinking, this analysis shows that it was the technocratic configuration of dialogues on immigrant integration that contributed to constructing a multiculturalist frame of integration. In fact, this technocratic configuration was produced in both countries only after short-lived periods of politicisation – following key trigger events such as the suburban riots in the UK and the Moluccan terrorist acts in the Netherlands. It was only then – mostly ‘behind closed doors’ and by specific national elites – that the multiculturalist type of frames gained ground in both countries: namely, the race relations frame in the UK and the ethnic minorities frame in the Netherlands.

A second pattern found in several countries was that a lack of institutionalisation – deinstitutionalisation – of a migration policy domain tends to encourage linkages with broader societal issues such as the welfare state. This is what occurred in Germany until recently and in the Netherlands in the 1990s. In Germany, until about a decade ago, the Kein Eindwanderungsland myth prevented a policy domain from becoming institutionalised; in terms of both research and policy, this meant that issues of integration were mostly framed within the broader context of the welfare state. In the Netherlands, the integration policy of the 1990s also involved a more general (universalist) approach to integration, discontinuing or weakening the position of domain-specific actors such as the Minorities Policy Directorate and ACOM and, instead, delegating more responsibilities to generic policy departments and local governments. Lack of an institutional policy domain also implies that no institutional research-policy nexus can emerge. Indeed, in the Netherlands, the research-policy nexus of the 1980s was deconstructed in the early 1990s; in Germany, no nexus was constructed until shortly after the turn of the millennium. Research-policy dialogues in this setting mainly involved political primacy and a very selective use of data (e.g. from SCP in the Netherlands) or research that fitted into the dominant universalist problem frame (e.g. the dominant tradition of welfare state integration observed in German migration literature).
Something about a lack of institutionalisation seems to prevent overemphasis on what is particular to immigrants and encourages what has been described in the Dutch case as a logic of equity in problem framing. This means that issues connected to broader societal themes tend to stress what migrants have in common with others as new citizens, rather than what differentiates them as ethnic or racial minorities. We can also speak of, in this respect, a co-evolution of immigrant integration research and policies in developing such univeralist type of frames. Clearly, although less direct than in technocratic types of research-policy relations, non-institutionalised research-policy dialogues contributed to the co-production of the welfare state integration frame in German migration policies and research and the integration paradigm in Dutch policies and research during the 1990s. It is doubtful, however, to what extent this co-evolution can be extended to all European countries. A key variable in the rise of universalism as found in Germany and the Netherlands of the 1990s is the structure of their welfare states. Both countries have extensive Bismarckian welfare states, involving extensive welfare facilities and a view of government as a ‘compensator of first resort’ (Leibfried 1992). This may explain why this type of universalist frame did not evolve in either the UK or France.

A third pattern was found between politicisation and the assimilationist turn that seems to be taking place in various Western European countries. Especially in the Netherlands but also in France, Germany and, to some extent, the UK, this shift was associated with a more antithetical relationship between research and policy. Politicisation often involved public questioning of scientific credibility and an aversion to inaccessible technocratic modes of policy development that would be out of touch with the public. This became evident in the Netherlands, where the Blok Committee sparked controversy about social researchers’ reliability, alleging a multiculturalist bias and technocratic involvement in prior policy development. A similar controversy surrounded the Süßmuth Commission in Germany, spiralling criticism for its technocratic style that disregarded popular concerns about integration. France has, for even longer, been a scene of major boundary struggles involving open controversy between ‘public intellectuals’ in favour of an assimilationist frame and social scientists advocating a more pragmatic approach to integration; already for decades, boundary struggles have been manifest in issues of ethnic statistics in France.

Politicisation somehow created positive conditions for the rise of assimilationist frames in various countries. Especially in France and the Netherlands, the politicisation of immigrant integration spurred attention to the social-cultural facets of integration. This has generated a more philosophical or, as Favell (1998b) has described it, deontological logic of problem framing, concentrating on issues of great symbolic importance for the preservation of national identity (for instance, headscarves in France and dual nationality in the Netherlands). However, a deontological logic and
the national focus of problem framing in political fields seems to be at odds with the broader development of an increasingly Europeanising field of integration research. This widening divide is evident in several countries, for example, in France’s controversies about ethnic statistics and in the transnationalist and post-nationalist literatures that have evolved in particular in the Netherlands and Germany.

All cases revealed the institutionalisation of research-policy relations around specific frames. This applies to the welfare state frame of integration in German policy and research, the broad science-politics discourse coalition of the French Republican model, the British race relations industry and the Dutch technocratic symbiosis produced around the multicultural model of the 1980s. Clearly underscored is the argument made elsewhere (Favell 1999; Lavenex 2005) that immigrant integration research tends to be highly nationalised, co-producing the so-called ‘national model of integration’. However, the ongoing Europeanisation of the domain of immigrant integration research does catalyse a denationalisation of research frames and a greater distance between research and politics in this respect.

This co-production of national frames has complicated critical frame reflection in the dialogues between immigrant integration research and policies. Research-policy dialogues rarely addressed the multiplicity of frames found in most countries. On one hand, researchers tended to ally themselves to one specific frame, often the one predominating their national setting. This was clearly manifest in the dominance of the race relations frame in British immigrant integration research, the welfare state frame in German research and the multicultural model in Dutch research of the 1980s. On the other hand, policymakers have had a tendency to pick and choose those research claims that support their policy discourse, rather than critically confronting their frames with potential alternatives. This was particularly evident in France, which had a blind spot for empirical social research that could contest the assumptions of the republican model. In various cases, though, the Europeanisation of immigrant integration research and the rise of transnationalist and post-nationalist frames accelerated the widening divide between research and policy in this respect.

The difficulties of engaging in frame reflective dialogues on immigrant integration have become obvious from the various committees established to ‘reflect’ on integration policies. The Blok Committee in the Netherlands, the Süssmuth Commission in Germany and the Stasi Commission in France were established to respond to the challenges being faced by national governments in taming the progressively politicised controversies on integration. Confronted with the multiplicity of frames involved in these controversies, each of these bodies chose to affiliate itself with a specific frame: universalist for the Süssmuth Commission and the Blok Committee, and a more assimilationist (republicanist) frame for the Stasi Commission. Yet, rather than encouraging frame reflection, these
bodies contributed further to frame controversy. The fact that all fell into controversy clearly underscores the theoretical premise that intractable controversies cannot be resolved through re-examining ‘the facts’, as these facts tend to be selected and interpreted very differently by actors with different frames.

Can we conclude, then, that the Dutch case of research-policy dialogues on immigrant integration is exceptional? In most respects, it is not. The Netherlands reveals a type of national-level co-evolution between immigrant integration research and migration policies that was clearly present in other countries as well, despite this pattern of co-evolution following different national paths. We have also seen that research-policy dialogues in the Netherlands were neither more nor less ‘reflective’ than in other countries. Just as in surrounding countries, the role of research became contested in a situational setting characterised by frame conflicts. In particular, the tendency for research-policy relations to institutionalise around specific frames seems to have contributed to this.

What may have to some extent been exceptional is the ferocity of frameshifts and frame conflicts in the Netherlands. For in no other country were so many frameshifts found to occur in such a relatively short time. In fact, no single Dutch ‘model of integration’ could maintain itself in official policy discourse for more than a decade or so, whereas models in surrounding countries – though more dynamic than the historical-institutionalist literature suggests – were maintained for longer periods. Moreover, in no other country did frame conflicts become so intense (though France seems to approximate the Netherlands in this respect). This applies, in particular, to the fervent denunciation of multiculturalism, which was declared ex post a failure and blamed for many current Dutch integration problems. Related to the ferocity of frame conflicts, the role of research has become perhaps even more contested than in the other countries.
8 Conclusion: Towards reflective research-policy dialogues?

This book has ventured into both the political and academic controversies on immigrant integration in the Netherlands over the past decades. Rather than honing in on a specific ‘model of integration’ or the famous – or infamous – Dutch multicultural model of integration itself, it has analysed the multiplicity of frames of immigrant integration. Immigrant integration is an essentially contested concept in the Netherlands, with policymakers adopting a new frame of integration almost once every decade or so. This significantly challenges the view in national and international literature that the Dutch case represents a coherent, consistent multicultural model. Modelling the Dutch case as such seems to be an ex post construction rather than an accurate depiction of formal policy discourse in the Netherlands. Indeed, although there was something like a multicultural model during most of the 1980s, it had already been abandoned by the beginning of the 1990s and was constantly contested by other frames of integration.

Furthermore, disaccord about how to frame immigrant integration was closely connected to controversies over mutual relations between research and policymaking in the field. In the Netherlands, immigrant integration research has been tied up with the framing of this issue as well as the construction of the Dutch multicultural model. Indeed, the development of both fields can, to some extent, be described as a pattern of co-evolution. However, Dutch immigrant integration research has become highly fragmented, with several frames of integration. This has complicated research-policy dialogues, particularly in the last decade. Researchers tend to affiliate themselves to specific frames, whereas policymakers tend to ignore research containing a frame other than their own. The recent controversies surrounding the Blok Committee, which defined Dutch policies as a relative success even though many political parties had denounced it as a failure, illustrates how easily research-policy dialogues can digress into a dialogue of the deaf.

Analysing such dialogues in the construction of specific frames, this book has tried to transcend the more historical-institutionalist modes of ‘models thinking’ that have acquired wide resonance in European immigrant integration research. From a structuralist-constructivist perspective, this study has taken such models as objects of analysis rather than as
starting points for analysis, and has delved into the process of constructing the models as frames. This approach has proven highly valuable in understanding controversies surrounding immigrant integration and the multiplicity of frames involved. It has also shown how some cultures of framing immigrant integration tend to be associated with specific structures of relations between different types of actors.

8.1 Beyond the Dutch multicultural model

This book punctuates the image of a dominant, consistent and coherent Dutch multicultural model of integration. Instead, it has developed a view of the Netherlands’ approach as contested and involving a multiplicity of frames. Contrary to the path dependency and policy coherency and consistency suggested by models thinking, this view emphasises dynamics, policy conflict and a high degree of inconsistency in the Dutch approach over the past decades.

In both policy and research there has been, besides the multiculturalist framing of integration, a long tradition of a more universalist framing of integration. More recently, assimilationist and transnationalist frames have evolved in both fields as well, contributing further to the multiplicity of frames making immigrant integration such an intractable controversy. Different frames have prevailed in distinct periods throughout the development of Dutch integration policies – multiculturalism in the 1980s, universalism in the 1990s and a more assimilationist frame since the turn of the millennium. In the field of research, this multiplicity was not so much manifested in periodic shifts but rather, in a progressive fragmentation of the research field, involving different research paradigms (minorities paradigm, integration paradigm, etc.) associated with specific experts, research institutes and advisory bodies.

The multicultural model, for which the Netherlands has become so internationally known, can be redefined as a discourse and situated in a particular historical and structural setting, rather than denounced altogether. Indeed, during the 1980s, a multiculturalist frame was dominant in both policy and research (though in both fields combined with important elements of universalist thinking). It was founded on the consensus of a relatively small network of researchers and policymakers who shared a concern for what was specific to the position of ethnic or cultural minorities – the logic of minorities. Despite the fact that Dutch society had been depolarising rapidly since the late 1950s, this frame seemed to reflect how Dutch society had responded to social and religious pluralism earlier in the twentieth century. Vink (2007) explains this as a ‘pillarisation reflex’, meaning that this pillarisation frame was reinvented in response to immigration, so as to tame a potentially controversial policy problem. The idea
of a pillarisation reflex in the framing of this issue cannot, of course, conceal that immigrant minorities in the Netherlands never really evolved into the well-organised and coherent pillars that had once characterised society. Furthermore, the dominant cultural-anthropological tradition in immigrant integration research contributed to the emphasis on cultural or ethnic minorities, without any connection to pillarisation.

In formal policy discourse, this multiculturalist model was abandoned in the early 1990s for a more universalist approach, stressing the ‘good’ or ‘active’ citizenship of individual migrants, especially in social-economic areas such as labour, education and housing. By 1989, WRR had denounced the decade’s multiculturalist approach as largely ineffective, turning migrants into ‘welfare dependents’ and being too bogged down in ‘symbolic debates’. This report, together with the national minorities dispute of the early 1990s, contributed significantly to the citizenship-oriented approach of integration policy seen in the same decade. In immigrant integration research more generally, there was a major emphasis on the participation of individual migrants as citizens in the social-economic sphere, as illustrated in the SCP reports. After the turn of the millennium and especially after the ‘long year of 2002’ and the Fortuyn revolution in Dutch politics, the multicultural model was denounced in even stronger terms. A 2003 memorandum stated that ‘with the cultivation of the own cultural identities it is not possible to bridge differences [...] the unity of our society must be found in what the members have in common’. This statement clearly illustrates the assimilationist turn that Dutch policies experienced in the first years of the new millennium.

In Dutch immigrant integration research, the ongoing trend towards Europeanisation and internationalisation is contributing to a multiplicity of frames and a widening gap between the worlds of policy and research. Whereas politicisation is triggering a national framing of immigrant integration, as illustrated by the tight issue linkage between immigrant integration and national identity and social cohesion, immigrant integration research has witnessed the evolution of transnationalist and post-nationalist frames. These frames, at least to some extent, denationalise the process of immigrant integration, being at odds with the assimilationist turn in many integration policies in Europe. One of the mechanisms behind this trend is the co-optation of researchers in European research networks, sometimes funded by European organisations (e.g. European framework programmes for research funding that have financed as an example par excellence the IMISCOE Network of Excellence).

Thus, multiculturalism was only one of several frames to have influenced policy discourse and research in the Netherlands. As a policy discourse, the multicultural model has had significant influence on policy practices, especially in the 1980s. There is some evidence that policies initiated in the 1980s were effectuated in this period and were even
continued until well after the multicultural policies of the minorities policy were formally abandoned. This is what Koopmans (2007) refers to as the strong tendency for ‘path dependency’ practiced in Dutch integration policies. For instance, immigrant language and culture instruction continued until after the turn of the millennium, albeit in different forms and with different wordings of its rationale. Whereas the goal was initially formulated as contributing to identity formation of migrants within the Dutch multicultural society, the rationale of the 1990s was reframed in terms of ‘language transition’ by first mastering the mother tongue in order to support the subsequent apprehension of Dutch as a second language.

However, the extent to which these practices continue to be inspired by a coherent multicultural model remains contested. To some extent, the national and local levels of integration policy seem to have followed different institutional logics. Whereas national policy discourse was inspired by politicisation, trigger events and a concern with grand themes such as national identity and culture, local policy discourse seems to have been much more pragmatic in nature, concerned with practical modes of problem-coping and a more instrumental policy logic. An important instance of divergence in this respect concerns the recognition of ethno-cultural groups and minorities organisations. In the early 1990s, national government formally adopted a more colour-blind citizenship approach, approaching migrants as citizens rather than as ethnic or cultural groups. This meant that various group-specific, tailor-made projects would have to be abolished. Yet, in practice, group-specific projects continued to proliferate (De Zwart & Poppelaars 2007). Often, there was a pragmatic need for policy practitioners to concentrate on specific groups and cooperate with migrant organisations, to be able to ‘reach’ the policy targets and to acquire relevant knowledge and information about them (Poppelaars & Scholten 2008).

Although these local practices often imply a de facto recognition of cultural groups, it would be a mistake to consider them real multicultural policies. Rather, they form more pragmatic attempts to conduct effective policies at the local level. They are not inspired by an ideology of multiculturalism or a legacy of pillarisation but rather, by the more pragmatic need to recognise groups and develop tailor-made projects to conduct effective policies and, as former Mayor of Amsterdam Job Cohen often put it very aptly, to ‘keep things together’. They also show that the 1990s’ citizenship approach did not institutionalise as a coherent policy model or become a true ‘national model’. Neither did the multicultural paradigm of the 1980s.

The analysis of Dutch migration policies and research presented in this study shows the value of looking beyond ‘national models of integration’. Bowen (2007) has argued that we should distinguish between models of integration policies and models for integration policymaking. We have now seen that these national models tend to distort our view as models of
integration policies, as their emphasis on historical consistency and policy coherency tends to conceal the more dynamic and contested nature of policymaking. Instead, ideal-typical frames of immigrant integration, based on earlier typologies from Castles and Miller (2003) and Koopmans and Statham (2000), have been used here to empirically analyse how and why specific frames come and go in policy discourse and research. Thus, rather then attempting to capture the Dutch case in terms of a specific model, this book has emphasised the process of problem construction in research and policymaking. Ideal-typical frames are tools for analysis rather than stand-ins for empirical analysis. Furthermore, this type of frame analysis also allows for the empirical study of models for policymaking. Indeed, we have seen that ‘multiculturalism’ was such a model or discourse for policymaking for some actors in the 1980s and, in fact, has remained so ever since. However, this does not legitimise the qualification of Dutch policy and research in terms of such a multicultural model.

8.2 The Dutch research-policy nexus on the line

The nexus between immigrant integration research and policymaking in the Netherlands has played a central role in what can be described as a ‘co-evolution’ of both fields. Dutch immigrant integration research has often been highly policy-oriented, able to ensure its policy relevance through diverse institutional channels, including expert committees and advisory bodies such as ACOM, WRR and SCP. At the same time, immigrant integration policymaking has been majorly influenced by immigrant integration research, notably in comparison to other policy fields. Much more than the ethnic expertise of migrant organisations, academic expertise was pivotal in several policy turning points. The initial urge for depoliticisation, the belief in societal steering of processes of integration and, of course, the ready availability of policy-relevant research seem to have been important causal factors in the role of this nexus.

The nexus between research and policy has, however, been shaped very differently over specific periods. Supported thus is the premise of scientific studies that, in empirical research, the role of science rarely accords to that long-held dogma of ‘science speaking truth to power’. This book finds clear correlations between what Gusfield (1976) described as the structure of policymaking, including a specific role for academic expertise, and the culture of policymaking, or the framing of the immigrant integration issue. First, the technocratic structure of policymaking in the late 1970s and early 1980s created a structural setting that allowed for a multiculturalist framing of integration. As already indicated by Guiraudon (1997) and supported here, this technocratic structure helped keep the policy debate behind closed doors. It limited not only the discussion’s scale to a small network
of policymakers and experts, but also its scope, concerned with what was specific to ethnic and cultural minorities and that which called for a logic of minorities. This structure helped sustain a policy equilibrium during the 1980s, insulating the integration policy domain from the broader politics of welfare state retrenchment during that period.

Second, research again proved crucial in the universalist policy turn in the early 1990s, albeit with a very different configuration of the research-policy nexus. In this period, research fulfilled an enlightenment role that helped punctuate the structural equilibrium that had, until then, sustained multiculturalism. In particular, WRR furnished a venue for the agenda setting of a more universalist framing of immigrant integration. Thanks to its ‘scientific’ authority, WRR was considered a legitimate venue for raising a new frame that broke major taboos in this domain. The report attracted broad public and political discussion, but only years later were many of its main ideas adopted in government policy. Yet, WRR’s enlightenment role created issue linkages between immigrant integration and the broader politics of welfare state retrenchment, prompting a very different logic of problem framing. Instead of stressing the particularities of migrants, the new universalist frame redefined migrants as citizens, focusing on their participation in general institutions rather than on group-specific measures.

Third, the recent assimilationist turn in Dutch integration policies also involved a reconfiguration of the research-policy nexus. Immigrant integration became the crux of a broader populist challenge to the Dutch political establishment. More than before, immigrant integration became politicised, with Dutch politicians and government eager to respond to the ‘voice from the street’, which populists claim had been ignored for too long. To inspire new political impetus to the integration policy, research was used very selectively to provide symbolic support to the assimilationist policy turn. Data on social-cultural integration, such as that from SCP, now became more meaningful. At the same time, a third WRR report developing a more transnationalist problem framing was ignored. Moreover, the role social researchers had played in policy development over the past decades became subject of political controversy. When a parliamentary investigative committee asked a research institute to evaluate the effectiveness of the integration policy, the credibility of immigrant integration research was put openly on the line; there were allegations of a multiculturalist bias and overly close involvement in the policy they would now have to evaluate. Interestingly, this boundary struggle afforded an important opportunity for constructing the Dutch multicultural model in hindsight. The model became a powerful counter-discourse against which new policy developments were juxtaposed. Moreover, it served to disqualify various actors that had previously been involved in this domain.

Analysis of the evolution of research-policy relations over the past decades indicates a growing disenchantment in the dialogue between
immigrant integration research and migration policies. On one hand, there was the tendency of research-policy relations in this domain to create what others have described as ‘paradigmatic closure’ (Castles & Wihtol de Wenden 2006). The Dutch case reveals a repeated institutionalisation of research-policy relations around specific problem framings. In different periods, specific research and policy actors often converged on the research-policy nexus surrounding a shared frame, while excluding other actors with rival frames. It created not only a policy monopoly that could remain relatively stable for some time (about a decade or so), but also had a structuring effect on the field of immigrant integration research itself. This was manifest, for instance, in the late 1970s when policy developments contributed to the dominant position of the minorities paradigm. It was also exemplified during the early 1990s, with the virtual disappearance of rival paradigms (Rath 2001), when policy renewal also triggered boundary struggles in immigrant integration research to challenge the minorities paradigm and fortify the integration paradigm.

This paradigmatic closure provides an important obstacle to frame critical research-policy dialogues. When research-policy relations are institutionalised around a specific frame, research-policy dialogues tend to accentuate instrumental or secondary policy aspects, rather than the fundamental framing of the problem. In situations characterised by a multiplicity of frames, this can lead to dialogues of the deaf, where actors with different frames have disparate selections or interpretations of ‘evidence’. This became particularly manifest in the controversies surrounding the parliamentary investigative committee established in 2004. Based on an independent study that developed a universalist perspective on the state of immigrant integration, this committee concluded that the integration process was advancing relatively successfully in the Netherlands. In particular, the study and the committee itself pointed to evidence of progress in the domains of education and labour participation. Yet, these findings were assessed very differently in the political arena, where a more assimilationist frame now prevailed, one that emphasised cultural and religious issues, matters largely ignored by the committee. Rather than catalysing a new impetus for policy-making, this committee provoked yet another episode in the ongoing controversies on immigrant integration. It sparked widespread arguments about policy failure or success. Here, the multiplicity of frames became manifest more than ever, though the research-policy dialogues never achieved the level of critical frame reflection.

On the other hand, this book has also shown a budding recognition that scientific knowledge on immigrant integration is uncertain and knowledge claims are becoming publicly contested. Traditional (positivist) models that adapt a fervent belief in societal steering and social science’s contribution to rational problem resolutions are being traded in for more political primacy in mutual relations and cynicism about scientific expertise. The
growing fragmentation in the field of immigrant integration research, along with the more open manifestation of knowledge conflicts, seems to have contributed to this trend. This reflects a broader inclination in Dutch politics straying from traditional models of societal steering and, in particular, away from technocracy and policymaking ‘behind closed doors’, something censured by populist politicians since the turn of the millennium.

This trend is aptly illustrated by a growing number of instances where the credibility of migration scholars and related institutes is openly put on the line. Not surprisingly, given the close co-evolution of immigrant integration research and policy in the Netherlands, the policy orientation of researchers and institutes was often at stake in such controversies or ‘boundary struggles’. This certainly applies to the second WRR report from 1989, which was publicly denounced by ACOM as ‘non-scientific’, even though ACOM itself was blamed for being too entangled with the technocratic symbiosis of the minorities paradigm from the 1980s. Particularly severe was the boundary struggle surrounding the VWJ study on which the parliamentary investigative committee founded most of its conclusions. The credibility of the involved researchers was openly called into question because of their alleged multiculturalist bias and overly close involvement in the policy that they were now supposed to evaluate. Clearly, research became entangled in the ongoing frame conflicts. Immigrant integration research was now associated with a multiculturalist counter-discourse, one reinvented after the turn of the millennium to mark the assimilationist turn in Dutch politics.

8.3 Dutch exceptionalism?

An exploration on the relations between immigrant integration research and policies in France, Germany and the UK has indicated that the Dutch case of research-policy dialogues on migration and integration is not exceptional. Despite having very different national styles of research-policy relations, there seems to be a broader tendency in these countries to co-produce national models of integration, which may be relatively specific to the field of immigrant integration research. The UK has witnessed an institutionalisation of research-policy relations around its race relations frame that was remarkably similar to the Netherlands’ technocratic symbiosis of the 1980s. Though less institutionalised, there was also a distinct co-production of the welfare state integration frame in policy and research in Germany; similarly, French experts and intellectuals have formed strong support for the French Republicanist frame. This supports the claims made in other studies (Favell 2001; Lavenex 2005; Castles & Wihtol de Wenden 2006), though the recent Europeanisation of immigrant integration research seems to be challenging this dominant national focus.
The tendency to look for uniquely national models of integration and the challenge for such models to account for actual policy dynamics also does not seem exceptional. Even in France, where the republicanist model is perhaps even more resilient than the Dutch multicultural model, there seem to have been various models over the past decades, as well as a growing manifestation of knowledge conflicts among French migration scholars. Also for Germany and the UK, this book has shown that the national models of integration (differentialist and race relations frames, respectively) were the products of highly specific actor strategies and situational factors that aided the construction of these models, rather than these models being embedded in historical structures, per se. For instance, both France and Germany both had specific political factors that contributed to the construction of their models. In France, the republican model was reinvented in response to Le Pen’s challenge to both the left and the right. And in Germany, the differentialist frame long persisted due to a political stalemate between the Christian Democrats and Socialists, who both wished to change this frame albeit in different directions. Recognising that national models of integration were the products of specific actor strategies and situational factors advances our understanding of the often dynamic and contested nature of migration policymaking. It also allows us to reconceptualise so-called national models of integration as ‘discourses’ that shape our understanding of immigrant integration problems, though are themselves also shaped by actors and factors advocating a specific problem frame. As the Dutch case has shown, such models can remain powerful as counter discourses invoked to help distinguish policy failures from policy successes.

The international comparison has also revealed more generalisable relationships between, on one hand, specific structures of policymaking and the role of research therein and, on the other hand, specific cultures of problem framing. In the Netherlands of the 1980s and in the UK up until quite recently, the technocratic configuration of the research-policy nexus permitted a multiculturalist problem frame; it kept policymaking behind closed doors and limited the scope to specific ethnic or racial traits of immigrants. Furthermore, in various instances, the rise of more universalist frames was associated with issue linkages between integration and broader topics such as welfare state politics. This was the case in the Netherlands in the 1990s, but to some extent also in Germany during the 1970s and 1980s. Finally, in all the countries examined (though perhaps to a lesser degree in Germany), a correlation was found between mounting politicisation and the assimilationist turn in immigrant integration policies. This occurred in France relatively early, while in the other countries politicisation was avoided up until quite recently, thus postponing the assimilationist turn until after 2000.
Though further research is required to better establish the relation between the structure and culture of migration policymaking, the relations found across the four countries examined in this book highlight the value of the structuralist-constructivist perspective applied in this book. Structural-constructivism helps us reach beyond the historical-institutionalist thinking that has become so widespread in European immigrant integration research. It also helps us understand the much more dynamic ways in which our framing of immigrant integration is connected to the structural settings of our society. This seems particularly relevant for the domain of immigrant integration, as our understanding of the problem is so deeply entwined with policies – as this book has shown. Though undeniably associated with social-economic deprivation, discrimination, neighbourhood problems and various other ‘real world’ concerns, immigrant integration seems, first and foremost, a policy problem and, increasingly, also a political problem. It illustrates how contemporary governments struggle to develop policies to come to terms with this intractable, difficult-to-define social problem. As a policy issue, it has challenged traditional modes of governance that were aimed at rational societal steering and often involved technocratic processes of policymaking. Perhaps more than any other policy issue, immigrant integration has urged governments to respond to constant public and political swings and be more reflexive in terms of the multiplicity of frames it faces. For this reason, advancing our understanding of migration policymaking will not only be a challenge to migration scholars, but also to the fields of policy studies and political sciences in general.

A structural-constructivist perspective also allows us to perceive and interpret how our scientific understanding of immigrant integration is connected to broader societal structures. As already premised by Schneider and Ingram (1997) and many scholars of science studies, science tends to be far from ‘exceptional’. Its findings tend to be shaped by rigorous scientific methods, as well as by the social conditions in which research takes place. This seems particularly valid for the field (rather than the discipline) of immigrant integration research, the development of which has been so closely connected to the development of migration policies. Social scientists, too, tend to frame problems like immigrant integration. As this book’s analysis of national models of integration has shown, their frames are also likely to be influenced by the social settings in which actors frame problems. This is precisely why advancing our empirical and theoretical understanding of research-policy relations is of such great importance to the future development of immigrant integration as a research field.
8.4 Towards reflexive research-policy dialogues?

A salient revelation of this study, in terms of research-policy relations and their effect on the framing of immigrant integration, is that these relations rarely achieve a level of critical frame reflection. This echoes the disenchantment that seems to have shrouded research-policy relations in the field of migration throughout Europe over the past decades. On one hand, researchers tend to be unaware of their own selective, normative problem frames and how they can be socially conditioned. We see this most obviously in a tendency towards ‘paradigmatic closure’ in national fields of immigrant integration research. On the other hand, politicians and policymakers are becoming selective in their use of scientific expertise, cherry-picking only those strands that fit their problem framing. Thus revealed is an important mechanism behind the production of national models of integration. More recently, the rapid politicisation of immigrant integration seems to have made policymakers even more reluctant to found their policies on scientific expertise. As the Dutch case has shown, the very use of scientific expertise in policymaking has become contested, seen as a mere relic of the technocratic modes of policymaking now vehemently rejected.

This book has therefore proposed to reconceptualise research-policy relations as dialogues. Primarily, this means that rather than research withdrawing into its ivory tower or policy reacting to the political swings of the day, research and policy have responsibilities to stay in dialogue. Given the uncertainty of social-scientific knowledge claims and the difficulties experienced by governments coming to terms with this intractable policy controversy, this book proposes an alternative to the dogma that science speaks truth to power. The perspective is one of ‘making sense together’ (Hoppe 1999), whereby research and policy synergistically reflect on various possible ‘truths’, rather than one claimed as the absolute truth. Secondly, to be in dialogue means that no structural factors constrain interaction to one specific frame or model. Rather, research-policy dialogues should be designed to cope with a multiplicity of frames and to take them as objects of reflection rather than to take one frame as a given – as a model of integration.

Critical reflection arises only when research-policy dialogues are constantly on the look out for the prospect of a ‘lost frame’ (Rein 2008). For situations characterised by a multiplicity of frames, research-policy dialogues should not advocate a specific frame but rather, various alternative frames to be articulated and critically confronted. In this way, research-policy dialogues can help policymakers and researchers to make sense together – of wicked policy controversies like immigrant integration.
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